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There is increasing demand for cOdnselors tb leae4roUps. Groups fre-
quently are an effective way for a relatively small ndmber of counselors
to handle A largenumber of,clients. Several adyantages of group counseling

'over individual- counsbling have been Ildicated. These advantages include
peer support andkpeer'pressure', the opportunity for the client to practice
social interaction within'the group and 'to learn that perlsonal proplems
are not unique,by bearing ,orothersi problems. 'The Vend toward grouP
counseling also has been bolstered by the saisconcept%odtbst relatively
ineffective counselors van function in a group because groups seem to
take care of themselves. .

For all of these reasonsi tob mazW, counselors with experience only in
individual counse4n4 are being ttinto.group leadership positions.
Because leading 'a'grotp'is difficult and involves a number of skills, nan
groups headed by untrained leaders do not fulfill their potential and
actually may have negative effects on both the leaders and,group members.
Clearly, a need exists for.training programs that will prepare coUnselors

.

to be group leaderS:

Training.programs for group counselors usually cthi be categorized as theo-
retical Or exiveriential.' The traditional'approach has emphasi-Zed the
Theory' of group dynamics. Unfortunately, a .thorodgh understanding of
group theory is difficult to acquire within the time limitations of in-
"service ox other shorizTterm training. More importantly,:tas approach
does'not prepare.potential,leaders for the experiential and oftervintense
emotional aspect of groups. It does, however, provlde a theoretical frame-

,wort around which to organize group goals an activities.
V

This wOrkshop is designed to meet.the need for a balanced approach to,
training grodp counselors.. Theoretical material: is concerned with group
n'orms, goals, the issues of process and content, and the stages of group
growth%. WeThave tried to limit4this Maberiat to that which will be alai:it
helpful'when the trainer leads-groupsof his or her own. Farts of the
training are directed explicitly to practical.concerns such as iow to
select group members and'how a given intervention by thelead is likely,
to affect the group in specific, commop:Situations.

Didactic material and structured experiences are combined to help the
training group atrO.cipate inportant issues that might arise'in a group,:
In fact, one df the goals of the.workshop is to help the trainees woik
together and, as a group, confront actual group issues.

Inei'dded are, exercises designed to promote personal growth. IToo criteria .

were fundamental in peilecting the personal growth exercises.' First,
exercises, were chosen that vibiad be appropriate to the stage of the
training: group-(nat too.threatening too Soon). Second, exercises that
oduld be'used by the trainees in their owp groups were preferred.
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The emphasis in As training design ivon the experiential aspect of
,

training. Even theoretical iSsues are approached ,throUgh'expdriential

exercipes whenever possible .. jtuch ot. tSe learning that will take,place'

'in this: workshop will restIlt when the trainees'exaMine their own ,group

process. Tlie impontance of expagencing the training group .4.:s a group...,,

cannot be overemphaSized, andthe trainer.who,it tincOinfortable with this

whasis shoula\-look elsewhere for a,training design.
, , i

In the development of this workshbp,' several basic assumptions about the

training process were relied upon, the most imporant of which'aFt thesei

l. Individuals retain ma:11*al better if-cognitive*information
i.S reflected in what they eXperience.,,

,

Potehtial group leaders Should have ,some experience-in,group-
growth S'ettings to increase their awareness of how they atflect.

.and ire affected by; the behaviprs of others. Without this
erperiences they'are likely to feel threatened when put in
i leadership position, and their effectiveness,'as well

, the growth of other group members, will, be impeded.
, . .

3. An,un.laerstanditg of group process is essential if, a prospective

'groUtta leader is to facilitate the process'and growth of groups

he/she leads. 4

4. Practical experience in ihe use of different intervetntions
in the training situation has two important functions: (a)

it-provides an opportunity to practice skills and implement
theory learned earlier in the course, and (b) it gives the

trainee confidence id his/her ability to lead a group.

Some of the strUctured exercises used in the'training group
also should be applicable to the trainees' own groups. ,These,

exercAses,provide concrete techniques that the group leader
could use 'to facilitate group and individu4,1 growth. .

6. ..Each participant shpuld be expo'sed t6'some grOwth.relited ahxiety
in the course 'of training. Thks epTeriOnce should prove'telpful

occasionallytencounter I

when he/she becomes
n groups.

lVed in the anxiety-provokiffg situations,

COURSE NATERIAsLS

Trainer's Manual

The. Trainer's

,Goals

Manual includes, thi lo4owing:
-

and objectives tor each unit
. .

TimelActivity Sheets, including the trainin
and oUtlined instructions for traihprs

sctedUle



Exercise instrustions, including specific notations-of materials
and equipment needed, procedural details, and processing guide.1-
lilies for each unit.

Detailed lecturettes

Participants'

The.Participat's Handal includes:

Course content

,Goals anti objectives for each unit

Charts and forms used in.each unit

.
,

Supplementary resource matelials

Instructions for delivering exercises that might.be:ipseful
in the trainees' own groups Or

GROUP. SIZE .

Groups should consist ideally of ten to twelve participants with two
trainers. Groups of over, fifteen participants can be banaled for the
didactic portions of the training, but shobld be.divided into two
smalfir groups for most 'of the experiential exercises.* If this oecurs,
the small grouPs Should alioays consist of -the same people so that '

participants can begin to fel that they.are a group.

a 4

TRaINER'QUALIFICATIONi

MUch ofthe learning occurs in the workshop from exvining the developiment
of the group.,-.Therefore,,the trainers should.be everienced in group
process and dynamics, particularly in the tole bffeader or facilitator;
be experienced in delivering group.and task oriented trainingv and pre-
ferably be experienced in group counseling,techniques.. Because some of
the exercises May produce some rather negative feed4ack to trainees and
the overall.course design capitalizes on the dynaraics*and processes !
of the training group itself, .the trainers.,1.shoul4,,,also .have the capacity,
to be sensitive,to trainee concerns and the capability to handle con- t

frontations and other amiirging group-issues..

*In the samPlia schedUle, the'exercises that can be done in two groups
are indicated with an asterisk4

J ftw
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Intended Audien6e

This course is intended for persons who have continuing experience with
groups, either as a member or leader; or who anticipate experience as a
group facilitator in the future. Trainees need the opportunity'after
the course to view group process if learning is to be retained. Although

the course is directed,to the arita of counseling inla group settina,
theories.and techniques presented can be considered generic to the extent
that they,can be easily applied to other types.of groups; such as-task
or training groups.

Trainees should also possess gOod domunication and, feedback skillst, as
well as a commitment to ope,nness and exploration.

'..

LEARgIAZ CLIMATE*

Theetrainer's behavior andLitudes are critical factOrs in .espblishing

a productive learning climate. The.trainer must demonstrate tat he/sheo
warl.ts to have a responsive-relationship, n9t merely assert that this is
sd: Re/she gust 4e aware of this.throughout the course ank should model
behavior thatfreinforces the open, selfr.discloing atmospee.re needed to
make this course a success.

A certain level of tension is useful to help participants examine-their
-..assumptions.and integrate new information. If the training climate is an
open and honest atmosphere where everyone feels free-and responsible for

his/her own learning, the training activities will eaiiiitate ert2iplbration

of differing points 'of viewf this will create the moderAte level of tension'
necessary for tlie course.

Trainers should not prod participants to expose too,much of theMielves
too soon; trainers.should be encouiaged to express their th9ughts and
feelings when they ddsire and should also be allowed to be silent.
Success depends on everyone's feeling free to take part actively, to
comment, to criticize, to make suggestions,.and to listen to one another.
The.trainer must be careful, however, not to exaggerate a trainiffg group'
need for support. He/she must be supportive enough to pamait. ihe group. ,

to grow and leaip, but :not so supportive that he/she promotes over-
depond4nce. :7

THE RELATIONSHIPS, OF"C07TRAINERS
4

The relationship between co-trainers should demonstrate mutUal responsibility

and reipect. When conflict arises differing points'of view,

the co-trainers should show through t4e behavior that, although dif7
ferences may exist, there is'a,genuine appreciation and acceptance of-each

*The following three sections, LearningAClimate, Preparing-for Training;
and the First Training Session are from the revised 1977 editiOn of

Tralning of 'Trainers, developed by the National Drug Abuse Center for

Training and Resource Development.
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other that underlies all interastion.

Trainers bring to this course the result of their ..xperiences, their
beliefs, their readflons, and their feelings about themselves and t,heir
roles. Before the training begins, trainers need to examine their osnl
and each other's attitudes about the training issues that are discussed
in this course. They need to share tbeir expectations and personal
limitations; to compaie their reactions to the resource papers; and
,to discuss haw each.trainer will handle delicate issues if they.arise.
They should explore the.areas in Which they,feel confident and those
in which they feei vulnerable.

SWGGESTIONS FOR TEAM'BUIIDING.,

,To facilitate learning and to provide the proper support for trainees,
the trainers should dp SOme "team building" before kXual training begins:
Tseam building combines planning, rehearsing, developing interpeNsonal
relata hships, and specifying certain-details.

In addition to assigning tasks, practicing exercises, and rehearsing
ledtures, the trainers should spend some time thinking and falking about
their experibnces as trainers. Trainers should discuss how they can be
supportive of:each other,'

. TIPS TdCOTRAINESS
V.

Trainers should keep in mind the following pdAhts during presession
-planning and while condudting the qourse:

The trainers' relationships set a model forathe group.
(Demonstrate support for each other. Switch roles,when discussing
different aspepts and issdes of the training grozip. When it
seems.appropriate articulate your differing points-of view.)

Trainers should help each bther clarify points.

Oecific, discriptive, nonhlaijg responses should lae used.

Whenever on* trainer is in charge of an activity, the other
trainer should tap a supportive role, attending to group '

dynamics and intervening when it seems appropriate. tAvold
interrupting the other trainer except to clarify some point

,that seems confusing to the group.)

Trainers should recognize that any opinion expressed in the
session reflecSs the speaker's perception of the world.

PREPARIN( FOR TRAINING:

It is important to follow the course as outlined, .Therefore, trainers
must study the materials and prepare fde presentation well before the
first--training session.
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1/141 gol:lus following the modul4 overviemi describe t1le-.t6L1n2n9 -ectivitie,s

,fbrreaah Module,,.., The iefiba44 colipyi, entitled TiSle/Materials lists
N "

. ..thA matarial?:,ineeded.fOr. each activieir, 'It-is-Very.ibportant for the .

7* ,-,trainer..,to-tead tocith,th4 Ji4,aine.,rvEr.Mantasi_.and :the Resa.u.yce Manual.,i These
.

.

. ,

'-' 'alatiwials'ehould be idade-digested.,,andAnaserfed.befo.re4the :training -
, ... , . -s..

4,

-4.trvity is conducted.. .

.
P

, .
4e N .1, .

Tfie TightLbalid column, *mitatud TialferActivi;lies 04tline*,-dedcripes .

the training activities(and sulliaari,zes the lecfUreN en4,discussionS

thAp are nedesedry for the trainer to cover in each modulit. The T#iinen's

Manual' contains thelecturee, inStrUctions- for activities* farnal,and .
fr d

guid*lines for the trainer. _ Nakbw

.1 y

The". seqmence of instruction is as follows. The trainer should:

explain' the plirpf* of the mc;dule;:.

"

cover the content,, following/the .sequenceTotactivities. and

using the materials provided and the methods suggested; .

summarize th e. module to reVier the main points; and

review wA.th particip4nts what they have learned frog-the

1*

It is helpful to remember that the amount of time indicated for each,

module and topic is approximate. Moreor less,time may be required

or desired.' Although some flexibility is permissible, tchof-duling

mmst allow for adequajt e coverage of the topics in the selected modules.

THE FIRST TRAINN SESSION

The following suggestions may be helpful:

4

Review the Trainer's Manual and read the Resource Aanuerf.

Review the firSt page of each module and determine the relation-

lihjhip;of the nodule to the previous nodule, subsequent nodules,

"Rand the total.course.N

'Prepare'course goals and. scbeduAe.on nevisprint.

Be sure that a2I the materials are prepared, that equipment is

working, and that the space needed is properly set up for the

training..

Prepard flip charts before the* sesiion. 'If an easel

is not.avgirlable, payer may be. tacked or'taped to the
wall.

if audpvisuil equipmpt is to be
it 41.1. be .available and operatio
sure that you know how to Use the

sed, make sure that
when needed. Make

equipment.
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st.
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Review.the segu e:of activities, the points t6 be disqu4se4
- and theinateVals aeveial times before the.tission !to beectie,

'phoroughly familiar with,the session lud its c4tent.

DurpTthe presentation keep in miad the structure of the
introduction, riajor points, summary.

.ror the,prOsentatiOn to ,ipece'ffecte, trlainer must:

; 41. rememb;er that he/She is dealihg with adults;

be thoroughly. familiar with the resource materials; and
1

Rrepare a,dequatelli for each modure iO that the.course
deslgn is folLowedi(

4 4

4
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Sample. ,Sc

'DAY ONE

u3;e*

'9:00 Registration; pretest
10:00 Overview and Introduction to Unit I and.Module 1

Exercise 1: Name Game
10;35 Exercisw3: Getting to inow You**
11:05 Brea

Exercise 5: Sharing a Childhood Fantasy
1411:50 Administer Group Growth*Scale (in preparation for Exercise 6)

Summary of' Module 1
12400 Lunch (trainers tabulate Group GroWth Scale).
17:00 Introduction to Unit II and-Module 2
1:10 .Exercise 6: Our Growing Group
1;20 Exercise 7: Defining aGroup (if subgroups draw two pictures

allow another 10 minutes) :

2:05 Summary of Module,2 -

2:10 Introduction to Module 3
2:20 Exercise 8: Personal Goals as Group (oals

Lecturette 1: Goals
3:00 Break
3:10 Exercise 9: Committee Meeting** (only one role play was used) k-

4:15 Summary ind Evalfiation of Day

DAY TWO

9:00 Warm up energizer
Introduction to Module 4

.

9:15 Lecturette 2.; What to Observe in a Group

Exercise 10: Process and Content Identification
9:50 - Exercise 11: Task, Maintenanceiand Self-Oriented Behavior
.

. Role Play**
tbreak between role plays) -
Lecturetie 3: Task, Maintenance and Self-Oriented.Behavior

11:30 Sumary of Module 6
11:35 Introduction to Module 5 f

11:40 Lecturette 4: Ourative Factors and Norms Promoting Their

Development

,4

!This is one schedule_used by the Cour9e developers during a particular

presentation. Not all of the exercises were used and the order of some was

,ichanged. Since tpil; represent.% only a sample schedule, trainers may find

it desirable to create their awn, usifig the block schedule time fraums
and Suggedtions for deleting exercises in the trainer's sug9setions for

deflating exercises in the trhiner's guidelines as references. Exercises

followed by ** were delivered to two subgroups because of-the size of tbm
training audience..



12:00
1:00
3:00
3;05

3:15
3:i0

3:30
3:40

THREE

9:00
9:05

10:25

10:50
11:201

11:25
11:30
11:55
12:25
1:25
1:35
1:50
2:50
235
3:05
3:10

-3:50

JAY FOUR

9:00
9:10
9:35

10:00
10:05
10:15
10:20

12:10
1:10,

, 1:30
1:40

2:25
2:35
4:05

Lunch
'Exercise 12:. Current Status**
Summary of. ModUle 5
'Break 1

IntrOdudtion to Module 6
Exercise 13: Our Growing Group
Lecturette 5: Stages of Group Growth
Summary-and Evaluati'on of Day

Introduction to Modi1e 7
Exercise 14: 'Group Compositions
Break

,Iectullette 6: Interviewing Group Members
Exercise 15: Evaluating a Client for,Counseling
Summary áf Module 7
Tntrodudtion' to Module 8
Exercise 16: Brainstorming Good and Bad Qualities of a Leader
Exerase 17: Group Leader Self-DisciAsure *
Lunch
Exercise 18: -Hand Mirroring
Lecturette 7: Leadership Styles
Exercise 19: What is My 11ole-in the Group**
Summary Of Module 8
Break
Introduction to Mcdule 9
Exercise 201 Intervention Fishbowl
Summar and Evaluation of Day

Warm-up energizer
Lecturette 8: In.terventions

Exercise 21: A Sample Intervention
Summary of Module 9
Break
Introduction to Module 10
Exercise 22: practicing Interveritions Developing Stage
(all incident but. one were done before lunch)
Lunch
Exercise 22: (last- incident concluded)
Lectufette 9: Stages of droup 'GroWth Revisited
Exercise 2 3 Practicing Interventions - Potency ,,Stage
(only a few of the pOtancy stage interVentions were done)
Break.

Exercise 24: Practicing Facilitation Skillf
Summary and Evaluation of Day

)



DAY FIVE

.4

9:00 - I

.

Intr8duation tO Day ,Pive ,

9:05 Exorcism 23: Practioihg Intervelitioks - Potency Stage
=or, incients were done to finish up the modu10

9:5Q 'Ewcisei 25: Critical Incidents Bole'Play"
-

12;05 Summary of Module 10 -

12:10 Lundh ,

/ ,

,

,1:10 Post-teapt(linil Evaluition

2:10 Introd66tion4id Module'll.
2:15 . Exercise 26: Completing Sentence iteme
2:45 Exercise 28: -Cloeidg Pantasi
30.5 'timing Comments

-

A

10
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SCHEDULE .

-

Day /"Moduld Getting Acquainted Module 2: ilSet, Concept di. a Group'

Module 3: Goals

Pay

Two

mod-01 4:

Module 5:

Prpcess and Content

Curative Factors

ttc.

t Three
,

16

Day

. POur.

Moiu le 9: Interventions - Cont.

Modu4e 10; Practicing Interventions

Diky

PiVe

Module 10: PraAicing Interventions -
Conti:fluid

-N

'Module Si curative Pacttrs --Continued
/".

Module 6: Stages of Group Growth

Module 9: Intertienti

Module 10: Practicing Interventions
Continued

Module 11: Closing

.1



;IN= I/MODULE 1
: GETTING.ACQUAINTED

1. To introduce the trainees to one another

To establish a climate supportive of growth
)

3. To help Ilet rinses feeithat they are part of a group

4. To Introduce trainees to self-disclosure in a nopthreatening
siVuaticm

5. To introduce structured exercises that trainees can use with their
own groups 4

OBJEcTths:

1. Each trainee will identify, with at least eighty percent
accuracy, the names of the other participants.

2, Each trainee will say something about.the skills and interests
that he/she brings to the training group.

3. The trainees will give the group a mean rating of at least
three on itens #2 and #3 of the Group Growth iCale (YMCA, 1974).

Each frainse will be able to execute and process it.least two
structured exercises thai shave the goal of getting members of
a'new group aoqua{i'te with one another.

1;



OVBIARvIW UN1T.I/MODULE I
GETTING ACQUAINTED

#

Thid unit içprimtrily experiential 'Its purpose, is to accelerate the
development,of group feeling.among the teainees. A grotip ataiosehere
will confirm the validity of the concepts introduced later. Getting
acquainted is a first step in the important developmeneof a cohesivegroup.

'

Exercise 1 is an icebreaker in which 1,:he trainees learn *one another's
tames byiptsscciating the neaps with *feeling" adjectives. -It id effective
in putting tie tiainees on R firstname basis a condition smaller groups
may (but need nct) take for granted.

Exercise 2 involves physical activity. It can help release-tensiop,
allow trainees to 'get to know each other's skills and backgrounds, and
also demonstrate the individual variety within the grow. If admisicW4a
to the circle of hands is made somewhat difficult,, the members will have-,
to beA moreexplicit about that the/ can bring to the group. Both this awl
the first exercise help trainees get acquainted.

,

Beginnin%ith EXercise 3, the trainees begin a series of three experiences
des34ned to provide them with personal information about several members
of the training group. All exbrases are struciured to encourage Bois
self-disclosure'at low risk. The exeroiies are tntended to create an
atmosphere of openness and risk-taking. Althoh not all of these
activities nefd be included in a training program, thay.are ahort and
do serve an important functión. The last exercise (*S) is particularly
valutble for incouraging experimentation and openness. 'Further, it should
provoke discussion and biegin to make tiainees aware of group potency.
It is also a good exerc,ise withTwhich to end the period of acquaintance./

To summarize, if training time is"Vey limited, this'unit can lie shortened
to iiclude Exercise 1 plus tr of the last three 'exercises (inolUding,
probably, Exercise 4). .Because ths repercussions of an inadequate
acquaintance ;period can affect thi entire workshop, deletions thould
be consideredrcaxefully before they are made.

c
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. GETTING ACQUAINTED
-4

TRAThliR ACr

f

Follow any registFation'procedure you 'choose.

Explain the pretest.. Read the instructions and answe

any qUestions.

5 minutes

General Introductio

INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE

IntroduCe the course. Use pertinent information from

the General Introduction.

5 minutes

t

"Explain the usefulness of the structured exercises for
.

g
the ainees' owh counseling groups.' Note thattheir

wor k oks 'are designed so that much ot. tile inf9rmatlion

is available-for use when they return home.
-'N

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT I

Introduce the unit. Explain that this unit is primaril

experiential, designed to promote group feeling.

Dispuss the goals apd objectives for the unit.

20 minutes EXERCISE 1: NAME GAME

NaMe Game Instruc-
tions

Explain the purpose .of the Name Game.

Discuss the procedure:

Form a circle with your chairs. Think of a "feeling".

adjective Ahat begins with the first letter of your

first name. B6ginning with my name and adjeqive and
proceeding around the circle, state the name and

"feeling° adjective of those who preceded you,4then

state your own adjective and name. After the circle

is completed, volunteers can state all of the names.

22
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TairiMATimms

\

30 minutes

Circle 'of Hands'

Insruotioris

0

30 minutes

Getting to Know
You Instructions

I..-

Newsprint

Markers

.

TRAINER AcnvirnEs min*

For example, my name and adjective axe
The next person:says mine and adds his/her awn (Happy
Heidi, 546hfur Bill).

Begin the exercise,.

EXERCISE 2: CIRCLE OF( HANDS

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Discuss the procedure:

Stand'in a tight circle with your arms over each
other's shouldees. You are past of a group that is
interested in choosing people who'can help group
in same way. Each group member must take a urn
stepping outside of the group and trying to re-enter by
persuading th9 others-of his or her value to .the group.
Be selective; demand that each person,give. good reasons

Begin the exercise..

Look for signs of relaxation and group cohesiveness
after the exercise is over.

Encourage a discussion that focuses on feelings 'by ask-
ing questions like:

How did it feel to have the power to exclude or include
someone?

Was it hard to think of what you could offer the group
that would convince them to let, you in?

4 RCISE 3; GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

a
Discuss'the procedure. 4

a

Ask .group members to organize into pairs 'with someone
they do not know well and to spend about five minutes
gett.ing acquainted.

After albout five minutes, ask them what they were
discussing.

15



3 0 rat u es .

Exercise Instruc-
tions

TRAINER ACIIVITIES OUTLINE

List these tbpics on newsprint.

Introduce the next phase:
.1

Many of.us have a few friends we knit* and trust well
enough to call true friends. .' If the person you are f.

talking'to now were,to blecome one. of your special
friends, what things would you talkabout? What
kinds of things would you have to know before you
.put real trust in the, relationship? Share wi'th

,your partner a few of the things that you would talk-

about if heishe were a_real friend. Alipough we
.recognize that this may be'threatening, try tg take,
same riSks.

VL, .

.After about five minutes .(Or a little more) of
this 1-6ve1 of discussion/ aslevirainees'about topic's
of discussion.

List these_on newsprint and compare the two .lists.

Ask trainees how they fel about the experience.
e

Limit the discussion because it can dilute the
power of the experience and many of the effects arer'

obvious.

EXERCISE...4: DISCUSSING A CRITICAL EVENT WITH A PERSON\
UNLIKE YOURSELF

s Explain the purpose of the exerCise.

DiScuss the procedure:

Or.anize into'a pair with someone you consider differ-
.

ent .4-Om yourself in.some major way,. (race, socio-

econOmic claS's personal behaviora2Istyle). Spend

five to ten mdnutes discUSsing the differences that

led you and your partner to select each other. Then

share an experience in your life that was critical in

making you who you'are today. The experience can be
either positive or negative, but it must be very,im-

portant in your development.

#

. Begin the exercise;

After trainees have discussed their -critical incidents

ask t4em to consider their initial difference.

16
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TIME/MATERIALS

'
Are the initj.al differences as important as they firs
seemed to'be?

Do you both still feel diffdrent iram each other? -

More or less so?

Did the critical aifferences keep youfrom retiealing
much of yourse2f when sharing the,critical eyene?

35 minutes- EXERCISE 5: SHARING A CHILDHOOD FANTASY WITH SOMVINE
YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW

6

Exercise Instruc- Explain the purpose of the exercise.
tions

Discuss the procedure..

Ask trainees to organize into pairs with someone
whom they would like to know better.

Tell them to spend about f ive minutes talking about
the kinds of thlngs that usually keep people from
getting to know one another. Ask them:

,4

Why don't_ we exchange more personal.informatibn with
More peoPle more often?

Then introduce the fantasy:

Consider how much you have been-able to learn in
these last five minutes and how much more you cou
discover about the other person. Try to imagine_
your partner as he/she was at about age eight.
(Pause) Put together a menta2 picture of him/her t

play: how did he/si?e play; with whom did helshe
who were his/her friends in school? (Pause) tken
consider haw he/she liked school: what did he/she
dislike about it? (Pause) Think about his/her family:
are they wealthy or,pooll are there brotherq and sis-
ters; whqt were the,parents like? (Pause) How did
he/she express anger? (Pause) What was he/she like?
What was he/she good at doing? Etc.

#

*. Try to make as complete a picture as you can. then
share your picture with yoUr partner. Let your part-
ner share'his/her picture with you. Compare-this
picture with the way you actually wei2a. Don't worry
about being wrong; this is just an exerois

17' .
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'74

After trainees take a few midutes to put together
,cr their picuresi have them'sEarilthe pictures with

their partners.

-

After another fifteen minutes or so,.have the group
reassemble and share ideas about why their pictures

, mere accurate or inaccurate. Determine how many

people gave-fairly accurate pictures. Don't spend
too much time evaluaing the accuracy, as that cou d
make the exercise threatening.

Explain that this exercise can be valuable in therapy
groups to illustrate how much personal.information
members reveal through their behavior. ATowerful
demonstration sometimes can lessen the defensiveness

of a group. Try to. keep trainees from digressing
//ynto distussion about the past.

This exercise can be done without br ing into peirs

if several of the members are willing' o let the
group fantasize.about their childhoods. This may
elicit uneven garticipation, however, and may not be

so helpful to the overall group development.

amp

The exercise also follows niagiy from EArcise
detting to Xhow You. -re participants do'not change

,pairs from Exercise 3 to Exercise 5, the information
generated in Exercise 3 can.be thiY basis of the
fantasy in this exercise,. A disadvantage of not
changing partners In Excircise 5 is that it limits the

441number of others with whom trainees interact.

15 xanutes GROUP GROWTH SCALE

GroAp.Growth Scale

5-2cr minute

Before lunch, have trainees fill out,the aoup Growth

Scale so that it,can be tabulated: The Group Growth

Scale is part of Exercise 6 on page

SUMMARY OF MODULE 1

Summarize the module and explain its impottance to

the rest of training,:

hour
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EXERCISE 1: MOCOINKE
0

PURPOSE:

1. To create a relaxed atmosphere early in training

2. To.get each trainee involve arly in training

3. To acquaint the traine,ei ziith ane another's first- names

,

Early in training, trainees axe often anxious abcQt the coming activities
and uncomfortable wiih not knowing one another's names..Becaube these.
conditions do.not facilitate learning, an exercise is-needed:to establish ,

an atmcephere that is conducive to learning.

`'

.1t1TERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:

A.3.1 traineau and trainees form a circle with their'chairs. All partiti-
pants are told to think of a "feeling" adjective that starts with the
first letter of their first names (e.g., Nervous Nellie, Wonderfa Willie,
jovial Joel. Beginning With the lead trainer and proceeding around the
circle, each participant must give the name and "feejing" adjective of
all those who preceded him/her before saying his/her own adjective and
name. The last person. in the circle, then, has to repeat all.of t names
before gi,Fing his/hers. Aftex, the circle is completed, participa can
be encouraged to,volunteer-to Ay all of the names.

r4Pox example, lead trainer: HappyHeidi
. 1st trainee: Happy Heidi, Bashful Rill w

-2nd trainee: Happy Heidi, Bashful Bill, Jwilal Joe.-
,

PROCESSING:

'Generally, none is required.

7:0
#
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, EXERCISE 2:- CrRze.LE ,OF RANDS

-

To raise the energy' level -of the.grow
. .

2. To 4ive with parti pant:the --thence to till the group what
qualities andfor sicil1s he/she can bring tb help the group

k

3 a. To give Vle participants a .chaince to see that they are a group
.4#

:SETTING:
I.

This exercise is'designed the new group.. After a sedentary activity,
energizing the participants is useful. The exercise givesieverycne a
chance to know scesething aboiit the diffprent ilidissiduals in the group,'
their skills and stylis of behavior. )

MATERIALS:.

e,
, None

PROCEDURE:

The group- isenbers stand in a tight circle With their arms over one
*other's 14oulders. They-are told that 1,14y axe- a grarpand that thew
are interested in choosing people w.ho cant help the group ia some War.
Each member in'turn has to step outside .the group and try to re-enter by
persuading the*Zithers of his/ber value to the gyoup.t. .The group is en-
couraged to be selective, demanding' some aisalosuie by the members. The

trai.ner might begin the eirercise by being the "outsider,"

p.

PROCESS iNG:

.Generally,, this activity, neeAe littre follow-up. The* trainer shduld
look for signs of relaxatiod 'and-group cohesivenese\efter the exercise
is -ove.r. Hisieshe might encourage discussisrn afterwds by focusing on
feelings with_questions like

-a. How aid it 'fairk--thi h ve-the power to exclude of include
someone?

411

Was it hard to think. of what you coact' offer the group that
woul&convince then to let you in?

I



3: GET4iNG.TO KgOW YOU*

(

1. To introduce trainees to one another an a more than first-naMe
. basis

i2. 'Iso help trainees understand the differentlovels of conversation
ouches talking to someOne pne knows superficially and talking
to someone one knows well .

TO establish a *haring and risk-t;akin4 atmosphere-

SETTING:

This exercise aul in early stages of training when communication
channels have not bean established, In ,konjunction with several exercises
that follow, this activity also might ba.Usefil in alrogp,mhere communi-

# cation has become superficial or rigid.

MATERIALS:

Newsprint and-marker

. PROCEWRE

Ttke grow orniaea into pairs wbo dosnot know each other. After *they 1

spend a b o u t fi emindtes getting acquainted, the trainer asks them about

thtitopics thafre being discusded and writes these on newsprint for
'.the group to see.

The trainer than introduces the next.Phase by saying:
zany of 'us have a felt friends we know apri trnSt well enough to cal/ true
friends. ..rf,the person ydu ire talking tO now vitae to become one.of '

your special friends, what things would you talk about?- What'lcinds -

of things would you.have to know before you coilld pyt real trust into
the_kilationship? -Share with your tertner-a few af the things-that you
soila talk abo4t If he or.she were a rea4Ariend.,. AlthoUgh we ireocg-
nixie that:this 'may be threatening, tiy . to take'some risk*.

-

After five ainutps (or a little aore) of this level 9f dissClassionl.the
trainer *gain asks trainees about the topic afeas distussed; T!tis
list is .ccisparsd to' ths first one.; Vb.s osconrrlist will probOly
include more persoal/less superficial items and will shoe more.

*Napier, LC, And, N. i. Gershenfeld, Grougs:' Theory lnd Exklieri ce
(Boston: Iknwhbon Mifflin Company,.197.3)

44
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involvement in the &iscasion.

PROCE.S.514G

The trainees probably will have shared more in these ten minutes then
they have in many of their current friendships. Note how easy it'is
to share when two people agree to explore these areas together. Note
what the initial anxieties were and ask.whether or hot people generally
enjoyed the-experience,. ,Try to limit the discussion soMewhat, as it
Itcep dilute tbe power of the experience and many of the effecs are,
obvious. .1

Sr

a
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EXERCISE 4: Disms*NG A CRITICAL EiENT WITH
SOMEOME UilLIKE YOURSELF*

PURPOSE:

1. To help trainees became aware of the initial piwceptions of
others-

2. To give trainees,a'chance to explore similarities that different
people apparently share

To give trainees the opportunity to explore personarl areas with
one anothr

441

SEWING:
- /

This can Ize a useful structured exercise for early stages of a training
or therapy group. If a positive atmosphere exists in which members Are
open end willing to share, the exercise may help to establish a pre-
cedent fox riak taking. Because the experienpe involves talking with
someone who iS oltonsidered different from oneself,\it can en0ourage
participantf to respond'by discussing differences'of opinion when they
occur.

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:
4

*Trainees organizsobinto pairs with others who are considered to be differept
in some major way (i.e., race, socioocczomic class, personal behavioral
style). The pairs spend five to tan minutes discuving the differihces
that led them to select each other. Than the trainer asks each partner
to sham: an experiespe in his/her life that,was critical in making him/har
who he/the is today. -The experience can beleither positive or negative,
buttit must be very ',ant in his/her development.

.nomy-

PROCESSING;

After trainees share the critical incidents, hive them focus on the
initial differences. Are they as important as they first seemed' to be?
Do the partners still feel different? More or less so? Diethe-differencgs
they first saw koop them from revealing themselves in sharing the-critical
event?

*Rapier, R. 114,, and, M. L Gershenfeld, Groups: Theory and Experience
(Boston: SoUghtstn,Mifflin Company, 1973)

23
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EXERCISE 5: SHARING A CHILDHOOD.FANTASY
WITH SOMEONE YOU WOULD:LIKE TO KNOW*

FURPOSE:

t. Tp-get. trainees to think about Social conventions and personal

_inhibitions that usually keeja people from getting know one

anothEsr

2. To demonstrate how much information is available to others from

one's verbal and,nonverbal behavior

3. To begin.to establish a norm of risk-taking in the training

group

fq
SETTING:

of

'Although this exercise is 4c:signed for the.early stages of group develop-

ment, it does require each trainee to take some risks; therefore, an'

established atmosbhere of trust is beneficial. It is designed.to help

trainees become aware of-how much information they convey even viten not

aware of Further, it illudtrates how similar are ono's Uult and

chil4hoodbehaviors.

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDUREi

The group organizes into pairs by having .meMbers ch;ose someone they

would like to get to know.Better. The pairs spend about five minutes

talking about tha kinds of things that usually keep people from getting

to know one another.

THE TRA1NER'ASKS:

Wtiy don't we exchasge more personal information with more peopde.more

often?

Then the trainer intxoduces the fantasys

Consider.hok; much you have .hean ablate) learn In these last five minutes

and haw much more you could dlicover about the-P.0er person. Try to

lmsgine him/her as he/she WAS at about ale eight. ause.) Rut together

4i*Napierdlk. and, M. t. Gershanfeld, GrOUp§: .-EXprience

Vlostons Houghton Mifflin Compinyi 1973) 4
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a mental4picture cIF him/her at play: how he/she pleyed,whom belshe
played with, who his/her friends were in school. (Pause. Then consider
hew he/she liked-school, what helshe disliked about it. (Pause.) Thinkabout bia/bar familyare they wealthy or podi; are there brothers
And sisters) what were the parents like? (Rauseo) How did he/sbe
erprees anger?. (Pause.) What was helshe like? Good at? ets.
Try to make as complete a picture as you tan. Then share this picture
with your partner. Let hielher share hislher picture with you.
Compare this picture with the way you.actually were. Don't worry
about being wrongs this is just an exercis9.

PROCESSING:

After the trainees takg a few minutes to put together their pictures,
have than share the pictures with their partners. When anOther fifteen
minutesi or so are up, have the group reassemble_ and sharelideas about
w41, their pictures were accurate or inacOirate. See how many people
gave fairly accurate pictures. Don't,spend too much time evaluating
the accura4y, as that'could make the exercise threatening

This can be a valuable exerdise in therapy groups to illustrate how
much personal information members reveal through,their behavior. A
powerful demonstration sometimes'can lessen the defensiveness of the
group. T care that the exercise does not lead 4nto digressions about
the past.

N\

It
,I exercise can be done without breaking into pair's if several of

members are willing to let the group fantasize about their child-
hoods. This say elicit uneven pirticipation, however, and may not be
so helpful to the overall group development.

This clercise also follows nicely from Exercise 3, Getting to Know
kou. If p1Lrticip6ts do not change pairs from Exercise 3 to Exercise 5,
the information generated in Exercise 3 can be the ba4s for the fantasy
in this exercise. JOdisadvantage of not changing partners for Exercise
5 is that it limits the'number of others with whom irainees interact.

14'
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9VERVIN UNIT II
ISSUE IN:GROUP-DYNAMICS

(ffhat.haPpens after you get secquainted?)

A leader must undetstand certain issues in group dynamics before he/she
can be effective. ,This-section gives the trainee a theoretical back-
ground in group dynamics to provi4e a basis for choosing intervehtlons
when leading a-groUP.

In this sectiOn, theory is presented as experientially as possible.
This training is designed to,incorporate cognitive materials into the
process of developing training groups. For examplei while considsring
the concept of goals, the trainees can examine their\own goals for the
training group. They learn about content and proces4 as they discuss
ii.ssues of ,importance to till= as potential leaders. When dealing with
the stages of group growth, they are encouraged to stip back and look at.

4 the growth of their training group.

The section is organiled into a general introduction o; distinguishing
group characteristics followed by an exploration of some of the critical
issues. These issues are group goal setting process versus content,
curative factors in the groupelana the stages of group growth. .These
are nbt the only issues of group dynamic'S that could be consideied
if tipie were not a limitation. These, however,;are considered essential-
to help,a group leader facilitate the movement of a group.

4 4



. NIODULE 2

TUE CONCEPT OF A GROUP

1. To introduce trainees to some distinguishing features.

of groups

To sensitize trainees to issues that"will be coVered latex

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each participant will rata the training group on the GrouP

Growth Scale.

Each parti ipant will_liat four characteristics.of a group._

r
OVERVIEW HODUll 2

THE CONCEPT OP A GROUP

The exercises in this module serve primarily to expose the trainees to
problems.that will be covered more intensively; later in thi section and
to start them rinking about the characteristics of groups.,

0

Exercise 6 has several functions It helps tO complete the period of
acquaintance asthe'trainees become aware of their feelings about being
members of an emerging grou0. 114,0 exercise also pZeovides an instrument

to gauge:the effectiVeness of the acquainlWincmiphase of training. .It

is.intended to make V3.0 traipees.aware of certain areas to be addressed..

later. .Pinally, the data collected itt this exercise will be used later

in the training design to illustrate:the growth of the .training grP4P-.

In EXeroise 7, the trainses brainstorm the characteristics f

ferentiate a group from i cellection of people,. This exerci e encourages

the trainees to think about the qualities.uaique'tc groups. Ouring the

discussion, the trainer should trr to elicifsiontion of the qualities

listed in the iaster list, as well as any others the traimeesmicglt_

note.

28



MODULE : TES CONCEPT OF A GROUP

TIME/MATERIALS

5 dipe,s

Unit.II Overview

5 minutes

Goals and Objec-
tives
#

10 minutes

Our Growing Group
Instructions .

Group Growth Scale

Tabulations on
Newsprint

Markers

45 minutes

Defining a Gkoup
Instructions

Newsprint and
Markers

TRAINEIVACTIVITIES Q,LriLINE

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT II:
ISSUES IN GROUP DYNAMCS

Introduce Unit II. Explain the purpose of studying 4

group dynamics.

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 2.: 'THE CONCEPT OF A GROUP

Introduce the module by noting the goals and objec-
tives and by explaining its purpose.

EXERCISE 6.: .OUR GROWING.GROUP

If trainees did not'complete the Group Growth Scale before
this unit was introduced, amend your pr6cedural discussion
accordingly.

If you have not done so previously, explain
purpose of the exercise.

Explain the procedure.

During the discussion of the tabulated results, focus
on *ems 1, 2, 31\and 8,--those that deal with issues
of belonging to th group and the Clarity o4 group

. .

goals. )

Pay particular attention ,to the average of the ratings
. and the range of ratings; On items where the range ,

is high, discuss differences and the importance of
that item to the group..

EXERCISE 7: DEFINING A GROUP

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

itsk traineeS ta think for a minute about the differ-
ences between a group and a collection of people.

Then discuss the procedure of the exercise:*

Try. to draw two pictures--one to illustrate what you
think a group.is and one to show a collection of
people. Next organize into a subgroup,with four or
five other people to discuss the differences you

*See options following these instructions.

4 1
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TM/MATERIALS

1

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

tried torrepresent.' See if your groups can come up

with a list of charaqteristics common to groups.

Choos one member to read the list lo the large group.

Ask trainees%to rejoin the-large group and ask each

gkoup's'representative to read his/her group's .

compilation and to discuss the characteristics.

With the help of the trainees devise a master list.

Note the characteristics most important to ,trainees'

own groups at home. Aesolve any discrepancies in the

lists.

Be certain that the master list includes those charac-

teristics'of a good group found in the exercise

instructions.

Each subgroup saA-draw the pictures s a group rather than

as individuals. Subgroups then can present their drawings

to &he large group, where a list of characteristics of a

good group can be compiled.

4 gIV
:

OPTION 24

If the group of trainees is large, each subgroup can be

assigned to draw either a collection of people or a grou

but not both. Each subgroup then can present its drawing

to the large group and comparisons can be nade.

5 10 minutes
4

Summarize the module.: Explain how it relates to

Module 3.

30
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EXERCISE 6: OUR ,GROWING.. GROUP*

4.

1,R.POSE:

1. TO, evaulate the group members' perceptions of Ilemselves.as a
group based on insights gained in Unit.I

2. To make group members aware of some group issues that will be
introduceddlater in the workshop

3. TO lay the groundwork, for later exercises in group growth

SETTING:

The train es have just *completed an acquaintanceship sequence designed to,establ' an atmosphere of trust Aid openness. 'As they complete the Group
Growth Ssale, they should become aware of that atmosphere. Through a
discusean of other items`on the scale, the trainees also should be awareof some of the issues that will be addressed later. When the group bss
learned and developed morel'the exercise.will be of.4reater interest; a
full.discussion of all the items on the.scale is 1not appropriate at
this time.

MATERIALS:

Copies.of the .XM.CA form, Group Growth.Scale

Newsprint and markers

PROCEDURE:
/-

Trainees are instructed to turn to the form, Group Growth Scale, in
their manuals. Only a brief introduction .of the scale is necessary as
the items are largely self-explanatory. Ability to understand the items'
superficially should be sufficient for the members to complete the form
adequately.

While the trainees till out the forms, the leader can make appropriate
columns on a piece Ft newsprint. As the trainees finish, they should
be instructed to go up to the newsprint and post their ratings.**

TI-railling-r--olunteerLeaders (New York: National Council of the Young
Nen's Christian Association, 1974).

**If -the Scale is completed,before A break'period or lunch, the trainer
should tabulate the results and list these on newsprint for the discussion
when trainees return.

+OM
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BOCUipiG;

,In Ithe disc4ussimnofthe trainer shpuia focus on items 1, 2; 3, 4pd

Thebe items deal 4ith the issues of belonging to the group andithe

of group goals. The trainer should pay 'particular attention to the

average of %the ratings and to the range of ratings. On items where the

range ii great; differences should be discussed an&the'ieportance of

that itea to the group exiolored. Item 3. (goals) leads into the topic

area to be discussed next.

1/4

sow.

4.
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GROUP =Heil SCAR*

the number 'that most accurately describes your feeling.

1, How clear are group goals?

.1 2 .3 4 5

_
.

,

,no apparent goal confusion, . average .,:' goals goals
ga,ls uncertainty or goal nosily

,

very
conflict clarity clear clear

' 2. How much trust and openness is ,there in the group?

2 3 4 5
,

distrust, a little trust, average considerable remarkable
closed group defensiveness truit and trust and' trust and

Openness openness 0POnsess

3. How well do group nmmbers liSten to each other?
.

1 H 2 3 4 '5

.. t

little or no most do not average most members ,all neibers
listening in listen well to listening do listen well listen intently

group others to other s. to each other

HOW MUCII attentiOn is paid to process (the way the group is working?)

2 3 4

no attention little attention SOM. concemm% a fair balance very concerned
to process to prOcess with group between content with process

process and process

5. How are group leadersilip goals met?

1 2
3 4 5

not net, leadership SCOW leadership leadership
driftin§ concentrated in - leadership functions needs net

one person sharing distributed creatively and
flexibly

4
*Training Volunteer leaders Allow Yorks., National Council of the Young
Christian Association, 1974).
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'
How are group decisions made?

2.

no decisialls
could-be
reached.

*2

aide lay a'
few

r

7. Aow wen are groUp resources, usedl

majority
vote

one or tWO
contribUted
but deviants-

several tried
to,contribute

but.Were
dlicouraged

3

attempts.at '1111 participation,
integrating and tested

minority vote consensus
e

' 4 J.

,

atverage Use group resourcet gioup resources
-- of group weil used fully and

resouices and 'encouraged effedtively used

;

liow:salcb, loyalty and sense of belonging to the

F

mambers have.' members not about average
no group , closi but-some sense of

loyalty or friendly, belonging
ssense of ielations

belonging

4

'1

-

grqup is there?

5
-

SCOW warm strong sense
sense of of belonging,

Lelonging among
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PURPOSE:#.

At

iXERCIE 7 DEFINAIG A GROUP*

4

- 1. To begin to define what distinguishes a group from.a collection
of people

,,SETTING:

, /

To pwitide basic information that will be useful
discussior18

*later

.1.n this exercise, trainees-axe introduced to some of the characteristics
used to define a group. rt,is a good exercise to introdude the topic
and to provide the,traineeS with ex*sure to important concepti. It

ishouid alF illustrate the-comple100.i? of trying to define wbat a group
,is

MATERIALS

Markers and newsprint

FROcEDPRE:

4'ro

The.trainar 'suggests that trainees:think for a minute about tlie dif-
ferencis between a group and a,collection of/people. Than the trainees
should try t-o draw two prictures--pne to illustrate 'what each thinks a
group is and one toshow a collection of people. Next, the group-Should
organ4e itsilf into -subgro4ps with fivit or six members.each and the
tkaineas should take their pictures into these subgro4s to discuss the

ferencei.they'tried 'to represent; In this-manner, eaa subgroup
briinttorms a lift orcharacteristics common to gropps. When.the large
group'teasseMbles, one member. Of each,group reads that gtogp's list
and discusses the characteristics. Finally, the trainer .produces a
%master list And, ,A.th the help of the '.rainees singles out-the ciracter-
istics most important to, the trainees' owh groups;

PROCESSING:

0

When the s4groups lists,are pre:tented, discrepancies should be re-
.solved. Presentation )0f the.paster list Should help to summerizarthe
'characteristics generated by"each group, In selecting qualities for
the master list, these following pcintiL should he osphasized.

-*Ann R. Bauman Training of Trainers (Rosalyn: National Drug
Center, 1974)
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Master List: Characteristics of a Gook/ Group (YMCA, 1974)

20 Members think of themselves as a group.

, 2. -Each member's contributions are Valued and 't1:4 roup's resources atre

used effectively.

An open and trusting climate develops and. memb.,rs are receptive to
feedback and able to deal with conflict.

Atmbers pay attention to how they work togethjr and to the growth
of.each of the members.

1

Group goals.are *xplicit and shared and cp$ib1e with ehe

individual goals.

4° 6., Appropriate decision-making procedures and leadership are pies=

OPTION

Each subgroup can draw thd pictures as a grogp rather than as indiftiduals.
Subgroupi than can present their drawings to the large groggy where eklist
of charatteristics of a good grogp Can be brainstormed.

ORTIJam 2: at

.;.

If tha group of trainees i* large, each aubgrogp,can be assigned to draw
either a collection of people or a grogp-Ibut not both. Each sgbgrotir4.0\
_then can present its drawing'to the large grogp-and comparisons can be
.,nade.

6.

at
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GOALSt.

td$01XILE 3
. GOAL.S

1. To develop goals for the :training group

2.4 To introduce 'the conct o goals and a useful goal-setting
procedure

3. --"To. demonstrate how difforentll groups function -when they have
shared goals and whin they haNs hidden goals

4. .To introduce the issue of process

9B3ECTVICS: t.

Each' trainee will write .two. gZals that helehe haus' gor.the .

training°group.

txainee will
shared goal group

3. EaCh trainee will

.raie t.he hidden' ager0a group lower thai the
on three of the fox,r process variables.

nit two aspects of good group goals.

4 4
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OVERVIEW MODULE 3
GOALS

Goal: A general statement of what is to.be accompaished.

In this module, a content area is discussed eXplicitly for the first

time. Ste.topic of goals is likely to be of concern to members of

the training group', just as it id to-members of many groups in their

'early stages. gb this module again fulfills two purposes: to teach id.

Content area and to help trainees develop as a group.

In _Exercise 8, the trainees have the opportunity to explore some of

their goals. Because the format of the activity involves the partici-

pation of all trainees, each should begin to be aware of some of the

expectations 41at he/she has concerning the training. Because one of

the emphoed of.this unit ip on group goals as shared goals,,it is

important that each member participate and .that discrepant goals be

resolved. Itindividual goals are not made part of the group, goal-

setting process, the shared purposes7characteristic of a good wdrking

group will be neglected. Both the members and the leader(s) must share

their goals to determine group'goals. The goals of the trainees and

thoseof the trainer should be similar, If they are.nott-the differences

,
should be exaMined and the.reasons for the differences explored (e.g.,

the leader hms more experience in goal setting; he/she has too many

is ess tial if. the ,par6,cipants are to continde develOping as a group
expections of the traineeW7) Resolutidh mbofleader and meer goals

instead of remaining strictly in their roles of trainer and,trainee.

-Following the 'goal setting exercj.se, the trainer should step back and

point out haw the goals were developed. Lecturette 1 deals with points

that shOuld be emphasized, Such points include goal clarity, %pals

being shared, and.different reasons goals are important in the group

Roxacesst the trainer wishei, many of these points can be brought

out during tha processing of Exercise 8 rather than in a ,lecture.

Paying explicit attention to goali isfimportant for a grOup--a training

group, a growth group, a therapy grote, a task group, or any other kind

of group. Exercise 8 is one that trainees might use with their

. groups to focus attention pn goals s4b reach a consensus about what

*the group is trying to achieve.

Exercise 9 provides an illusttatian of how groups function when in-

dividual *ambers have different hidden goals in mind: 'The'importance

,.. of having goali that are explicit and shared should beapparent as
trainees rale play a group whose members have divewent goals.and then,

a group whose/members have si,mile; goals. The eXercise has the additional

function of introducing the-issue of process, as some of the trainees

Ito



? .

will'record some infOrmatiOn that deals
. with.process issues. .Dis-

.

cussions of thikaspect of the exerciie have,been deferred until.the
next unit on process4nd content. If the trainer.wighes, he/she can
include the material from Lecturette V(Module 4) during.the processing.
of Exercise g' The less often material is presented.in lecture 'form,-
the better for the group, not only in terms of:learning the material,
but-also for deVelopment of feelings of cohosiveness.and sh:ared.

thleader-
j

ship.' .0n the thther hand, if e trainer is unfamiliar with e materials,
be/she should s e the format establiehed and presenX the material in'

C7 leaturette tOrm.` N

41.
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TIME/MATERIALS

10 minutes

Hada* 3 Overview
Goals and
-Objectives

30 -minutes

Personal'Goals as
Group Goals In-
structions

Apar and Pencil

a.

MOM/LE 3 GOALS

TRAINO ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO NODULE 3: GOALS

-

Introduce the module using the overview, and the gcels
and objectives

ISE 8:. PERSONAL GOALS AS GROUP GOALS

State the purpose of the exercise.

Discuss the procedure:

Organize into pairs and take turns acting as interviewer
and interviewee. As interviewer, ask these two questions
and probe for specific answers:

14 What Ao you want'to get-out of the group

2. Why did you come to .the training?

-

Then help the inierviewee record his or her gelals

441
As interviewee, explore the questions ati thoroughly
as you can, ,Then unite your g9als. Don't record
those you'aren't willing to share with the group,
hut remember that the decision not to share a goal
has serious implications for the functioning of the
group. 44.

Reverse roles after the first member has recorded his
or her goals. Than rejoin the group for a discussion.

Begin the exercise

Lead a discussiqn of group members' goals.

Review the notes on processing in the exercise ilistruca-
tions before beginning the discussion.

10 Minutes

Lecture Notes

4.

CTURETTE ONF : 'poALs

Remember that the,trainaes.have,46 content of all
the lectures in'their.manuals. Tharefore, mokrely_

reading the notes.,could prove bo;ing. Hi4hhight_the
important points_and discuss tluvrest in'your,cwn words.

40



TIME/MATERIALS

l.hour (fOr'one role

Play)

li hours (for 2)

Committee Meeting
Instructions tO

Committee 'Meeting
Problem Sheet

Instructions for
role playing

Committee Meeting
Role Sheets A & B

Process Observation
Sheet

Pencils

TRAINER ACIIVITIES*QUTLINE

Present the material on goals based on the notes in
your Manual.

Highlight the following points:

A goel that is 'shared by the group can help keep the
group on course.

.the leader establishes.short-term goals, he/she can
choose a particular intervention based on those ..oals
that will help the group achieve the final goal.

Explicit and shared goals can be evaluated periodically,
giving an indication of the group's progress.

EXERCISE 9:. COMMITETE MEETING: DEMONSTRATING HIDDEN
AGENDAS

Note that information on process and content is included
in,Lecturette 20 Module 4. See the discussion in the
direrviews to-Modules 3 and 4 to decide ,how to present
this material. The following instructions are based on A
delivery orthe content in the form of a lecturette in
Module 4.

pplain the purpose of the exercise.

* DiscusS the prOcedure:

I will select live,of you to play the members of the
Fact Finding Committee of the WSO Advisolw Board.
With copies of the role playing Instructions thit't you
mill be given, study your parts for five minutes.
Tell no one about your roles.

The rest of you will,act as process observers. Form
a fishbowl with your chsirs around those of the five
committee memilers. USe the problem sheet and Process
Observation,Sheet (both in your manuals) as you observe
the behavior In the committee meeting. A process obser-
ver Will be assigned to note the behavior of each board
member.

After the-zole playars have stUdied.their parts, they,
should introduce themselves.to each other by hane and
tdtle. MirVin Turner, as chairman, begins the meeting;

2

41
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TUdE114,1ERIALS TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

After ien minutes we will discuss what was happening
in the group,

Choose the role players, assign the process observers
and begin the role play.

After ten minutes, stop the meeting and begin a discus-
sion. Ask process obserirers to report what they saw
happening.

After some discussion, ask the role players to reveal
their roles, with Jack Simon reporting last. Airoid

'lengthy discussion because the, exercige is only half
over.

Explain tlie second role play.*

Five observers will now be selected to-play other rolesr
the committeecwill consider the same problem as before.
The procedure is also the same.

oose the players and assign process observers.

Begin the role play.

After ten minutes, end the role play and begin a
discussion as before. Ask processchservers to report
what they saw happening in the group. Then ask the role
players to reveal their roles.

After the reports have been made, ask some of the
following questions:

How do hidden agendas (unshared goals ). affect
group problem solving?

How do they'affect the particular group members?
4

3. How can an observer tell if a member is .working on
a hidden agenda?

When is it.appropriate for group members to disclose
their hidden agertgas?

During the processing,. spend some time disquesing what
a group leader should do when he/she suspects that
group members have hidden agends. to the notes

on processing in the instructions.

-*--Ses-eptien-at ead iof-theseinstructions.
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TIME/MATERIALS TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

OPTION:

Although this exercise is most effeptive when both role
plays are used, the second role play can be omitted if
time is short.

SUMMARY OF DAY ONE

SvimmArize the day's activities.

(1, Make any comments about day two that seem necessary.



PURPOSE:

EXERCISE 8: pERSONAL GOALS AS GROUP GOALS*

1. To provide the trainees with an opportunity' to express thei44
:awn goals for tbe'workshop

,

To demonstrate the range of goals held by the members of the
group ,

3. To allow the training group to define its goals and to help
the group in its development

'SETTING:

This exercise is designed to allow trainees to express their goals for
the trainAng group. Trainees should be encouraged to discuss their,
Personal:goals seriousl.y, The exercise will give them practice in
setting their goal's and will expose them-to oneaway of coordinating
member and leader goals. A thorough processing of the exercise is
recommenaed.

24ATERIALS:

Paper and pencil

iROCEDURE:

The' grdqp organizes itself into pairs and each member of the pair takes
turns DA ,the interviewer and-the interviewee. The intervIewer asks these
two qusstions and probes for specific answers as far as he/she can:

1. What do you want to get out of the group?

2. Why'aid you oome to the training?

After exploring these questions, the interviewee'writes his/her goals
with the help of the interviewer. Goals that the trainee isn't willing
to share with the group shouldn't be recorded, although the decision
not to share a goal his serious implications fot the functioning of the
group. t

.*Training Volunteer Leaders, op.
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After the roles axe reversed and'the goal setting process is carried
out for the other trainee, trainees rejoin the groep and each person
talks about hisiher goals. Thege are recorded by the trainer on news-
print;

. PROCESSING.:

This exercise can generate extensive discussion; First, incompatible
goals that, appear are resolved. Second, group goals are developed from
the members' goals. Third, the goals are rated by the =embers amd
acceptable training goals are generated. In rating the goals, the trainer
should try to find out how committed the trainees are to particular
goals. The higher the compitment in the group, the more 'likely, that
the goal will be attained. The leader may want to present hisiher
goals fortil.:(workshop. These can be compared with the trainees' goals
and differences noted. If incompatible goals exist, they should'be
-resolved.

Discussion of this exercise should move to the issue of individual and
group goals. The distinction between thdividual and group goals is
not always a clear one. In the exercise just completed, many of the
goals adopted for the groep came from a consideration individual
traineeS' goals In the training"group group goals axe primarily
individual goals t are shared by the, trainees. Thidqs not
necessarily the case in groups that the trainees 'will be leading.

,

The exercise can be concluded by discussing owe goal setting of a
training group differs from goal setting in the trainees' own greUlos-
Because individuals join therapy groups for self-improvement, the in--
dividual goals for the group are often personal. If the group is
-motivated only by personal goals, members may be reluCtant to enqage
in risk-takinTand,-instead, may be very defensiVe.

In growth or therapy groups, it is difficult to determine exactly what
the balance between personal and group goals shoul&be. Am the gro4p
matures, members may be able to see themselves as part of a group-2'
serving an important function in their lives. If they value the other
members of the group, goals beeefiting a,l of them are likely to be
valuedr'too. On the other hand, because the main goal of these groups
is to iaprove each member's ability to cope with-and enjoy living, a
group milr want to consider any personal difficulties that interfere
with that ability. Perhaps the best climate in groups exists when the
members value the group sufficiently to take risks,' opening themselves
to the other members; in this way they may be able tO achieve the long- f

term benefitOf an increased ability to deal wi-th their personal problems:

In short, both personaijand group goals are important. Am, effective
group will recognize this and findsa balance between personal and group
.goals. Many goals can be both. The following goals, which are.presented



in iscending order of difftculty, could be personal goals that might
also facilitate the growth of the group. The leader sho-uld always
remember that group members have differing experiences and needs; what
would be .easy for same may be a big step for others.

1. Being physically present for groups. Just showing up and staying
through the group is an appropriate goal for some group members.

Talking in group. Saying anything at al/ in the group might be
difficult for some members.

r-

3. Telling something about oneself. After learning to talk about
something in.tbe group, the member might move to ta.Wng about
him/herself.- --

4. Talking about one's feelings. Once the ape;mber can talk about him/
herself, he/she may be able to learn to ta2k about how'he/she is
feeling (sad, lonely, excited). The hardest feelings to talk about
are those one is experiencing at the-moment, especially when these
feelings are about someone else in the group.

-

)

z
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6.

LEeTURETTE 1: GOALS

*

We have already talked about why goali shotild he explicit rather than
implicit and shared rather'than not, If goals are not explicit, members
may be confused about their purp9se in tha group, and individuals may
pursue disparate courses. If they are not shered; the group has little
chance of ever growing in a way that benefits all of the members.
Members whose goals do not conform'to those of the group are excluded
from tha growth process. A question that now seems appropriate is,
*What!are the .other effects of explicit and shared goaler

There are at least three other functions of goals that are *portant
' enough to mention. A goal that is shared by a group can help to keep
the group on coursie. /f tHe 'embers agree on a set of.goals, then
discussion Unrelated to those goals can be mdni4zed. For example,
consider a group that has decided to focus on the'behavior that occurs
in the present. A maker launches into a digression about his/her past
drug history. Because the goal of focusing on/the present is established,
-it is easier to redirect discussion back on the topic. Verhaps a major
function of goals is to keep the group on an APPropriate topic.

The goals of the leader must also be considered. Inmost of this unit,
we have talked about goals as long-range expectations. The group leader
often establishes sub-goals that he/she believes will help the groupachieve those long-range goals. Thams'subovicals can be for a gimlet
meeting (e.g.-, to get the quiet members to participate more aCtively)
or for several meetings (e.g..6. to help grow masher's develop a leilse
of.helonging to the group). ,Soth of these might be steps toward the
long-range goal of increasinvthe impact,of the grouip as a curative
agent. The leader can choose a particular inteiventiOn based"on a
shortvters gornir. that will help the groupachieve the: final goal? If
a leader knows where he/she Wants to gosibeishe can then decide hOw
to get there. Therefore, short-term goals et.ould be lot by the leader
before the group meeting. Sow flexibility,'however, should be allowed
because many significant events can be U lanned--the leader should
not stop 4 *happening" just because it i n't exactly what heishe planned.

Finally, a point related to both of the above 'should be mentioned.
Explicit and shared goals can be evaluatel periodically to examine the
group's progress. And realistic goals can be reached and new-goals cad
be set. Tha grov (and loader) tan thus evalitate its progress. and also
will have incentive for further progress.
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IMERC:1:52 CCOUTTZE mine: DEMONSTRATLitiA 1111?DiEN

jolOTE4,%Prodess and content'are discussed at length in Leoturete 2.
Yuu.may wait to`use some itiN that information in processing'this exercise.

, *laden Avndas Personaitgoals that are not shared.

Croup-Process: The actual behavior In a group. Concerned with how
th:f.pgs haipen (mho taiks to whom, how deCisions are madet-hor

1 'the group handlai coutlict) rather than with what: is talked about
(N114C0 2977).

4, 0

I. Toillustrati the effects of different :Personal goals on
'taak acompliahment in a work group

'To demonstrate'differences in the ways 'group members work
wton thiy have different4Oals' and when they have similar
goals

''

3. Tp intorduce the concopt:of group process

szTrING:

-`"

The trainres,bive just finished deve/Oping their own goals for,the.
training prograi. Ths impaitance of shared Andlexplicit.goals was
emphasized.. This exerpise provides ,trainees with an illgstration

- of the way that 'a group funations'when thee: criteria are4ind are
not met.. The dramatic .differences in func .. ,. should doimonstrate
several grop process issues that will be ed in some drh '.

immediately afterthe exorcise. L' .

./

fueTrau4ris %.

'biopics for all trainees of the CcemLittANLMAeting Problem Sheet
and inOructions for playing.a role t'

One,.copd of Comlittee Meeting-Role Sheet i and CIAO copy of.
version al both cut into strips 0 seParatethe raft doscriitions.
(Trainello shouldAot know eaph oti;ver'i rigei and'hidden agendai.)

k Coprof the ProcsLObservation Sgeet for each observer
. .

pencils..for all çuers

*Reprinted J., Wiliest Pfeiffer and Johm.E..'Jones,(Eds.) A
Handbook of StruCtur riences forItuman RelitiOns Train
Vcilume 1 (Re4ied):14a.4ollag Oniversity Assadiates, 1974.
7Wilid-wich permission, 6



PBOCIPURB:
A.\

,

The trainer selects five trainees to play the members 'id the Fact And
Committee of the WSO Advisory Board. These five.are given copies of go

role-pleyi.-ng inatructiosui and the Commitise Meeting Problem Sheet. ey
ex...then separated from'the Test oethe training ro4P, givenIfive minutes

'to study their-roles, and told not'to tosil, about. their hidden
agendas..

The other groOp imamberi form s fishbowl aroUnd the five &hail's that will
b41 occupied by the "c9miittee members.* 2 Each haa a copy of the problem
sbeet,and the Process Obseryation Sheet. A process obserVer should be.
assiinedvto nope,the be0aviar.of each of,the board members.'

When the role &Ayers return, they sit inside thefishbowl. 'They are -
told that.the other trainees are obseivers.- They introduce themselves
to the other role player* by name and titl only. Nar4in Turner, as
chair iman, begns the *c Thommittee leeting.*, e sleeting is stoPt004
after ten minutes, regardless of whether.Or aotla decision has been
reached., .

*4" Then the trainer selects five members from the group-of 4observers4 They
are t.41, be mailbox* of a-committee addressing the SWIM iSSUCas before.
The procedure also is pie same, except that Vies.. role pleyers will
bat giwen Wotan agead;Ui with similar, goals. They conduct a meeting
inside thefishbowIl the former role players are reassigned as observers.
This meeting also is stopped after ten minutes.

PROCESSING:

4*Some processing ahouid follow.ttte first rola play:: Process observers
'should report what,they saw heppening in he gro4P. After_some'dis-

il 0? 'cuasion, the role players reveal iheir roles. with Jack Simon xmlOort-7
ing last. Further processing At this point may be necessary, but-

. l.ngtbjiscui.iozis Ckhould be avoided as the exercise iivonly half over,

j After the aecond role playi Procesaing thOuld proceed as hefore, Wheil
the observers and role players have fihiihed their reports, the trainer
should esk some of,the following questiC6a

,

1. Bow do hidden agendas (unshared goalp):affect group problem solving?

2. itow do they affect the pextidipation of group members?

3. How can eh observer tell lf a member Is working on a hidden.agenda?
.

.

4. When is It appropriatelor grOup me.mbers to discics their hidden
agendas?.

of



.

'During the prbcessing, ache .tia should Li -spent discussing what a
'group loader should do 'when he/4to suspects that group umbers have
hidden agendas. The initi&l d ision for the leade is Whether or
not Va brtng up the issui . lf thp leader decides tO discuas a hidden
agenda, heishe 2ight nention what appears to ha goilig on and check.

thia with the group, focusing On bow thi hidden agenda affects-group
s- functiqning. The trainees should remember that hidden agendas are

=man and 'quite. normal, a group leadir often has hidden agendas.
-there .is nothing intrinsically negative about hidden agindas, although
sometiaes _they sy interfsre with the groWth of a group. A leader
should be careful not to scold umbers who have hidden agendas, but
to help umbers deal with any guilt they have about havit,w hidden
agencUts.

OPTZONt

Although this exercisi is liost effective when bOth tole plays ire used;
tha secoi!d role Play can he omitted if tint: is short.

V.
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PARTICIRiANtlik

=MITT= MEETING PROBLEM Slit=

.4*

1. Marvin Turner, shoo store owner and operator

ta Stevens, iother of five, on welfare

3. Louis Haber, -dentist

4. Jack Simon,. Chamber of.colemerce.vice-preaident

5. Carol,Stone, social worker, wso

PROBLEM.:
4k

YoU are at a meeting of &special Xact-finding committee of the West
Side Organization (WSW Advisory Board. Your committee was eftablished
to study,tha suggestion that tbe WSO revise its procedure for.electing
representati to the AdVisory Board frossamong witfare recipients.
At present, preaentatives are selected for three ears through a
general, areaide election. Your group has been authoriked to come
up with specific recommendations on which the Board should act at
its next meeting. The Board has advised your committee to consider
two points:,

1. J,iat would be the best'procedure for select/ng welfare represedtatives?

The present system (general, area-wide.selection) should be
maintained.

b. District elections should be held.
in the general area that WSO serves.
mean that one welfare Zepresentative
district.

Thmire axe four districts
District elections would

would come.from each

2. Hoe long should the term of office be?

a. The present term (1 Years) should be maintained.

b. The representatives should.serye for one year.

The chairman of the committee is Marvin Turner, who will report re-
commendations to the Board.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR FLAYING A ROLE'

Do not disclose your rple des iption.

2. Read ypur description carefal:y andplay the role oonscientiously.

3. Fui yourself into the role that 'you are given, but do not overact.

IP
4. Igo natural, butkaphasize behav4or aiped at fulfilling your role.

'4111
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ROLE BRIEFING SHEET A

CAROL STONE:
3

You axe a social worker at WW1 and you would like some of your clients
to be active in the WSO. You think that if you help one of your clients1
get on the Board, your department head will beLimpressed and you can
achieve more power in the WSO program. Because your work area covers
a d1itrict4 you want the district fdim of election to be recommended.
You,think you have enough influence in that district to get your can-
didate elected. If the election covers the whole area, however, your
influence will not be very great. You prefer that the term of office
be three years so'that you won't have to worry about getting one Of
your clients elected every year.

MARVIN TURNER (COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN):

You are a shoe store owner and operator, and you aem, an ambitious
community leader. You want the welfare representatives on the Board
to show a lack of unity and goals so that the professional and govern-
mental members can run things,their way. You think that poor people
are just lazy. You support general election procedures for the whole
area because these-should facilitate the election of more representatives
who do not have support from a specific group of people in a small area
and who do not have many specific goals .in mind. You also support one-
year terms to keep the welfare members from establishing any power
bases.

Re$BER±A STEVENS:

lee

You are a mother of five receiving welfare payments for child support.
You yant a greater role for welfare representatives on the Board. You
would also like different people from welfare to have a chance to get
on tholicard. You support the concept of district or small-unit
elections for one-year terms. You also want more representatives from
weyare on the Board than ;there are currently to counterct the bases
of some of the professional and governmental members.

LOUIS HABER:

You are a dentist and are on the City Council. You think that local
government leaders and professional people "who know what they are
doing* should have a larger say on the WSO Board. Therefore, you
want a weaker voice from the welfare representatives. You support
general area electiont for one-year terms.
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JACK SIMON:

You are the head counselor-for the WSO, and you are not really concerned

with the work of the committee. You joined for only one reason--to.get

to know Carol Stone and eventually ask her for a date. 'During the

meeting You plan to agree with and support every point that Carol makes.

Your behavior is guided by your desire to impress Carol Stone.
y,e-



ROLE BRIEFING &MET B

SAM THOMAS : J.
Yoix are currently a-counselor and a former addict. Your goal is to
find a way to choose.welfare representatives that will be fair and
will give the welfare recipients the strongest power base. Right
now you lean toward district elections because the lower income neigh-
borhoods would have more say. You favor three-year terms so that
there will be continuity on the Board.

*lc

SUSAN WILLS :

You are a high school teacher and have two high school age childien.
Your goal is to find a way to chooseirelfare representatives thatlwill
be fair and will give the welfare recipients the strongest power base.
Right now you think general elections would berbest: representatives

, to the school board are chosen that way, and you think that welfare
recipients have been treated excellently by the school boardthey
have no trouble being hear4. You favor one-year terms because more
people would have a chance to be a part of the Advisory Board.

BOB WASHINCTON:

You are secretary of,the City Council and the managei,of a large
grocery store. Your goal is to'fUd a way to choose Welfare-repre-
sentatives that.will be fair and Will give the welfare recipients the

power base. Right how you lean toward coperii eirections-
becau' yot believe representatives chosen generillyAlave tore clOut
than those with only a district behind them. You also favor three-
year terms for the same reason-you think three-year representatives
are in a position,of more power.

*

BARBARA SCOlt;
-

You are a social worker at WSO and have been there-for five years. Your
goal Is to find a way to choose welfare recipients that will be fair
and will give the welfare recipients the strongest,power base. Right
now you favor district elections because, ih your experience, welfare
candidates have been neglected in general elections.' You also favor
one-year terms because that will provide the most exposure for the
most welfare candidates.

JP

6-5
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'JOhN SANDERS:

You are a welfare recipient, separated fram your wife and three children.
Your goal is to find a way to choose welfare'represeAtatives that will
be fair and will give the welfare recipients the strongest poyer base.
Right now You lean toward district electionsibecause you feel that
general elections are too big and discriminate against welfare re-
presentatives. You favor a three-year Orm'because you belie that

one yeai is not sufficient time to get organized.
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PROCESS OBSERVATION SHECT

(Note any comments about the behavior of the person you are observingon the back ofibis sheet.)

GOALS

1. To what extent did the members

did not
. appear to
share any
goals

ATMOSPHERE

a few
meMbers had"
shared goals

act as

3

if they ShaFed the same

average
shared
goals.

4

goals were
shared by

most
members

2. What-was the overall tone of feeling in the meeting?

1

hostile and
competitive,

signs of
anger

2

defensive
and

inhibitive,
'members were

afraid to
take risks ,

PARTICIAFION.

3. What was the

3

average
cooperation,

limited amount
of sharing
of feeling

-4

above avexage
cooperation,
most members
appeared fairly

relaxed

levei of participation in the group?
0 ,

goals?

5

excellent
sharing,
everyone

shared goals

very coopera-
tive and open,

members
appeared to

value others'

contributions

1 2 3 4 5

extermdly ;ow, low, average above average, high, allmost memedps several participation, most participateddidn't members most had contributed actively inparticipate, dominated a little to the ,theone person discussion to say discussion discussionmonoiolized
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(
TASK

4. .gow relevant were the contributions to the ek?

'1

low,
contributions
were'off the
track and self-
earviog, topic
discussed

, not what
goal indicated

2 3 4 5

a little, average, aboVe average, 'high, almost
most contri- there was most commepts all comments

butions a mixture were were
were off of relevant relevant relevant
the work and irrere-

vant comments
. to task

a.

t
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MODULE 4
PROCESS AND CONTENT

N$

GOALS:

1. \;;;Zi'Introduce the difference between process And content

2. To practice making'process observations

3. To illustrate how groups function when the members are
maintenanceroriented or when ,they are self-oriented

1.

4. To introduce different roles often filled by members of agroup

5. To introduce the idea of curative factors

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each trainee will define process and content.

2. Each trainee will name three different process tssues.

. Each trainee will role play,a self-oriented or a maintenance
behavior.

OVERVIEW MODULE 4
PROCESS AND CONTENT

This, module is important because tha concept of process is introduced,
a 'tOpic that will be considered often in the sections to come. Actually,
tbe introduction to process occurs in Exercise 9 when the trainees have
to use the Process Observation Sheet. This has been set up as a rating
scale to minimize the amount of orientation that the trainees will re-
quire.

As noted in the Overview to Module 3, the trainer had the option of
including the material in Lecturette 2 during Exercise 9. Lecturette
3,isoPabout task and maintenance behaviors and can be given in conjunction
with Exercise 11.

Exercise 10 givIrrainees practice in differentiating between process
and content statements.

Exercise 11 is *portant for reasons of both process and content. From
the process perspective, it provides the trainees with additional practice
in observing process and with exposure to roles that generally are
associated with, maintenance and self-oriented behaviors. Such exposure
should aid the potential leader in identifying andfor producing the
behavior while leading actual groups. Curative factors in groups will
be discussedduring that exercise, but a more detailed discussion follows
in Module 5. The trainer should be familiar with all the material.

5 9 tr



11MODULE 4: PROCESS AND CONTENT

TIME/MATERIALS

10 mdnutes

Module 4 Overview
Goals and Objec-

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 4:\ PROCESS AND CONTENT

Introduce the module u 'ng information frOm the
overView and the goals objectives.

20 minutes

Cture Notes

15 minutes::

Process and Conten
Instructions

'Pencils

Process/Content
Identification
Sheet dr

80 minutes

Task, Maintenance,
and Self-oriented
Role Playing
Instructions

Process Observa-
tion Sheet

Pencils

Group Role Sheets
& 5

LECTURETTE 2: WHAT TO OBSE IN A GROUP
(PROCESS AND TENT)

Based on the decision made i Mo ule:3, this material -

either was presented in conjun tapn with Exercise 9 or
will be presented now as a,lectu ette See overviews.
of Modules 3 and 4.

Again, as was true in Lecturette 1, se presentations
should njt be in "lecture" form; th
presented, but should not be read.

terial needs to be

Present the material based on the notes in your
manual.

EXERCISE 104 PROCESS AND CONTENT IDENTIFICATIQN

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

'Ask tiainees to mark on the Process/Content Identifi-
cation Sheet Whether each statement is' a' content or

process statement.

Begin thp exercise.

,Refer to the instructions for the suggested answers.

EXERCISE 11: TASK, MAINTENANCE, AND SELF-ORINTED
BEHAVIOR POLE PLAY

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Discuss the procedure:

This exercise will be donb in two parts. In the first
part, about half of the group will be selected to play
roles in a fishbowl arran4ement. The.rest of you will

act as observers.
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TIMENATERIALS

Curative Factors'
in Groups Sheet

liAINER ACT UTLINE

Each of.you will use the Curative FaCtors'in Groups,
'Sheet to mark the items in order of-importance without
conferring with anyone. Next, the seven partici-
pants will work as a group to rank these factors.
Concensulf. must be reached in ten minutes.

.c
iObservers are to watch the.participants nthe

inner group and to rate them on the Process Observa-
tion Sheet after the participants have reached a
concensus. ObserverN will then be given a copy of
Geoup Role Sheet A to identifg which member played
each role.

Begin the first part of the exercise.

After the observers have identified the role players,
_process this part of the exercise. Be_brief, concen-
trating only on the process of the group and the
effects of the different member roles.

Introduce the setond part of the exercises:

Nowfpswitch places. Those of you who were partici-
pants will become observers and observers will be-
come participants. The new participants will have
roles to play and will be given time to study them.
Yout task is to think of ground rules for a group
that would promote the development of curative factors.
That is, what norms should a group have to he.lp its
members grow?

After ten minutes the participants should have a
completed 11,st and the Observers can mark their
ratings on the ProCess Observation Sheets. Then
using Group Role Sheet B, observers guess whichmem-
bers played which roles and with what effect.

Begin the second part of tlie exercise.

After the observers have completed their task, begin
i.w4Cessing cf the exercise. See the instructions and
also Lecturette 3.

10 minutes

Lecture Notes

LECTURETTE 3: T,5, MAINTENANCE, AND SELF-ORIENTED
tHAVIORS

The material lnIthis lecturette coincides with the experi-
ence of .Exercise 11. Because of this, it probably is



TIME/MATERIALS TRAINER AcTIVITIES OUTLINE

be.5;_to present this material during the processing of

the exercise and not an the form of a,lecture. If this

is dohe before the discussion.of curative factors,
trainees will be led easily into the contentsof Module 5.

6'2
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LECTURETTE 2: WHAT TO 1,00i FOR IN A GROUP*

All human interactions have two major ingredients--content and process.
Thl.first deals with the subject matter or.the task with which the
igro4 is working. In most interactions, the main focus is on the
content.x The second ingredient, process,. is Ioncerned'with what is
h4pening between and to group members while the group is working.
The group procesi'encompasges tone, atmosphere, influence,-partici
Ration, styled of influence, leadershil5 struggles, conflict, competi-
tion, and:Cooperation. In most interactions, very little attention
is paid to.process, even,wheh it is the maj9r .9ause, of ineffective
group action. Sensitivity to group process %villa help leaders to
diagnose grail problems early, to.deal with them more eflectively,
and will en group members to be more effeirive participants,

rThe content of a discussion often focUses on the "there and then"
pagt or future actions in otile4 surroundings. But a discussion.iir-
volving something that happened outside of the group also may reflect
some issue 'of group process that concerns the'group's functioning.
For ,example, if a group member discusses problems in authority at
home, he/she really may be referring to a leadership struggle'withithe group.

Tht isgue of how a group is functioning is quite complex.. An observer
-interested in a group's process is likely to examine a nualber bf

specific topics related to the group's *tern of functioning. We
will:discuss briefly somi.:1 of these topics: participation, influence,
decision-making procedures, membership, feelings, and group atmospheva.

ATMOSPHERE

Atmosphere refers td the general tone of feeling of the group meeting.
This tone can tange from warm and accepting to hOstile and rejecting,
and can be any ,combination between,these two extremes. Aist a general
rule, personal growth occurs when the atmosphere is open and accepting.
When the atmosphere is hostile and rejecting, participints are,not
likely to take the risks leading to growth.

Establishing an open and accepting atMosphere can be a long and dif-
ficult task, requiring.a certaiu amount Of modeling and direcon from
the leader as well as norms that legifimile risk-taking behavi6r. Very
often, a supportive atmosphere,is generated onlvalter the group lag
resolved.conflicts over, leadership'and members have defined'their
positions in the group. The atmosphere is always subject to ,change.

*Reprinted from: J. William Pfeiffe and John E. JOnes (Edg.) The
1974 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, j.ia Jolla, CA: University
Associate, 1972., Used_with permission.
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Actually, one important reason for the leader to consider the at-
mosphere is that changes in the atmosphere often ,signal.the occurrence
of critical choice,points in the growth of a group.

Who seems to prefer a friendly congenial atiosphere? Is
there any ittempt to supptess conflict or unpleasant feelings?

Who seems'to prefer an atmosphere of conflict and disagreement?
Do any members provoke or an:26y others?

Do people seem ,involved and interested? What is the Atmosphere

Are certain topics:avoided,in the group (e.g., ses, immediate
feelings in the groUpp leader's behavior, etc.)?

Who seems to reinforce ,this avoidance? Now?
('

)

Are group nimbers overly n4ce or polite to each other? Are
only pleasurable feelings expressed? Do members agree with
each other too readily.? What happens when'nembers disagree?

Do you see norms operating about participetion or the kinds
of questions 'that are allowed (e.g., !If I talk, you must N

talk," or "If I.tell ay problems, you have to tell yours")?
Do members feel free.to ask each other about their feelings?
Do guesticans tend to be restricted to intellectual topics
or events outside of the group?

PARTICIPATION

Level of participation is a concept that is,used to refer to the'number
of paticip4nts-1Who are actively involved in the group and to indicate
the iritensity of the invOlvement. A high;level of participation
occurs when moseof the group members hre involved at an intense level.

The level of participation is one of the easy process observations that
thi4 leader makes. He/she can look it .such patterns of communication
as who talks to whom, how long they talk, whether or A2t.they are

4. Interrupted. All of these observations are aspects of the level of
participation. Considering.the leviel of participation can help the
leader get same idea of roles/group members play; the most vocal
zmembers are often the most influential.

.;

Who participates more than others?

Who participates*ess?

64
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Do you see any shift.in pakticipation, e.g., frequent participators
becoming quiet, infrequent participators suddenly becomdng talkative?
Do you see any pcssible reason for this in tbe group's interaction?

How are those who remain silent treated? How is their silence
interpreted--consent, disagreement, disinterest, fear, etc?

Who talks to whom? Do you see any reason for this in the group's
interactions? Are the interactions male/male male/female, or
female/female? I.
Who keeps the ball rolling? Why? Do you see any reason'for this
in the group's interactions?

DECISION-MAKING PROeEDURES

All groups make decisions, sometimes explicitly and consciously
("What shall we do about members who are absent a lot?"), sometimes
without aWareneSs that decisions are made at all (as when a group

_..ignores members who talk about sexual problems). Because a group
\dlacision is hard'to undo, the effective group leader should be aware
of when and how decisions are made.

One exorable of decision making in a therapy group occurs earlyan the
group's life when the leader(s) and members set goals. Once the 4oa1s
are set, they can be powerful guidelines for group discusSions and
even for'deciding which topic areas are appropriate. Clearly, decisions
qf such importance should be pade carefully and in a manner gut
volves as mktch of thegroup as possible.

There are several methods of group decision making, of which the leader
should be aware. We will present four of the Most frequently used
methods. They are arranged in order, with the least preferred thod
'first and the most preferred method last. .

Decision by one: One person proposes and then begins to initiate
his/hex decision. For example, "1 think we should introduce ourselves.
My name is John Harris...." -,

Decision by a minority: -Several members of a group (often'the most out-
spoken) are in agreement and try.to make the,decision for everyone.
Often theSe decisions are followed by, "Does anyone pbject?" or "We all
agree." The group leader should be very careful that he/she doesn't
lose leadership to this minority.

Decision by major.i.ty: The group makes this decision by counting votes
"for" and "'against." In this case the larger portion of the group
might agree, but if the minority'holds a strong opinion, then that
often is not given adequate attention.
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Consensus testing: This procedure does not necessarily require unani-
mity, but it does require that each'member of the group be given the
chance to empress hls/hdr feelings. If the feel.ings are very strong,
then more discussion may be needed. When a decision is reached by
consensus, all members of the group are in essential agreement.

4

Does anyone make a decision and carry it out without checking
with other group members? For example, does anyone decide
on the topic to be discussed and immediately begin to talk
about it? What effect does this have-on others?

Does the group drift from topic to topic? Who topic--jumpk.i.?

Do you see any reason for this in the group's interactions?

Who supports. other members' suggestions or decisions?
Does this support result in the two members decing the
topic or activity for the group? How does this affect.
others? .

Is there an'y evidence of a majority pushing a decision through
over other members' objections? Do they call for a vote
(majority support)?

Is there any attempt to get all members participating 4n a
decision (consemsus)? What effect does this, seem to have
on the group?

Does anyone make contributions that receive no response or
rocognition? What effect does thAchave on the member?

INFLUENCE

At

fluence and participation are not the same. Some people may speak
thary little yet ey capture the attention of the whole group. Others

y talk a lot but generally are not listened to by the other_members,

--.

Which members are high in influence? l'hat is, when ey talk,
do others seem.to LIsten? Are they womeh or men?

k

Which members are low ip influence? IslAere any shifting
in influence? Who shifts, women or men 0

Do you see any rivalry in the group?..,.Is there a struggle for

leadership? What effect does it have on other group members7

Style's of Influence

Influence can take many forms. It can be positiVe or negetive: it
camenlist the support or cooperation of others'or alienate them.
How a person attempts to influence another may be the delsrmining
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/
factor in the other's reeeptivity. There are at,least four-st,Aes of

flinuence that frequently emerge in groups.

Autocratic--Does anyone attempt to impose his/her will or
vilues on others or try to push them to support his/he.;'
decisions? Who evaluates or passes judgment on other group
members? Do any members block action when itis not moving
in the direction they desire? WhO pushes to "get the group
organized?"

PeacemakerWho eagerly supports other's decisions? Does
anyone consistently try to avoid.conflict or keep unpleasant
fee4lings from being expressed by pouring oil on the troubled
waters? Is ahy member typically deferential toward other
group members (thus giving others power)? Do any members
appear to avoid giving negdtive feedback, i.e., will they'
level only when they-have positive feedback to give?

Laissez-FaiteAre any group members getting attention
becanse of their apparent lack of involvement in the group?

seeming 'to commit him/herself one way or the other? Who

any group member go along with group decisions without

seems to be withdrawn and uninvolved? Who does not initiate
activity-or'participatete mechanibally :and only inresponse
to anotheE mebber's question'

all DemocraticDoes anyone try to include everyone in a group
discussion or decision? Who expresses his/her feelings and
opinions openly and directly without,evaluating or judging
others? WheVeelings run,high and tensions mount, which
members attempt to deal with the conflict in a problem-solving
way?

MEMBERSHIP

A major concern for group members is the degree to which they are .

accepted by trie groupt Different patterns of interaction may develop
in the group that give clues to the degree and kind ofHmembership.

1

,Are there any subgroups? (Too or three members may band
together for a period of time during which they consistently
agree and sup'Port each thet. Or several members may
consistentlykdisagree thd oppoe ohe another.)

Do some people seem to be "outside' the group? Are some
"in"? HoW Are those "outside" treated? ,



FEELINGS

During any group discussion, feelid16 are frequently generated by
ent4nteractions between Members. Although these feelings 4re
raiely discussed, the tone of voice, facial expressions, gestures,
and many other forms of.noverbal cues can help observers understant

what participants are feeling.

What signs of feelings do yoti observe in group momber,s
(anger, irritation, frustration, warmth, affection,
excitement, boredom, defensiveness, competitiveness)?

Do you see any attempts py group members to block.the
expression of feelings, particularly painful feelings?
How is this done? Does anyone Wo this consistently?
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EXERCISE 101 .PROCESS Amo CONTENT -IDENTIFICATION

PURPOSE:

.To practice difftrentiating process and content statements

S,ETTING

The trainees have heard a,lecturette on process and Content. T
distinction between proceis and contentwill'be used*frequenti
throughout the remainder$of the trainingsweek..This exerCise proVides
practice in distinguishing process statements and Content stateTents.

A

MATERIALS:

44n.

Pencils
7/

V.

CopiO/of the Process/Content Idntiiication Sheet for
each' trainee

PROCEDURE:

Trainees are given time to identify the statements on the Process/
Content Identification Sheet as process statements or content'
statements.

pROCESSING:

The suggested answers are as follows:

1/4

1. Process: focuses on the,atmosphere and the level of partici-
pation in the group,

2. Content: focusei on statement of fact on Subject

.3, Content: does not focus on what is happening in the group

4. Content:* conveys factual information (This statement could
relate to the proces of the grdup, hoWever, if the statement
really reflects fee14s about the "boss" of the group.)

5. Process:- focuses 6h-the atmosphere in the group

6. Prociss:
group

focuses on the decision-making proceIxes ih the
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CONTENT SHEET

indicate whether each ji. e followingstatements (which were made
in a group) is a proces or content staitement.

1. "I feel angry with Allen for never contributing
to the group.'''

2. "I used to live in New York. I started to use
dope only after I moved to Chicago.:

.

3. "I think Tam and Nancy would both be better
off if they..pped seeing each other."

4. oI have a lot of trouble getting along with
my boss. I don't think he has any idea of
what he is doing.

"People iz the_group seeMed pretty tense when
Steve shouted at Ellen."

6. "When we started talking about ourgoals, I
noticed that people were quick .to agree with
everything I suggested."

70
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EXERCISE 11: TASK, MAINTENANCE, AND SELF-ORIENTED
BEHAVIOR ROLE PLAY

The ji?resentation of the material on task, maintgnance, and self-
oriented behaviors can be presented during the processing of this
exercise. See Lacturette 3.

PURPOSE:

4lo To demonstrate the different'effects of task, maintenance,
and self-oriented behaviorson a group problem-solving task

2. To provide lAe trainees with practice.in making process
observations

3. To introduce the curative factors in groups and give
trainees the-opportunity to consider\their relative
importance

4. To brainstorm various norms that facilitate the development
of curative factors

SETTING:

The group has been introduced to the distinction between process and
content and has heard a lecturette on different kinds of process
issues that.are essential in understanding group dynamics. This
exer31110 is designed to give additional practice ih observing process
variables and to clarify, the distinctions among task, maintenance,

tand self-oriented behav' rs. Further, the conent of the exercise
is a discussion of tkp.c ative factors in groups, a topic that the
trainees should find relimant and interes g.

MATERIALS:

Pencils for each trainee

Process Ob ervation Sheets for each trainee

ikCopies of e Group Role Sheets to be cut into strips so
that each trainee will have a rdle unknown to the others in
the group

\,
ies of the Group Role Sheet for all observers

Copy, of the Curative Factors in Groups Sheet for the inner
group in the fishbowl

low
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p.RWEDURE:

The trainer selects about half of the trainees to form a,group.
He/she assigns one,of the seven roles from the Group Role Sheet A (
to each participant. The remairiing trainees observe the group in th0
fishbowl.

After the participants are,given time to study their roles, all
trainees (the kiarticipants and the observers) axe given a copy of
the Curative Factors in Groups Sheet and told to rank the items in
order of importance without conferring with anyone. After completing
the ranking, the participants_ are instructed to rank the items as a +

group. Further, thWir are told they must reach consensus on the ranking
within ten minutes. .

The observers are given the Process Observation Sheets an4 told to
observe the participants in the inner group4. After the participants
have finished, the observers make their ratings. Then they are given
copies ofithe Group Role Sheet 4 and told to identifythe group member
who was fulfilling each role.

er processing this, the trainees do a fishbowl interchange, so that r

e former participints become observers (with Process Observatioa-
ets) and vice versa. Each of the inner group members is assigned

o e of the self-oriented or task roles from the Group Role Sheet B
is given time to'familiarize him/herself with the role. The
is to think of ground rules for a group that would promote the .

development of curative factors. That is, what norms should a group
have to help its members grow?.

The vroup has ten mnnutes to generate a list of norms, after which
the observers complete the ratings on the process Observation Form.

.

The observers bhen are introduced to the selfs-oriented, group-hindering-
roles from the Group Role Sheet B. Finally, the observers guess which
members'played which roles and with what effect.

11

PROCESSING:

Theipxercise is processed 'n two stages.
tenance role plays and Stae two follows
The processing following the maintenance
concentrating only on the process of the
thn different member roles.

Stage one follows ihe main-
the self-oriented role plays.
role-play should be brief,
group and the effects of

The processing of the self-oriented phase also can focus on the
proessind role effects. Comparisons with the previous roles should
be informatiVe-r-especially when feedback comes from those who had task%
roles in the two gibups.. When the trainer is convinced that the trained's
understand the process coilCeptiksufficiently, then he/she should turn
to the content of the exercise. -He/she should conduct a discussion of
the curative factors and the norms that-facilitate their development.
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PROCESS OBSERVATION SHEET

(Note any comments about the behavior of the
person you are observing on the back of this
speet.)

GOALS

1. To what extent did the members act as if they-shared the same goals?

did not
appear to
share any

goals.

SPBERE

2. What was

1

hoitile and
-competitive,

- signs of
anger

PARTICIPATION

2

,a-few

members had
Shared goals

3

average
shared
goals

goals were
shared by

most,
members

overall tone of feeling_in the meeting?

2

defensive
and

inhLbitive,
members were
afraid-to
take risks

3

average -

cooperation,
limited amount
og sharing
otfeeling

4

above average
cooperation,
most members

appeared
faiay relaxed

3. Witat was the level of participation in the groups?

excellent
sharing,
everyone

shared goals

5

very coopera-
tive and open,

members
appeared to

Value others'
contributions

1 -2 3 5

extremely low, low, .average above average, high, all
most members several participation, most participated

didn't members most had contributed actively in
participate, dominated a little to.the the

one person discussion to say discussion discussion
monopolized

71
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TASK

4. How relevant were the contributions to the task?

1 2 3 4 5

low, a little, average above average, high, almost
contributions most Contri- there was most comments all comments
were off the butions a mixture ware were
track and self-

',serving, topic
discussed

were off
the mark

of relevant
and irrele-
vant comments

relevant, relevant
to task

, not what
goal indicated

TASK .VS. MAINTENANCE

5. .Were qui comments mainly factual (taSk-orien6d) or
mostly at how the group was functioning (prdcess)?'

-1

all
task

DECISION-MAKING

2 ./

mainly task,
some process

6. How were decisions made?

1

by one
person

2

by two,
one person
suggesting
and the
other

,supporting

3

about equal
task and
process

3

majority,
with

minority
views not
expressed

74
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were

mainly
process,

some task

4

majority,
with

minority
opinion

integrated

they aimed

5

ll process

consensus,-

agreement
by all
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CURATIVE FAaTORS IN GROUPS

Most people.agree that participation in a group can help a person growand learn about him/herself. The elements in a group that facilitate
growth have be-en called curative factors. Below is a list of some possible,curativ factors in groups. Your task is to rank these factors in theorder of their importance. Put a '11" beside the factor that you thinkis the most important in helping a person grow as a result of his/her groupexperience. Put a "2" beside the second most important and.so on, untilyou have put an NB" beside the factor that you think is least important.

Get'i g leedback from others

Receiving advice or ideas from others

Finding out-others have problems like yours

'Feeling that you belong to the igrUp

Gettill qupport from c;tilers

Having permission to express strong feelings

Giving feedback to others

Giving supporeto others'

I.

Ab

7 5
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I.

fai

GR&P R&E SliEiT A

Harmonize.t: AtteMptsktoxeconcile disagreements reduce
gets people to explore differences; focuses on how

peoPle relate to bach,,other.

Gatekeeper.: 'keeps communication channels opeh; gets others
to partiqipate; suggests'prodedures for ,getting evriftyone
involved. ,

V
,.Encourager: - I,i,fribndky, warm, and responsive to others;

'`YTA.Si

indicates acceptanCe of others contributions.

picapromiSer: )411en ideas are: in'conflict,,offers a compromise
or concession; admits OWil errorvwdrks mostly' at the-content

-level.
-

Propiobes tasks or gbals; defines group problems;
. suggests procedpres for solving problems.

;,,)

Information givet:., 56ffers'facts; provides relevant infOrmatiorn,
gives suggestions ahd ideasi expresses opiriions. ,

SuMmariter: Pulls together related ideas; restates suggestions
after group discussion of them; offers conclus1pi for group
to acapt or.reject.

t.,..24t. ',
-`,")

c,

^

I.

r` y

Vs
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-GROUP ROLE SHPFT B

,.,iipatinator:. Tries to make all decisions; d?,in t listen to
others; iries to monopoliie the group'. eV)

Recluse: 'Tries to withdraw; makes no contributions; 'appears
afraid to a statement or express an opinion.

Aggressive blocker: Attacks othert!.reMarks; is the first
to cri:ticize; tries to put others,aown; is hostile.and negative
seldom *fers alternative, ideas.-

., .

Help seeker: Tries to belr4 e 14 s/&r own contributionsv..i..
.displays low'self-imageljare ntly asks othersrfpinion and'.

.advice.'

Recognition seeker:, Tries to become c4per of attentions
engages in eye.-catching behavior; tries to get attention' from

s; comments are not generaaly on topic.

TAM:.

(.;.Informdcion seeker: requests'facts; so4cits expressions,of
opinion; seeks suggestions or ideas.

ClaWier: Interprets :deas or sUggestions; clears gp confusion;
defines terms; in4ica s alternatives and issues.

a

_

a

I.

<

-
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LBCTURETTE 3: TASK, MAINTENANd, AND
SELF-ORIENTED BEHAVIORS*

fafote: Tile presentation ofl the foilowing mterial ZS probab1>best
\accomplished during.the procesing of Exercise '11.

1.

. 4

Some behaviors frequerily are as0o4iated with contene--with trying to
get thajob done--and other behaviors concern the procesd 'in the group
and function to help maintain,harM6ny'in the groUp. Because group
members teriiita fill the s4me roles over a-series of meetings, the
-group leadermight.find. it he.pful to identify the roles'that members
tY0ica1ly fill.

TASKORIENTED BEHAVIORS

Task-oriented viors opcur.in t*ing to get a job done. ,There are
several behaviors that are useful, when a grpup is fulfilling ,a task:

Initiating: 'proposing'tasks.or goals; defining a group problem;
suggesting a procedure for solving a problem

Seeking information or opinions: reggesting facts; soliciting
expressions of value; seeking suggestions and ideas

. Giving information or'opinion: offering facts; providing
. relevant information; giving suggestions and ddeas; expressing
an opinion about a matter before the group

.
,

e

YauC2 "fying and-elaborating: interpreting ideas or sug estions;
leririg*I6 confusions; defining terms; indicating alObrnatives
nd issues before the- 4roup , ", :7

t

, '\J t

6. 'Summaciing:',pulling together related'ideas; restating suggestions
,

after.the voup has disc,usded them; offering a conclusion'for the
.

gro.up to aCcept or rejeet
/

-
,

4

*Reproduced by speeial permission from pandbook-of Staff-Development and
Human Rel'ations Training: Mdterials Develgped for use in Afri9a, Dondld
Nylen, J.-RobereMitchell, arid Anthony Stout, -pp. 67-70, Coplright 1967_
by *the European Institute for Trans-Nation Studies in Group and Organizational
Development, and National tlikining Laboratory, NEA, USA.
*Credit for'the classification system is given to\bMorton Deutech, "The-

t-Effects of Cooptiration an4 domPetitCon upon Group Peocess." In D. Cartwright'
and A. Zander: Group Dyn s--Research aud Theorq2nd Edition). Evanston,
Ina: Row Pe rson & Cci. 960.

4
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MAINTENANCE BEHAVIORS

Maintenance behaviors, on the other hand, occur when the group (or animdividual Lel a ..group) is focusing' on thp way that the group is relating(process). We have discussed several difffrent issues that are consideredprocess (atmosphere, level of.participation, typival decision-making.procedures etc.). Here are some of the behaviors that are used frequentlyto Aelt maintain a good working relationship among group members:
4

Harmonizing; attempting to reconcile disagreements; redcing.. .tension; getO.ng people to. explore -differences .

4

,

atekeLping: helping tekeep communication chanC:els opn;
.,facilitating the participation of. thers;suggesting pralltduresthat permit sharing remarketok

\ -
. .

. , .
.Encouraging: , being friendly, watm, and accepting of-others;responding to others' contributions (vebally and nonverbally)

C0 ing: offering a compromise when one's own idea is inConflict with another's; admitting, error4 being willing toSacrifice one's own status in fav9r of glIbuip coheliveness

SELF-ORI TED BEHAVIORS

Finallx, ere are those people whose own interests are dominant over anyothers tha may'exist. These people are so self-oriented th4 theif be-haViovdoes t address either task or maintenance
issues--,it serves .tofill 'their wn emotional needs and to hinder the group's progress. 'Someexamples of this self-oriented beheiVior ari:

N.

O. Dcad ating: -trying to make all decisions; not ristening toother trying to monopolize the group

4ithd awing: ,trying to withdraw from all activities; making noconts utions; appearing afraid to make a statement or express an
1

\
rkggressIve b1ock:ing: Attacking others' remarks; being ,first to. criticiltr; trying to put others down; being-hostile and negative

, Help SeOing: trying to berittle 'his/her own-contributions; playihgdowil (Ain abilities; frequentlpasking opinions.and advice from-others.
.

.

. /.

-
,44gnif'ion seeking: tryirig to become ,center of. attentionr engagingeye-catching kiehavior; "trYing to 4e4atteOtion from other§; notying o the topic ,

\

\ -a
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SUMMARY
on,

In most groups, any or all ofjthese behaviors are kikely to occur at soMe
point. A group)uhst attend .tfo.its maintenance functions if it is to succeed
at taik or growth activities. Of course, the amount of time a group spends
on process and miintenance'activities is a function of its.purpose and ,its
composition. In so-4led therapy groups, where sf4f-roriented behaviors
are'common, virtual*. all of the group's time can be devoted to process
and trying to im7prove the way the members of the group function. in-
'problem-solving groups, less time will be devoted to maintenance and much
more to task activities.' Let us emphasize, however, that-in ahy successful
group the maintenance flinctions must be cotsiderd for progress and growth
to occur,

O.

'

.01a.

4.
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GOALS:

*-

MODULE 5
CURATIVE FACTORS

,Tch..assist the trainees In Understanding the kif3ctorg4n groups- ative

./

2. To identAy norms that foster the growth of curative factors

,

OBJECTIVES:

4

l. Each trainee Will list four putative factors in groups.

2. Each trainee will name two norms that contribl& to the develop-kent of a curative factor.

.CMERVIEW. ropqrs 5'

CURATIVE FACTORS IN.A GROUP

%

The material for his unit wasiintroduc d in Exercise.,11 andlUs sumEarized .here with a lecturettd and handout. lecturette focuses on,the factors
- idenfified in the exrcise, dealing. e icitly with the normssthat foster
. their development. The issue of norms was also part of the previous,exercise, but it is udlikely that trai es wilI, 9over the nornis Sufficient14:through a role play of s41p-oriented beha orS. The trainer may wish tospend additional time.-examlning'norMs, ithapsby brainstorTpling thimtwiththe group aria discussing each pOint in tuzn.

00
Norms for giving rod feedback are particularly itportant in Exercise 12and-will continue to.be important throughout-the training. If the' trainees
are not pkillid at giving feedback; the trainer should spend some time

. developlag feedback skills as suggested in tb introduction (refer to thepaper ort interpersonal skiYls and the feed,bac1 program in the_Appendices).

In Exercise 12,.the issue of noims and curative factlIrs is,brought to,
4a more immediatelevel when' the 'tx'aineé6 exchwIge feedbackrwith othersin the training group. The exercise may raise theyankety leve of the
group members.as tAey examine the trust and feedback norms that 'they have
established. When T.ocesSing theexercise, the trainer may want to focus'explit attention on. what those Aorms are. -

-

.

*Two hours have been 'allotted for Exercise 12. In the past, thisLexercise *
has taken as much as twO' and a halehours tb complete. It is an important
exercise: The pembers really begin'to function as a group, a skilled --'4.A,,,_trainer can,mode good prpcess interventions, and real experiential ldarn- ,ing cAp take pl ce. If the group is warking we.11 and taking longer.than
the allotted tile, it is reCommenqed VI-at the exercise be continued and
that Exercise.,14 be sacrificed in.its 'stead. (The;stme suggestion is truegoi Exercise 19, A which.case Exercise ib tan be omitted. See notes 4,-;
the appropriate moauleS.)

..,

,

8 1
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'MODULE 5.: CURATIVE FACTORS IN A GROUP

TIMiNATERIALS

10 minutes

Module 5 Overview
Goals and Objec-
tives

30-4Linutes

Self7inztructional
Exercise (See
Apiendix A)

20"minutes

..I0'ecture Notes

w TRAINER Acrwrims OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 5: CURATIVE FACTORS IN A GROUP

Introduce the module using the overVlew and the goals
and Qbjectives.

414

OPTIuNAL SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL EXERCISE: GIVING FEEDBACK

ff you have not used this self-instructional exercise at
the'beginnieg. of, this cours4 explain it,to`trainees at
this tiMe* See Appendix A.

Note that it is a
I

self-instructional exercise that
trotnees can complete" at home ff they wish, that it
-has been included .in their ganuals so that they can'
havd.additional practice inwunderstanding'how to give,-
feedb40k.

a

Explain briefly how they are to use it.

LECTURETTE 4: CURATIVE FACTORS AND NORMS PROMOTING THEIR
DEVELOPMENT

Again, remember that this didactic material will be better
understood and-remlembered and that(interest will be better
retained if It is presented as a discussion rather than.ks

lecturd. You may wish to begin with a comparlifon of tge
trainees' lists (fbr .1tercise 11) with the one 4114you1
irecture notes.

Present the'material based dn the notes in your
manual.

EXERCISE 12: CURRENT STATUS: A FEEDBACK, ACTIVITY ON
TRUST

4

As noted in the'Overvicw, two houis have been allotted
for Exeraise 12. '1'n the past, this 'exercise has taken
as much as two ana one-haIf hours to comp,Lete. It is an
important exercise.
as a group, you can
.real experiential 1

working well and.
oontinu- f: -x-r

The membeAs really begin to function
model goodp,process interventions4 and

nin4 can take pla'ce. If the gr9up
.t ing Ionger than the allotted time,

and ,sacrifice ExercAe 14.

82
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TIME/MATERIALS 1 TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

Explain the purpose of the exercise,

Discuss the procedure:.

You will,have!loten minutes to fill out the Current
-1Statvs Inventory in your manuals. When everyone. has
f.Oighed,.you may share your comments with others in
the group.- If you share your, anwers about likes and
disdikes, explain.what behaviors led you to make the,4e
choi'ces.

+Xit-gin the exercise.

Disduss the.vesults pf the eiercise. Because much of
:the material on feedback was discusse'd just before

s.e4excise, processing .need not be extetsive.

Guide trainees toward a disCussion of te level of
trust that has developed in the.groUp .\and how it

"af&cts the amount of risk-taking that ocaurs. Help
"tleit'explore how they felt while giving or receiving
*feedback. Negative feelings should be processed care-
fully because they can inhibit future movement if they
'axe not considered promptly.

SUMMARY OF' MODULE

Summarize Module 5,and discuss how it relates to
Module 6.

-
14

*

e



LECTURETTE 4: CURATIVE FACTORS AND NORMS
PROMOTING THEIR DEVELOPMENT

If you want to compare the importance of it-Pms as ranked by the traineps

with an "official" list, you can examine this one adapted (rather loosely)

from Yalom (1975) :

1. Getting feedback from others

2. Having.permission to express strong feelingS

3. Feeling that you bdiong to the group

,4. Giving feedback to others

5.Finding )1.1t others have problems like yours4

6, Getting support froM others

7. , 4.ving support to others

8.

-

Receiving advice'or ideas from other

, .

This list is on y a compilation of ratings mecle'b
members, so it 's no more "true" tjian the list ge

group. It mOyi however, be help in generating

`W.

T,

iumber of gibup,,

ated by the training,
discussion on

the topic. (Far example, mote the relative unimlitortance of "adgice.'frOm

others.) More important than knowing the rank is linderstanding each factor-

Lind the norms that foster it. Following isle brief discussion of each of

the factors to which you may wish,to refer in clarifying the factors and

in dismissing

(

GETTING FEEDBACK FROM OTHERS:

A great benefit coMes from the fact that groups 4enerally focus on the

present and avoid recapitualating past incidents that did not j.nvolve

the group. 'Because of this focus, the feedback is given-tO a group meMber

by others about his/her patterns of interaction in the' group. Participants

often interact within the group pimilarly to the way they behave outside

the grout). This feedback may be.the firSt ttlatAthe member has received

abouelis/her behavior.

Perhaps the most.importarlt riorms, then, concern the feedback given froom

one group member to another...4,Early in the group life, the leader may want

to pay direct attention to these norms. Whether he/she does this or sets

:the feedback norms more inAi rectly, the leader will-need to keep in Mind'

r

I.



several features of good feedback (NTL, 1968):

a

,\ Feedback shoillebe specific:
. When feedback is given, it Should

be directed at-specific -(and changeable) behaviors, rather than at
the whole Pers044\. The latter kind'of feedback is likely to result
in defensiveness Nid unwillingness to,change.

ID Feedback .should be nonevaluative. Feedback should be'descriptive,
naming the response of the giver to a specific receiver behavior,
rather than Prescriptive, telling the receiver what he/she Should
do.

Feedback should be offeret. This'meuns that if a perOon is not
receptive to feedback, it.should not be forced. The receiver of
feedback always should feel able to,reject it if he/she disagrees
strongly with it. Because feedback is effective only when it is

/ accepted, this rule really is simple common sense.

Feedback should be well-timed. If The receiver of feedback is
upset.or,if the feedback concerns an incident long,past, then
the likelihood of that feedback being accepted 'is greatly reduced.

.7) 1 /

Feedback should' be personal. When gliVing feedback, the giver
should make it clear that the feedback concerns his/her response
to a behavior and is not the response of othei. group 7st-embers.

.KAVING PERMISSION TO EXPRESS STRONG FEELINGS,

This refers to the opportunity to express feeligigs that participants have
in a group. Because strong s64a1 sanctions exist against expressing
feelings, the group May be the first place. the participants are encouraged
to express rather than hide these feelings.

'Of course, we are ,products of our societY: therefore, many memArs are
reluctant ,to express feelings and may ever condemn others for'expressing
them. Establishing an atmosphere conducive to expression of teelings
may be a very long..task, Several norms lre essential if such an atmosphere
is to develop. Perhaps the most fmlbortant norm is risk-taking--members are
encouraged to experiment, to try things they are afraid to do. The leader,
can model and encourage tIcese bOaviors. Norms of openneês and trust are
essential'if risk-taking is to OCCI14.-

FEELIN 'AliAT You BELONG TO TUE GROUP

4

Many people have few chances to feel that they belong. Many.of thelkeople
who seek therapy consider thems'e1ves "misfits." A sense of belonging can

85
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be a novel and powerftl experience for them. For this to delrelop, norms
of acceptance (where each member is accepted as a person by each 4her
member) must be fostered. Also of Aklp in promoting a sense of belonging
is an explicit rule of confidentiality, which can encourage group members
to discuss very personal matters without fear 'that others will find out
what they have said. An explicit.rule of confidentiality also ,helps foster
a climate of openness and trust.

GIVING FEEDBACK TO OTHE

For many people, giving f
it, par0.cularly if the fe
pr4bably the most effective
Therefore, to practice in th
discussed earlieeis valuabl
from the group and applied
factors to be discussed, th
the one that people can use

dback to others is even haraer than receiving .

ack is negative. Yet, giving feedbaCk is
ay to change the way people act around you.
group giving feedback that fbllows the norms

. The skill of giving feedback can be taken
situations outside the group. Of all the

skill,of giving effective feedback is probably
e most outside of the group.

FIN13ING PUT OTHERS 4AVE PROBLEMS LIKE YOURS

A common response when.one has a problem is _to withdraw and hide it from
others. Encouraged by norms of openneSs, acceptance, and confidentiality,
people can find it easier to express their problems within the group. Not,
surprisingly, many problems have a common base, so sharing theM can help
tb decrease one's sense of isolation. Further, fincling out that,talking

,,about problem's is not too painful\can help one deal with them in Aler
siutations.

GETTING SUPPORT FROM OTHERS

This curative factor translates directly inta the norm of accepting group
is- members As people, Social reinforcement not only,builds confidence, it

also makes continued interaction and exgloration much easier. For people
not in positions to receive much social support, support from the-group can
be especially powerful.

OIL

GIVING SUPPORT TO OTHERS

Giving can ,be,e.s rewarding as receiving support. Giving suppbr.t that the

other person atTreciates and values makes one'feel good abOut oneself.
This fa,ctor also is related to the norm of acceptance and bf vallling group
members and their contributions. .

a
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RECEIVINc ADVICE OR rDEAS FROM OTHERS

It is interesting that this *actor ranks last on the list because in manygroups it is the most common type of communication. It assumes greaqr
importance in relation to specific problems (e.g., being afraid of heights)
and when the grouis has-been together for A long time. When the members
have become a potent group, the to practice new behaviors
suggested by advice can be helpful . Like feedback, advice should be
offered rather than forced.

SUMMARY

In short, the curative factors are fostered by a set, of norms abota
which the leader should bp sensitive. ,The leadeF can promote the normS
by establishing them in_Adireet manner with the members, by modeling
-the desired behaviot5, by giving reinforcement to members for adhering -to them or by any combination oV these methods: Whatever the methods
chosexi, he leader especially should pay attention to norms on:

1. eedback

a. Specific

b. Nonewialuative

c. Offered

d. well-timed

e. Personal

2. Risk-taking

. Confidentiality

4.20penness

51. Acceptance_

(
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EXERCISE 12: CURRENT STATUS
A FEEDBACK ACTIVITy ON TRUST*

See overview for note on timing.

PURPOSE:

1. To provide trainees with an oppbrtunity to give and tc3 receive ,

.feedback v' -,, .
t

, a
To increase feelings of trust within a group

To fllustrate some of Th-it curative factors recently discussed
/

4. To model good group leader, behavior
4

SETTING::

Trainees havejust complet.ed a section of materialS relating tO4process
tnd tiS curative factorS within i group. included were roleplitY exercises

and,didactic material. This exercise 'provides a more'immediate and g4

experiential focus for activity. It'gilyes-the trainees an opportunity to
evaluate the degre 'of tiust they'feelTISr each Other and It peovides an
opportunity for giv3ng and receiving feedback. The exercise'may raise
the anxiety level of the trainees as they come to grips with the'.trust
and 'feedback norms.they have estab4shed- in theii own group.

11.

MATERIALS:

A Currept Status InNientory'

Pencils for all'iparticipants

PROCEDURE:

The trainer explains that this.exercise is concerned with feedback and

trust in the training groUp. Trainees complete the Current Status In-

ventory in their manuals. They are given.ten minutes. When evekyoe.
has finished, the-trainees are encouraged to.share at least one of their

answe,s with otihers in the group. They may share as_wany as they-sle .sire)

*Repri4 ed from: Jobn ENjones an&.,5': William Pfeiffer (eds.), The 1977
Annual Handbook for Group Facilitatorse La Jolla, CA: .Unixtersity Assoc,

1977. 'Used with permission..
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If they share answers conce ning likes and dislikes,,they should be en-'
couraged to explain what be iors led .them to these answers. DiscuSsion
follows the feedback eXchange.

Trainers should discourage trainees, front reading their responses to the
Current Status'Inventory as a list; this inhibits interaction and gives
the exercise a mechanical quality. Responses sheuld be offei*d and
responded to one at a time.

PROCESSING:

The processing of this exercise should not be too extended because the (
traihees recently flave had to Consider'didactic material. .Dis'Cussion
should be guided towakd the level of trust established' in the group and
how'that affects the amount of,risk-taking that oCcurs; 'The trainees
should be helped to explore how thei felt while giving or receiving

.

feedback. Negative %feelings should be prOessed carefully because they
can inhibit future movement if they are not considered promptfy.

i

This exercisekis the first of three feedback sessions (Others'are v '

Exercises 19 and 24). The trainer should focus-on the process in.these,

feedback 'groups to give the trainees the experience of,participating, 4.11
4,process group. 'This can provo)se anxiety among members, but the-,
experiences can,be rewarding and' instructive, especialIy if the group \

members develop more trust, openness,''areid ability't.O_take,rsks as
they move from this ,-ercise to Exercises 19.and,24., During these feed-
back ex se the group may move'away from the structured format. If
the foc _.41,. g on ihterpersonal feedback' or on how the group is',
functio- r movement aNay from structure should not-be discouraged. -%N ,-? ,I.

1 ,.
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Name

,

ar

-

#

CtIRRENT S'fATUS INVENTORY

A

Date

,Complete all,the following quettions. Your answers are confidential,
put you,may'share any ot your anvvers after completing this. history.

4
1. How did you feel as the group began?

4

.

How do you feel right nOW?

3. Which person in this group do ,you feel most positively about right
.

F.' now?

4. Describe what makes you feel,gdod about that person.

5. Toyaid whom in this group do you react most negatively right now?

`

6. DeScribe what that person does that,producetthi negative fesling.

7. Wha lorpvehts yoU from being more open and honest in this group?
.4

8. Which perspt in this group 4p, you think feels most positively toward
you right-noW?'

,9. Why do you feel that this persdn feelspositively About you?
4

10. Which person in this group do you think feels most negatively
rabout.you right now?

11. Why dd you feel ,t..Aat this person experiences negative ,feelings

towards you?

4
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MODULE 6
TAGES OF GROUP GRO)+ITH

GOALS:

1. To iritroduce the stages of group growth

2. To identify

3. To herp'the
group

OBJECTIVES:

1.

the behaviors characteristirf each stage

trainees identify the stage of growth of the training

Each trainee will list in the
vsed in this workshop.

correct order the states of growth

2. Eachtrainee will produce'one behaviot characteristic of each
substage.

OVERVIEW MODULE 6
STAGES OF GROUP. GROWTH

*

This is, the final Module that deals with the theoretical issues in group
dynamics. I isidesigned to introduce the idea that a group grows in a
predictable way.and to illustrate that idea by closing with an_exercise
Similar to the one With which the section began.

In Exerdise 13, the trainees again cOmplete the Group Growth Scale.
Whilethe trainer.introduces.the charac.teristAe'that are typical of
4fferent stages-of group development, a co-trainer can tabui.ate the data
and compare it with the previouá.form. DisCussion of the results should
have two foci: (1) to identify how the group has changed (if at all),
and (2) to diagnose the stage of its development. Because the form does'
'not have a forMula to help distinguish one stage from the other, the
trainer and tr'ainees. should be guided by their-own experience..

Lecturette 5 is designed to fill the time needed to analyze tha data and
to provide a general introduction to the stages of growth ,that have been

'Chosen.. .The stages'are, a4t best, rough descriptions and'the trainer
Should note this They are useful, however, and-m=114°f the remaiqng-
workshop is structured-around intervntions that commonly are made
during each of,the stages,.Therefore, the trainer should be sure that the
the trainees'understand the general toncept as well as the particular
characteristics of each stage before he/she begins the discussiOn on the
stage of the training group.

This uhit is designed .to intrioduce the concept of, the stages of group
growth. A later unit on leader interventionswill examine it in more
detail.

9s



MOUULE 6: STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH

TIME/MATERIALS

40 minutes

Mô.u1 6 OvervieW
Goals and Objec-
tives

10 minutes

Our .Growing 06roup
1Instructions

Lecturette 5

Group Growth Scale

Newspring

Markers

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

la minuteS

Lecture Notes

10-20 minutes

c

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 6: STAtES OF GROUP GROWTH

Introduce the mod leusilng the
9r...goals 4nd objecti es.

,

f
J

1'
overviewsand the

EXERCISE la! OUR GROWING GROUP II

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Ask the group members to rate the training groap on

the Group Growth ScaL in their manuals.

Lead a discussion of the stages of group growth
(based on Lecturette.5) while the cb-trainer.scorv
the forms and compares them to those used in Exern

cise 6.

When the compakison of ra
'differences on newsprint..

4

s is completed, note the

Retur4 the forms to the members and lead a dikscussion

on.the differences'observed and on an evaluation of

the training group's growth. POcus att6ntion on

items that were rated higher at the second s'coring

than at the first. ,(See processing notes.)

LECTURETTE 5: STAGES'OF GROUP GROWTH

4

This lecturette should provide the basis for a discussion,

during Exercise 13. The. material can be presentsd at

that time, rather than in lecture form.'

SUMMARY OP DAY TWO

Surmarize the module.

4 .

Explain that this is the end of the yeesentation of

the theoret,ical issues in group dynamics. The next

unit begins a presentation of the role of the group

leaden.
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EXERC SE 13: OUR GROWING GROUP II*

-I PURPOSE: /

.

1. ,To gauge the changes that have occurred in the training group
from the acquaintanceship period to the present

41k

2. To intrOduce the cOncept of group growth

3. To-give rthe group an opportunity to evaluate the stage of
development in which it is now working

-

SETTING:

Since the last time they checked the Group GroWth Scale, the group members
have been exposed.to a series of)structured experiences that illustrate'
the concepts of grouip goals, group process, and curative'factors. Checking
the scale ag4n gives them the opportunity to examine any changes in their
group. It also helps to introduce the concept of group growth. Finally,

-it.provides closure on the Section delibted.to the theoretical aspects of'
group dynamics.

.

AATERIALS:

The Group Growth Scale

Newsprint and marker

PROCEDURE:

The trainer asks group meMbers to rate the training group on the Group
Growth Scale in their manuals. He/she collects the exercise forms and
a eo-trainer scores them and compares them to the ratings made on the
earlier. form. While this is oCcurring, tA trainer leads the'grogE6'in
a discussion of the stages of group growth (Lecturette 5)..\

When the comparative ratings are completed, the trainer,,notes the
differences in ratings on.a sheet Of newsprint. Each member is given
,back his/her form, and the subsequent discussion ribtusei on the differ-
ences observed and on an evaluation of the stage of the training group's
growth.

*Training Volunteer LeaderS op. cit.

4
1 L:
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PROCESS NG:

c. The trainer -should.focus 4tentioll on the itemp that-were rated hi er

it the second scoring than at the first. Items likel2 to be higher are

those dealing with 9Qa1 clarity (#1.), group procvs-(44), 'and group re-
sources 00). itemS dealing with sense of belonging and trust may be

:about the same as'at the first rating: Using this information', the

leader should encourage the trainee's to label the stage df development.

of their training group.

94
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GRoUP GROWTH SCALE* .

Circle the number that most acCuiately de&criiies youi feelinF.

1. How clear aregroup, goals?
4

1

no apparent'
goals

.2

goal confusion,
undeXtainty. 10i

conflict

:average
goal

clarity ,.

4.

.goals

Clear

2. How mgch trust'and,openneSs is' there in.the 4i;up7
4

1 . 3

,

distrust, 'a little tst, average
closed groUp defensiveness- trUst and

openness

-. 5
v

44.0

considerable
truit and
openness

3, HOW_ Viell do group members listen to each other?

1

little or no
listening in

group

'4\. 4
4. How much

9.
e,

_pc attention
to-process

2 , 3

post do.not average
1j.sten *ell to listening

others

, rempr

trus and
ope ess':

most members al. illemberiN

do listen well 14sten intently
to others. to eoh other

,4

attention is Paid 0 process (the Way the.group is working)?

/

-1 2 3 4 .5

littlytlettion some concern ,al fair balance .very'concerneoi
to ,prooess, with group, between content liTith process

, .

process . aAd prooes47

5. How are group eadershiP goals met?

-, 2

not met, leadership
' drifting , . concentrated

in one person

3

some

leadership
sharing

*Training Volunteer LeABeisr, op. cit.

- 95-
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:-leadership .

functiQns
diStributed

5

leadership,

needs met
creatively and

flexibly

1'
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How are group decisiahs made?

3.

no.decisions
Could be
reached

2

made by a
few.

3

majority
vote

7, How well are' group reources used?

1

one cir,two

contributed
but deviantb

silent

2

several tried'
to contribute

but were
discouraged'

4

aLttempts,at(

integrating
minority vote

4

5

full participation
and tested
Consensus

5

average use . group resources groUp reSources

Of. gwup i well used .
fully and

resources . .and endiburaged. -effectively used

8, How much loyalty and Sense of belonging to the group is there?

1

members have
no group
loyalty or
sense of.

belonging

(

4

2

n.mbe..rs not

closelbut
ifriendly
yelations

A

3

about.average
sense of
belonging-

it?

t
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some warm
sense of
belonging

"

strong sense
of belonging

Along
members



LECTURETTE 5: STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH

. *

There are several reasons why familiarity with the different stages of
group growth is important. First, because groups go through a fairly
established set of stages, thiS familiarity can aid in understanding
what a group is. Second, because certain topic areas are associated
with each stage,.awareness of the stages Can help the leader anticipate
poten ial problems4 Third, by anticipating the problems, and keeping in
mind the stage of the group,,the leader can intervene where it will be
moseneficial to the group Finally, by being aware of the stage of
.grOwth, the leader can put many of t.he difficulties involved in group4e....
therapx in their proper perspeCtive.

There are several(different models of group'growth. We will use a
two-stage model, with each stage dividea into two substages. Although
)Stages are associated with the development of both task, and maintenance

-,------/behaviors, we' will focus on the growth of personal relations".%

STAGE I:. DiVELOPING

In the*Developing Stage, norms and relative positions among the various
.group members. are established.' The leader's general'goals during this
period are to facilitate.the developMent-of'cohesiveness and to allow
the 4roup Fembers to interact without too much direction. Often, con-
siderable conflict will exist among the members. 'At issue in most of
these substagesAcquaintance and Groundwork--we-examine in more detail
what occurs in the DevelopEng Stage of.the group.

Acquaintance

,' V
In the beginning,of the group, the group members are in the uncomfortable-
position of being introduced to relative,strangers with whom they will
share same very personal moments. This is a threatening atmosphere that
often brings out some,ratheIrr predictable behaviprs. For insiance, people
will try to be nice to each:other and te avoid expressing hostility. They
will try to get,to know each other superficially to get an idea of how
each fits in the group. Some metbers may try to put on a show; others
ill be very open. The group often depends heavily oh the leader. Accordingly,,

A

the leader may be asked to set the norms, establish the' goals, and lead'
the metbers, through the confusion they feel. 1They are cancerned about why,
'they are in the group, what they are supposed to do, how they are going to
do it:

Groundwork
*

The second phase generally is charact,erized by conflict. There are severall
reasons for conflict to emerge. "One is simply the intensity of small group



interaction;, many_unresolved problems eem to emerge at this point.
Frequently, these include conflicts concerning authority and th-Jtetsions
encokintered when people try to gehto know one another on a very personal-
level. Authority problems place great stress'on the leader, often threaten--
ing to develop into competitiVe situations that can have no winner. Many,
groups break up it this point, because, th4 same conflicts.can arise.time
and time again. The tensions arising among members often center around
issues of sharing, and considerable time is recillired for the members
to establish' roles with which they feel comfortable.

STAGE II: POTENCY

In the Potency Stage of the grOup, the authority 8slies largely have
beert resolved. The group members no longer rely solely on the leader
.for direction and they have become aware of their relative positions
in the group. The members are aware of the process issues that underlie
interactions and generally are capable of identifying these issues without
the help of the leader. The different issues involv4d ire examined more
closely in the substages, Working.and Closing.

Working

Eventually, group members reaAge that conflict is counterproductive and
move to resolve it. The resolution of the conflict,period is marked
by the development of cohesion among the group members. ,Because the group
has worked through interpersonal conflict, a sense"of accomplishment
also seams to be involved. Ahd because the group membors "feel good"
about the group, the most work can be done durklg this stage Members
can begin Sharing ideas and feelings, giving feedback to others, and re-
questing feedback about themselves. At this point the atmosphere cam
becomepen, and trusting, with increased risk-taking. OccasiOnally
participants wtJJwant to celebrate and to stop working at this point, so

,the leader must_b sensitive to developments that will lead the group
away from its task.

Closing

GroUP'S typically do not reachr-this stage'. At closing, grbup members do
not\feel as bound to the group as they did, but.eh is.capable of taking
risks and giving feedback in a productikle manner. In therapy grdups,
members may start to eXperimett with newOoehaviors in the 4roup. Members
may offer behavior "prescriptio4s" or,advice and extect it,to be well
received. During this stage, groupmembers also may exeriment with new
behaviors outside the gfoup, lessons learned in thvgrdup ire transferred
to the ,outside world.

tt



In this stagel the group members will decide that continuation 'of the
group is not really necessary.- When this occurs, the group may regain
some of the attraction and cohesiveness of the third sUbstaqe,.,.creating
the final problem of how to say good-bye. ne group that has,survived
up to this point also will survive the good-byes.

S UMMARY

Each of these stages appears regularly in the ()Towing group. Certain '

problems, however, will continUe 6rDemerge- eyed when the Otage that they
'characterize has passed. In particular, the problem& of leadership and
of challenges of the .leader's authority cAn occur.mahy -times. If.the
leader understands the dikferences among the variou stages of growth,
he/she 6an respond ,to the saae. _issue in..different ways. b'uring the
Groundwork Substage, the leader may not want to make a self-disclosure
in response to a demand from one of the methbers, but may decide'to do
so during the Working Substage, Knowledge of the stages of a growing
groupican help the leader promote growth for his/her grdtp.

I ,
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OVERVIE'w UNIT III:
TEE ROLE OF THE GROUF FACILITATOR

In this unit, skills and knowledge are presented that help the leader
facilitate the growth of the group and the group meMbers. By this time,
the trainees', should be familiar enough with'the issues in group dynamics'
and with each other to be Able to'take risks and give and receive feed-
back, conditions necessary-for the exercises to be effective.

4

The concept of leadership and the issues involved in leadership style
are,examined. Trainees consider4roup leadership functions. Through a
structured leadership activity and through feeaback from other partici-:
pants, the trainees are encouraged to examine their own and others'
leadership qualities. A lecturette is also.included on different leader-
ship Stylesan important topic for apy leader. An exe'rcise on trainer
self-disclosure concludes the introduct on to leadership and leadership
isgUes.

The first practical issue to be examined is the selection of members for
a group. AmoDerthe topics discussed are the compatibility of membersi
the evaluation of behavior prbblems appropriate to group wprk,,and to!bics
to explore in the screening interview. Exercises are included to illustrate
mos.t. of these areas.

,

Following the group composition module is a discussion of leadership in
Module 8. In Moduleib, a Model for interventions and several exercises
that deal with identifing the components of different interventilon 'are

- presented. The trainer Should be certain that each trainee has practice
In identifying and producing interventions before the group proceeds to
Module 1011. It Module 16, trainees are.given a number of situations
commonly encountered in groups and are asked to intervene as if.they
were the leader. A number of incidents can be presented on videotape!,
or- aced out blis trainees and an equal number are to be imagined. -Trainees
also.role play incidents of their _own creation. The large number of
practice sitUations reflect the conviction that interverytdons made in
these_imaginary situations should 1?e of great help when a real group -
incident is encountered.

o
vidtlotape is not included in this package. It can be specially

ordered fram the,Office of Applied Psychological Services, Department of
Psythplogy, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, P.O. Box 4348,
Chicago, Il. 60680, or the transcript aan be use one of wo ways:
the trainer can read the incident or (and this one ik preferred) some
trainees can role play the incidents, taking turns so that all will have
a chance to practice intervening.

101
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MODULE 7: SELECTING MEMBERS FOR A GROUP

GOALS:

,l. To introduce the issue of homogeneity and heterogeneity in
selecting group members

2. .Tb introduce probiems.that can be' treated best by groups or
by one-to-one counseling

3. To provide thetrainees withsomelinformation about what to
fihd out in.interviewing clients for group membership-.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each trainee wi* divide and classify eight hypothetical clients
into two hamogeneous groups.

*
2. Each trainee will list at least two conditions in which group

counseling is'quperior to individual counseling.

k

OVERVIEW MODULE 7: 'SELECTING
MEMpERS FOR A GROUP

In this module, We turn to the initial task of a group'leader--selecting.
members. In Exercise 14, the trainees have a'chanCe to choose imaginary
.members for a groUp. During this exercise they may discOYer that they
possess a npmber of different values and biases that affe6t their choices,
The material also helps to clarify the issue of heterogeneity and homo-
geneity of group memb,e,p6, because the hiTothetical profileskary in a
number of ways.

Exercise 15 'tan be conaucted separately from Exercise 14 or it can be
included in processing the latter exercise. '?he,material involves
client problemS that are suited,pore to individual counseling than.to'
groups, client piroblems best suited,Lor groups, and finally client
problems treated effectively using either method.

Lepturette 6 fodues on the problem of ipqrviewing proSpective group
members. Attention is paid AlSa tO interviewing the newcomer toan
already established group.
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MOI5ULE 7: SELECTING;b1ERBERS FOR A GROUP

,
5-nungtes

Unit III Overview

5%,1ainutes

Overiew.Module 7

Goals and Objec-
tives

1 hOur, 20 minutes

.Group Composition
Instructions

Group ComiSosition
.Candidate Profile

- Sheet

Newsprint 411

Markers

Pencil

Paper .

0.

TRAINR A rwrriEs OUTLINE

. .-

*INTRODUFTION TO UNIT III-

Int odute_Unit III: "The R- ole of the'Group
-.tore Liirlg:the,unit oyerv ew.

O ,

-

(

INTRODUCTION TO 110DS4LE 7: 'SELECTING MEMBERS FOR A RICCI'

Introduce-Module.7 using the overview ahd the-goals
jeand objectives.

EXERCISE, 142 'GRoup COMPOSITION, .A SELECTION ACTIVITY

Explain. the purpose of the exercise.
,

Discuss thesprocedure:

In this exercise, you will select imaginary'candidates
for two therapy groups. Thu have ten mdnutes to study
the Group Composition Candidate Profile Sheet in your',7
manual.

After tan minutes, organize into groups of three to
six.members. Working with youe small'group, divide
the candidates,into two groups. Selection is to be

'made by conceAus. After your group has reached a
decisiorjoin the large group.

Begin the exerciSe.

-

1

After the small groups have reached a consensus, ask
them to return to the large group.

Ask trainees-to compare the selections made. Focus
,

jtwhat Values led trainees to select the candidates
r each groui;i-especially when candidates with little

ip carimon were selected for the4salie group.

Ask trainees to dampiare each member of a group with
the dthers to see differences and similarities.

Introduce the concepts of hamogeneity and hetero-
,

geneity.

During the discussion, ask trainees to guess hpw the.
groups they formed would fare.



04

tIME/MATERIALS

30 minutes

'Exercise Instruc-
tions

Newsprint

Markers
4

I.

What. combinatiOns of memberS Would make groups not

lik:iy to ivork?-
'

What-mezibers woUld make 1 the Most homogeneous group?

What gembers'would make up a very heerogeneous group?

Woun it be a Ood ida to have a21 group members)of
the: same'sex? Of the same age?

NOTE: The e ht pro,files onthe Profile Sheet can be

-divide into-two groups- Stan, Ivan, Charleen,
and Kifren form the uriess healthy" groUp (notice,

that,the first letters otsheli names spell SICK)
anti Will, Ellen, Len,.and Lois (WELL) are the

"wellt1. group.,

'EXERCISE la:' EVALUATING A CLIENT FOR COUNSELING

Explain the parpose of the exercise.

Introduce the exercise by relating the 64o. exerciseq:
,

.You have just-thouqht about same of the factors to

be considered whilk choosing clients to ma*e an_

effective.group. In making the selections, you may
h:ave-considered whether or not the person's problem .

/

was appropriate fOr group work. Let's make a list P

.of some of the problems that would'not favor group

work.
(

Next ask the' group to compose a list of pAblems that.

would be dealt with effectively in group,counsel,ing. .

Then ask them to list problems, that can be treated

equally well in both group,and individual couns'eling.

Help trainees determine whether the problems they are

listing 'clearly indicate the appropriateness of one

form of counseling over another or whether they just

suggest that 4 clietnt may,be t-roUblesome in group

courthelizig.

Avoid labeling too.many problems as clear indicators 4

(, because how clients react to counseling A often
difficult to predict.
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TIME/MATERIALS

,

25 minutes

)4.A

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

Use'the list of indicatocs in- your instructions to
discuss what problems may be best handled by indi-

vidual co,pnseling, group counseling, or either.
A space has been left in the trainees' manuals for

notes on this subject.

LECTURETTE 6: INTERVIEWING GROUP MEMBERS

The information in Lecturette '6 can be Incorporated into

a discussion either during the processing of Exercise 15

or after the exercise.

DiscusS the information contained in the lecture notes

5-10 minuteS SUMMARY OF6MODULE'7

Summarize Module 7 and show how it relates tb Mo4441e

1 hour: LUNCH ,

4
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PURPOSE: .

E1ERCISE 14: GROUP CQMpOSITION
'A SELECTION ACTIVITY*

1.' To introduce the topic of selecting group members

/4

2. .To assist facilitators iD ioipntifying their biases about
group composition

3. To introduce the homogeneity/heterogeneity issue in group
composition

SETTING:

This is the first eiercise in the section on selecting group members.
It i8 designed tO help the trainees' identify their values and preferences
in the selection of group metbers. And it is a,useful introduction toli
th'e basic issue of homogeneity ahd heterogeneity of therapy group meMbers.

MATERLALS:

A copy of,the Group Composition Candidate Profile Sheet for
each candidate

Newsprint And marker

e Paper and pencil for each trainee

PROCEbUii:

The trainer introduces the exercise by telling the trainees that they
will be selecting imaginary candidates for two therapy groups. The ,

trainees have ten minutes to study the Group Composition Candidate Pro-
file Sheet in their Manuals. After ten minutes, the trainees organize
themselves into groups of three to six members each. Each subgroup is
instructed, to divide the candidates into two groups Selection is'to°
be by ynsensus.

When the subgroups reach a decision (after about fifteen minutes)', the
trainees rejoin.the large group and compare their selection of meMbers
for each group.

*Reprinted from: J. WilliaM Pfeiffer and John E. Jones (Eds.), A Handbook
of Structured Experiences for Human Relations Training, Volume V. La Jolla,
CA: University Associates, 1975. Used with permission.
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PROCES8Ig:

In the discussion follbWing the taSk, tHe trainer should focu on two,
points. First, he/she'should ask'the trainees-to consider what values
led them to select,the candidatet _for each group. Inrparticular, trainees
shOuld be encouraged to eiamine the values.that led them to aldose
candidates who haye little in common, *

Following this discussion, the trainel should lead an examination of the
composition of thergrOups. He/she should focu primarily on the issues
of homogeneity and heterogeneity. This can be, accomplished by comparing
each member of a group with the others and se4ing haw they are similar

'amd how they dif4er.

When.some of the differences have been discussed, the trainer should
introduce the concepts of heterogeneity and homogeneity. Generally,
a group should be composed of individuals who deal with the world in
as many varied ways as possible,.but whose health is much the same.
For example, a football player and an actor would probably have quite
different personal sixategies, so they might be good choices for the
same group. On the other hand, if the actor were actively hallucinating
and the football piayer were merely 1too aggressive, they probably should
not be in the same g4-oup. (The trainer should note that the issue of
heterogeneity and homogeneity of group members .is one.on which authorities
do not agree. Our suggestions would not meet with universal approval.
The important.objective of this exercise is to make trainees aware of
the issue.)

During di4b.ission,-the trainees might try to guess how the groups they
formed would fare. What combinations of members would take groups not:
likely to york? What members would make up the most homogeneous group?
What members would make up'a very heterogeneous group? Would it be a
good idea to have all group members of the same sex? Of the sane age?

!The eight"profiles on the Group Composition Candidate Profile Sheet can
be divided into two groups. Stan, Ivan, Charleen,-and Karen form the
"less healthy" group (sotice that the first-letters of .their names
spell SICK) and.Will, Ellen, Len, and Lois (WELL) are the "well" group.
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dROUP COMPOSITION CANDIDATE PROFILE SHEET

.STAN
.5

White, male, age twenty-four, plays on.the taxi,squag for a professional
football team_and works at .4 paxt.-time bartender; no religion.

"As fat as politics go, I-thinkwe need sOmebody in our country to stop
the march of'communism." 4

"I dig sex. -Sex is what women think about when I'm around. I never
stayed with a woman after she didn't satisfy me any more. There isn't .

Ii

a woman couldn't satisfy. Don't ask me about homosexual stuffthose
,dudes re lk bug me."

"I'm goingtto zake the team one of these days. If I don't make it this
season, meqbe I'll jump to Canada. I nevei finished my degree at Southern.
I must havle gOne to seven different schools--those egghead types don't
know aboubi real. life. So I'll need to make money playing pro ball to,open
a bar,t"

Physical Description

-.Stan is six feet, four inches tall,-wdighs,244 pounds. He looks like the
lineman that he is.

40

Personal Concern

Stan expresses uneasiness about'tte way people respond to him. 'He lhinks
he is:losin4 his friends. He is bothered about his legal difficulties--
six arrests,in the past two yeats for the "minor" offenses of passing bad
qpecks and possession of marijuana, He is not inferested in his relation-
ships with'women because he sees them only as sexual objects, but he is

. concerned,that his male-friends regard him as "an animal" and are not
awar.#_of how sensitive he really-is. He was in counteling several years
Iago, ba-say, "It didn't work oti't. I'm smarter than most of ose guys.

WILL

White, male age thirty; B.S. and M.S. in biochemistry; imploped as
director of an experimental lab by A research and development firm;
married, no children; wife employed.

7408
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"I'm)not sure about religion. I don't think about it much. I have
'never-been interested in Politics. ,I 'play Classical guitar ,Ild T hunt aid
fieb. I likit to be alone."

.

.
,

. \ , ,,
o

,

"My wilife.has,recently been coMplaining about our marrii4e: I ait.pot
too interested in sex. I maY have some homosexual tendencies hut /-:-
don't see that as a problem--it's.a choice I can mike. I don't-lwant any
kids. My wife complains that we have few friends. I don't think we
need more than two or three olose *friends."

'

Physical Description,

Will is five feel, ten inches tall, weighs ab0ut 174 pounds. He has a
neatly trimmed beard and uustache, dresses conservatively (somber suit,
.necktie), and projects, a v neat and precise image.

Personal COncern

Will is concerned abo4t his "podr relations with others." He displays
irritability in his dtalings with;women. His wife has complained about
her inability to talk.with him without incurring his anger. He says
that he can dissociate from himself and watch himself behave, but when
he "re-enters" himself, he becomes ,ftry angry with the people who happen
to be around. fte would like to learn the reasons behind his anger and
tsome' ways to control it. Right now he prefers to be with his superiors
*n the company, because their position prevents him from getting angry
with them.

ELLEN

White, female, age nineteen; liberal arts major at State University; has
a Biaverage.

"I've been in a lot of demonstrations for people's rights. I enjoy the
excitement and the feeling-that I im doing something that matters."

"I-easily become sexually excited and often find new and exciting partners.
I've been'on the pill since. I was fifteen, but I don't think there is
any evil in making love."

"I want to get a helping job where I can be of use to people in troUble
and also have time tO write poetry at describes my view of the world.
I want to be ftee to be me and to .



Physical Description

Ellen is short, 61onde, and somewhatAleavy\.-'She wears la9se clothing
and rarely wears shOes. Her clOthing,is usually coVered with slogan-
bearing buttons. Her hair is long ana unkempt.

Personal Concern

Friends have reported that.Elleh leas been excessively frank with them,
revealing the.most intimate dètaiirS of her an unsolicited way..

She tries to elicit the same, informattion from others. She began to
.display these high-diSclosure tendencies sim months,ago, after an
encounter weekend sponsoreilby a local church. A roommate whom she
respects has urged her to get into a.group, but.Ellen does, not think
she has a problem. .0

.

IVAN .

White, male, age twenty-six; parried,' one child (boy, six months); owns

and operates a farmneax a la&ge city.

"I believ in the fellowship of the church and the sacred nature 'of the

land. The farm is not doing too well, but as I get it chanted,over'
to truck-garden crops, it will do better. My wife cooks and cans a lot,

and we are living an old-fashioned life. I think l would like to expand
the farm so I can raise beef cattle in addition to the garden crops."

"A.year ag6, I had a.brief affair and I feel pretty guilty about
It happened only once, with a girl I didn't even know, and it has left

me depresed and unhappy2_SSometilpes I get real Suspicious, likesame-

one is going to tell my wife about the affair. It would really break.

her heart if she knew."

Physical Description

Ivan is over six feet tall and is well-pioportioned. He wears short
ir and dresses in open-collar shirts-a well-laundered jeans.

ill

Personal Concern-

Ivan is worried about his daydreaming and sexual fantasies, and he feels

that this is ift,terfering with his relationship with his wife. He has

became impotent since his affair a year ago. Ivan reports that he was

always awkward with women and that his wife was the only woman'he had.ever

dated. Ivan says that he feels he has missed out, on a lot by not dating

other wamen, and he is beginning to feel uneasY about his whole life style.

k
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CHARLEEN

White, female, age wenty-nine; B.A. (philosophy); employed a§ newsletter
editor in:a--manufac uring company; reports_no hobbies or activities-

_
.

'I like the,changes in the Catholic Church. I only wish I could take part'
in what is happening, but I seem to be mostly a spectator,, not a partici-
pant. I tend,.to 'be liberar in politics but I'm really apathetic when
it comes to action.'

4 ,

"I dOn't understand my or sex drives. A f2w years .ago I had both.lesbian
, and straight experiences. Now I don't havivexperiences at all, not .even
temptations. I have often wanted to try_drugs, pot especially, but I

'don't seem to be able to muster the courage. My highly moral superego
tells me it is not worth it."

"There is nothing distinguishing about me. I read a lot, spend a lot
of time just thinkingalone. wish I could teach in a junior college
somewhere. I wanted to,-but I elt I-wouldn't be any good in the class-
room."

Physical Descriptibt

\
Charleen is tall and thin. .She has short red hair. She dresses neatly
but in very bright colors and cashing combinations.

Personal Concern

Charleen 'oomiplains that she cannot talk well with others. She reports
that her mind wanders and that she cannot concentrate. She complains of
loneliness and boredom and has no motivation to ta1 an active part in.
Anything, She was hospitalized briefly five year go due to depression
and a halfhearted suicide attempt.

LiEN

Black, male, age forty-five; high school social studies teadheri married,
no children; member of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

"I still go to church, but it.doesn't mean as much to me as it once did.
I appreciate what some of the politicians have been trying to go for'us,
black and white alike, but some of them are-Upportunists. I try to teach
my students to look at the man, as I do."

"I think my relationship with my wife is good. We have a good sexual re-
lationship. She works hard to keep our home looking nice. I don't want
her to work. I want to lag the man in my house. I._hope some day to go
back to school to get a principal's credential. I surely don't want to
teach in an inner-city school, though."

lit
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PhysiCal Description

'Len is-Uix feet tall, weighs about 200 pour;IA.1 je)has a...light br wn

complexion._ Hib 1.air ii closely cropped; he has a thin moustac and
wears glasses-. He dresses com§ervatively.

.

Personal Concern

Len compla/ps that he is:Ion y. He feels that his refusal to become
involved in black poiita.ca causes has cost him a lot of black ffiends.
Most ofhis male friends havenot married, and he feels that his marriage
has also been an. alienating force. He does not associate much with his
colleagud's because he is fearful that they see him only as a "token"s
black. He feels that his wife_ may be becoming bored with him, and he
wants toilearn hOw to cultitte relationships. Len says he is convinced ,

that his "black experience" as valid as those of blacks with a,ghitto
background. He rePorts that he feels "pretty satisfied--maybe too Much
so."

KAR.Ek

White, female, age twenty-t.hree; works part time as a clerk in an adult
bookstore near a college campus4 takes classes occasionally.

"So I was bp.orn a Jew, but I could care less. 'my parents think I'm dirt,
but I think they are part of the eEktablishment that is wrecking this
country, so we donit see each other much. They are all for me as long
as I am a good,,husband-hunting little cutie, but when I-want to go my
own way, they jump all over ma."

Idig sex a Lot. I make it with my man and with lots of other guys too.
So what? I've been using drugs'for quite a while. Maybe if we all tripped_
together we could get the establis.-nt going right. I really don't know
what to do withimy life. I may ot live to be thirty-five."

4r

LI

Physical ioescriztion

Karen is "ordinary" looking. 'Shedresses with studied SrOvenliness. She
is a bit herry and big-busted; her hair is relatively unkempt. She rarely
smiles. She typically wearg,ti4ht jeans and loose tops.

Personal Cgncern

Aaren feels that other ,e.males resent her. She has no female friends. She
reports *that she sleeps with'her boss aad the other clerks, as well as with
the man she is li4ing with and, his frierias. Karen says she wants someone
to help her become more persuasive because she feels a "call" to sell the
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WOrld on tripping,to 'find ftperfect peace."

LOIS

-White, female, age*thirty-seven; married (to a s:tookbroker), two children;
unemployed; graduate degree in social workt.

(

"I enjoyed working after graduatioh, but I-began to4Werry about some of
the parts of town 12,was working in and, I couldn't handle some of the re-
marksyou know what I mean. I me my busband attar I had been working
one year and I loved him, so-I i4 figured it was timarto settle down."

"I am In a lot of aetiv41es. I'
i also work,for a,local day-c#re
most of the council meetings. I
woman this year."

am invcilved in the JUnior League and
center. We live- in a suburb; I go to
am running for Democratic committee-

-- ,

of

"my husband and I socialjze a lbt,'-mostly-yith people from his work pr
from.thelub. Most of them are older than we Axe .but theyare all
potential,customers. And we see our families a lOto -They-live- clost,by."

Physical Description

Lois is short and chunky. She haa thick, long, black hair and looks'more
like a college freshmpm than a pother of two. She moves with considerable
bounce; her voice is4enthusiastic, though sometimes whiny.

4

Personal Concern

1/4

Lois has been complaining of boredom.- She has been readihg a lot of
woman's lib literature and has been wondering lately if she was wise 'to
give up her job in social work. She is most concerned about developing
relationshipS with woven her own age.
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EXERCISE 15; EVAOURTING A
CLIENT FOR COUNSELING,

PURPOSE;

1. To introduce the trainees to problems that indicate a client's

potential to benefit more fram individual than from group counsel-

2. To introduce the trainees .to problems more appropriate to group

counseling

To indicate problems liandled.equally well by individual and group

counseliS4 s

.

SETTING:

Trainees just completed an exercise in which they selected imaginary

subjects for a group. The focus of that exercise was in selecting members

who would makt an effective group. The focus of this 4kercise is on

diagnosing the problems that are and are not appropriate to gwup colinsel-

ing as a further aid in selecting members effectively.

MATERIALS:

and marker

k

PROCEDURE:

I'

The trainer introduces the exercise by saying, You
th

have just thought about

A,same of e factors to be considered while. choosin , clients to make an

effective group. in making the selections, you may ave considered

144ether Or not the person's problem was afpropriate far group work. -,Let's

make a'list of some of the problems that wou.ld not favor group work.

. .
i

After.generating a list of these problems, the group composes alist of

problems that 'would be dealt with effectively in group counseling.jr \
\

Finally, the trainees list the problems that can be treated equallr

well in both group and individual counseling.

ai?
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.PROCESSING:

As the training group generates a list of problems, the trainer should
explore whetheritliey Clearly indicate the appropriateness of one form
jpf counselieg over.another, or whe,ther they just suggest.that a client may,
be troublesome in group counseling. The trainer should avoid labeling
to9 many problems as clear indicators because how clients will 5eact to
counseling is often difficult to predict. The followdng is a list of
several, problems that 4re relatively clear indicators of whether a client.,,e,
Sh6uld be in individual or group work.

Inaividual counseling is usually more effective when the.following
problems exist:

1. The client can'f communicate.. Clearly, if a client is unable
to talk on the same level as other group members, he/she may
,be ignored or ridiculed,and can neither give nor receive
feedback with other metbers. This client needs individual'
attention.

r,

2. The client is unaware of his feelings or demonstrates inappro-.
,priate emotions. Many people who are somewhat unaware of their
own feelings are very good candidates for groups. But when
a client seems emotionless or-shows,very inappropriate
emotions, he/she is probably not aeood caDdidate for a.

group. With some preparatory individUalwork, such a client
A

can beedemesmitable for a group.

3.. The client is very imgature. Clients who are very childlike
,can be extremely disruptiVe in groups. Their taetrums and
failure to participate in the group cdn frustrate and hinder
the gtowth of other members.

.t;. The client is in a serious crisis. If a. client is undergoing
a crisis, groups can be supportive. But if the crisis demands
immediate resolution and the.problem is complex, a group is not
the mlost efficient way to deal with the matter; TAS stated

_groups require time to arrive at a resolutiOn to a
probl

Group counseling is Usually more effective when the f011owing problems
e:xAst:

1. The client needs to gain SOcial skills. There,is no mere
effective place to.improve interperSonal skills than in a
group where feedback norms and an open and trusting atmos*ere
have been established. The group situation seems to be suited

,better than individual therapy for practicing social skills.
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2. The client has problems in commoh wfth others in the group. This

is a curitive--factor in %pups that doesn't exist in individual -
counseling. Finding---put that the problems he/she has are not

his/hers alone can bTing hope to a 9lAnt..
70..\

The client needs to receive feedback. If a client is unaware
of the impact of his7her actions on othdrs, A group setting may

provide anenvironment with feedback aboutAhese actions. ff

the client feels a Part of the group, then he/she can learn to

receive even negative feedback.

4. The client need's to set his/her own pece. The group provides a
setting where the individual can sit back when hi/she is uncomfoi-
able and join when he/she is ready to profit from a discussion. lw

In individual therapy, there is more pressure on the client tO

be active. (This pressure is beneficial for some clients; others

can benefit fromthe abilitm to set their own pace.)

Many problems exist that can be dealt with effectiA by either group or.

individual therapy:

The client does not take responsibility for his/her own .pehavi9x.

In both-individual and group counseling, clients,must take re-
,

sponsibility for,.their behaviors if they are to change. Mechani

exist to force individuals to examane their behaviors in groups
(pear pressure, confrontation) and in one-to-one counseling

(strong counselor pressure, confrontation). If irresponsibility
is a severe problem, Alowever, the Counselor should be careful
about selecting the client for a group, as such a blient can
hinder seriously the growth of the group.

IF

&

am.

2. The client does not understand his/her own behavior. Both modes

of counseling are aimed at making the client aware of patterns
in his/her behaVlor; therefore a client showing little under-
standing can be placed in either group or individual-treatMent.

3 The client has little self-pohfidence. Many clients have very

little self-confidence. In a group with established norms of
acceptance and openness, a client with low self-confidence can
receive constructive feedback. In,the early stages, however, a

group can be rough. A counselor in individual therapy can be more

gentle than a group in conflict.

1.16



LECTURETTE 6: INTERVIEWING GROUP MEMBERS

,To increaset the changes to have a successftil group, the leader may want.
to schedule,an interview with eaa candidate for the,group:. A pregroup
interview-can provide several valuable functions. Fitst,' the interview
can hej.g. the leader decide1Whether or not a candidate is appropriate for

group.' Second,.a pregroup interview can be used,to edUcate potential.
s About what to expect fte,tthe group experience and how to benefit

st fromoit.

In screenirig potential members for a grouip., the first part of,th, interviey
can be directed at determining the nature of the candidate's prOtilem, ving
the problem sheet generated in Exercige 15. In general, if the client's
problems'are largely interpersonal and he/she could benefit frop the'
feedback of other group members, then his/her chanceS of success in a group
can.be considered fairly gobd. This kind ofanforma'tion can be uncovered
better in'an.iLterview than by reviewing a client's ease record.

Often,.'the leader can make his/her decision during the. interview. Oc-
casionally, he/she may want to think about a client's suitability for a -

group for several days. In either case, the client who is acceped :Should
be prepared for entering the group,either later in,the first interview
or in a'second interview. 'Such preparation has been shown to increase
the chances for a successful group.

Preparation of a client for membership in a group should focus on four
related areas. First and most important, the leader will want .to help
the candidate form realis*tic expectations for.the group experience. That
is, candidaes should be aware that they will experience gratificatdon
from same grciup interactions and. discomnfort from others. Persistent
efforts directed at resolving conflicts, however, probably will lead to
.benefits.

!' 4

Second, the prospective client should be told about the behavers that
the leader has found to.be ekpecially constructixe in resolving conflicts
andin discussing issues. These behayiors include self-disclosure, giving.
interpersonal feedback, and confronting other group members about their
behaviors in the group. In general, the leader will want to communicate
clearly tig.at the main focus of the group will be on how members.interact
within thegroup setting.

"4

The leader also should pay explicit ttention to the norms that he/she
would like to have operating in the group. If the group is to function
well, helpful norms must be eStablished, and helping potential members
understand euch norms is an effective way to ensure that they develop.
Esfec,ially important.noims include those for good feedback, for risk-taking
behaviors, for confidentialtity concerning topics discussed during' the -

group, for openness, and for acceptance (See Lecturette 4, pp.84

'4. Li
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for further discussion of these norm's?.

,
The6final poiat to be discussed concerns the Tesponsibility for the' client's
improvement airing, the qroup. Many clients begin a group thinking that
the leader will'"fix" them and make them better. It should be made clear,

. however, that the responsipility for alange and, improvement lies with the

client and not the leader.

-

If a candidate°is chosen to take a place in an ongoing group, he/she

should be prepares-for this.. Gtoups may-be reluctant to accept a newcomer

who w.i.),1 not have.beena part Of the pr9blems and tension that typiclly
occur in the early stages of a group. The client should be prepared for
the possibiltty that attempts to define his/her role may be met with,

hostility in the group. Further, the newcomer should be made aware of '

the norms, the goals, and even the jargon 4:he group has-developed. FinallYi-

the group leader may want to Schdule a few one-to-one interviews with tile

newcomer in order to ease his/her entry into,the grow.

a
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MODULE 8: LEADERSHIP

GOALS;

1. Ttlisprovide trainees With-an introdUction to the concept of
leadership

2. To help inees understand the functions of group leadership

3. TO give the trainees a chance to give each other.personal feed-.
back,on the roles they have assumed In the group

4. To distinguish the qualities of good and bad leadership

5. To explorei thJconditions in groups that favor different styles
of leadership

6 To inFoduce and discuss the values of different leader self-
disol6sures within a group setting

OBJECTiVES:

solL

1. Each trainee will rate him/herself on his/her effectiveness as
a facilitator of personal growth.

2. Each trainee will re eive feedback from others on his/her
effectiveness as,a fa ilitator of personal growth.

Each trainee will writeat least one area in which he/she can
improve his/her leadership-related behavior.

a.;

4. Trainees will produce a list of at least four behaviors associated
with good leadership.

5. Trainees will produce a list of at least three behaviors associated
with bad leadership4

6. Trainees will rate the helpfulness of a variety of self-disclosures.



OVERVIEW MODULE 8: LEADERSHIP

This Module provides &general introduction to the issue of leadership.
Because the rest of the Workshop is directed toward specific problems that
leaders face, the material here provides an overview of the topic and pro-
vides group members with specific feedback on their styles of interacting
within the group.-

Exercise 16 allows trainees to brainstorm the qualities of good and bad
leaders. . It is included to focus attention'on tSe most important qualities
a leader should have and to highlight the faults he/she should avoid.

Exercise 17 exposes the trainees to the concept of self-disclosure and
allows them to explore their differendes, using the amount of disclosure
with which they feel cOmfortable. Of.course, differences also exist amoil.g

trainers. The short rating form provides a format for the trainer. and
. trainees to discuss the times when self-disclosure can help or.hurt the
group.

In Exercise 18; the fact that leadership requires the cOoperation of both .

leader and follower is demonstrated through a liandmirroring activity. The

exercise also may generate some competition between the participants for
the leadership position-.

Leeturette 7 provides an overview of the different styles of.leadership.
The, emphasis is not on which styles are best, but on which styles are
most likely.to emerge under different conditions. .For instance, the g
leader who provides no direction from the beginning .of a group is like y.
to encounter demands for more structure and little or noprogress fram
the members. The trainer should emphasize that,a group leader should be
flexible. To prepare the trainees for the tensions they,will inevitably
face as leaders the trainer should also note that *friction and conflict
arise under even the best leadership.

ExerciSe 19 is directed at the issue of personal styles. In the exercise,
each member provides every other member with structured feedback on the
roles he/she has assumed in the group. Two main purposes far this exist:
(1) to give members useful feedback that might help individual growth, and
(2) to demonstrate qualities associated with the leadekship.in the group
and so to help trainees identify qualities neceSsary for good and bad
leadership. This feedback exercise can be used in the trainees' own
counseling groups.
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TIMENATERIAIS

.5 minutes

Module OvervieW

Goals and Objec-
tives

25 minutes

Brainstorming Exer-
cise Instructions

Newspring

Markers

30 minutes

up Leader Self-
diSclosure Instruc
tions

4

Self-disclosure
Scale

Pencils

MODULE 8: LEADERSHIP

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 8: LEADERSHIP

Introduce the module using the overview and the goals
and objectives.

EXERCISE 16: GOOD AND BAD QUALITIES OF
A LEADER

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

f
Ask trainees to list some.of the characteristics ofa good leader. Write these on newsprint and discussN Athem with the group.

.

. .

Then ask trainees to list some of the qualities of a
bad leader. Record and discuss these.

Then discuss the qualities outlined in the processing
section of the eXercise instructions. You
prepare the list in advance or discuss them Lisin4 the
lists generated by the group.

20 minUtes

Handmirroring
Instructions

EXERCISE 17: GROUP\i:EX6ER SELF-SCLOSURE

Explain the purpose of,the exercise.

Ask trainees f6 complete the.Self-disclosare Scale
in their manuals. AlloW about five minutes for this.

-When all,have finished/ lead a discussion of the
appropriateness of a self-disclosure in differett
situations. See the inforMation "on processirl in
the exercise instructions.

./'

EXERCISE 16: HANDM1RRORING

Explain the purpose of the exercise..

Divide the group into pairs.

Explain the procedure.

Stand facing your partner about three feet away.
Put your hands up in front of you. Each of you
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TIME/MATERIALS.

15 minutes

Lecturette notes

60 minutes

What Is My Role?
Instructions

Behavioral Descrip-
tion Questionnaire

Pencils

TRAINER ACTIVITIES dUTLINE

should move your hands so that they form a mirror'
image of your partner's hands. 150 NOT talk during
4the exercise.

While you are explaining the procedure, you may
want to demonstrate with another trainer. Do not
tell the trainees how to choose a leader--this is
ia Apart of the exercise. Allow about three to five
kinutes for the exercise.

NO Discuss the exercise. Encourage the trainees to talk
.about how they felt as leader and follower. Focus
on the ways that leadership emerged and on vihether
or not partners exnnged roles. See the processing
information in the exercise instructions..

OPTION:

If tine permits, trainees can cpange partners and do the
handmirroring more than once before processing.

LECTURETTE 7: LEADERHIP STYLES

Again, remember that this.shou4d be presented more as a
discussion than as a lecture.

Discuss the"information contained in the lecture
notes in your manual.

EXERCISE 19: WHAT IS MY ROLE IN THE GROUP? *

Explain the purpose of tfie exercise.

r--.

As traineei to fill in the names of the group
members on the questionnaire in their manuals.
Large groups can be subdivided for this exercises....

Introduce the exercise:

Remember that members of a group fulfill many differ-
ent roles and that knowing what otherawbe as your
strengths and weaknesses can be aseful fee..ck.
This exercise is a good chance to give and r ceive
same honest feedback. (Remember that group
may feel threatened about giving such feedback a

ers

*If this exercise is going well,and takes longer than the time allowed,

omit Exercise 20.
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TIME/MATERLALS

S.

.

mdnutes

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

may lleed some reassurance that the feedback is useful
and 2egitinute.)

Ask
ali

ainees to complete the
1

g oup members, including
$

questionnaires, rating
themselVes.

Then ak the group to consider the behaviors of those
,member who were most often considered the real
leader of the group (Item 6).

Encoura
the way
members

e trainees to look for discrepancies between
ey see themselves and the way other group

ee them. See the information about process-
ing in the exercise instructions.

,

SUMMARY OF MODUI];S"

Summarize the information gathered in Module 8 and
explain how it relates to Module 9.

12i



EXERCISE 16: BRAINSTORMING GOOD AND
BAD QUALITIES OF A LEADER

PURPOSE:

1. To'clarify leadership qua ities

2. To identify the character4stics associated w#h good and bad
leadership

SETTING:

This exercise provides a description of specific,leadership qualities
and gives the group members a chance to step back frpm the personal in-
volvement, of the previous exercise.

MATERIALS :

Newsprint and marker

PROCEDURE:

2Q-V.

The trainer introduces the exercise by saying: Let's try to list some of
the characteristics that we might find in a good leader. After a list has
been gener.ated,and diecussedf,the group generates a list of qualities of
the bad leader. When both lists have been prepared, the trainer nay Wish'
to ,turn to the qualities addressed in the following section and discuss
the value of-each of them. This list can be prepared in advance or these
points can be dtaWn out of the lists generated by the group.

PROCESSING:

A Good Group Leader

The following qualities have been selected as important for the good group
leader:

1. Respect for group members: Because a group requires intense
participation on the part of the leader as well as thei other members, any
tendency of the leader to disparage the group members will interfere with
his/her effectiveness. It is essential that the leader show respect fdr
the Mimbers of the group. If the leader cannot do this, then he/she cannot
expect the members to respect him/her or themselves and the potential of
the group cannot be realized.

1
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2. Patience: A group's development is complex and slow-moving,two factors that,make patience an important quality in a leader. Becausethe group members develop into a-group at,a pace consistent with the comfort .and trust that they feel, the leader should not rusli the development of thegroup too much. He/she cap only foster the elements that contribute totrust and comfort by making appropriate interventions. At best,.progressis slow. Further, when the group is blocked by the same conflict againand again, the leader may_have to deal with his/her frustration; if expressed,this frustration could hinder'group growth. In short, there are many
reasots--wAr patience is required in a gored leader.

3. Ability to arouse or to allow some tension: The group may oftenbecome bogged down at a superficial level for some timersetting a poorprecedent .for, future activities. In thqse situations, the leader mayhave to raise the tension level to the point where conflicts cannot be .'hidden. He/she must do this without threatening the members to the point
that.they will "close up." It7Can be difficult to engage in behavior that
produces tension And harder still to.recognize when the best level of
tension has been reached.

At other times, the leader must allow tension eb exist (such as tension.produced by silence) and wait for the group to deal with it. The leaderwho is always quick to deal with tension him/herself, instead of allowingthe group to deal with it, does not promote the most group growth.

4. Ability to be criticized without geting angry: Especially inthe early stages of'a group, the members see the leader as responsible
for the group's progress. Members who are frustrated by lack of progress
often are critical of or hostile toward the leader and toward authoripy
in general. Therefore, the leader usually Will have to deal'with criticism,:anger, and hostility. The leader must develop'constructive ways to handle
these feelings. The leader who responds to anger with anger or to hostilitywith hostility creates a situation in which no one wins and the group loses.

5. Ability to perceive Jmportant issues: The leader sometimes has
to look below the surface at what is happening in the group. For example,
when group members are criticizing authority figures at work, the real
issue may be dissatisfaction with the leadership in the group. The
leader must'be sensitive to underlying themes; these may be the most
important matters that a group can discuss7 An effective leader must be
able to recognize these iSsues and to have some idea aboUt how they sbould
be handled.

A Bad Leader

following are qualities of a bad leader:

1 "
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1. Use of warnings and threats: When a leader must4Z on
warnings or threats to provoke action by group members, something is
wrong in the group. Threats and warnings krevent an open and trusting
atMosphere from developing and indicate that a leader is not -aware of
the conditions necessary for growth. '-

2: Exc ssively giving advice: Advice, you may recall, was rated
low on our li t of curative factors in groups. A leadervho persists
in giving advice probably is promoting an evaluative atmosphere by
prescribing What people "shOuld" do. This is not tb say that advice
is always inappropriate, but the leader who gives a lot of advice
shoula try to evaluate why he/she is doing so. Often, advice is given
because it is rewarding to the advice-giver who thinks that he/she
is "solving" another person's problems--not because,the adviceLis
helpful.

1

3. Urging members to bebave a particular w4y: When the leader
restricts the behaviors of members within the group, he/she is mis-
understanding the purposeof'a group. Group .meMbers are.trying to
learn how to express and accept feelings that often are.expressed in
socially."unacceptable ways. Restricting behaviors (particularly
those of conflict) from the group limits the range of topics that cans
be explored4-and undermines norms or risktaking, openness, and ac-
ceptance. Of course, there are behaviors .(for example, violence)
that cannot be tolerated in the grouP. The leader is responsible
for seeing that certain behaviors go not occur. Even so, the more,the
leader can get the group members to control their own behavior, the
better off the group will he.

126
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PURPOSE :

EXERCISE 17: GROUP LEADER SFLP7DISOLOSURE*

1. To introduce the Concept of self-disclosure

2. To provoke discussion of different self-disclosures that may
or may not be appropriate

SETTING :

The trainees haye received some feedback on their leadership qualitiesand have explored some of the different dimensions involved in leader-
ship. In this exercise we examine,self-disclosure, anotherVay in whidh
lsaders vary.

MATERIALS:

Self-disclosure Scale.

Alo A pencil for each trainee

PRCC25URE:

4
The trainer asks trainees to respond to the tfn-item Self-disclosure
Scale in their manuals. They should have abOLt five minutes to complete
the scale._ When all have finished, the trainer should lead a discussion
of the appropriateness of a.self-disclosure in the different situations.

PROCESS ING

Self-disclosure is a sticky topic and one in which there is likely 'to
Ile a lively discussion as the trainees may disagree about how much
self-disclosure is helpful. In processing the statements, the trainer
can point out that the differences among the trainees parallel the
differences among trainers. Our view is that self-disclosure by the
leader should be aimed at moving the group in a positive direction.
Self-disclosures that give feedbadk to the group or otherwise help the
group grow can be distinguished from self-disclosurei that simply act
as tenxion release foe the leader. Self-disclosure by the leader can

*Reprinted from: John E. Jones and J. WillisankFfeiff (Eds.), The
1977 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, La Jolla CA: University
Associate, 1977. Used with permission.



be usad to model behavior for the members to try, to expres.s interest
and commitment to the group, and to identify feelings that the grpup
may need to =Insider. In all of these situations, however, the leader
should be careful not to direct attention from the group to higfherself.

Generally the most helpful self-disclosures focus on feelings the
leader has about how the group is working (as in items 1 and '4) or
about the content of the current group discussion (as in items 7 and
10). More intense leader feelings are less likely to be helpful as
they tay be perceiyed as punishing and may inhibit the development of
group cohesion (as in items 3, 5, and 8). Leader self-disclosures that
relate to personal concerns or history rather than to what is happening
in the group generally should be avoided (as in items 2, 6, and 9). .

Other trainers who use this program may prefer more or less self-
disclosure than is here. It is difficult to say just how
much.self-disclosure the leader is ideal, b the discussion can
.help the trainees to think about self-disclosure and to become aware
of their own leadership style with respect to self-disclosure.

Ieb
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SELF7-DISCLOSURE SCALE

Indicate how\helpful or harmful you think it would be for you to share
each statemen below within the context of your group sessions. Beifaie

each item, wri e the number on the continuum (1 to 7) that best re-
presents your ughts about the appropriateness of that self-disclosure.
Respond accordi g to your own beliefs rather thA to the way you think
others might res d. Also, respond as if each disclosure were true
for you.

1

Very
Helpful

Topics I

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2 5

Harmfpl

\might.share ith the group: ,

Feelings of xiety or uncertainty about what's happening
in the group

Helpf 1

3 4

Not Helpful
..or Harmful

$ 7

Very
Harmful

Do about my\competence in leading groups

Anger toward a g oup member

Feeling happy abo t the progress that the group or its''
members are making

Special feelings of affection toward i specific group
member

6, 9puestions about mY e7rtional stability

7. The admission that I ve conflicts that are similar to fhose
of my group members

My boredom with the gro

9. Things in the present or \past about which I feel ashamed

\
guilty

10. Difficulty in expressing Myself when I gei. angry.

\

or



EXERCISE 18: BANDMIRRORING *

PURPOSE:

1. TO present more information on the topic,of leadership

2. To illustrate that leadership requiredcooperation

3. To energ4the group

SETTING:

This exerc4e is designed to illustrate haw leadership operates in a
very simple situation". Because the exercise is short and enjoyable,
it is a good way to introduCe a rather,difficult topic.

MATERIALS: 0

Nohe

PROCEDURE:

The trainer divides the group into pairs and asks them to stand facing
each other about three feet apart. (TWo,trainers can demonstrate the
exetise.) Both persons are to put their hands in ap upright position
in front of their bodies. Each person puts his/her-hands so that they
form a mirror image of the other person's hands. The trainer should not
,tell the trainees how to choose a lea er--this is part of the exercise.
There should be no talking allowed, khree to five minutes should be
allocated for the handmirroring.

PROCESSING:

ProcesSing should be kept short. The trainer should encourage the trainees
to talk about haw they felt as leader and fbllower. The discussion
should focus on the ways that leader,ship emerged and on whetber or
nett partners exchanged toles. It is interesting to note how followers
simply can refuse to follow and so become leaders, and vice versa.
Any patterns that might have developed and the feelings and obser-
vations of-di-Yrgrent parthers should be examined.

Schmuck, R.A.;- Runkel, P.J.; Satuern, S.L.; Mantell, R.T.; and Derr,
C.B. Second Bandbook of (1)ganizatigp Development in Schools/ Pac Alto;
Mayfield Publishing Company, 1577.

41,
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O.PTIONS:

1. 1.141s exercise also may be used as an energizer or warmup
exeicise at a point, in thp leadership unit wten the energy
in the training group is at a low level.

2. If time permits, trainees can change partners and do the .
handmdirroring more thaa once before processing.

41P
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LECTUlkETTE 7: LEADERS4UP.STYLES

4

We.have 40bk leadership as if it-were a single phenoMenon. In/-1

one exercise discussed Tood and bad qualities'of a leader. Now
we,must note.that A leader'i good qualities .can be exemplified in a
wide variety of wai;s, using various leadership styles.'

-)
/

Styles of leadership can vary ftiom auocratic to laissez=faire, from
-a style'in which decisionshare made only by the.leader to'one in which
decisions are made only by the group. ff we represent these styles
graphically, they.look something.like this (N4Aer and Gershenfeld,

''1973)4
,

Leader decides,.
announdils decision
(autocratic)

'Leader presents ten-
tatiire idea, suloject

to change
Ydemocratio)

'GrOup defines
boufidartes4nd
decides

. (lalasez-faire)

In the extremi ad2r-oriented (iutocratic) stYle, the'leader determines
the problems Iind makes the final decision. He/she is often concerned
that the group functions efficiently and accomplishes the tasks set
before it. The process of the grclp, or haw the mambertwork to-
gather, is of little interest to the autocrat. This leader focuses

almoti,t exclusively on content.

.In the extreme group:-*o'zllentod (laissez-faire) approach, the:group is-
,

allowed todetermine the problems And to maks the decisions. This
leader keeps,a very low profile end is content to let.the group set
'its own course. To the laissei-faire leaderl-the and result is much
less important than the question of bow the group gets there. -

,-1m4between the two/axtremes ari ahy.ixiimber. of combinations, of group

ahd leader 'orientation. Most often, the style of a group leader
is somewhere in the' middle--such a leader might determine the alma
op which the groue,should focus and then will-help the grodp work

132 3,8
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through the issue.

Although everybne has a style of leading with which he/she is most
comfortable; tonditions often exi?t that create pressures to a
a more leader-centered or group-centered approach. Factors that
generally favor greatet,leader involvement are the following:

1. The urgency of the problem: When a decision must be
.reached quipkly, the leader may need to nake the decision.
'Decisions madelly the leader are usually reached more quickly
than Are decisions made by the group.

2. LaCk of group skills: When a gnoup has not developed a bystem
for, pxocessing issues or is unclear abcit its goals, the
leader is likely to assume a larger ro e.

3. EXpectations of the,-leaderT--En maflu_groups, members have lul-
1 realiatic expectations of what the leader can'do for them.

SomVimes the group will pressure the leader ets the Mexpl4rt7)
to make decisions torthem.

4. Leader discomfort: The novice leader, especially, may feel
uncoifortable when he/she perceives that inothing is happening
in the group. A common response to thiiVis to try to initiate
some activity by taking charge.

Parallel conditions exist that promote greater involvement by the group.
4

1. No time pressure: If a group has no tiMe kimitsl.the leader,
can afford to sit end wait'until thetension level of the group.
rises and the.group initiates its own Activity.

2. Group skills; When a grdup iivestablished and the members
'trust each other and are comfolttablo in their roles, the,
leader often can stay in the background and let the grouP
lead itself. But even this mature group may require direction
rom the leader if-it becomes counterproductive.

3' Group potency: When the group has deve"loped a cohesiveneasis
the members often will not rely on the leader, but will look
'for leadership from within the group:

4. Leader, comfort: The leader'who has been through uncomfortable
, situations before is likely to be less threatened when they
recur. He/she may choose to sit back and allow tenaions to
build to the point where the group must examine the problem.

'
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The question of appropriate leadership styles arises-in every group.
Of course, many factors are specific tO each group (for example, the
composition of the group) and these affect the style of leadership.
But marjy groups also progress through stages where different functions
may be required of the leader. For instance, in the early stages of
a group, the leader may have,to be more directive, setting norms and
goals and helping the members get acquainted. The leader must be
careful, though, not to establish a precedent where the meMbers rely
on him/her to resolve group issues. Then at a later stage, the leader
mav want to become more nondirective and let the group resolve its
problems through procedures established since the group's inception.

No leadership style can be considered foolproof. A directive leader
probably will be confronted with aggressive and blocking behavior
and challenges to his/her authority. The nondirective leader will
encounter demands for more structure by group members. The effective
group leader must be aware of the different leadership strategies
appropriate to the stage of group growth and to the problems the group
is facing. Fnnally, he/she-must realize that, even with appropriate
leadership, tensions are bound to arise occasionally. Although these
tensiOns can,make the"leader uncOmfortable, they often are helptsil in
promoting group growth.

4
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PURPOSE:

EXERCISE 19: WHAT IS MY ROLE IN THE GROUP?*

1. Tb provide the trainees with an opportunity to give and receive
feedback about their perceived roles in the group

. To develop data on the qualities usually associated with leader-
ship

3. Tb model good group leader behavior

SETTING:

This is.the second of three feedback sessions where the trainer is
leading a process group. Because the trainees have worked together
for several days, they may be more willing to exchange honest critical
feedback, although the exercise may still arouse considerable anxiety.
This exerCise also is,designed to elicit information on what qualities
usually are associated with leadership.

MATERIALS :

A copy of the Behavioral Description Questionnaire for each
trainee

Pencils for each trainee

PROCEDURp:

Trainees are asked to fill in the names of the group members. (Large

training groups can be subdivided for this exercise.) The trainer

can Introduce the exercise by talking about the different roles held
by members of a group and about the value to potential leaders of

lf
seeing themselves as they are seen by othersthe ulness of feedback

about one's strengths and weaknesses. The trainer ould %emphasize

that the exercise is a good chince to give and receive some honest
feedback. The grcrup members may feel threitened about giving such
feedback and may need some reassurance that the feedback is useful and
legitimate.

Napier and Gershenfeld, op. cit.
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Each trainee then should take,time to rate every member of the group,
including him/herself. After all are finished, each member should
receive feedback fram the others.

PROCESSING:

The trainer suggests that each, member give same feedback to another
member. After each member has received same feedback, the trainer
should focus on the behaviors of the members who were checked most
often on item #6--9Who is the real leader of the group?" The trainer
then can ask about the other behaviors that were checked frequently
for these people. This will generate data-about the characteristics
of a leader.

After this discussion, the trainees can be encouraged to look for dis-'
crepancies between the way they see themselves and the way other group

,( members see them. These discrepancies may be the result of the training
group situation ,or they may represent inaccurate perceptions by the
group or the individual. They also can be considered as suggestions
for areas in which the group member may need to work.

As in all the feedMck exercises, the group may move away:from the
structured format. If the focus remains on 'interpersonal feedback
.or on how the group is functioning, the movement should not be dis-
couraged.

4

4'
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rAVIORAL DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE*

For each description., place check marks in the columns corresponding to
arbors wö haVe displayed the.behavior most often in'the group. Be sure
to include yourself. Try to check o'nly one or two people for each item.

a. Members' N4mes

1. S/he'was an "idea man" in the
group, suggesting new ways of
handlin- the -rou. s roblems.

, ... F . , ,

2. `- Sihe was concerned frequently

with his/her own ideas and
viewpoint.

,

,

.

do

3. Slhe intelrupted others when
they were speaking.

.

4. S/he listened well to otherai' .

contributi s.
,

5. g/he was an aloof sort of
person.

..

6. S/he was the real leader of
_.

the group.
4 4

,...
.

J

,

7. S/he worked well with others
in the-group.

.

4 ...

,

8. S/he kept thgroup trom
straying too far fxdm the
toRic.

-
N

.

.
,

9. S/he was sometimes disruptive
to the 9roup. f

.0. S/he seemed to be a tense,
nervous Peibon.

A

.1. S/he was willing to take risks
giving, feedback t6 others.

. ....

.

.2. S/he attended to the atmosphere
in the group and the way the ,

group was working.

.

Ir" .

,

.

tsc.p. Morris and J.R. Hackman, "Behavioral Correlates of Perceived
Leadership, "Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Washington:
Amarican Psychological Association, 1969, 13, 350-361.



MODULE 9: liNTERVENTIONS

GOALS: 4.

1. To introduce the concept of intervention

2. To provide a model that the trainee can use when choosing
what intervention to make-

3. To give the trainees practiCi in making an intervention

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each trainee will identify three process issues that are
often the focus .of interventions.

2. Each trainee will produce an intervention in response to
A simulated group incident.

OVERVIEW MODULE 9: INTERVENTIONS

One of the most important functions of the leader is to intervene in
the group.when he/she recognizes that a change in focus would helP the
group grow. iPICnowing when and how.to intervene can be difficult in the
complex environment of the group. The remaining sections are concerned
with helping the trainee develop that skill.

In Module 9, the general concept of interirention is introduced. The
trainees need to understand the material in this module to be able to
choose effective interventions for many different situations. Mod7le
10 will provide practice in a variety of specific situations.

Exercise 20 is a fishbowl intended to reacquaint the trainees with same
of the process issues of concern in Making interventions. In the second
half of the exercise, trainees can try intervening in a role play that
takes place in the inner group. The interventions will be largely
intuitive; the exercise is designed to stimulate interest.

In Lecturette 8, the concept of intervention.is discussed within a

framework that should help the trainees identify the occasions where
an intervention may be needed. Several dimensions on whichinter-
ventions vary are introducedtvand some discussion of appropriate timing
is provided. EXercise 21 gives each trainee the opportunity to practice
interventions and discuss the concepts that have just been introduced.



TIME/MATERIALS

10 minutes

ModUle 9 °Vex-view
Goals and Objec-
tives

40 minutes

Invention Fish-
bowl Instructions

Process Observation
Sheet

Pencils

MODULi 91 INTERVENTIONS

TRAINER ACTIVITTES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 9: INTERVENTIONS

Introduce the module using the module Overview'and
the goals and objectives.

EXERCISE 20: INTERVENTION FISHBOWL

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Explain that the exercise is in two parts.

Describe the procedure for Part One:

In the first half of the exercise, v9lunteers (4-8),
are needed to participate in the,fishbowl. The rest
of you will use the process Observation Sheets in
your manuals while observing the process variables
in the group.

Ask for volunteers (select about half the number in
the total Alp).

Assign a task to the volunteers and give them five to
ten minutes to work on it-.

To ensure that there will be process issues to
discuss, you may want to assign self-oriented roles
to two or three of the members of the inner group.
(See Exercise 11, Role Sheet B.)

Lead a\hort discussion of the process of the group.

Discuss.the procedures for Part TWo:

In this second fishbowl, exchewe roles: if you
were an observer in Part One, you will now be in
the fishbowl aild if you were in the fishbowl, you
will now be an abserver. Leave an empty chair in
the circle so that an observer can intervene if
he/she thinks that the group is not functioning

effectively.

Assign a new task to the new meMbers of the fishbowl.

Allow the fishbowl to continue for ten to fifteen

minutes.

140
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TIME/MATERIAL'S

4.`

tRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

Ns,

Lead a discussion of the interventions.

See Procesing Section of the Instructions.

'10 mdnutes END OF DAY THREE

Summarize the group's activities arid explain that
the topic of interventions will be disFussed at
greater length tomorrow.

mlnutes

25 iinutes

Lecture Notes

INTRODUCTION TO DAy FOUR

Explain that the topic of intervention will be
discussed again. Begin with a discussion based
On the material in Lecturette S.

LECTURETTh 8: INTERVENTIONS

A

Remember to discuss this instead of reading the
material to the trainees.

Present a discussion of the material covered in'the
lecture.notes in your manual.

25 minutes EXERCISE 21: A SAMPLE INTERVENTION

A Sample Inter- Explain the purpose of the exercise.
vention Instruc-
tions Read the following passage to the trainees:

Imagine yourself as the leader in a small' group
that is in its4fifthsession. The group has been
struggling with problems of intimacy and risk.
Several members have expressed dissatisfaction with th
the way you've been leading the group.

Today, the,group sparted with about ten mdnutes of
silence And then some small talk'started. You
intervened by pointing out the behavior. After a
short, awkward silence, Dan turns to you and says:
"Damn it, there you go again, stopping as and cliti-
cizing us. If we don't talk, we're punished. If
we do talk, you stop us and tell us weare saying and
doing the wrong things."

141 1 4 4



TIME/MATERIALS

rthen you answer by saying: "I appreciate your
/ taking the risk to tell me how you're feeling.
Hos0-do others react to DaNes feedback to me?"

'Then ask the trainees to decide how this interven-
tion rates on focus, immediacy, and responsibility.

Note that this intervention lets Dan know that it
is OK to speak out, that it solicits additional
feedback from the group, and that it supports the
norm of openness.

.Explain that this is only one possible intervention
that could fulfill the same need.

Then ask the trainees to write an intervention that
has an individual focus and is high on immediacy.

For example: , "Dan, I intended to describe what I
saw happening in the group, not to punish you.
What did I do that strikes you as punishing?"

Discuss each intervention. Processing should
center on whether or not the intervention fits
the requested dimension. See the processing notes.

SUMMARY OF MODULE 9

Summarize -Module 9 and explain how it relates to

Module 10.
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EXERCISE 20: INTERVENTION PISEIBOWL

PURPOSE:

1. To introduce the concept of interventioh

f-2. To give the trainees practice in observing behavior that
may requirevan intervention

SETTING:

In Modules 7 and 8, we considered the concept of leadership and theprocess of group selection. Of course, the most"important function ofthe leader is to,facilitate the growth of the group. In this 'module,the behaviors used by leaders to facilitate growthinterventionsereintroduced.

MATERIALS:

Process Qbservation Sheet (6 items) for each observer

P ROCEDU RE :

This exercise is,in two parts. The first part,is designed to make
trainees aware of the process variables that ofen signal the needfor an intervention. The second paxt prOVides pract.ice in making theinterventions.

A

Part One

In the first half of the exercise, 'the trainer asks foe-volunteers toparticipate in a fishbowl (four to eight participants). Those whothe ou use
re-titmain on the Process Observation Sheet while observingthe process vari es. The trainees inside the fishbowl are -given atask to work on (for example, they are asked te imagine that *they aredirectors of a clinic just given unlimited funds to remodel the day

room) and are given five to fen minutes to discuss hodgthey wouldspend the money. To emure that there will be process issues to discuss,the trainer may assigriNgelf-oriented roles to two pr three members of,
the inner group (see Exercise 11, Role Sheet El).

After this fishbowl, the trainer leads a short-discussion on the processof the group. He/she should focus fon whether or not the observers
noted any points at which they wanted to intervene to help the inner
group function more effectively. The trainer should'nat lot this
discussion continue too long.
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Part two

In the second fishbowl, the partiepants exchange roles. Those'in
the inner circle wOrk on a new tas . they can discuss their feelings
about the training program, ways ir, whibh it could be improved, its
applicability to their own groups, feelings t fellow trainees.
There is one empty chair in the innr circle tha observers can use.

When an observer sees that the inner group is not ctioning effective-

ly, he/she can move to the empty chair to intervene in a way that may
help. This fishbowl can continue for ten to fifteen minutes.

PROCESSING:

The trainer can focus the discussion_on several issues. The group
should evaluate, which interventions, if any, did facilitate the function-
ing of tee inner group. There may be differences of opinion among
Bombers of the inner and outer circle& about this. The ,group also can

'Oonsider the interventions that did not work and hoiv members in the

innw and outer circles responded:to these. Further, members of the
inner circle can be asked if they felt the need to intervene and if

'they felt that the group would accept their interventions. Finally,

the group can be asked what process issues they noted before they
made the interventions. This hiscussion should lead into Lecturette
8.
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PROCESS OBSERVATION SHEET

(Mote any comments about the behavior of the person gou are observing
on the back of this sheet.)

GOALS

1. To what extent did the members act as if they shared the same goals?

1

did not
appear to
share any

goals

ATMOSPtERE

a few
members had
shared goals

3

average
shared
goals

4

goals were
shared by.

most /

members

2. ,What was the overall tone of feeling in the meeting?.

5

excellent

sharing,
everyone

shared goals

1 2 3 4 5

hostile and defensive average above average very cOopera-
competitive, and cooperation, cooperation, tive and open,

signs of inhibitive, limited amount most members members
anger members were of sharing appeared fairly appeared tob

afraid to
take risks

of feeling relaxed yalue others'
contributions

PARTICIPATION

3. What was the level of participation in the,groupZ,

1 2 3 5

extremely low, low, average aboveaverage, high, all
most members several participation, Most participated

didn't! members mOst had contributed ctively in
participate, dominated a little to the the

one per,son discussion to say discussidn discussion
monopoli ed

4.
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4. How rilevant were the con

1 2

low,
gont4butions
lairs off the

track and self-
serving, topic
discussed
oFt what

iodicated

a little,
-most contri-

builons
-were off
the mark

TASIL VS. MAIHTEHANEE

utions to the task?

3'
.s

aVerage,-
there.was
a mixture

.

of relevant
and irrele7
vant Commeilts

-

4

above average,
most comments

were.

relevant

high,,almost
all commeOts

were
, relevant
.to task

5.. Were the comments'mainly factual (task7criented) or were they aimedk'
mostly at how the.grobp was itnctioning 4process)?

1 2 3 4

all
task

DECISIONMAKING

mainly task,
SOINS process

6, How were decisions made?

. 1 ,2

by one by twls.
periOn, one person

suggesting
and the'
other

supportiog,
0

1a

Lta

about equal
task and
process

+41i

3

majority,
with

minority
opinion

integrated
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mainly'

prothiss,

some task.

V.

majority,
,with

minority
oPinion

integtated

1.

5

. .

prOciss-,

5

tonsensu# I
agr amen&
by all.
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LECTORETTE rNTERVENTIONS
,

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION
4

An intervention is any,beheVior that-is intended to help the group
'focus its activity along more, productive channels. The'group "may
reject'the ,interVention, bat the behavior, is still an
as long as qhange was intended. From the leader's point of ew,,
an intervention requires three steps: (3.) deciding what is happeningin the group, (2) deciding what the leader would like to have hailopen,
and (3) doing something to encourage the,change.

Pexhaps.a few 'examples of.interventionS will clArify what we mean;
One common format for,an interVention'ist hear John saying...
Idoander what the other members think of tilis?" Using this inter,-
vention the leader can focue, on-a member's statement, try to interpret
)\it,for the group, and involve the Other members im a discussion ,of
it. 'Another intervention used frequently'is questioningbringing
out a 'hidden issue and asking menbers to comment. A final example
is the leider ielf-disclosure, in which heishe reveali some bf his/4pr
feelings about a situation in order to chinge the discussion kram
conten to feelings. This maneuver often effectively, averts,a conflict
betwee4 the,leader and ä member; for exaMple,-the group leader may
iespo to an attack by a .member for lack of direction: "I feel
uncamfbrtable 'when you ask me to tefl the group what to do. It
sounds like Ou're not sure where we're goings I think it woUld be
better if the membfts decided for themselves, what direction the group
should take."

Interventions occur at critical or "choice" points in group activity.
.

At these points, effective,Interventions by the leader can have a
significant-impact on grOup development. The leader must have a frame-
work for making intervention decisioni. In the next 'section we examine
some of the Sectors that affect these decisions.

WHAT TO OBSERVE
<\

An unlimited number of events in the life .
interventioA by the leader. This section
different events, but to indicate process
some attentiop.

of a group can prompt an
*is not intended to list the
issues that often require

Several variables,noted on the Process Observation Sheet can be signals
of the need for an intervention. Atmospliere is one important issue.
Although some.hostility or discomfort can be productive, ahostile
atmosphere that exists for a long period can interfere with group
growth, An intervention that provokes discussion about this atmosphere

.can help group members work through reasons for the discomfort.

1
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Another process variable that pan be a key to interventions is the
level of participation in group activil. A situation in which several
people Continue to dominate or witharaw might require intervention by
the leadei. On the other,hand7`variatione from an established pattern
of behavior also night require an intervention.

The leader also should be aware that a discussion about an outside topic
may be relevant to the group. Far instance, a member might express
hostility toward a group leader by talking about his/her-boss at wbrk.
But the leader should pots that persistent small talk can be a way for
members to avoid talking abotit group-related matters.

WHEN TO INTERVENE

Because interventions.are a powerful technique, the group leader must
know not only what to look.for but also when to intervene. A few
guidelines can help make the interventions effective and well-timed.

When the leader observes some difficulties in the group's functioning,
he/she may want to focus the group members' attention on these dif-
ficulties by making a process intervention. Because process-related
problems affect every,aspect of a group's functioning, attention to
such issues is essential and Can have multiple effects. Failure to
consider ongoing process isspes can inhibit group interaction and block
the development of open coMMunication,'

One of thte(slost difficiat tasis of a group leader iS tot. focus the
attention Of a group on process .issues whei theMOWers would like to
avoid them. Members oftenavdid these issues by talking about safe
topics, by not responding.to an intervention, or.by'trying to change
the topic before a discussion of the current issue has been concluded.
Consequently, a limy important function of the group leader is managerial:
to focus the group!s attention on a relevant process issue until the
leader is satisfied that the group has finished with it. The group
leader also should pay attention'to whether or not the discussion is
becoming unconstrUctive or repetitive and'should be.prepared to suggest
that the group move on tO other topics. Although leader interventions
that redirect the group's focus can provoke hostility from group
members, attention must be paid to process difficulties before the group
can move constructively to other arease Hence, the leader.Should inter-
bone when such issues *re actively avoided.

A

Immediate goals the leader has for the group also can 'guide him/her in
deciding when to interVene. Where these goals are not being-met, an
intervention may be required. For example, if the leader's goal in the
early stages is to increass participation and onli a few members are
talking, interventions designed to bring silent members intwthe
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discussion maY be,approPriate. Setting goals before the group meets
,can help the leader to choose interventions.

The leader should be prepared for unsuccessful interventions even when
he/she thinks they are well-timed and appropriate. The lack of response
by the group often will indicate that the group isn't at the stage the
leader thinks it is. This can be important information. The leader
also lhould remember that groups axe resilient--that an intervention
that failg will not stop the group's growth and that the issue, if

4
important, is likely-to arise again.

'Interventions should not be used too frequently. The leader shbuld re-
cagnize that some tension and discomfort are necessary if the-group is
to grow. A group in whichthe leader intervenes often may become too
dependent and never grow beyond the early stages.

The leader should'remember that interventions made by a group membei
are more potent than those made by the leader. Such interventions
involve risk-taking by the member and can promote risk-taking.by other
Pembers and growth,in the group.

The decision by the leader to remain silent during a critical point
can be very productive. Silence can raise the tension level of the
group and can prompt behaviors that would not occur in.a group
which the leader tries to avoid tension. The leader should ecignize,
however, that remaining silent can be very difficult when group
pressure increases.

TYPES OF INTERVENTIONS

The'leader who has decided to intervene must choose the intervention
that he/she thinks is most likely toaaccompligh his/her goal. An
intervention can be considered in terms of three things: the foc
of the intervention, the immediacy of the intervention, and the degee
of responsibility for growth put on the group itself,.

The Focus of the Intervention

The first dimension is the focus of the intervention: whether the
leader's response is directed at the whole group, at interpersonal
behaviorlior at individual behavior. By focusing on these different
levelssthe leader can elicit very different responses. For instance,
a group-focused intervention is likely to draw the attention of all
the members of the group to the question of haw:the group is functioning.
There is relatively little pressure on iny single group member to re-
spond. On the other end of the spectrum is the intervention focused
on the individual. This approach often provokes some defensiveness
from the individual and a decrease in group participation. Intnr-
personally oriented interventions are focused on the relationshop of
two or more group membtrs and tend to elicit responses somewhere,in
between those discussed above.
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The kind of focus chosen should reflect both the leader's opinion of
what the group can tolerate and his/her immediate goals. For instance,
in the early stages of group life, many leaders concentrate on group,-
oriented issues to help establish norms ahd develop an atmosphere
conducive to growth. Because members often are very defensive at this
stawindividual interventions probably should be used infrequently.
As the gFoup develops, of course, the goals change and the defensive-
ness decreases. The leader continually must reevaluate the appropriate-
ness of his/her interventions.

Immediacy

Interventions may vary in other aspects. A second dimension is really
a composite of several dimensions: -whether the intervention focuses
on content or process, whether the intervention deals. with the "here-

and-now" or with things that have occurred outside of the group or
in the past, and whether the interveçtion is concerned more with facts
or feelings. These dimenions axe no't4dénticai, but they are so
similar that we will think of them as oe dimension, called Immediacy.

Genekally things are pretty dull when the group focuses on topics from
the past (xy trip last'year, a movie I saw). Flophasizing here-and-now
topics will.help the,group be productive and exciting (what I'm feeling,
what just happened in the group, what will we do next). The advantages
of focusing on the present are many:

1. The group members don't just teal about roblems, they act
them out. Members become °entangled° w each other and_
can. work things out as they occur.

2. The learning that-takes plavris experiential.

3. Members learn to pay attention to what is going on ai't that
moment. TheY become aware of their feelings as they occur.

4. Process conflicEis and isgUes affect the functioning of the
group. Failure to consider these conflicts and'issues may

block the group's progress and inhibit open interactions.
Keeping the focus on immediate material helps the group
members work through issues together and increases the ,

cohesiveness of the group in the long run.

The Group's Responsibility

Another important way in whichA.nterventi9ns vary is the degree of
responsibility for growth put on the grodP itself. If the grougkeader
-keeps the focus on him/herself and takes responsibility for the 4reup,
the group members will be denied a lot of opportunities for growth.' At
one end are groups where mOsi of the interactions take place with the

leader, like this:

(
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At the other end are groups in which most of the transactions.are amonggroup members, the leader intervening when n'eeded:

This format is more exciting for the members and offers a better
opportunity for them to learn about themselves and the way.they inter-act with others, It' also reduces their dependence on the leader andopens the way for agreitpr variety of interactions.,

.m0

Summary

Thus, we have three dimensions on.which to look/at intervntions:

1. Focus:

Individual interpersonal - giup

2. Immediaoy:

Content'

There-and-then

IfaCts

3. Responsibility:

Leader takes responsibility

MOO

Encourages leadermember
interactions

Process

Here -and -nOW

Peelings .
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Group members aie
responsible for the
group

Encourages member-
metber interactions



These dimensiOns can be examined frequently during the training.

trainer should encourage the trainees to look at their own interveiions

in terms of these dimensions throughout the remainder'of the train g.

(Putting the dimensions on a.flipchart or chalk board is a good idea.)
9
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EXERCISE 21: A SAMPLE INTERVENTICSN

PURPOSE:

To give trainees practice i.n usipg the model to make interventions

SETTING:

This is a straightforward example of a situation that requires at inter-
vention. It is-provided to give the trainees practice in using, the model
before they encounter a live situation. Several sample interventions
also are included for the trainer.

MhTERIALS

None

PROCEDURE

The trainer reads the following passage to the trainees:

Imagine yourself as the leader in a small group that I# in
its fifth session. The group has been struggling witiaproblems
of intimacyand risk. Several members have expressed dissatis-
faction with the way yo6rve been leadiftg the group.

Today theroup started with about ten minutes Of silence ind
then began small talk. You intervened by pointing out the
behavior. After a short, awkward silence, Dan turns to you
and says: "Damn it, there gcp go again, stopping-us and
criticizing as. -If we don't talk, we're punished. If we do
talk, you stop as and tell us that we're sayingSand doing
the wrong things.'

Then you answer, saying:

1
"I appreciate your taking the risk to tell ne
how you're feeling. How do others react to
Dan's feedback to me?"

The trainer can ask the trainees to decide where this intervention falls
on focus, immediacy, and responsibility (group focus, immediate, responsi-.
bility on group). The trainer can note that this intervention lets Dan
know that it is OK to speak out, solicits additional feedback from the
group, and supports the norm of openness. The trainer should explain that
this is only one possible intervention that could fulfill this same need.
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Them the trainer aske the trainees to write an intervention with an in-

dividual focus that is high on immediacy. For example:

"Dan, I intended to describe what_I saw happening in ihe group,

not to punish you. What did I do that strikes you ad punishing?"

PROCESSING:

The processing should occur each time the trainees make an intervention.

Processing should center on whether or not the intervention fitp the

tf then the focus of that intervention
ssible consequences of each intervention
f the trainees should be encouraged to

requested dimensions. If

should be determined.
also may be discussed.
state their intervention so they have a chance for practice before the

next exercis
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MODULE 10: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS

To eintroduce a model of the stages of group growth

2. To. ive the trainees practice in produFing interventions
and feedback on the interventions they imam

.3. To
when

OBJECTIVES:

se the trainees to situations they misht encounter
leading grouios

lk'
1. Each ainee will name the four substages presented in this

model f.group development and describe at least one behavior
typica of each substage.

2. Each tr see will produce at least three interventions that
the tr, ,er thinks would facilitate the growth of,a group in
response to incidents presented during the module.

3. Each trainee will produce an intervention wbile acting as

\44)

a tempgrary group facilitator.
4

. ,
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OVERVIEW MODULE lc):
PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS

-A general introdii. to an intervention model has been presented.
Tbds module is designed to give the trainees useful information and

, practice in making interventions in simulated group settings.

Exercise 22 is designed to provide practice in making interventions in
situations similar to those the trainee may encounter when leading a
group. The incidents can be presented on videotape* or ,can be acted

Out by the trainees. If the tape is used, it stops at'critical points
during the group's interaction so that the trainees can respond as if
they were leading the group on the tape. These incidents cover the

Develoiing Stage of group growth. If transcripts are used, several

trainees can act out the, roles-while others interVene.

In Lecturette 9, the focus pgain is on the stages of group growth.
The model presented here consists of two main stages, each of which is

divided into two substages. If trainees understand the model, they
can make interventions that are appropriate to the different stages

of development.

Exercise 23 is a continuation of the intervention practice intot, the,

Potency Stage. in this exercise, the trainees are asked'to imagirie

the group scenes. For this reason, these incidents are presented in,

somewhat greater detail.

Exercise 24 also involves practicing interventions. These interventions

are made during the course of a discussion to simulate the conditions

that are net in an-actual group. Critical feedback is built into the

exercise.

The final exercise in this unit, Exercise 2541provides an opportunity

for trainees-to practice intervening in a gra*, that is role playing

a critical incident.

rt,

1., 4

*The videotape is not presented in this package. See the exercise

instructions for address to order if you wish.

4.
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MODULE 10: PRACTICING.INTERVENTIONS

TIMEIMATERIALS

10 minutes

Module 10 Overview. .

Goals and Objec-
tives

1 hour 50 minutes

Intervention
Instructions

Optional videotape*

Group Incident Role
Play Transcripts

Group Inctdent Role
Play Sheets

ilkaw

Paper and Pencils

.") TRAINER ACIWITIES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 10: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS

Introduce the module using the overvjew and goals
and objectives.

EXERCISE 22: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS: DEVELOPING
STAGE

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Note that the saw procedure is used for each role
'played situation:

1

- the cOntext of the events preceding the situation
is described to the tra4ees.

- The situation is presented either through role
plays or via optional videotape.*

- The trainees are asked to. write the intervention
that they would gake.

- Each inCident is processed before proceeding to
the next.

The transcript of the incidents is included so that
you can either read the incidents or (this is pre-
ferred) ask several trainees to act them out.
Actors should be changed often so that a/2 trainees
will have a chance to practice intervening.

An alternative to this is to have trainees work in
subgroups of three to filfe people. The trainer
reads the description of4the incident.and each sub-
group decides on one inte vention. This method helps
to stimulate interest bec use they can discuss their
interventions with each rher.

*irProces should follow each intervention. See

the not in the instructions for options.

Begin the first role play. See Role Play Sheet 2.

Remember that yoil need not use all thp incidentse
Tailor the number to the time available. If
necessary, wome can be carried over to the afternoon.

*The videotape is not included in this package. See the exercise instructions
for address to order it if you wish.

(f "
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TIME/MATERIALS

10 minutes

Module lip Lecture
Notes

60 minutes

Intervention In-
jstructions

Critical Incidept
Sheets

Paper Ind Pencils

TRAINER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

LUNCH

LECTURETTE 9:

Finish any
Then begin
growth.

STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH ISITED

role plays that you wis complete.
the discussion of the s. g s of group

Present a discussion of the material n\the \lecture
\

notes in your manual.

EXERCISE 23: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS: POTEN STAGE

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Explain that a similar procedure is used for each
role play in this exercise.

4

-:4P- the context of the events preceding the incident
is described to the trainees.

e. The trainees ate told to relax and close their
eyes and to try to imagine the scene that the

trainer describes.

- The trainees are asked to write-the intervention,
if any, that they would make. (Trainees can also

present their interventions orally, but Written
work does ensure that all participate.)

- Each incident is processed before proceeding to
the next.

Zn presenting the incidents, read the context and

the incident, allowing the trainees sufficient time

to construct the incident mentally.

An optional approach is to divide the large group

into subgroups of three to five people in which

the members Oecide on an intervention as a g'roup.

You may want to alternate methods for the various

incidents to stimulate interest.

See the processing notes in the instructions.
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T111E/MATERIALS

1 hour 30 minutes

Exercise Instruc-
tions

Inclusion, Control,
and Affective Norm
Sheet '

Paper and Pencils

5 to 10 minutes

TRAINER ACTIVITIEi OUTLINE

Begin the exercise

Remember that you do not need to use all the Incidents
Tailor the number of incidents used to the tine
available and to the interest level in the group.

EXERCISE 24: PRACTICING FACILITATION SKILLS
Ili

Even if you have not completed all the incidents
in Exercise 23, you should probably begin Exercise 24,
ninety minutes before the end of the day. Additional
incidents in Exercise 23 can be completed on the
morning of Day Five.

Explain the purpose of the exercise.

Describe the procedure:

A volunteer will act as 'facilitator for the moment"'
to begin the exercise. The-reet of you should form
a circle with an empty chair left for me. I will sit
outside the group and.the "faOilitator for the
moment" will leaM the group in a feedback session
using the ICA Norm Sheet. After the temporary
facilitator has made a few interventions (after
about five or ten minutes), I will move to the
empty chair to help you give feedback to the
afacilitator about his/her ifiEerventions.

After this, I wili move outside the circle again
and another facilitator will tontinue the feedback
exercise.

Ask for a volunteer to be facilitator for the
,moment.

Begin the exercise. Repeat the procedUre until the
time runs out.

END OF DAY FOUR

Sumfize the day's activities.

Uplain the schedule for Day Five.

159.
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10-20 mlnutes

2 hours 15 minutes

Critical Incidents,
Role Play Instrue-
tioni-'

T4ANER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO DAY FIVE
ea.

Finish-any critical incidents from Exercise 23
that yau think should be role played-before
going on to Exercise 25.

! 5

EXFiRCISE 25: 9IITICAL INCIDENTS ROLE PLAY

lain th puliocr'se of the exerciscb.

Discuss proceduee.
2

Yod will rork in subgroups' of four to five menbers

,each. 1r4 the subgroups, spend about 15 olnutes'
ct.tating and rehearsing a critical inc4dent'that

ht occur in a process group. 24hen each sub-

group presents itg role play-4n frontof the

large group. One.member will be designated to lead
the group that is role.playing and the other members
le.1 1 aot.as pro6ess obseiters.

Begin the exercise.

Repeat the role plays until each tra,inee has had a

'chance to lead the group. After each role play,
solicit feedback for the groUp leader. Repeatin

a role play can be helpful whelkalternative int
ventions have been Liggesteci. Be sensitive to any

content areas that nay lie suggested through the

rolep1ags, as well as to any process issues' that-
gay arise.

1 hour

'Posttest

LUNCH

POSTTEST/EVALUATION

Distributethe posttest. -Answer any questions.

Administetethe posttest.
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PURPOSE:

6

EXERCISE 22t PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS
DEVELOPING STAGE*

1. To give 'the'trainees practice in producing and identifying
the fopus, iMmediacy, and placement of responsibility of
cinterventions

2. To expose the trainees_to situations that they may encounter
,in a group

3. To giye the'trainees ConfidenCe in their ability to produce,
effective intervtitions

SETTING: '

-4P--71N-lit trainees have been introdu9ed to the'intervention model and a model.
of the stages á group growth; By iiltervening in this serieslof role
glays,..the trainees have an opportunity to integrate the intervention
model with the issues important in the beginning of a group. The
incidents presented here wereiselpcted beCause they.are-Often en-
countered in beginning groups.

MATERIALS:

. An' optional set of videbtape 'equipment**

The.group incident role play transcripts or'optional tape**

The group incident Role Play Sheets

Paper and pencil for each trainde'

PROCEDURE AND PROCESSING:

A similar procedure is used with.each role play in this section. First,
the context of the events'preceding the rol*-played situation.is described
to the trainees. Thin the situation is presented iither through role
plays or 'via videptape and the-trainees are asked to write tibe inter-

.; vention'that they would make. The transcript is includeein both' manuals

*Reprinted from:, Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in Gro,wthero A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, cA:
University 'Associates, 1976. Used with permission

videotape is not included with this package. It can be ordered
from the office of Applied PSychological Services, Department of Psychology,
University of Illinois at Chictago Circle, P.O. Box .4348, Chicago, Ill. 60680

s
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so that the trAinee can either read'the incidents or (this is preferrea)
ask several trainee's to act them out. Actors should be 6hanged often so
that all trainees will have ashance to practice intervening.

An alternative to this is that the trainees work tn subgroups of three
to five people% The trainer reads the description of the incident and
each subgroup decides on one intervention. This method of processing
the,incident helps to stimulate the.trainles because they can discuss-
theirinterventions with each other. xadE incident is processed before
proceiain7 to the next. ocessing should focus first on the issues

trainees,think are imant and then 041 whether or not an inter-
Um is required. T1i en the trainees' specific interventionis are dis-

cussed, with attention to'focus, immediacyi gesponsibility, and the
likely outcome of each intervention.

During the discussion of each intervention, several options atervailable
- Perhaps the methods coulsi be variei for each discussfona technique that
will help stimulate interest:

1. The trainees can write the interventions they choose. When
-they have written their interventions, they can share them
with the whole group. Having trainees write a few inter- ,

ventions is a good way to ensure-that everyone isr involved
and paying attention to the task.

2. Tiainees can share their interventions orallt without writing
them. ,$.

'Note: Trainers-need not use all theincidents, but shouldvtailor the
.
number of incidents used toHthe time available and to the interest, level

in the group.

I.
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ROLE PLAY SHEET 1'
GOING,AROUND

- CONTEXT:

This is the first group session. The climate of the grOup is characterized
by awkwardness and anxiety. One group member decides to take the initiative.

INCIDENT:

Why don't we all tell something about ourselves?

Other members pick up on this and say something about who they are and
what brought them to the group. 'It is now your,turn and everyone is
watching you expectantly.

ISSUES:

The surfaC:\ssue is simply'to get to know one another In the group in
order to reduce the tension. At a slightly different level, some of the
members may, be trying to avoid the tension that accompanies silence. If
this is the case, the leader =ay want to help the group realize some of the
underlying reasons 'for their behavior.

EVALUATION:

In this gituation, the leader may choose to,remain silent. If he/she re-
mains quiet and appears comfortable, anxiety within the group should in-
crease. The rationale of this approach is to increase the tension until
someone feels compelled to break'it. On. the other hand, an active inter-,
vention also can facilitate movement.

SUGGESTpD INTERVENTIONS:

1. I'd like to share some of,my thoughts with you. I'm feeling
pretty boxed in-And uncomfortable.

This expression of feelihg serves several functions. It iS-a behaVior
that the leader mould like to'model for the Members. It can promote a'
digcUssion of the leader's .role.- The members may begin to recognize that
their dependence on the leader for direction%is an issue.of importance.

*Rep4mted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual tor Group Leaders. La Jolla, .C.A:

' University Associates, 1976 &Used with permission
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1 hear that you are asking for
you'd like _some information so
you seem to be asking for some
so you can avoid a silence and

a couple of things. For one,
you could get to know me. But
pretty superficial stuff just
feel each other out.

In this intervention, the leader is reflecting the 'double issue that he/she
thinks is involved. By loOking at both meanings, the leader introduces
the kind of exploration with which the group will become familiar.

COMMENT :

The interventions at this stage are neither too intense nor too personal.

, Intense-, personal interventions at this stage tend to produce tension
that could "freeze" a group early in its life. Interventions-that foster
cohesiveness while introducing the process focus will be of great importance
to the development of the group.



PLAY TRANSCRIPT 1
GOING AROUND*

Five members of a new group are,sitting.around waiting to
begin. There is some small,talk and someone says:

Person 1: "Does anybody know when we're stpposed to start?"

f Someone else suggests:

Person 2: "Well, how about if we introduce ourselves to one another.
We could go around the circleAnd tell a little bit about
ourselves, maybe."

Person 1: "Oliay. Sounds good. Why don't you start."

Person 2: "-Uh, well, I'm Rosemary, and I had just gotten a'job as a
purchasing agent for Woolworths, and uh, this is a big change
for me. Um, I'mhoping that this group will help me.7,

Person "My Rame is Mrs. Bowman, and my husband is a computer-,pro-
gramder: He just thought that this wouldo.te good for me."

Person 41 "My name is Dave."

Person 1: "I'm Barbara. I'm recently divorced and I'm sorta tiying to
get life together again:"

Person 5: "/'m Ray and I'm a psychiatric aide (laugh) and 1, I don't
know, I'm beginning to feel a little more like my patients',
than an aide, so I kind& thought that, uh, / -Could get a
little help here, too."'

All the group members turn and lock at the leader.

*Reprinted from: Arthur M.
Incident in Growth Groups:
'University Associates,.1976

411,

Cohh and R. Dou41as Smith, The Critical
A Mahual for Grouloolleaders: la Jolla, CAI

. Used with permission.
.
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4 'ROLE PLAY SHEET 2
, PESSIMISTIC GLOOM *

CONTEXTL

This incident
\

could occur early ih a group's life or a little later in
its development. As the group has developed, its members have begun
to realize that personal commitment and risk-taking may be involved.
This realization often is accompanied by fear and defensiveness. This
can be sileA in Superficial discussions, in intellectualizing, and som.-
times in pessimism about the group's progress and future.

INCIDENT:,

I think-we have an impossible job. I don't think I'm ever
going to trust anyone in this group 'completely. It jUst--
can't be done,

After this statement, the other group members nod their heads in agree-
ment. Thip is a gloomy and hostile silence.

ISSUES:

Again, the issue can be viewed at several levels. Superficially, the
statement is a fairly realistid assessment of the present involvement.
At a-deeper level, it iitflects anxiety and ambivalence about whetheF or
not the members feel capable of handling more intimate relations.

ik

EVALUATION:

r
The leader probably will want to intervene here because..the depressed
atm6.sphare is not likely to change. Iithe leader does remain silent,

and tht,howyer, group takes the initiative, the members may learn *ore
from the experi ce than if the leatder had intervened virlier. If no
resolution occuri6after a period of time, th6 leader still can choose
*US intervene.

4

,SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. We sound pretty discouraged about trusting one another. Could
we talk about scam of thp things that 'make sharing,difficult?

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in Growth GkouRs: A Manual for e oup Leaders'. La Jolla, CA:
.University Associates, 1976. Used 44h ssion

4
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This intervention encourages exploration of a threatening and important.
topic. This can establish a norm of attending to problems the group is
having rather than ignoring them.

2. How do the rest of you feel about this issue? Do you think
it is possible for us to trust each other?

By throwing the surface issue back to the group, tile leader can accomplish
two things. First, he/she can break the silence without taking too
much res....,ibility for subsequent discussion. Second, by encouraging
discuss* of.feelings, the leader can help the members take a con-
siructive apProach to the anxieties they are feeling. If the.group
members respond favorably to the intervention, they may begin to express
their feelings about-gntering into trusting relationships with others
in the group. .Notice that these interventions explicitly throw the re-
sponsibility for dealing with this issue back ta the group.
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Person 1:

Person 2:

Person S:

Person 1:

ROLE LTRASCRIPT 2 !

PESS STIC GLOOM*

"The problems just seem still to be going on between my
wife and me. I was hoping that we could get same advice,
you know, from somebody in the group."

."There doesn't seem to be much advice from this group."

"You take this tie*. seriously. You're-not the only one with
problems."

"Yea, but look, we've,been in this thing for over a month,
over a month, and I don't feel like I've gotten anytbing
out of it. I really, you know...,verything is just as
bad...it is worse than it was before."

Person "Yea, ya know, you're right. Um, I used to enjoy coming
to this, and now, I feel like I'm wasting my time. We're

lonot doing anything constructive...."

Person 2:

Person 3:

Person 2;

Person 3:

"We're all picky. Wp all pick on each other."

"Yes! We noticed. Actually, if I' had some excuse nbt to
come--I just wouldn't."

"I think the problem is we should start trmsting each other.

"Trust! Trust! I don't think w.e

one another in this group."

,Silence follows.

could ever learn to trust

*Reprinted from: Arthur)4. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in GroWth Groups: ,A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:
University Associates,41976. Uied with Permission.
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ROLE PLAY SHEET 3
TAL,SE START*

CONTEXT,:

This incident can ocdur in either the beginning or middle stages of th
lgroup's development. A high level of tension often is apparent in the
group. Long periods of silence are broken only by brief statements and
intellectualizations.

IiscIDENT:

One of the members seems desperate, but gets only an intellectual re-
action. Another member wishes for some goals. Restlessness in the
group is evident. A long silence prevails.

ISSUES:

In this incident, the silence has particular significance. Because
the anxiety is alreadY so high that it inhibits interacfion, prolonging
the silence is unlikely to be productive.

EVALUATION:

An intervention is needed if the group is to cope with the factors under-
lying the stalled interaction.

SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

I. I wonder if the silence and anxiety I feel here are related some-
how to the way we handle threatening situations?

This intervention brings attention to the way"the group milnbers have
dealt with the discomfort of-the situation. In a sense, the leader
is pointing to a tdndency in the group to hide or deny feelings or
ideas that may be difficult toAndle. This could lead to a discussion
of how feelings are to be .exprillled ilithin the group.

2. I fee/ very uncomfortable. -Z\feel 110 everyone here is
waiting for the leader to tak oyez. I wonder how other

fl

*Repr\ ted from: Arthur M.

Incident ih Growth -u .s:

people feel.

Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
A Manual for Gro Leaders. La Jolla, CA:

University Associates, 1976.* Used wi0 permissio
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In this intervention the leader models the behavior that he/she would
like the group members to exhibit. The leader is trying to force members
to think about the issue underlying the silence--their defensiveness.
After.some discussion, the leader may direct attention to the extreme
dependency being shown when die members'fail to take responsibility
for the situatioh.

II

COMMENT:

Silence is an interesting-group phenomenon. In many situations, anxiety
and silence accompany an awkward situation. If the leader intervenes
too-early, the group is likely tobecome dependent. If the leader
doesn't intervene, the growing silence tends to raise enough tension
to prompt members to speak. Occasionally, as in this example, the
tension may he so high that its increase probably would not change
matters.

4
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Person 1:

Per n :

0

Person 3:

\Na.rson.4:

PersOn 5:
N,

Person 2:

ROLE' PLAY TRANSCRIPT 3
FALSE STAle

"I feel terrible latelyit's like I'm falling apart* I

don't know what to do. Things I touch--things I touch--
break. don't know, my life is just falling apart."

"Um. Weil, look at it this way.--life is like a river.
Sometimes it is straight and it is pretty easy.T But some-
times it goes round a curve and it gets pretty rough.

Sometimes it.gets dry when it doesp't rain. But, un, you
know,' eventually it does rain'eand thinis-straight9n Sut.
Maybe you'll feel better."

"Well, let's talk'about our feelings here. 'ron't.you think
you have to talk about feelings in order to get at annhing?
I mean, we never seem to,talk very much.about our feelings."

!Well, I have-something,to tell the group. Uh, well,"never
mind, you wouldn'e'be interested."

.ve

!I just wish-we had Some goals in here. Um, it seems like
we spend so much time:and we don't do anything. I jPst

wish we had something concreteire could do hereyhen we came
together." fl

"I think that,when people get tpgether, they closet talk about-
things. i think'people axe holding bagk."

. -
Silence follows.

*Reprinted from: Arthpr M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident .in Growth Gr9ups: A Manual for-Group Tomaders. La JofIa, CA:
University Associates, 1976. Used with permisiion. ,
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ROLE PLAY SHEET 4
.LOUD SILENcE*

CONTEXT:

This is another of the silences that frequently occur in the early
stages of group life. In this incident, members take "a flighinto
silence" to avoid facing the anxiety caused by their feelings 6f un-
certainty: Occasional,attempts to break the silence are unsuccessful.

INCIDENT:

Why don't we ta4 about sozethidg? 1 think we need more structure.

-The group gradually turns to the leader and one member says, Well,
why don't. you do something?

ISSUES:

At first glance, this request is one way of trying to deal with-the
problem of silence. But it also represents a confrontation with the
leader concerning the issue of authority and it shorn; a misunderstanding
of the members' and the leadei's responsibilities.

EVALUATION:

The leader's responsibility is to facilitate growth and not to create
comf6rt or tell the group what.to do. Depending on the leader's style
and assessment of the situation, he/she can intervene actively or can
remain silent. ,

If the leader remains silent, the group members will not be,able to
avoid their anxiety. The group can deal with the anxiety directly or
the members can continue as they were. In the first case, the group's
act.ton is constructive and establishes a good precedent for later problems.
In the second instance, if the leader feels secure enough to accept
some hoitilityp-he/she Can eventually help the members become.aware
that they can deal with the problem themselves.

*Reprinted from: Arth4 M. Cohen and
Incideni in Growth Groups: A Manual ftr
Univrsity.Associatea, 1476. Used wi

R. Douglas Smith, 3hcCritical
Group Leaders, La Jolla, GA:

permission .

ft
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SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. It is pretty uncomfortable in here. None of us knows what to
do. I get the feeling that-by turning to me you are trying to
escape some of the responsibility for the situation. What do
you think?

This intervention brings to the members' attention the real iseue involved
here. By soliciting responses, thii leader can focus on those that he/she
thinks might lead the group in productive directions, such as tha issues
of trust and dependency.

This situation has.Fotten more-and more awkward. I wonder if
any of you have thought about something you might have said
and What might have happened if you had said it?

By asking for imagined responses and consequences, the leader lay be able
to he1p the group relax. If the members do begin to share their idees,
the leader then can help them consider why-they did not do so earlier.

94MIRIT r.a*

This incident differs from the preceding one in that it exemplifies am
attempt to avoid the responsibility for handling anxiety by confronting
the leader. In this incident, the members dObt appear willing to handle
anxiety; in the previous incident they didn't seem capable of handling the
issue. Note that this emerges when the members trV to bdame the leader
for lack of progress. The 1r must be sensitive to these #ifferences
if he/she is to intervene approp Lately and successfully.

A
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Person

Person 4:

ROLE PLAY,TEANSCEIPT 4
ICCD SILDMSE*

:There's an awkward eilence; the group Members a4k
and shuffling arOund whenomeone says:

twe ta;k.about something?"

There'll; more eilence.,'
.

"I think we netd a little,mom stkucture.
thing to talk about."

More silence_and shuffling.
r-

.person'3....(Tb'tbe leader) "Weil! Why don.'t you

it?"

4

fidgeting

think.we,need some-

ao,soMething about

*Re intad from: Arthur M..;Cohen and 'EL-Douglas Smith, The
Inci ent in Growth Groups; -A Manual for Group Leaders. La
Un Tsity,Associa'tes,,1976.. Usea with'permission. A
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'ONTEXT: ,2

ROLE PLAY SHEET1
.44EADER OR MEMBE4'

,

This type of incident frequently occurs later in'the groundWork stage
after several Members have discussed personal issues. The issue is
whether or not the leader: is a memb44. Questions of membership and nolms
also are involved. , .mw

INCIDENT:

., . .

(To leader) We know something about everyonehere how about you?
die

..

Maybi; the leader Isn't supposed to talk:
-

,

Yeah, but still he should be able to say somethi

This is a complex.situation. Vie surface 'Issue clearly is or nOt
thithe leader wants tt. disclose someng about him/herself. A though there

be reasons to discIos something, the leadeishOuld recognize that he/she
joining the group at; a member if he/she does respond. Also at iSsue
the questioR of whether or not the norms of membership apply to the

leaderl Underlying bothof these issues is t question:of authority,
because the group memberS are seeking to est Iish equality with the leader
by asking for personal'information. ,

EVALUATION:

Because one of the issues here is whether or not the leader is actively
involved in the group; thAecision to remain tilent probably will be peen
as a negative answor. Por this reason and'also because the situatidn ks
a complex ohe that needs to be discussed in the group, ap active inter-

.
vention-is reclmmended.

SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS1,

1. I'm feeling a"little uncom.fortable and l4ke to tell ,you abOut
some of my fedlings. 'I really am tempted to share some things-with
you, but I think thA i. I do, I'd be.sacrificihg s?Tething that

!Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen'and R._Douglas Smith, The Cri al ;ncident
in_GtoWth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders.. ta.Joll.a; CA: Versity
Associates, 1976. Used with permission.'
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"Nowt..

-

_
\ .

.)
.

.

might help the grow in the long run. I'm not_sure-that joining
_the group as.a member is the best thing for me: to do.

/ f
This_litglf-0.saosure is similar to what the group was requesting. It.-

#itects the', group's attention tb.the.role of the leader and perhaps to
their feelings about the leader.

*r.

4
, .

:

2. X th4nic t4exeis more goihg on than juit get.ting 'to know some-
thing about everyone. I think that4f I tell you soaething about
ayself here, I'll.lose soap of my /Authority ip this group. That

iswhat I tftink'is happening her I X think you're gill trying to

pin me down so that you can compáie yourqelves with me. I wonder
if.that serves our long-xange joal of growth.'

V

4.

focusing on the authority issup--In particular, the memiers' attempts

o def3ne their position in grogp"-visia-vis the leaderthe leader

i focusing on a major ikliue. If the group-is not prepared to accept
the terpretation, defensiveness and hOstility ri?ay.result. If th.l_grOup- ,

is prepared, then a serious look at how,they'see their'roles may result.

3. There seam to be Mixed feelings in the group about whether or '

not I should respond. I'woncTer if you could tell us whA the
revons are"ifor your opini6ns.

This iiiiervention reflect's the unceirtainty and mAxed feelings that exist

in the group. bay 4king for comments from different members, the leader
throws responsibi4ty back to the-group. If sufficient di2Texences of
opinion exist, the.leader may be 'able to draw out Several issues involved .

elk
'here--self-disclosOre, mem6orship, andxelation to authority. . Notice thad
this interVentio unlike the firgt twv suggested interventions, edcCes

not inVolve A, sel 1ecloeurby the leadef.'
.

COMENT:
*

This is an issue that concorns:manY.grogp leaders. It highlights the

leader's precarious poiition--to grOw with the group and'still maintain
some distande fros.i,it.P;Although dQterent leaders choose differing degrees
of distance, there is agreement that the leader must bewareiof,becoming
"one of the gang." If the leader loses his/her authority, some of the
constructive tension.that helps the group grow is sabrifictd.

t-

I.

4
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ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 5
LEADER OR MEMBER*4

Person 1: "The group has really helped.me get in touch with these ,things.
I feekreally good about it.",

Ali:
4 Person 1:

'"Thank You."

really,' It islgreatl" . .

. 1

.

Person 2:- "I'feel I know soThing about'everyone here. All -except the
.

leader:" -
. 'IP4

. \ ,

Person. : (To the leader ) "What ibout you? I'd like to know something
about you."

. N

Person 2: (To the der) "Yeah,. I'd like.to get to know you betterit:

, -lersonally e, what kind of things do you like, or whit
0

i

bugs you?"

Person 4: "Well, maybe the leader's pot supRosed to talk."
t.?

Person 3: "Maybe. Still! (ry the leader) You should be able to say
something."

%Nob

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. dohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Tricident in Growth Groups: .A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:
University Assodiatesc 3076. Used with permission.
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CONTEXT:

R6LE PLAY.SHEET 6
_FLARE-UP*

As .1%e- members of a group Come to know each otherl-hostilities inevitably
'develop.. Often these-hostilitiOW are suppressed until the members are
Comfortable enough to expres4etstility. 'When hostilities b4in to emerge,
a group frequently responds by becoming silent, apparently frozen by the
confrontation.

INCIDENT:

Two mkmberS of the group are having an openoponflict involving strong
' emotions. ,

Your husband's henpecked!

I don't give a damn about your opinions!

At this point, the 'group falls silent.4rhile the two meibers continue to
exchange angry looks.

ISSUES: Ktio.

The most obvious.issue involves the hostile feelings existing between two
members. 'At least as imRortant id the seeming helelesess of; the arou,
when confronted by the'confliot. Because conflict resolution is'a goal of
a group, the appearance of a seemingly insoluble conpict may be threatening
and may stop further exploration of intense feelings.4.

. II

_

- EVALUATION: kt.
---..

4

.
t ., / .

.

:Vpe group eems unable to continue after this outbreak Of hostile feelings.

.PioIonqing e silence is not likely to unfreeze tte group,and may perpetuate
the hostile,feelings that exist: An'intervention is suggested.

SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. 1 think that we're Very-uncomfortable.with the fight that Dave
_ ,

and Diana. just had.. How are people in the group\feeling pow?
c 0 ,

-

There are two functions Rerfotmed by this interventiori. It helps reduce
the high level,oE' tensidh and it throws the issue back to the group.

*Repr from: Arthur 14:. Cdhen'andipR. Dou4las Smith, The CAtical
'In

UAiyersity-Asso ates, 1976.- Used with permission
Grou s: A Manual for Grou Leader's. La Jolla, CA:

4
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1

2. The co rontation that just occurred has been brewi
thi 'Feelings finally got so intense that they

very intensely. When they were expressed, We 'all s
wibhdrawn.. And now, here we 4re. What do we do?

for a.wh.ile,

ere expressed
.to have lk

This intervention is one tr;14 of portraying what happened in the group!
such, it may, help the.membero think about what they wore feeling when the,
incident'began and why'theyIwithdrew.

The group is really charged with feelings. 'have and Dianahave
feelihgs about ea9h'other. Some of the rest of us may be thinking
about Dave, others about Diana, others about what happened-. Wherq
do we'go with all of this? How do we hahdle it? To $ tei.t, I'd
lite to know what Davle'and Diana are thinking right mow...

'The timust of tas interpersonally focused intervention is-to get Dave
Diana to open-up about how they presently .feel. Not only would discus4on
help them talk about their feelings, but also'it would !make it'easier fdt
other group memberi to respond and to express the anxiety they feel.

COMMENTS:

Although the expression' oehostility Among
uncomfortable, it sign.ilfies that the 'group 44
focus on things other than the leader. This
4 'no longer an issuetthe members may be fiqh
Wbatever, the cause of,conflict;,the group must
the conflict to the point that oth i feelings are
conflict can be handled copstrUcti y,-thet no
conflicts can be established.

stell

members make& others...feel

Med_SufficiAntly
s not mean that authority
g for status in the glroup.,-

come immobilized.by'
ot'expressed. If the
for,handling furgther.

a
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4.

RdLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 'Et

FLARE-UP

Person l: "I'm just having a terrible time with my husband.' I have three

',tamale) children to bring wp and he is absolutely no'help at all. He

'stays out nights, and on weekends-r-heagoes out and gets druni

every weekend. It's Sust hell--jeust hell."

Person 2: q"Well, I'm sorry to hear about that, Dorothy. But hearing

'(female) 'about it makes me feel goad belpauseGgy Albert is just a worderful

man. He's always at home' on time and he helps around the house

and he's..."

,Person 3:

Person 2:

Person

a

(Interrupting) henfecked:"

Henpecked?

3; (With anger)

nagged. Yoti

this group."

Person 2:

PP%

Perso0 3;

Person 21

Person 3:

Person, 2i

Person 3:

"Nag?"

4r
What do you meao?e's henpecked?"

.
\

lit a

"What do I mein by-henpeckbd! Nagged', nagied,'

probably nag him just like you do everyone in

, ...,

(ndr the rest of this scene there itia lot of

between Person 2 and Person 3.)
J i

"Yes, just look at you! You're angry--you're

"I am note"

"Youqe angry; of cOurser. you're angry."

angfer t1 yelling'

yelling."

"Do you always have an opinion aboup everything?"

Person 2:# "Olooh,
to #

Silin

Aft

to hee with your Albert."

donit give, a damn aboilt your opinions and I don t want,

*more of them."

. *

*Reprinted'from; M.,Cohen and R. Douglas SMith., 141.e Critical

Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders. La413blla, CA:"

iniverelty asiobiates, l9715 Used with permission.
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ROLE PLAY SHEET 7
QUIET MEMBER*

CONTEF:

In the later phase .of the groundwork stgge, the d:isdussion turns to the
issues'of trust, sharing, and the norms for disclesing personal infor-
mation. Duri:ng this disclassion, o memberof the group has.remained
quiet, apparently fearful of joir4ng in'the discussion.

\

INCIDNT:

Several of the group members are praising the group and the way that taking
risks and revealing personal infordation has helped them. Severalmembers
note that Tamar Aas not participated and ask.her to join. Several Other-
members of the group defend her right to remain silent. Ag the group
divides oVer the issUe of whether or not she should participate, Tamar
sits quietly.

ISSUE:
0

The surfice'issue is whether or not a member should participate in the-N

41.8*

group_ ilhe_daapa-r----4.-seees---ftre-trust-and-mutibm-1---ccncern;"Ey-not-parttesi
,pating, -Tamar is,undermining the group processes that support trust and
intimacy. When the members try to coer0e her into talking,. they also,..
joldermine',the ncirms of trust and acceptance. The leade'r should respond,

the concernslof theAllividuaI 'member.(if he/she knows what they are)
and shoUld try to help group members understand their responsibilities to
each other.

EVALUATION:

#
A,

TWleader's evaltiptian 'of the situation is impprtant. If he/she thinks
thab the discusgion is becoming increasingly hostile, he/she may want taf
intervene. If, on the other handt, the members seem likely to colAinue
dfscusding how they,leel about Tamar's re(yal to participate, the leader
can remain silent. This miiiht allow theeembars to explore their own_
leelings about trust, risk=taking, and intimacy. If the, discussion
should provAnproductive, pe leader still can intervene.

%-k

V f

_

*Reprinted fromi Arthur M.
Incident in,rqwth Groups:
University Asiociates, 1176

Cohen and R. Rouglas Smith, The Critical
A Marival for Group Leaders. -La Jolla,

. Used with permissi,
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SUGGESTED MTERVENTION:

Let's take a look at what's going on Here, "We're, talking-About

trusting otimrs enough'to reveal petional feeXings, 'but thq way

wel-re talking is communicating just the opposite. I'm wondering
if you all are a Little hurt by Tamar's,guietness and perhaps, :

are angry at he-r, too-i

t-

, . ,

This states .an imp9rtant contiadi5tion biat'weeh the content of,the as-

cUssion and the process: Further; by disFussing the' precess'inyolyed,\the
jAiscussion focuses on the feeLingi 4 the group members whd ie willinTto,,---

, talk rather than on Tamar. +

.
;$ , N *

,t.,,, N.,

4',

2. Some of you say you're not comfortable with Tamar's,siIthVe,
You.don't want tp talk if she won't talk. .In whet iot;s1j4104

.. .',

, important?

COMMENTS;

,

°In '

t

,

41.
.

,

"--

/t is intereOing to,comparethis squation wit4=th e thivt,would haye
existed bad Tamar responded. - It hhe hid answarad,'the loader cOuld rein-
force Tamar for having pie cOurage to say something rathean 14Maininct,

, _

quiet. This could,lead into a fairlyypleasant discussion.° Athist. Ee--
cauAe

Tamar remained_k4leritthe leader had ,to,Igicusati

he/ahe could work., If this type oi' ssUpti,delielops

the same pereon,' the leader shbuld =mei seeIn that:me.
A.

.

S.

0

#

V
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ROLE PLAY TiANSCRIPT 7
QUIET MEMBER*

"You know, my family is reacting entirely differently than they,
used to. I hope it is something I'm doing. Maybe I'm reacting
differently because of this group. I think the group has been
so helpful. I've changed my way of doing things."

Pers 4 "Yes, the group's helped me, too. A lot of things here have
helped my life."

Perso 3 "I.have to agree that thing are going a lot better for me, top.
I am kind of glad at taking1 some risks and doing some things
I-was scared of doing."

Person "It'is really nice hearing from everyone. (To Person,4) Why
haven't yoU had something to say to us about yourself?"

(io response from Person 4.)

Person 3: (To Person 4) "Certainly you must have-something to say."

Person 4: "i don't really have anything to say."'

Person 1: (To Person 4) "You ought to make a real effort. That's what
it is all abqut."

Person . (To Person 4) "We all go about things in our own way. Perhaps
you're not ready to talk yet."

Person 1: "Well, it makes me feel threatened. We all take risks and
express ourselves. I never know what she's thinking aboutl."

41
Person 5: "That's true, btt it is her right. If she ddesn't want t6 talk,

she d6esn't have to:"

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Sm1th, The Critical
Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:
University Associates, 1976. Used with permission.
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LECTURETTE 9: STAGES OF GROUP
GROWT REVISIT%

We have looked at the varying dimensions of interventions and indicated
that the leader must continually reevaluate the appropriateness of his/her
interventions in relation to the maturity of the group. An insightful

. intervention is of no use if the group has not developed sufficiently
and the members axe not ready to espond constuctively. This lecturétte
introduces a model of group g to help the leader choose appropriate

. interventions.

Several models of group develop t that inclue from two to eight, or more
stages are described in the litera ure on groups. Although it is true that
'groups develop systematically, many of the stages can oc6ur at any time in
the life of,the group; therefore, e leader must remain flexible when
applying a particular model.

In the mOdel presented here, two ma n stages of group growth7:-..developing and
potencyare identified. Each of th se stages is divided into two
substages. The developing stage is composed of an initial apquaintance
period followed by a 4roundwork phase. Two substages, working and closing,
are associated with the potency stage. In the sections that follow, we
w4.11 discuss the behaviors that distinguish the diffrent stages.

DEVELOPING

The Developing Stage of group growth intides the Acquaintance and Ground-

work .Substages. During this stage, memb s go through the processes of

getting acquainied and trying to establish their relative positions in

the group. Positioning must be resolv4d before the group members can

take risks, assume responSibility for .their-actions, and benefit from the

qroup. This stage can be a long and often stormy period beyond which many

groirps never grow.

Acquaintance
06

During the acquaintance period, group members generally experience the

anxiety associated with finding themselves in a new situation. Two needs

tend to emerge in this period: to Seek guidlines for future action nd to

establish at least m4nimal cohesiveness among members. ConsequentkY,

discussions center aiound establishing goals and notms and around) the

frustrations involved in starting a difficult task. AS these di*ussions

continue, the group members also engage in superficial attempts tO "size

each other up" and to define their.statug in the groui relative io the

other members.
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Although pressures are exerted on each member of the group, the leader
is under a greater pressure to promide direction to the group. A common
response to a lack of direction is to turn to authority, and in a group
the presumed authority is the leader. The leader, should remember, however,

*
that too much direction-can-inhibit the members' opportunity to get to

'know each other and to exPeriment with new behaviors.

During-the acquaintance period, ipterventions by the aeader.generally
should facilitate the ,development of cohesiveness. Cohesivenesz.is
important if the group is to reduce substantially the level of tension and
to allow normal patterns of behavior to emerge. Interventions that en-
courage unity are usually focused on the tcRtal group.

Groundwork

After superficial acquaintances are m4de, the memberebegin to establish
their positi in the group. buring the groundwork period, the members
generally do t feel sufficientA, comfortable with one ariother to express'
hostility'tow each other, and, consequently, vent their frustrations
on the leader. By blaming the leader for their discomfort, the group
members avoid taking the responsibility for resOlving the problem them-
selves.

This is the most difficult stag* of group growth. The central.focus,
is on growth-producing activities: authority, sharing,'and responsibility.
Croups freqUently return to the same conflict again and again, always
attempting bo manipulate the leader into resolving the issue. If the
leader should fall into this trap, the members will never take respons
bility for problem-solving that leads to growth-producing activities,

It is difficult to-prescribe interventions that apply throughout the
Groundwork Stage; the leacler continually must reevaluate the group
situation throughout this peilodr4,-He/she must avoid nonproductive argu-'
wants with the group members and, at the same time, must lead them to re-
cognize that only they are responsible for resolving group problems. 'Group-
focused interventions are recommended and may move attention back to the
members, but they may also be viewed by the group as a "cop-out." Individual
and interpersonal interventions may be necessary to discourage inappropriate
behavior or to help the members'recognize how they'are relating to one
another. These interventions also may meet-with resistance and prove
to be ineffective. "Choosing an appropriate intervention depends on the
judgement of the leader and on his/her perceptions of the issul in-

,volved..
,

POTENCY

Potency is the second major stage. During this stage, group behavior
,is generally constructive and usually focuses responsibly on problems
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as they arise. Role positions-are fairly stable and interactions less

defennive than in the earlier periods. As the Potency Stage progresses

from the working to the closing periods, the group may be dble to relate'

external situations to internal group beha4ior. The-individual group

members should now begin ra.o realize that the group is no longer necessary

6, help them cope with their experiences.,

Working

The Working Sta.4e begins when the Ambershive established their posit ons

in the grodp, vis-a-vis both the leader and each other. Inaraetions

generally are".characterized by less defensiveness and by helpful interest

in one another.' Due to their previOue!_experiences with process issues,

the, group members often can recognize and monitor the process leading

to their interactions. Consequently, the Working Stage is typified by

increased personal feedback among the mee);;ers.

Interventions by the leader also tend to,be more Lndividually focused.

Ifigh-inisediacy interventions that may. have Been rejected or resisted

in the Developing 'stige ean work well in the Potency Stage. The leader

-dart be eldre interpretive witheut fear that his/herj.nterventions

be YeAakted inappropriately; however, interpretations that are judged

by the members,as "off thes mark" -probably will be identified.and re-

jected. the leader-shoula: be aware that a,.fa4p sense of accomplishment

may be present at this point and should be prepared to intervene*if this

.occurs. As a general rule, fewer interVentions will allow the partici-

.i pants to learn from their own experiences and will enhance successful

group growth.
,

r
Closing

In the Closing Stage,qreup members have identified eacli other's beh.4vior

pattlerns and are capable of manitoring their.own.actions without feedback.

As avresult',.grodp invol'vetent.during this stage is limited ta specific

problems and to,external generalizations.

Gradually, the members shouid realize that the group is no longer essential,

-"that they can cope on ;their\ coaltarn: the effective life of the group is over.

With/this realization often comes a sense of lass. Sometimes group mem?.

Baca will behave immaturely in response to this'sense of loss, attempting

ttitecreate a need for the grOup.

$

The leader n facilitate the closing of the group lin( helpiadtmembers.to

recegnize th4 a sense of loss is natural and'by ancouragingsmemSers

to consider themselves capable h'independence. The leader may want

to encourage warm expressions bf feeling eponq the members and to provide

a.sense of closure on the expiarienoe. Some structured exercises that;,

are went-suited far this Purpose are psesented later.
,
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COMMENT

The need to limit interventions has been eiaphasized at each stage;
although.silence in a group can arouse anxiety, the anxiety often facili-
tatea group growth. A-leader should encourage group members to become
respa'ssible for the proaresS of the group. Too frequent intervention
cap deprive the group members.of the growth necessary.to reach the
Closing Stage and to become, responsible for their own aceions.

A

4

4
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PURPOSE:'
AA'

EXERCiSE 23: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS*
PCTiNCY STAGE

1. To give the,,trainees practiceA.n producing and identifying-
the intensity and focus of i4iterventions

2. To eXpose the traineea to situations thy might encounter'
in a.group

4

3. To gille the trainees conficie4e in their ability to produce
effective interventions

SETTING:

The trainees have practiced.pr9ducing and identifying interventions in
a series of situations' similar to those that might occux in the Develop-
ingStageiof a group., Thii.emercie affords further practice in inter-
vening, but in situations more likely to occux in the Potency Stage.
This exercise taqpixes the trainees to imagine t.19 incidents.

MATERIALS:

Critical Incident Sheets

Paper and peXcils for each traipee.

PROCED"E AND PROCESSING:

A similar procedure,iS used with each role play in this section. Firs,/
the context of the everts preceding the incident is told to the trainees.
Then the trainees are told to relax and close their eyes and try to
imagine the scene tliat the trainer describes. In presenting the in-
cidents, the trainer should read the context and the incident, allowing
the trainees suffibient time'to,construct the incident,mentally. Then
the traineer are asked to write the intervention, if any, tlet they
would make. (Trainees can also present their interventions orally
as an alternative approach, but written work does ensure that all par-
ticipate.) Each incident is processed before proceeding to the next. -

,

*Critical incidentg' were adapted from Arthur-M. COhen and R. Douglas
Smith,,The Critical Incident in growth Groups: A Manual for Group
Leaders. La Jolla, CA: Universlty Associatgs, 1976. tsed sith
permission, *
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Processing focuses first on the issues the trainees think are important
and then on whether or not an intervention is required. Then Jthe
trainees' Specific interventions are discussed, iolth attentiOn pn
the focus, immediacy, placement of responsibility, and the likely
outcomes of each intervention.

CIPTION:

, As an option to this, the group can be divided into subgroups of three
to five People in which they,decide on an intervention as a group..
The trainer may wish to alternate methods for the various incidents
to stimulate interest in the activity.

Note: Trainers need not use all t1.26 incidents; they should tailor
the number of incidents used to the time available and to the interest-

.

Atlevel in'the group.
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..
CONTEXT:

CRITICAL INCIDENT 1
TFIENTY QUESTIONS* -

After-the group has started to work tprough the hostility and super-

ficial concerns often characteristic of.the Groundwork Stage, the members

frequently,try to find out about onevamother's personality. The style

of this exploration *ids to be nonhelpful and probing. There are no

, specific persOnality'styles or characteristics.involved because-all

group members tend to join in the questioning.' lkw

INCIDENT :

Aaron'is telling the' group about breaking up with hie wife,Susan:

Well, I Tivas really down,when she told me to.get lost. I mean,

we had been Married for only'a year and,here she.was'te4ling me

she coulcinq stand. me. I know that thingshadn't been going too'

well and 1 vever felt,like I rally satisfied her.' SO, that's

what mad me depressed.at tht time.

The group is ery interested and eager to learn more. Several pebple

ask Aaron que tiont:

"Then wh

"Are you

"What ef

"Weren't
A

"Were th

ISSUE:

Although the
questidnIng a
dividual. Th
result in con

EVALUATION

-The leader mu
and then must

:*Reprinted fr
Incident in
University As

t did you do?"

eiting a divorce?"

t did all this have on your job?"

ou making ehaugh money?"

Problems--Uh, sexual?"

3

change may appear helpful or .at:lea.st.well-meaning, the

oach tends to be more hixMful than-helpful for the in=,

.questions often center around senpitive issues' and rarely
4 .

tructive feedback for the-individual.

t decide whether or not the gipup is proddcing feedback

intervepe.in a way that makeslthe interaction more helpful

Cohen and R.'Douglas Smith, The Critical

A Manual for Grou LeaderS. La.Jolla,.CA:
Arthur M.

owth Grou s-
ociates, 1976 . Used with permissidh.
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while preserving the supportiveness of the group. Silence.by the leader
is n_7uggested.

SUGGESTED AINTERVENTIONS:

1. Let's ake a look at what's,going-on. It seems like we're
taki4 apart other people's problems h4 asking lots of
questi ns. Although thatlmay show that we are intereit6d,
I woi4er if there isn't sbmthing adssing.

s

, In this intervention, the leader recogni-zes that the groupilis expressing -

concern, but also that the cOncern isn't beinT expressed helpfully.
Thistype of intervention should stop the problem behavior aild prompt
the group members to consider what they haVe'ben doing.

2. Aaron, I wonder if you feel like this is helping you?

f This intervention Should relieve the person who presents -the p oblem
of the need to answer everyone's questiop. If he/she answers,in the
negative, the leader can help the group members consider how they can
ekpress concern More helpfully. If the' individual does feel tAat-he/she
is getting help, theleader can help the group explore how he/she is '
being.helped. The.telpusually is minimal, whichmill be evident after
some disctission.

COMMENT: F.

4

After the group has discussed the issues.thoxoughly, the leader should
direct attention.to different ways the group migbt resolve the i'ssue.
If the group can geneiate a solutiop, then a 'precedent will be set for'
subseqUent difficulties.

,
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CRITICAL INCIDENT 2
mEANwHTLE, BACK IN THE REAL WORLD*

CONTEXT:

Occasionally, dgring the ht.ddle stages of the group there may be a

discussion .that focuses an issues important outside the group. This

might reflect anxiety over the establishment of workable norms. In this

incident, several of the.mare anxious group membersr have avoided dealing

with interpersonal issues for the last few sessions. This session's

discussion has centered on a change in structure af local clinics

where the gioup memberS work. The state plans to exert more control

over these clinics by increasing the regulations and the number of

on-site inspections.
'4

INCIDENT:

Allen says:

So I think that the-statq commdssion isivining the local clinics

by adding all those rulei and regulations. We have_eiougb paper-

work already.

Helen argues:
A

We do have too much paperwork. But I think that the organiza,tion

is so bad, at least -in ourvclinic, that we could use more control.

Ted agrees withHelen:
4 '1

I also think we need more rules so we can organize thinps better.

I'd like to know just how much Oe have to take from the clients.

And our ca'S'eloads are too big.

A lot of interest.fs being generated in the group now. Sveral people

are ready to talk when7-
.(

Chuck iddp:

Our caseloads will get twice as big.' And with all those inspections,

they'll make-us do more paperwork, too. And they have po idea,

what a local clinic needs. I think that the state commdssion will

ruin'the clinics, even more than they already have, if they get

their way. That's how I feel about the restructuring that's going

on.

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen andR. Douglas Smith, The Critical

Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Gralup Leaders. La Jolla, CA:,

University Associates, 1976. Used With permission-.
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This 'type of discussion continues and it seems that everyone.has some-
thing to 'say about:this issue.

f

ISSUES:

4hould'the,leader let the discussion continue or refocus on more Immediate
concerns? The leader, must decide whether the talk about structure re-
flects the members' concerns over rules and structure in the group or .

is merely the r Wesponse to an emotional charged question. Whichever
is the case, the discussion is not productive for the group.

40
A. "

EVALUATION :
V.

If the leader allowi the discussion'to continue, it is unlikely that
the group will return more immediate concerns of its own accord.
Because thNifus has been on outside issues for a period of 'time,
this is probablY a good opportonity for the leader to intervene.

)

SUGGESTED IbdERVENTIONS:

1. If the leader believes that the group is absorbed in an inter-
esting discussion of outsidedMatters, he/she mdght say:

I have noticed that we have been focusing on outside is as
for the p,kast few meetings; 1 wonder if we are avoiding s
thiAg by doing this. I wonder if it helps uS to know each
other or just'gives us something to talk abou.t.

In this stagement, the leader attempts to prod the group to examine its
behavior. If there is resistance to this intervention, /that resistance'
may be the focus of another intervention.

2. If the content of the discussion reflects concerns that the
ripmbers have about the group but are hesitant to express directly,
the leader might say:

. -

'We seem to be spending a .lot of time lately on.the issues of
rules, structure, and enforcement of rules. I wonder if these
ideas express some of the concerns that we currently'have about
our group. Does anybody believe that we lack direction or rules?
What do you think?

,COMMENT:

Both interventions are aimed at refocusing the group on more inmediate
concerns. Even if the group's response to the interventions is poor,
the leader can accbmplish the change of focus with andther intervention
focusing pn-lhe lack ofsfeedback.
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CRITICAL INCIDENT 3
REVEALING FERT.INGS*

CONTEXT:

Another incident that may occur in the group during the'middle stages

concerns the c ntrol of emotionS and reactions to anxiety. -This usually

happens after e members are somewhat acquainted and norms of openness

and self-disc sure have been established. Some individuals may disclose

themselves mere readily and deeply than others. rf such disclosure

i
,sn t handled appropriately, it may inhibit the group. If,handleq

correctp, it can stimulate other disclosures.

iINCIDENT:

Early in4the sessio there is a briek silence. Barbaia begins to speak

in a quiet, rather shaky voice:

You know, I've a/ways had trouble getting cloise to people, 1 want

to be close to peolple but it seems I nevezquite make it. When

I was younger I dated a lot of men and slept with them because I

was always on the verge of falling in.l.ove with themr-but it never

really happehed; t'here was never a really close relitionship. I've .

got the same feeling now With the group, that I'm falling in lbVe

-wiph you. ButvTim afraid it will be like all the other times.

'Barbara stops talking and there is a long, 'heavy silence in the group.,

ISSUES:

This incident involves issues of personal expre'ssion, group support,

trust, and intimacy. The leader must support Barbara and draw out support

for her from the rest-of the grqup. ' The surface issue revolves around a

simple statement of an individual's feelings. The majornderlying issue

invelves the norm of risk-taking. 7

EVALUATION:

This is a tiMe when the leaders failure to resporfd might inhibit the

growth of.the groUp. An intervention is suggested.
4.4be.

;

*Reprined from:. Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical

Inciden$ in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders: La Jolla, CA:

University Associates, 1976. Used with permission.
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SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. BJrbara is talking about some real personcil fpelings. I'share
these feelings, but at the same time 1 feel uneasy talking
about them. I wonder how other people feel.

In this intervention, the leader acknowledges sharing some of BArbaxa's
feelings while also recognizing the riskiness of sharing. The leader's
disclosure of his/her diScomfort should encourage the otheeiembers to
participate.

2.( I looked around the group while'Barbara was talking,
noticed that some of you Looked a little uncomfortable. .ethink that therewere prObably a lot of mired emotions. I

-A think what Barbal-a said was important to hez-and she opened
up a lot. On the lother hand, maybe the group is feeling a
little pushed, worrying that you may have to share things
pretty soon. It seems that both Barbara and the group are
on the line.

In this intervention, the leader'points out the position of both Barbara
and the group: The intervention should facilitate some discussion.
4In that discussion, the leader may wish to point out to the group the
advantages of risk-taking. He/she may want to explore the anxieties
associated with this recognktion.

_

'COMMENT:

VThis is an occasion when the skill of the leader is impOrtant. By his/her
action, he/she can either foster or hinder growth. The leader's decision
is based on how well he/she sees wtiat is happening, and also on an estimate
of what action iS most likely to accomplish the goals that.he/she has
mind. The 4oal in this case is twoftIld--to facilitate group support and
encourage self-disclosure.

a



CONTEXT

CRITWAL ENCIDBNT 4
VERBAL BATTLE*

In this incident, which. usually occurs in the middle stages of a group,

one member demonstrates aggressive behavior. In time, this'"fighting

style" becomes evidentl'b the group anii eventually develops into,an

iseue that must be resolved if'growth is to occur. Often the resolution

is brought on by 4 confrontation with oneof,the other members.

INC IDENT
ci44,

Marne has never been very happy with what is happening in the group.

Today he hasn't said Much but has been fidgeting and moving around a lot.

When the group is about to begin a structured exercise, Charlie complains:

Do we have to.do this exercise? I'm bored with thissroup and

tired °of wasting time. I want something better. .

Debbie has heard Charlie's complaining befdre and she is fed up. ThiS

time she lets him have dt:

Charlie, you've spent the last three weeks complaining and being'

negative. Whatever anyone talks about is not what you want to

hear. You've done nothing in this group but bitch and ir am fed

up with it.

The group is surprised at Debbie's reaction and lapses into an awkward .4

4,silence.

Is SUE$

Charlie has been exhibiting a consistently aggressive stylq. Issues

that emerge when he ia confronted center on authority and the rights

of the individual.versus the rights of the group.

EVALUATION: \
The tension level in the group is high and,the atMdsphere iS defensive.

A prolonged silence woUld pot be conducive to the,risky behavior needed

to resolve the conflict. An intervention is suggested.
di

*Reprinted from: Artliur M. CAen and R. Douglas Sn4.th, 'The qritical

Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual:for Grogp Leaders. La ipl la, CA:

University Assodiates, 1976. Used with perm.i,ssion
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SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. Debbie has expr.ssed some strong feelings. How does this.Affect
the group?

`In this intervention leader breaks the silence and tries:to diffuse
, the responsibility fcjr fici:ng the problem.over the entire group. The .

feader may want to s ft the fodus to the whole question of constructive-,
-ly handling interpe sonal Conflict.

-

2. Cparlie, I suspec't the hassle you're having with Debbie is one
that you've had.before. I wonder you and Debbie could try
to tAlkabout what just happened?

A

COMMENT:

If the group can resolve this conflict constructively, it 1.13 a great
step towards 'enabling each. member to contribute whatever het/she feels.
The more that diverse styles can be melded, group, the more that
solutions cabe found for any prokblem that:might emerge. This isi
a good time to establish a precedent.

1 97
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A CRITICAL INCIDENT 5
NG THE LEA6ER'S INTERVENTION*

CONTEXT:

This-ipcident usually occurs toward the end of a group, rhen the issue
of authority isn't so strong as it was in the'vearly stages. The climate
of the group alloils-raembers to share leadership functions without arousing
hostility in the others.

INCIDENT:

Helen has been talking about how she can improve hex communications with
her husband and has decided on some sbecific exercises to try with/him.
John, who ip sitting next to Helep in the group, says:

4

think Helen should practi e in the group same of the exercises
she is going to work on with her huSband.

Bill nods agreement and adds, with a smile:

Yeah, and I bet I know what you'd like to help her practice.

The group laughs nervously and you the leader, intervene:

You know, I-Wonder if John and Bill are competing fow Helep.
At this point in the group, it is natural for you to leel some--
affection for each other, but-I wonder if competing for that
affection is the best way to handle .4.

MS

No one responds to the intervention for a few seconds. Then Stan
oamments:

I'think John felt hurt by what Bill said to him. No one picked
up on that, and I wonder wit?.

ISSUES: 410

On the surface this incident represents a member's Attempt to facilitate
group interaction. At a deeper level is the issue of a member assuming

, authority without provoking resentment from other members. This is a
sign of constructive growth in the group.

*Reprinted from: Arihur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:
Un ersity Associates, 1976. Used with permission
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EVALUATION:

The leader should leave same roodfor John and Bill and the other members
to respond. He/she may want to remain quiet until the entire issue is
discussed. After a time, however, the leader should make same comment
on the value of the member's intervention.

SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

-1. tl the pembers-don't respond to the interventiCn, the leader
may w4nt to encourage same 'response:

You know, that makes a lot of.sense tO me. I think my comments
were off target and that what Stan said is a lot closer tq the
importantvoart of what just happened. So, 1'4 hike to encourage
the group*o comment.-

/ *This intervention should both reinforce the kind of behavior Stan engaged
in and promote response from the group. If the observation is accurate,
the respoinse of the group'should be,rewarding.

2. If the member's do respond to Stan's intervention, the leader
c4n wait a.41 then comment:

would just like to'saY thafr think that What haa*just happened
is really'significant. I was-off-base with what 1 said and
Stan corrected me and added to what I sid. When he.did,, no
one seemed to resent his assuming leadership. Xarlier, there
would have been a lot of resistance. This time, 1 think that
John and all 6f the rest of us were ready to profit.

The purpose of this intervention 3.8 to highlight the importance of the
event and to reinforce Stan and the group for the amount of growththey
have made.

cor4mENT :
I.

This incident illustrates one of the-si s of group growth. When the group
can be selective about the leader's in ention and can respond to a
member's intervention, it demonstrate maturity. In order for this to
happen, the leader must be flexible ugh to surrender authority when
it is appropriate.

199
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CONTEXT:-

*

CRITICALINCIDENT 6
- Eiz,JA,/E.RF.to.Nqs*

. : ''' .
I.-

.The last, stages of the gioUp 4re marked by increased trust, 'cohesive- ::

ass, and'antimay. Negab4A-zt feel free'to ress intensely peisonal4,
feeizings t4ward eabh other t4at they w'ould nog express in%a-iess tfusting

f 'situation.
7

. . eV , '

S.

The group is' getting bff to a slow start today. After a Mlort period
of silence, jack takes a deep breath and looks, at Susa.n, (vho is sitting
on the other side of the room.

,Joar,

What I'd really like to know, he says:tc(Susan; is how 4ou are
feeling about me. Jack looks to the rest of the group and explains:
Lact night we ran Into each other in a bar. We didn't talk very
long but I felt some pretty strong feelings. It was a toincidence'
,to run into each other, bt4 it was more than'that--at least for ne.
I just haven't been 47016 to get it off my mind.

Susan looks down at the floor and begins hesitantly,

You know what I did after we met? I went home apd fantasized about
having sex with you. I guess that says a lot about how I feel.

ISSUES:

The most obvious issue involved is that of intimacy. Jack and lisan have

revealed themselves in an area that we tend to hide from others. It is
important to recognize that the expression of sexual feelings can be a
way to check on whether or not the,trust is shared; it can caUse awkward-
ness. If the group members pick up the discussion and continue to explore
their feelings ut each other, the leader may want to remain silent until
all have paxti z". ed. At some point, however, the leader probably will
want to talk about sexual feelings as they are symbglic of increasing
intimacy.

SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. If the group falls silent after Jack and Susan's exChange:

*Repriated from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas SmAh, The Critical
Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Waders. La Jolla,-CA:

University Associates, 1976. 1.Used with permission.--
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"AL

.Jack.and Suan are saylAosome.Pietty intimate things 6o-ea
oth'er..,,rnotice that sbmetting is holding the rest of'you
'beck. I wonder:if others share some of the saMp feelings and
fant4ies taward each other bat are afraid tor.tilk absut them.
Maybe-sexual feelings ar soNthing that ye have stayed awaY
from an'd should consider.

,

1

, The intention qf this intervéntthi is to legitimize discussion of sexual
. .

.

e feelings. They'.)are `much mdre dangeraas if.left Unspoken 1.n the group,
particularly if the group is-antiMate enough to discuis such feitlings,
nondefensively.;

2.- If the Asimbers,respdnd warmly to Jack and Susan's initial
exr-change or to the first inteeVention;

ed2e of-the hardest things you cin do is to get close to someono.
Jack and Susan have juSt. noW shared some very intimate feelings.
NO were abJe.to pick up on these'and them share similar feelings
with.each other. I feel good 'about this.

This intervention highlights the riSk and growth, involved in Sharing

intimate feelingt with.each other. ly rewarding the members for this
kind of'hoha%iior, the leader increaser the_ch$ncesthat it wilI recUr.

r

OOMMENT:

In4this situation, the statement of sexual feelings revealed a constele
lation of pirSonal feelin:gs that)mepberS felt for each other. Althbugh

the attempts at intimacy should 'be rewarded,' sexdal relationships can 0,
damage a"g,Foup.- MemberS who are SeXually involved w4h one another axe.
'likely to,be defensive and may-not/contribute as fully awthey shquld.
Solo appropriate limits concerni:ng sexual involvement, should be clearly

set.

F.

A

ae
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. CRITICAL INCIDENT 7 r

'HAVING AN IMPACT ON TgE REAL WORLD*

OONTEXT:

,

Thisi ;incident occuis in the final few sessions of a group. The members have
been:discussing the application of what they have done in the group to the
real world. Ons group member, who has been generally quiet and paspive When
faced with conflict, enteis the discussion.

INCIDENT:
VA

Fred has been listening attentively to the other members discuss some of
the proLlems they have faced. As usual, he has not joined in the dis-
cussion. During a lapse in the conversation, Fred straightens up in his
chair and*says:

I've been thinking about the difficulties that I've beeh having at
my job. I worIlr in a detention house, you know. When I.see those
kids getting pashed around, I can't stand it. I'm afraid that if
X say something, though, the rest of the staff will give me a hard
time. ,5

Jane, who often has been responsive to Fred's problene, asks:

,hbat do you usually do when you see the kids getting mistrea(ed?

After a hesitant silence and some shifting around in his chair, Fred
s e

01Oh--I don't know. X guess X kind of bottle things up and I usually
just kir4d of Oithdraw.'

ISSUES:

The two issues operating, here are the personal style of the withdrawing
- member-and the question of how group members can apply.what they have

learned. Both issues can be brought out.

EVALUATION:

,The leader may remain silent. The group should be able to deal with the
issues,involved withoUt leader direction. The process of working out thesie
problems is iNortant for establishing A style for the last sessions. If
progress isn't made, the leader may want to intervene.

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The CrAical Incident
in Growth Groups: itA Manual for Grout) Leaders. La Jolla, CA: University
Associates, 1976. Used with periission.
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SUGGESTED INTERVENTIONS:

1. Fred, coulc we explore alternativq wiys for you to express your
feelingts on the job?

Thie intervention encoJages Fred to elmlore his behaviors rather than avoid
that task.

2. Fred, instead of OithdratiA0.0-1-miladogir if ft ciauld ado0 a more
aggrqosive appoa9h. WeTfre spoken oft.hpyroblem before- Why
don't you give ms a specific situation softhat we could role

, play the way you ndght dee/ with-it?

This intervention is directed at olle way to resolve "real world problems"
within the group. Role playing and other techniques that allow the group
to focus on applications are a good way ,to spend the last sessions of the
group.

COMMENT:

V
Although the members may receive advice from the group/ it bay have little
effect when it is translated into action. An ongoing group can give and'
receive feeahack on attempted solutions to problems. Therefore/ problem
behaviors should be dealt with regularly.. If the member encounters dif-
ficulties in applying what he/she has learned; the group can be a place
for him/her to work-on the problems and possibly to find other solutions,

20
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I.

PURPOSE:

1.

ISE 241 ;PRACTICING FACILITATION SKILLS
4

,1.. To' prt*ide practice in intervening in, s411 groups

2. To provide an dpportunity for feedback on inVivention Styles

/
3. TO provide, a forum for tralilees to discuss issues ofinclusion,

control, ind.affedtion in the training group .

SETTING:

This exercise follows the intervention practice section where trainees
responded to simulated group situations. It shOuld give the trainees-
a chance to put same of the-intervention concepts into.practice within
an ongoing groupP discussion. It also should alliow some input from the

trainees on how they feel about the course to date.

MATERIALS :

Paper and pencils for each trainee

Copies of tha Inclusion, Control, and Affection Norm Sheet for
each trainee

FaXEDURE

The trainer solicits volunteers from the group of trainees to be "facili-

tator for the moment." The trainees form a circle with an empty chair.
oft,

for the traihrex,. The trainer sits outside the group and the "facilitator
for the momant"leads the trainees in a feedback session using the ICA
Norm Sheet. After the temporary leader has made a few interventions
(after about five or ten minutes), the trainer moves to the empty chair
and helps the group give feedback to the temporary leader about his/her
interventions. Following this feedback/ th2 trainer leaves the circle
and another "facilitator for the moment" coNinues the feedback exercise.

This procedure is repeated until time runs out. Trainees ibould be in-

formed ahout the procedure for this exercise-before they begin.

PROCESSI.NG

Processing of this exercise occurs whenever the trainer enters thegroup.
Processing ahould, focus on members' reactione to interventions that were

made. Groupmembers can be encouraged to suggest alternative interventions.

204 2 19



INCLUSION:

I

INCLU$ION, CONTAOL, AND, AFFECTION
(ICA Norm Sheet)

How close doe you feel to the center of the 9roup?

How close do you think others are to the center-of the
closer than you? Who is not so close al. you?)

group? 001bo is

4

How do you feel about your poition.in the group? About others' positions?

,*
Where. would you like to be in the group? What is the ideal position for, you?

CONTROL:

If you had to pick one person as the leader of your group, wh woul0 it be?
-

Who is the most active participant in your group?
)

Who in your group spends the most energy organizing.you to get tasks
accomplished?

Who in"your grQup focuses most on process: that is, who others,
does maintenance work, etc.? c-Th

.

.

1 \ .

Is there arh' conflict over who is in charge or control of the grov? If'
so, lbw is that conflict manifested in your group.int4faction?

AFFECTION:

What positive feelings do you have toward other group members and tard
'group as a whole?

yoi expressed these feelings? In what way? How have you,held back
feelings you have had?

What has made it easy or difficult for you to express positive feelings in
the group?

Have group Members expressed positive feeli.ngs toward you? In what.way?
How'did you feel? How did you react?

c
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EXEROtfE 25: ORZTIC6,.1NCIDENTS,
ROLE PLAY

PURPOSE:
Y

1. To,allow,the trainees to practice intervening in an ongoing
roip-played s4tuatison

To torovide trainees with.an opportunity to generate and discuss
incidents similar to those encountered in their olikal groups at home

SETTING:

The trainees alreadyLhave practiced making written and oral interventions
in redponse to a variety of critical incidents prepared by the trainers.
Inthig role play exercise, trainees can be encouraged to'create incidents
that aiie esXecially relevant to those they have encountered in their own
groups. This shoUld be etergizing and also should provide an opportunity
for trainees to disqups problems that fregueritly occur.

MATERIALS;

None

PROCEDURE:

The larg roup is divided Into subgroups of four or five members each.
Each subg oup spends about fifteen minutes creating and rehearsing a
cri;ti9r41 incident that might occur in a process group. When the subgroups
have prepared theirrole plays, the entire group reassembles and 'each
subgroup presents its role play. One of the trainees is designated to
lead the group that id role playing while the other trainees1 serve as
process observers. This procedure can be repeated until each trainee

has a chance to lead a group;

PROCESSING:

After each role play, the traiher should solicit feedback for the trainee

who was the group leader. Repeating a role play can be helpful when
alternative interventions have been suggested. Further, the role plays

may generate content topics Worthy of discussion. I processing the

exercisetrainers should be sensitive to such 'issue4 as well as to the

process issues involved.
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UNIT IV/MODULE 11
CLOSING

1. To provide tbe trainees wilth some
experience

2. To give feedbato the

3. To give feedback to the
'them

4
OBJECTIVES: V

closure on thei. training

trainers aboUt tbe trablin4experience

traibees about how other trainees see
ra

1. Each,trainee should Mention at least one positive and.one
negative aspect of the training experience.

2. Each traineeishould giVe some fiedback to each ctherl t.rainee.

. Each trainee should receive some feedback from each other
1.trainee.

s

a



OVERVIEW UNIT IV/MODULE /l*
CLOSING

This Amit is designed to provide the trainees with,some closure of their
traifiing experience. Because much of the training has been experiential,
fairly intense feelings are likely to have developed among the trainees.
An opportunity'to share these feelings is a satisfying way to provide

'closure to tti6 tmaining and alsOcan help the trainees realize how much

. they have experienced together as a group.

Four closilig exercises have been provided. We suggest that trainers use

Exercise 26 and any of the other three. Using all four exercises could

.prove tedious

Exybise 26 is a good opener for the closing phase. It is a relatively

structured forum in which the trainees can express their thoughts ana

feelings about the training. The focus, thep, -is on content and on the

workshop rats than trainees.

In Exercise 27, the focus shifts to the trainees. As they.decide who

'they would choose as-the group leaAer if, such a choiee were necessary,

, they should review the various skills and the complexities involved in'

leading a group. Further, the' trainees can use the exercise as 4 format

in which to give each other positive feedback.

txercise 28, Closing Fantasyl, provides a further chance to share feelings.

The fantasy format Should relax the atmosphere so that the trainees feel

comfortable enough to exchange some feelings.

Finally, in Exercise 29, each of the trainees has a last chance to give

and receive positive fedback. The exercise is struetured so that each

trainee is the focus of feedback from the whole group. This can be a

powerful experieAce that leaves a lasting impression; it is considered

a good way td" end the-workshop. Both this eiercise and closing fantasy

can be used when the trainees lead their own groups.

/
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MODULE 11: AOSING

TIME/MATERIALS ,

10 mdnutes

nit IN4Overview

Goals and Objeq-,
tiwes

30 minutes

Completing Sentence
Stems Instruction

tlewsprintith sen-
tence_stems writte
on it

20 mLinutes

Choosing a Leader
Instructions

30 minutes

Closing Fantasy
;nstructions

TRAINER ACT

,iNTRODUCTION TO UNIT TV
MOIDUSE 11: CLOSIG

Intvodtice the unit and modthe
and the.goals and objectives

S OUTLINE

using the overview

EXERCISE 2: COMPLETING SENTENCE STEMS

Explain-the purpose of the exercise,

Describe the procedure:

Let's begin the exercise with some feedback from you
about what you think of the course. You can use the
sentence stem.c printed, on this newsprint, although,
of course, any feedback is welcome.

Begin the exercise

EXERCISE 27: CHOOSING A LEADER

Eplain the purpose of the exercise.

Discuss the procedue:

'Think about the skills that have been discussed
during this training course. Select the group
member whom you would prefer to have as a leadet
(fie you were in a group. Think about the qualities
or skills that make that person Stand out. We will
then discdss these qualities and, if you like, you
can name the person you selected.

Begin the exercise.

Remember to insist that specific reasons be given
for each choice. You may want to list the different
reasons given.

pLERCISE 28: CLOSING FANTASY

Explain the purpose of the exercise.
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TIMEIMATERIALS TRAMER ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

.

)ksk the trainees
can relax apd be
close their eyes
.will read.

\

to find a quiet place where they

comfortable. .Then ask them to
and:imagine the scene hat you

Read the scene from the, exercise instructions

AlloW trainees to tell their thoughts and feelings

to Ione another.

30 minutes

Last Impression
Instructions

EXERCISE 29: LAST IMPRESSION

Explainthe purpose,of the exercise.

Introduce the exercise:

4,

I'd like us'to spend some time summarizing the

experience,we've beenthrough as individua and

as a group Each of you can have,the oppo unity

to give'eyery other person some positive fedback

on the last week's eVent. That is
%
tell some of

,

the thoughts, feelings, and Trpmories of the,person

that you will takg with you when you leave. Let's,

begin, each,person giving feedback to the .prson on

my right. After we have gone around:the group,

1we4/l turn to the next persdn and so on.

Begin the'exercise.

.?)

CLOSING

Because the last exercise was probably a cery powerful

experience, you may want to limit your closing comments.



EXERCISE 26:

PURPOSE:

LETING SENTENCE STENS

1. To give trainees a Chance to express some thoughts and feelings
that theY have about the training prograM.

2. To give the trainers feedback on the training workshop

SETTING:

This is a good exercise with which to begin the closing phase of the group.It is designed to elial,t both feedback on the cCntent of training aft
some general feelings about the workshop. It is a nonthreatening s uationand should stimulate discussion aong group members.

MATERIALS:

One piece of newsprint with the sentence stems written on it

PROGEDURE:

The trainer can introduce this exercise by asking the trainees to give him/hersame feedback on what they think about the course. lie/she can promote
discussion by turning to the newsprint and suggesting that they use'the
sentence stems provided. -Any feedbackl, of course, is, welcome.

Some sugg:ested sentence stems are these:

I liked . . .

I didn't like . . \

1" plan to use . .

I would change . .

PROCESSING:

, The trainer need not process this exercise very much because the comments
will be straightforward and the ttainees should be able to take the initiative
at this point.



ft

EXERCISE 27.: ,CHOOSING A LEADER

PURPOSE:

1: To give the trainees an opportunity to-reflect on the different
skills that' they learned during the training sessions

2. TO give trainees positive feedback as they complete training--`--

SETTING:

This training has involved a considerable &mount of experiential learning
that was designed to help trainees develop a feeling of being part of a
group. ThiA is the first of several exercises designed to provide the
trainees with an opportunity to express feelings that m4y have developed
over the course of the training.

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE .

The trainer can take,a few moments to summarize the skills that they have
covered in training. Then he/she invites each trainee to think about
the training and to select the trainee that-he/she would prefer to have
45 a leader if he/she were to be'in a group. Ask the trainees to th4.nk

about why they would select that personwhat, qualities or,skills make
that person stand out. Then, have the group members discuss the reasons
that they have noted. If ttiely like, they can name the trainees they

selected.

PROCESSING:

-k

. *
ta processing this exercise, the trainer doesimoineod to intervene much.

Trainees should be open at this pOint and shOgid be able to express positive

feelings. The trainer should insist, howevei., that specific reasons by

given for each choice. He/she may want eo list thedifferent reasons

given.

a
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PURPOSE:

EXERCISE IS: CLOSING FANTASY
-

414.

To provide.the trainees with a chanci:to share their feelings.with ome
another

SETTING:
ta.

This exercise also is intended to give the trainees a chance to express
some of the feelings that they have developed for one another during the
training. sk,

7

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:

The trainer asks the trainees to find a quiet place where they can relax
and be comfortable. 151-e/she then asks them to close their eyes and imagine
the following srne:

N. 1 4

The training week Is over. You have finished the course. All the
frustrations, all the anxiety, all of the happiness of 'the week are
finished. Many of the people,with wham you shared 'the week are
leaving. You may never see many of them again. You walk out of
the building and get into your car. As you start the engine and
begin to drive away, you look in the rearview mirror. You see the
people with whom you spent the week. They are growing smaller and
smaller In the mirror. As you drive awayi think about what you wish
you had said to different people before you left. After you have
thought of the things you wish you had said, open your eyes and
begin to tell the pedple around you some of those thoughts and
feelings.

PROCESS

This exerci generally requires very little processing.
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PURPOSE:

tr.

EXERCISE 29: LAST IMPRESSION*

1. To give the trainees an opportunity to express feelings before
they leave

0
2. To provide a sense of closure to training

SETTING:

This exercise is a useful way of closing training. Each trainee receives
and gives feedback to the.oihers, With the training nearing its end, the

, feedback usually is quite positive. An exercise such as this can give
the trainees a sense of completion and can leave a strong impression.

MATERIALS:

None

'PROCEDURE:

The trainet can introdu*ce this exercise in a manner likely to elicit
positive feedback:

A,

ird like us to siend some time summarizing the experience we've
been thrqugh as individuals and as a group. Each of you can'have0
the oppatunity to give every other person some positive feedbadk
on the last weekis events% That is, give some of the.thoughts,

4
feelings, and memories of the persen that you-will take with you
when you lealne. Let's begin, each person giving positive feedb:pek\
to the person on my right. After We IzAve gone around 'thegroup,

we'll turn to the ne2t person and so on.

:PROCESSING:

The trainer can remain in the background for this exercise. When the
group has finished, the trainer may wish to make a closing statement
of his/her own. Because this can be a very powerful experiepoe, such
Closing c9mments should be kept to a minimum.

*W. C. Schutz, 34y:
a

Expanding Human Awareness. New rork: GrbvePress
Inc. 1967,

%
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,APPENPIX A-

SELFINSTRUCTIONAL EXERCISE
GXViG FEE04AC

Trainers: If you think the particiiants need
additional work on communication and feedback
'skills, use the following self-instructional
exercise in feedback, .If you think thedtraindee
need'more than this, use thit infoimation ii
"The Procd4s of Communication," Appendix 13,

-to help thdm developthese akills. Also
cluded is an,exercise on feedback that may pSove
useful.°

4
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Orl'IONAL SELF-INSTRkTIONAL EXthiCISE

GIVING FZEDBACK.

1. Tb chollplete this exercise, begin to read in tha

tap frame on the first page and move to the top

frame on the second page, then on to the third

page andso forth. When you come to frame 10

on the top of the last page, return to page 1

and read the middle frame in each page. Then

return to frame 21 at the bottom of page 1 and

read an the bottom frames.

In most of the frames you will fimi a question

in the form of fill-in-the-blanks. Sometimes

they viz= be multiple choice, mid you wilt have

to choose from two or mo;e answers. Write your

answer in each frame and then turn the page to

check it and to begin the question in the net

frame. All answers will appear to the Left of

the neat frame. As,you work, you may lgok back

in the booklet to reread sections you dU not
understand or to Look fbr an-were to questions

in this booklet.
Abve to topL frame, page 2

feedback

11. The first rule of describing your feelings is

to(use statement's that contain "I," °me," or
Sentences thatdo tiot oontain these per-

sonal words are:mot descriptions of your feelings.
Whick,of these statements is a description of

the piiiaker's, feelings?

a) "I am annoyed by what

b) "You are obnoxious.?

Move

you .said."

to middle frame, page 2

,I am mad that
you are Amts.

Try to be on
time hest week.

22. It is tempting to tell your clients what to do

Or to demand that they beliave inA certain way.

In the long nine however, it is usbally better

for the counselor to make suggestions and to,let

the client decide whether or not to adOpt the'

sUggestiOns. This helps the client learn to be

responsible for his/her own life. The counselor

can share ideas and Information but the final

decisions should be made by the

216

Move to bottom puma, page 2
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2. Giving feedback as a counseloz meansletting the
%client know how you respond to his/her behavior.
If the client is to continue discussing important
personal ideas and decisions with you, it is
iwportant that you give feedback in a way that is
not threatening and does not put.the client an the
defensive. A client who feels threatened (will/
'will not) be likely to return.and talk openly.

Move to top frame, page 3

Page 2

a)

12: Another rule for describing ydiar feelings is to name
the specific feeling. Mally people axe good at ex-
pressing their feelings but not at describing the
specific feeling. That is, many things people
say or do express a,geeling without naming the
specific feeling. "Shut up!" and "No one pares
about me" are statements that express feelings,
but the specific feeling id not.

'

Move to middLe frame, page 3

client

22. 'Skillful requests are one way for die counselor
to share information with the client. Qf course,
skillful requests do not always work. Sometimes
you have to take a hard line and demand that a 4
client change tis/her behavior, especially when
he/she is violating clinic rules. But'skillful
requests are a useful tool for the coundelor t,AD

have. The two parts to a skillful request are
(1) and , (2)

Move to bo tom frame, page 3

7
ihe
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will not

Pave 3

3. This booklet discusses some skills that will help
the'counselor give feedback in a constructive way.
One skill that can help,a counselor give feedback

to a client in a nonthreatening way is to use
behavior descriptions. Using behavior descrip-
tions means describing the client's specific,

observable behavior. .

"You missed two appointments la'st month" (is/is not)

a behavior des=iption.

Move to top frame, page 4

named,
described,
identified

13. 'There are many ways of expressing fee;ings, both

verbal,andsnonverbal. You can blush, fidget in

the chair, look away, clench your fist,- clench your

teeth, smile, or frown. A careful observer can

see these behaviors but will be unable to tell

for certain what they mean. Assumptions about

what feelings such behavior expresses are often

the start of misunderstandings. These misunder-
standings can)oe avoided if the speaker names and

identifies his/her specific feelings. Expressions

of feeling are (more/less) difficult to interpret
than descriptions of feeling.

Move to middle frame, page 4
J

.

23. What are three skills for giying feedback that

1) stating what we have discussed so far?

the requester '-

feels or 1)

experiences.

2) suggesting
change.

2)

3)

liave to bottow piane, pa& 4



Page 4

It is a
-behavior
description
because it
describes

*.specific, ob-
servable be-

111

4. "You are not very responsible" (is/is not)
a behavior description.

. Move to top plaiw, page 5

more

14. Which of these statements id a description of
feeling?

a) "I am bored with this workshop."

h) ".This is'a terrible workshop."

Move to middle plame, page 5

1) behavior,
descriptions

2) describe
your own
feelings

3,_skillful
requests

24. A fourth skill for, giging.feedback-is to avoid
abdolute statements. Absolute statements usu.-
ally incltide words like "should," "mutt,"
II always," "never." Which of these statements
is an absolute statement?

a) "You must not marry an older woman."

b) "What ake your thoughts abot%ommarriage?"

Move to bottom ;),ame, page 5



Page 5,

It-is not a
behavior
description
because it
does not
describe
specific, ob-

, servable

behavior.

5. When *ou say to a person, "You are not very re-
sponsible" you are talking about your opinion of
the other person's behavior, not about the be-
havior itself. You are making a judgment about
the person's behavior. Qne of the rples of a
good behavior, descriptionds that it does not
convey a of the person's behavior.'

Move to top frame, page 6

a)

In b), the
specific A

feeling is not
named or
identified.

15. Statements like, "This is a terrible workshop,"
, express a value judgment. People might argue
with your value judgments, but no one can argue *2
with your feelings. "I*am bored with this work-
shop" is a description of feelings and (does/
does not) make a valid judgment.

Move to middle fraze, page 6

a)

25. The counselor.who uses absOlute statements it
often pretending that hO/she "knows best" and
is full of answers. The greatest benefits of
counseling, however, come in exploring' the prob-
lems and looking for answers and solutions.
Your willingness to discuss an issue with a
client and to keep the issue open can often lead
to deeper, more.meaningful interaction. Which
counselor statethent is more likely to lead the
client int4.a discussion of the problem?.

a) "maybe it's time to consider changing jobs."

b) "You should change jobs as soon as possible."

Move to bottom frame, page 6
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edgment

Fa2e 6

6. In our daily lives we often say things like
"that is a lousy idea,"' "you are a great guy,"
or "that was-A good comMent." Are any of these
remarks examples of behavior descriptions?

Yes Dr No

Move to top frame, page 7

16. T14...610 rules for describing your own feelings
are:

. does not

1)

2)

1

Move o middle fremit, page 7

26. :What are some words tEat characterize absolute
statements?

Th

Move.to bottom frame., page 7
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Page 7

NO, all of the
comments make
a judgment
rather than
describing
what the
person did.

The client should feel tree to express biz/her
thoughts and problems without worrying that the
counselor is sitting in judgment. You may want
to describe your reactions to a client's behavior,
but you should try not to be evaluative. Using
behavior descriptions helps the counselor avoid
labeling things as good or bad, right or wrong,
smart ox stupid. Focusing on behavior is es-
pecially important when the feedback you are

Ntiving is negative. Which of the following
statements focuses on behavior and is the least
judgmental?

a) "You are a disagreeable bastard."

b) "You have disagreed with the last three
comments I have made." Move to top frarne_, page 8

1) Use "1,"
"me," or "my."

2) Name the
specific
fdblinv

17. Which of these statements are descriptions of
feelings?

a) "Everyone likes you."

b) "1 am annoyed_by what you said."

c) "I think he is crazy."

d) ("Stop bothering me!"

e) "your remark hurt me."

fr Moeva to midd Le. fame, page 8

should.,

shouldn't
must, al-
ways, never,
ought to,
(and many
others)

sr

27. What are the four skills for giving feedback that
we discussed?

Move to bo om frame, page 8
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b)
8. Focusing on describing behavior helps prevent

you from making judgments. It also prevents you
from exaggekating or generalizingsamother person's
behavior.

"You are never on time" (is/is not) a behavior
description.

Move to top frame, page 9
Afte

b) and e)
In a) there'is
no "I," "me,"
or "my," and in
c) and d), no
feeling is

asued.

28. So far wa have presented two skills that are
helpful in giving good feedback. What pre they?

1)

MoVe to middle frame, page 9 L

1) use behav-
ior descrip-
tions.

2) descrribe

your own

3) use skill-
ful requests.

4)*avoid ab-
solute state-
manta.

This is the of the program on giving feedback.
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is not--there is
not specific,
observable be-
havior. "You are
never on time," is
an example of
generalizing
about another
person's
behavior.
"You hav been
late toour last
three meetings,"'
is a behavior T

description.

6

9

9. Which of the following are true of behavior
descriptions?

a) They shouldADe used only when they make
people feel better.

b) They describe observable behavior.

c) They help one avoid being judgmental.

d) They help one avoid,exaggerating or
making generalizations.

0

Move to top ftame, page 10

IMM,

1) use behav-
ior descrip-
tions.

.2) descirbe
your own
feelings.

19. We have seen that behavior descriptiCris and
desCiibing your own feelings are useful skills
in giving feedback. A :third skill is to Use
skillful requests. A skillful request has two
parts: (1) a statement of What the requester
is feeling; and (2) a suggestion for change.

f

Which of the follqwing is a skillful request?
4

) "1 am mad th4t you are. fate. Try to be
on time next week."

101 "You're late! Don't ever be late again
when you come to see me."

I .

4

Move to mtddze pvgne, page 20

ft

e

-
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c, and d

Facie .70

10. We have seen that using behavior descriptions
is useful in giving constructive feedback. A
second skill useful in giving constructiveleed-
back is to describe your own feelings. Like
behavior descriptions, describing your own
feelings is an important dkill for giving

),

Move to middle frvone, page 1

a)-b) doss not--7.--

state what
the speaker is
feeling. b) is
also a oammandr
not a sugges-
tion for change.

,
20. In they dkillful,request below, circle the part

that states what the re4usster feels and under-
line the suggestion for change.

°I am mad that you.are late. Try to be on time
next week."

Move to bottpm frame, page.1

4m.
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APRENDIX

THE FaCESS OF COMMUNICATION

MIINTRODUCTION /

This paper digcusses three perspectives on the process of interper
oommunication. The first section consists of selections from W. W. er
Burke's article, "interpersonal Communication,'" in whiCh he notes s
of the problems that people halie in trying to communicate and also
discusses a few way* to improve our capabilities as communicators. The
almond section describes the two levels inherent in any communication,
that of content and.that of procesi, and focuses'on three aspects of
procesa skills that trainers can use to encourage open, spontaneous
behavior. The third section discusses the concept of "feedback":
eight feedback rules that can be used to facilitate interpersonal
coMmunication, steps to follow in giving feedback, and some common
problems that,can binder efiective feedback. .

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

piterRersonal CoMmunication--The Sender

Comitlion, by definition, involves at least two
indi s, the sender and the receiver. -Consider
yorrself, first of all as the sender of some message.
There are certain filters or barriers (internal) which
determine whether or not the message is actually trans-
mitted. These barriers mar be categorized as'follows:
(1) Assumptions about yourself--Do I really have same-
thing to offer Do I really want to share the infor-
mation? Will others really understand? How will the
communication affect my self-esteem? (2) Attitudes
about the message itself--Is the informlitionvaluable?
Do I see the informdtion correctly, or understand it
well enough to describe it to others? (3)Sens3ng the
receiver's reaction--Do I become aware of whether or not
the receiver is actually understanding? Or in other
words, can.I "sense" from certain cues or reactions by
the receiver whether or not we are communicating?

Now consider yourself as the receiver. As a receiver you
.may filter ot not hear alpects (or any aspect for that
matter) of a message. Why? Because the message may seam/ unimportant or too difficult.t\Moreover, you may be selective
in your attention. For example, you may feel that the Sendet,
is being redundant, eo you gOit listening .after the first
few Itiops. You may be preoccupied with something else,
Or your fC4tering or lack of attention may be due to your

.

past experience with sender. You may feel that "this
guy has never made a in his.life and neVer.willr

dr

*Reprinted from Training of Trainers, revised edition; Ann R. Bauman,course developer; Normandie KAMAZ, editor; National Drug,Abuse Center, 1977.
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Many times the reCeiver.never makes use of his "third ear."
-71tis, trying to be sensitive to nonverbal' communication.
The sender's eyes, gestures, and sometimes his overall posture
communicate messages that the inse\asitive listener never
receives.

There mai, be barriers that eXist between the sender and the
e.g.,,cultural differences. Environmental condi-

tions also cause barriers, e.g., poor acoustics. -140re
common, however, are the differences in frames of reference/
For,exaMple, there may not be a common understanding of put.-

,

pose in a certain communication. You may ask me how I'm
feeling today. To you the phrase, "How 'ya doing?" is nothing
more than a greeting. However!. I may think that you really
want to know and I may tell you--possibly at length...

There is a fairly small'percentage of people who speak articu-
lately and clearly enough to be understood most of the time.
Most of us have to work at it, especially when"we are attempting
to communicate a Message which is fairly abstract or when we
want to tell something which is quite personal or highly emotional.
In sending the message effectively, we must do two things simul-
taneously, (1) work at finding the appropriate words and emotion
to express what we want to say, and (2) continually lock for
cues from the listener to get some feedback even if we must ask
our listener for soMe.

.14 Listener

In considering interpersonal communication, we might, at first
thought; think that listening is the easier of tbe two functions
in the process. If we assume, however, that the listener really
wants to understand what the speaker is saying, then tbe process
is not all that easy. The basic problem that the.slistener facos
is that he ii capable of thinking faster than the speaker can
talk, In their Harvcred Businase Review article, Nichols and
Stevens state that the average rate of speech most Americans

is about 125 words per minute. Most of our ing processes

involve words, and our brains 'can handle many e words per

minute than 125. As Nichols and Stevens point #.t what this
means is that, when we listen; our brains recei6 words at a

very slow rate compared with the brain's capabilities...

Thus, a fundamental problem the listener must consider In the
communicative process is the fict that _his brain is capable of
responding to a speaker at several different levels simultaneously.
Naturally, this can be an asset to the listener rather than a
problem. J'w example/ t14 listener can attend to noriverbal cuep

4 the speakategives, e:g., facial expressiong.gesture, or tone of

voice, well es lfsten to the words themselves.



#
Besides a highly active brain, an effective li6ener has another
factor t97.eoisider in the communicative process. This factor
involves'the process of tryisg to perceive what the speaker is
gaying, from his point of

*

s

The Tendency to' Evaluate
-A"

AccordIng,to Carogtrs, a leading psychotherapiht and 'rehearcher,the'major barrier Op'effective communication is the tendengv-to
eValuate...to.approve Rlisapprove th(rstatement-or opinion ofA

the other person or group. Suppose someone says bp.,you, "1 didn't
like what the lecturer had to say:" Your-typical reSprse will be
Aither agreement or disagreement. In cLther words, your primary
reaction iseta eveluate.the statemeni". from yo4r own point of view,
from your own.framslof reference%

Although.the inclination to make evaluations.is Common, it is
usually heightqwd in those situations where feelings and emotions
areideeply involved,, Thus, the stronger our feelings, the more'

is.that there Still be no mutual-elemerit in the,communica-
tion. There will by onlyvtwo ideas; two.feelings, two judgments,
missing:each otheein the.heat of the psychological battle.

If having a tendency t6 eNialuate is the major barrier to communica-
tion, then the lwical gatewayto communication is to become an

* activw-listener, to listen with unplerstanding. Don't let th,i-s
s4mple statement fool youg Listening with understanding means to
'see the expressed idea anikattitike from the other person's point
orvieW, tO'see ho;c.it feels to pli!it to achieve his frame of
reference concerning his subject. 'Cne word that summarizes this
process,of"listening "empathy.u.. 9

In psythotherapy for-ex4mple, Carl Rogers and his ass6ciates
have found from research that empathic understanding--understanding

,!Olth a PdF*010,tot aboat'him*-i-is such in effective approach that,
it can bring about major changes impersonality..

Toward Wre Effective Listening

Some steps the listen:az can teke to-improve interpersonal communica-
tion have been stated. To.summarizeand be,mare explicit, let,us.
consider these steps.

1. Effectivetlistening must be an active process. To make certain
that yoti are understanding what the speaker.is saying, you,
as the.listener must interact With'him. One way to do this
is to paraphrase or sUmmarize for the speaker what you think
he has said.

Attending t8 .zionverb41. behavior that the speaker isocommunica-
'. tingi alpng with his verbal expression usually helps to Understand

ftWitor's italics



the.oral message more .clearly. Often a facial expression or
gesture will "telltbyou that the4peaker Teas isork strongly
about his subject than-his words would communicate:

.3. TAe effective listener doeeinot try to memor,*xe every word or
fact the sPeaker communicates, but rathe9 Ale listens for the
main thought cis,5 idea. Since your brain is suchigi highly effec-
tive processA of information, spending your listening,time
in more than just hearing the words of the speaker oan lead'
to more effective listening11 That is, while listening-to the
words, you can also be searching for the-main idea of the

,r
'message. Furthermore, you-can attempt to find the trap of
reference for the speaker's message agyell as .look. at what

-

he is saying from his perspective. This empathetic process,
also includes yoiii attemptiag'to experience the same feelingc,
about the subject 'as the speaker.,

/

-These threelitepg,toward more,effective listeniwg sea fairly
siMple and'obvioas, But the fact remains that we don't practice
these steps very often. Why don't we?

Aacording to Carl Rogeti, it takes Courage. .11 you really under-
stand another person'in'this way.if you are willing to enter his

ipriVate world and'seithe.umy life appears to-llim without ahy
attempt to make evaluative.judgments, you run-therlsk of being
Changed yourself: This'risktof being changed is one ot the most
frightening prospects many of us-face. .le

Moreover, when we need to utilize`these steps tie most, we It

Ten
likely to uSe them the Ieast, 'that isl.when,thesituation waves
a conSiderable amount of emotion. For.aample, When we lis ta- '

a message'thit contradicts our most deeply held prejUdices, opinions,
victions, our..brain, eOomes stimUlated by many factorsiother

what the Speaker is t iling uis. When.we.are arguing with
saeonel'especially aboAt icmethirng that is "near and_dear"to usq
What are we typically,doin when the othaperson il Making.hrs.point?
It's certainly not tenizg apathetically! We're probably plan-
ning a rebikttal to what he is sayingOr We're formulating.a.question
which will embarrass the speaker. ilife'may, of course, simply be.
"tuning hotm out.," Hag often have you beea argmincludth someone for
.30 Minutes or so, an4 you make What you consider to be a major point,
and your moppopentu;responds by saying, "But that's what I said 30
minutes agol° c

When emotions are :strongest, then, it is most difficalt to achieve
the frame of.reference of the other persón or group. tot it is

theh that empathy is most needed:44 communication is'to be establiehed.
A third party, for example, who is Able to lay aside his own feelings
and evaluation, can assist greatly*iv listening with understanding
to each person or group and clarifiing the vises and attitudes each

4
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;

When theparties to a dispute realize that their are being Under-
stood, that someone sees how the situation seems to them, the state-
ments grow lass exaggerated and less defensive, and it is no .

longer necessary to maintain the attitude, "I am 100% right.and
you are 100% wrongTM.

Summary

EffectiVo communication, at least &tong human beings, is not a one-
way street. It involves an interaction between the speaker and the
listener. The responsibility for this interaction is assumed by
both parties. 'You as the speaker can solicit feedback and adjust
yOur message accordingly. As aklistener, you own ize for the

-- speaker what you think he has said and continually pr tice the
empathetic process.

One of the joys of life, at leastp.to me, is to know that I.have been
heard.and understood correctly and to know that someone cares enough
to try to understand what I haVe said. I also get a great deal of
satisfaction from seeing this same'enjoymenton the faceof a speaker
when he knows I have understood him (Burke, 1969).

?

TiREE-ASPECTS.OF PROCESS'SKILLS

Within every communitation there are two levels: (1) content, the topit
under discussion, and (2) process, ieelings about one's self and others during
the colmunication.

The process level Is often more hidden and more subtle
than the content level. People generally have great
difficulty in communicating feelings (especially) in
a group setting...problems...arise-petween people on "-..
'the feeling levelmand...inauence the quality of
learning.and teaching."(Gorman, 1974).

.4

t 1.

Gorman concluded that

P4
c..improvement of teaching is directly related to improve-

, slant of communication on both...(ths content and the process)
levels. Because one level is interrelated with the other, the
bypassing or ignoring of.the process level &sates a more
serious impediment to learning than has been realized tintil
recent years.

From the late 501s,through the early -tots many books were written and-training
programa developed that focused on the process aspect of communication and

,hum'an interaction. As.with any novel'And.exciting concept, this emphasis on
process.led,at times to an overemphasit. .°How do you feel about it?"' ana
"What I hear you saying is..." sometimes became overused, hackneyed phrases
in the field of human relations.

.
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"What is new...is the focus on process commahication *addition to and combined
with content focus" (Gorman, 1974). In the mid-70's, content and process are
equally emphasized as compone4s df effective communication in the teaching
process.

--

\

In his,book Teachers and Lea cxnerss The Interati;ve Process of Education,
Alfred Gorman (1974) highlights three aspects of Process ekills in communicaT.

) tion:

1. The needs of the receiver of feedback

2. The clarity of,the message

. The personal responsibility of the (potential) sender
0/

For example, during a training prOgram, if a participant tells the trainer that
heis "bored to death.," he is expressing his feelings but not very ekillfully.
If he had well-developed process skills, he would nave taken itnto account the,
nee4 of the receiver--in this case the trainer-- and the clarity of the message
plus,his own personal responsibility lor the boring situation. As we enow, tew
people have good prOACess Skills. The frainer needs to build'the type of learning
climate that .encourages trainees to develop their verbal communication skills.

Receiver Needs

Receivers m4y need our messages very much. To deal with the problem, in this
cise, the trainer needs to know that the trainee is bored. The trainee has-the

,alternative of (1) saying nothing verbally (though the message will still come
through nonverbally) (2) saying, in a lialumsy manner, that he is bored, or (3)
communicating his problem to the trainer in a way that the trainer can accept
without losing face,in away that invites them to Work together.to solve the
problem, because the trainer also needs Support and respect. Failing to receive
these, he may block out the boredom message or he may feel hurt and dounterattack
the trainee. Tas causes-all sorts of bruised feelings and does not touch the
boredom problem at al/.

What can the trainer do to ensure that the triinee attempts to employ the third
40" alternative? As a potential ieceiver, he can request that trainees tell him how

he is coming across.

Trainer

acceptable-

message
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Clarity of Message
4to

The.need for training in prodess communication becomes evident whenever
people attempt to tell,others how they feel. The statement, "I'm bored to
death," is a,case in point. Even if the receiver of this message cq4d react
to it unemotionally, what does boredom really mean? Does it mean that the
trainee already know the content being discussed, has other pressing problems
on his mind, feels left out of the group, does not know how to do the work and
is frustrated,. or does it mean .something else? Until the triiner knows more
than the bare word boredies, he is not in any position to help. If a trainee
says, °I'm bored to death,N the trainer needs to help the trainee clarify what
he means. -%

What's goi.ng on?

Trainer

4..

Being bored is vague. What am 1
really feeling? I already know
most of this information.

clear and acceptable

message

clear arid acceptable

replY

Jo

Participant

Personal ResRonsibiliti*

Good-trainers do not evade their responsibility for the success of the course--
dr, more precisely, for the participant's successful learning experience in
the course. However, trainers often allow participants to evade their respon-
sibility forsaking the course a success0 often trainers fall into the
trap of either being experts who' tell trainals how to act, or they expect
trainees to become responsible fcir their own learning c6ly after a period of
days. The trainee who came tn be,,caught, to receive the °answers," doesn't
view:learning as a )oint responsxbility. He doesn't realize that some of
this responsibility Is his. If the trainer makes it clear from the outset
that learning is a joint responsibility and demonstrates this approach through-
out the vourse, then both the trainees and the trainer will be free to explore
areas for mutual benefit.

e
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We seem to be getting
somewhere..

i'm glad he said it that
wayZt helped Me that
he/told me he knew this
Information. Now I can
use him as a resource.

Trainer

air

I'm glad now that I told him what
I was feeli4g. X must have done it
with fome skill.

Maybe I should do something about
my boreldom. Why blame it all,cn
him2 It might be more interesting
if i participated more.

clear and acceptable

message

clear and acceptable

The Process Role of the Trainer

reply

Participant

The trairier understands that he is not engaging in clinical psychology.
%Deep-seated emotional problems are not resolvable through the-training
program. The process role of the traineiF is directed at enabling partici-
pants to verbalize feelings that,are being expressed unclearly and nonver-
bally. These feelingi (on the part of bOth trainer and trainee) affect what
goes on in the session, often in negative ways. The process role of the
trainer focuses .on exploring and clarifying feelings; on building supportive
norms for open, spontaneous behavior; and on developing verbal communication
skills. In 'such sessions, your beat friend will tell you, and he 'will tell
you in a clear, supportive, helpful way.

FEEDBACK

The Rational Training Laboratories (NTL) Reading Book (1969) describes
"feedback" as:

...a way of helping another person to consider changing
his behavior. It is communicatan,to a person (4101r group)
which gives that person information about how he affects...
(you).

604.
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Chortier (1976) illustrates the concept of feedback in the followingi
dialogue:

joss: Feedback ls a pa' Of correcting
inaccuracy In cation.

Sally: Do you mean that feedback is simply
a process of correcting errors?

Joe: Not exactly, although that is a part
of what I mean. Feedback is a way of
being sure that what I say to you is
adequately,erceived Ly you.

'Sally: Now you're really getting complicated.
What does °adequately perceived* mean?

joe: Well, I think,wadeguately perceived"
means at you understand the idea as

like for you to understand it.

Sally: Oh, then you mean that feedback is a
device for checking whether'or not .I.
got the idea you7 wanted me to get.

Joe: Exactly.

Sally: Do you think I used feedback effectively?...

Criteria for Useful Feedback

According to the 1968 NTI, Reading Book, some criteria for effective feedback
are: .

1. IT IS DESCIartirTIVER'ATHIR THAN EVALUATIVE. Because-you desciibe your own
reaction, the receiver is free to use your feedback or not to use it as
he sees fit. Sy avoiding evaluative language, ihe receiver's need to
react defensively is reduced.

For ommple

You havy interrupted me three times in the last half hour is probably not
something that a person really wants to hear, but ii'is more helpful than,
you are a rude, selfish

2. IT IS mum RATHER THAN GENERAL. To be told that one is °dominating*
is probably not as useful as-to be tgld that *just now when we were
deciding the issue, you continued to argue your point of view without
responding to what others said, and I felt force,d-to accept your argu-
sent& or fact attack from you.
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3. IT TAKES I INTO ACCOUNT THE NE$DS OF BOTH THE RECEIVER AND GIVER,OF
FEEDBACK. Feedback can be destructive when it serves only the giver's
needs and fails to consider the needs the person on the receiving
end.

4! IT IS DIRECTED TOWARD BEHAVIOR THAT THE RECEIVER CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT,
When some shortcoming (over which he has no control) is pointed out,'
the receiver's frustration is often increased.

.--IT IS SOLICITED, RATHER THAN IMPOSED. Feedback is most useful whet the
receiver himself has asked others to tell him how his behavior affected
them.

IT IS WELL-TIM= In general/ feedback is most useful"when provided at'
the earliest opportunity,after the given behavior (depending, of course,
on the person's readiness ta hear it, support available from others, etc.).

7. IT IS CHECKED TO INSURE CLEAR COMMUNICATION. By rephrasing the feedback
he has received to see if it corresponds to what the'sender had in mind,
the receiver ascertains that he understands what wes said to him.,

8. When feedback is given in a training group, both giver and receiver
have the OPPORTUNITY TO CHEdK WITH OTHERS IN pliE GROUP THE ACCURACY OF
THE FEEDBACK. Is one person's perception shared by others?

'Feedback, then is a way of giiring help; it is also useful for 'the individual
who wants to learn how well his behavior matches his intensipne.

Steps in Giving Feedback
tiv

Observing and Reporting

Most of us listen routinely, neither seeing nor hearing.,all the data we
need to give usefuf feedback. Moreover, we are accustomed to makina auick1
subjective judgments, as we do in conversation. Careful, objective watching
and listening--good observation--is the key to the wholIleedback process.''

As in the case with obsetvation, few people can consistently kold accurately
report on their feelings ok other peoples,behavior.

The most common reporting error is jumping from an observation to a ottinclusos
(or interpretation) without checking the acCuracy Of the observation. The
first task in giving feedback is t9 accurately describe observed data.

LeVeling,

Aftor'reporting the data accurately, tell the pereon how his behavior affectd
you. Attempt to be open,4honesv specific, an0 descriptive.. Try, however,'

not to overwhelm the pereon with your feedback. Check often ta see if your..:'

message is as clear as you think it is.'
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Fitfalls in Giving Feedback

Making Assumptions (Interpretations)

In the absence of complete data, we make assumptions or inferences to fill in
the blanks. (For example, if you are reading this article, I assume you're
interested in communication principles though I have no visible data to support.'
this. Likewise, I could ilifer that you are interested in training.). We make
assumptions and inferences daily and, in.fact, must do so because there simply

t enoughLtime or energy for each of us to explain everything, every day.

Assumptions and inferences, however, must be used with discretion. They must
be made clear, and checked out. Unless assumptions are clarified and checked,
your feedback may be inaccurate, leading you to an inaccurate conclusion.

Confronting

The confronting statement is something to avoid in giving feedback. Feedback
should not be given primarily to "dump" or 'unload" on another. If you feel you
have to say something negative to the other person, then ask y,urself wbo it is
you are trying to "help." Feedback shouId not be given to accuse someoneof being responsible for another person4s behavior. Feedback should be adirect response from me to you about 'how your behavior affected me.

Conclusion
Is

.
.

Giving effective feedback in part depends on an individual's values and basic-
philosophy about himself, his relationships with others, and other people's
perceptions. Certain guidelines, however, can be learned and are valuable in
helping people give and receive useful feedback.

In summary, tbe object of feedback is the transmission of reliable information
so that the person receiving it has sufficient information to change his .

behavior, if he elects to do so.

Pour questions to ask Nurself before giving any feedback are:

1. Can the receiver's behavior be changed or modified? (If the answer is "no"
,tben dOn't go on.)

.Are my observations both accurate and objective? ,-

3. Can X clearly and accurately describe my observations?

4. How can check with the receiver to insure clear communication?

For a more in-depth discussion of interpersonal communication, the.following
topics are covered in other resource papers in your manual:

a. 'Visualising the helping situation; things that make it difficult for us
to give help; and things that maks it difficult for us tolkeceive help:
Feedback and the Oelping Relationship.



b. External vs group=shared feedback; litho is responsible for the feed-
back; pressure to change vs freedom to change; motivation to hurt vs
motivation to,j1)elp; and coping with Anger: Giving Feedback: An
Interpersona ki12.

c. Characteristics of the feedback process: Aids for Giving and Receiving
Feedback..
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STRUCTURED EXPERIENCE: FEEDBACK*

TO give participants practice in using the eight feedback rules

TIME

60 minutes'.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

One.large roam

( SEATING

i"'

Pairs may sit anywhere they wish

MATERIALS

Feedback Rating Scaps

TRAINER INSTRUCTIONS

Introduce the structured experience.

EXplain the goal of the structured experience.

1
Give the following instructions:.

This learning activity is divided into three parts. In the first part,
participants are divided into pairs to play a game called 'I've got it,
yOu want it. In the second part, each member of the pair gives feed-
back to the other about what happened in phe game. In the third park,
pairs share their experiences with the total group. f

In Part One, one swmber of the pair has "it" ind he dltsn't want to
4. The other person wants "it", his job is to talk the

first person into giving "it* up.

(Note: It is important for this game that the person who has "it"
doesn't think of "it" as a specific object.)

You will be given five minutes to get "it" away from your partner.
At the And of this tine period, we will begin, e feedback portion.

Reprinted from Training of Trainers, revised edition; Ann R.,Bauman,
course developer; Ormandie'Kamar, editor; National Drug AblIse4center, 1977.

1 %
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In Part Two, Feedback-Summary-Repeat, we will give feedback, check,
our understanding of the feedback and rate it on the Feedback Rating
Scales.

First, the partner who wanted 410 will give feedback to the person
who had 'it".

T4e person who had "it' will then
received Y'rom his partner. (This

The process is then reversed; the
to his partner. His partner then
he received.

summarize and repeat the feedback he
ensures accurate communication.)

person who had 'tie gives feedback
summarizes and repeats the feedb,ack

After the feedback rounds are completed, the pair rates each round on
the Feedback Rating Scales. .You will have twenty minutes to complete
Fart Two.

In Part Tbe, pairs discuss with the total group their experiences in
andwhat the y±rned from "Feedback".

Note to Trainer: This exercise sminds more complicated than it is. Instead
of giving the instructicms all at once and'then repeating them before each
part of the structured experience, you may wish to give only those instruc-
tions that relate to Part One, Two, or Three. If the group is not familiar-
with giving and receiving 4gedback, the trainers might decide toidemonstrate
expected trainee behavior itok Part Two. Before conducting this structured
experience, decide (with your co-trainers) how the instructions are to be
given.

.11`

. P

Ask if there are any questions. Clarify the task if necessary.

Part One (9 minutes)

) Divide trainees into pairs.

Identify which member of the pair has "it".

Begin Part One: "I've got it; you tmnt it."

Observe trainees''participation in Part'Ong. (This may provide you
with usef4hdata for Part,Three.)

Call.time after ive minutes.

Part Two (21 minutes)

Explain Part Two of the structured experience.

Explain that trainees should spend namore than seven minutes on each
phase of Part Two. Watch the time and tell the pairs when each 'seven-
minute Segment has elapsed.



Observe trainees' participetion is Par Two. (This data may also
be useful in Part Three.)

Call time after il minutes.

Part Three (2D minutes)

Ask trainees to reassemble into a large group.

Ask the pairs to disAis their experiences arld what they learned
from "Feedback." Each vair should be allowed no more than four
minutes in which to discuss their experiences/ 'so that at least four
pairs can report. -After each pair reports, ask for volunteers whose
°experiences differed from those previously reported.

Summarize the structured experience and diicuss its relevance to the
next section of this module: group process.
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APPENDIX C

SUGGESTED ENERGIZERS

Sometimes group members-4ed a
prepare them for the task
should be fun and nonthreaten
late breathing, and provide a
energizers are from Pfeiffer
1974.

tivity that will erase their lethargy and will
Such an activity is called an energizer. It,

ng; it should involve physical movement, stimu-
shared experience. The following suggested
nd Jones (1974a) and National Drug Abuse Center,

BAM-LIFT. Group members form dyads, and partners sit back to back on the
floor. They lock tileir arms together andattempt to stand. Variation: They
stgnd back to back, locking arms, and one member lifts the other off the
floor.

BACK RUB., Group members form a large citcle, each person facing the back of
the person in front of him/her. At a given signal, they start rubbingteach
other's shoulders and backs.

BIG AND SMALL CIRCLES. ;Participants join hands in a circle. The facilitator
instructs them to stretdh the circle as large as possible and then to make
the circle as small as possible.

ELEPHANT AND GIRAFFE. Group members stand in a 'circle, one person volunteers;
to be "it." The volunteer stands in the center of the circle, points to one 4'

member, and says either "ElepSant" or "Giraffe." The indicated person and
the partidipant on each side of him/her must pantomime_some parts of the desig-
nated animal (nose, ears, neck', eyes) befote the volunteer counts to three.
If a person fails to respond in time, he/she becomes

.0

NERF. Group members stand in It circle and bounce a Nerf Ball pl soft, spongy
ball distributed by Parker Brothers) or a balloon in the air as long as
possible. Ground rules are (1) no one may hit the bail twice in a row;
(2) the ball must not touch the floor; (3) bef re the ball can be hit randomly,
it must be bounced at least once by each perso4 around the circle; (4) the
person who makes a bad pass must tell the othe s something about him/berself;
and (5) the group decides what are "bad passes,

PARTNEg PUSH. Group members work in pairs, standing and facing their partners
with legs far apart. They stretch their hands above their heads and press
their palms against those of their partners. They then try to push each other
over. (Mnpossible if they are doing it correct:1Y.)

SOffl6B. Group members walk about on their tiptoes While,they sing together
nTi,p toe Through the TUlips". Tbs movement'and song are then changed to "Welk-
in Through the TUlips," "Running Thrbugh the TUlips," and finally, to "Stomp.
ir4:7hrough the TUlips." (Other activity songs Fan be used, such as *Itsy
Bitsy Bpider," "Bunny Hop and "Head and Shoulders,_Knees and. Toes.")
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TUE samptiEam. Group members ekand and çlse their eyes. They breathe slowly
end deeply. .Then they breathe in unison-. Continuing to breathe together,
they reach up and then higher and higher. They are instrueted ta jump up and

ACIWn together And then to scream as 4Ibud1y aa they can.

,TVp-OF-WAR. 'Participants divide themselves into two teams and, using an
imaginary rope, pull'as hard as they can in opposite directions.,

UNDER THE BRZDGES. Participiants form a circle, holding hands. Qne member
frees cm hand and leads the others "under the bridges" of hands. The group
ti.es itseft into a knot.

01,

WHOOSH. Group members st!and, reach up, and breathe deeply'in uni;14.. Then
they bend forward quickly at the Waist, dropping their arms as if they'were
going to touch their toes, while exhaling all the air in their lungs. ,This
is repeated several times. 0.

6'
YOGA BREATH OF, FIRS. Individuals atand at ease. , Following the leader's move-
mentor they ;dove through thebfollowing steps: %

1. Legs should be shoulder-length apart, with knees somewhat bent
2. Make fists with hands'and place on chest, elbows horizontal to-floor
3. Inhale--arms,go straight out to aide %
4. Exhalearms pulled pack tp chest position
5. Begin rapid (breath-of-fire) breathing

Z. Participants sit-in a circle, facing straight.ahead. The leader turns
his/her head to pergori,on right and "spnds" that person the word, "Zooal.'
The receiver then turns to the person on hia/her right and does the same thing.
After "Zoom* has.been sent aroand.the circle, the leader can suggest that it
go faster-or in.different Ways. For example: "Do it Ingrier";."Do 1. sexily";
."WhiaPer it.' When it, comes back to him, the-leader.can aay. "Zilch:"

-

4

r

1.
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APPEND= D

GROUP PACLUTATOA0ASSESSMENT,

PgETEST

instruction*: You have awroximate* 30 minutes ,to c ldte 4114 test
Please feed all quektions carefully:. Inorder that learn-
ing gain be measured'from the beginning of the oburse-to
the end, please.put your name (or some other.identifYi*
mark) on both the pre and 'posttest.

7

1. SuppoSe you are spirting a group today. Describe an exercise you might
use to help the members get to know one another.

If

NI*

11,

2. Pljce a checkmark beside items that desCribe characteristics of a good
group:

go

Attenmn is paid tdCwhat is being said but no attention is'palti to
how it'is said or to how members work,togeth'er.

=11MIIMINEWINIM

Members think of themselves as a group.

7
116mbers are careful about what they say,and are afraid of being rejected
by the group.

The group has goals that are explicit and shared.

Each member's contributions are valued.

\ 245
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I.

Readueach of the' following i'ssuAthat might.be disCussed in:a group.
Place a RP" baside.tlikmmt.issWas that are process and a,"C" beside the
content issues.'

The atmosphere:during group sessions.

Whether or not the clinic should be opaned at least one evening
Aeseak.

-How the group,goes about making decisions.

The reasons'why one of the group members shoots dope.

Nene three elements in a group experience that can help a person grow
and learn ab6ut.him/berself.(curative factors).

1.

2.

3.

4

In our modeAof the stages of group growth there are two Main stage
each of.which has two substages.

What are the,substages Of-tile Developing Stage?

2.

What' are the substages of the Potency Stage?

1

2 4 9
246
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4

4

Which substage is characterized by the development of cohesion,
increased risk-taking, and Increased openness and trust?

4 ;

6. Place a checkmark beside items that dem;ribe a good_gxoup leader:

Does not allow any tension to develop in thelroup.

Has respect for each of the group members and values their contribu-
tions.

Is pailent with the:group eVen when it is moVing'slowly.

. offers a lot of advice tO group members.

7. Sometimes a counselor must decide whether ox not. a client should partici-
pate in group or individual counseling. Put'a MG" by the client descrip-
tions that indicate group counseling and an "I' by the descriptiolas that
suggest individual.counseling.

The client is not in touch,itit aware of hisiher feelings.

The client needs to pcactice social ikills aibd become more effective
in interpersonal relations.

The client is undergoing a serious crisis that d9áan4s immediate
atVption and resolution.

The client is unaware of how heishe affects others and needs to receive
feedback.

4

S. This question relates to concept of,the focus of an intervention. Place
a letter beside each of the following interventions to indicate what the
'focus is:

G la Group

S Subgroup (interpersonal)

I Pit Individual'

250
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1. 4 points:

Or 3 point

2 points;

2. 5 points:

PRETEST ANSWER FM

flaming and describing in detail an aPpropriate exercise,

/ naming and generally describing an appropriate exercise

naming and briefly discussing an appropriate exerciie

1 point for each itam correctly checked or not checked

Attention is paid to what is being said, but no attention is
paid to how it is Said or to how members4Obik together.

Members think of themselves as a groAp.

Membiers apre careful about what they say and are afraid of being
rejected-by the group.

The group has goals that are explicit and shared.

Each member's contributions are valued.

3. 4 points: 1 point for each item.

The atmosphere duringHgroup sessi

4.

C Whether or not the clinic should be opened at least one evening
a week.

How the group goes about making decisioneV2-)

The reasons whyone of the group meMbers shoots dope.

4.. .6 points: 2 paints each

. Correct answers

--Getting feedback
--Expressing feelings
Feeling that you belong

--Seeing others with problems like your own
--Getting support
--Giving support
--Giving feedback
--Getting advice
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;5. points

.What are the substages of the Developing Stage? point eactIO

1. Acquaintance
2. Groundwork

What are the substages of the Potency Stage? (1 point each)

1. Working
2. Closing

vit

Which substage is characterized by the development of cohesion, increased
risk-taking, and increased openness and trust? (2_points)

Working
4A'

t

6. 4 paints: 1 point for each item correctly Oecked or not checked

Does not allow any tansion'to develop in the group.

Has respect for each of the group Members and values their
contributions.

Is patient with the group even when it is moving slowly.

Offers a lot of advice to group members.

7. 4 points: 1 point for each item .

1 'The client is not in touch with or aware of his/her. feelings.

,G The client-needs to practice social skills and become more
. effective in interpersonal relations.

The client is under ing a serious crisis that demands immediate
.attention arid resolution.

The client is unaware of how he/she affects others and needs t o
receive feedback.

8. 4 points: 1 point for each item

"Duncan, you and George seem to be yelling at each other and
not listening very much. Haw about having that conversation
again, only this time.itry really hard to listen to what the
other person is saying."



"Barbara has brought up an *portant issUe. Does anyone have
max feelings about it?"

G (After two members have.an ahgry interchange) "I is unccmfoitable
with what just happened and I's wcIndering what do we do now? How
do-cther people feel now?

I .11
"Susan, you've been very quiet today. Wbuid you tell us what is
going on with you?"

I.

a
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APPENDIX E

GRptiv mcnaTAToR ASSESSMENT

POSTTEST,-

J

Instructions: ;Cu heve Approximately .30 minutes to complete thie test.
Please read all questions caxefully.. In order that learn-
ing gain be measured from the beginning of the course to tbe
end, please put your name (ar some other identifying =irk)
on both the pre and posttest.

1. Suppose you are starting a group today. Describe an exercise you might
use to help the members get to know one another.

2. Place a checkmark beside items that describe characteristics of a good
group:

twInommgMillnialMialliNm

Some members have nothing to contribute and they are ignored.

Members are receptive to feedback; the climate is open and
trUsting.

.0

Mes-117.Z1 pay attention to how they work with one another.

members are not sure why the group exists; there are no goals.

Members think of themselves as,a group.
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Read each of the following iesues that might be dittpussed in a group."
Place a "P* beside thoss issue* that are process and a KC" baud* the
content issues.

The level of participation of various members during the group
session.

. f
\

'What Joan can do to meet man wii-e;:are not into dope.

. The "feel g tone* during group sessions.

What c
theiz

1414.%
for young children who cosi to the clini6 with

three elements in a group experience that can help a person grow
learn about him/herself (curative factors).

1.

5. In our mixiel of the stages of group grwth there are two main stages,
each of:which has two substages.

c

What-4re the substages of the Developing Stage?

1.

2.

What are-the substages of the Potency Stage?

1.

2.

Which sUbstage is characterized by conflict, dealing with issues of
power, and finding one's position in the group?

252
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a.

6. Place a chackmark.beside.itema that describea good group leader*

-
Uses threats to bring Members into line.

Can.accept and deal with criticism of him/heraelf and of,tha
group.

Sees the important issues that are going on in the group.

Allows some tension in the group and is comfortable with it.
4

7. Sometimes a counseloi must decide whether gr not a client should, partici-
pate in group or individual counseling. Put a "G" by the client descrip-
tions that indicate group counseling and an "1" by the descriptions that
suggest individual counseling.

The client's problenis are problems a lot of other clients have.

The client needs to set his/her own pace, to be able to work
when he/she is ready and to "sit back" when he/she is not.

The client showsi'very flat or inappropriate emotions.

The client is very immature and childlike.

8. TIih question relates to the coycept of the focus of an intervention.
Pla a-letter beside each of the following interventions to indicate
wha the focus is:

G =,dioup

s = Subgrup (interpersonal) 0

I Individual

tgaa just shared some prettyimportant feelings with us.
wonder if others have similar feelings they have,never expressed."

"John, do you think this is helping you with this problem?"

"Annette and Kitty, you two seem to have some pretty strong
feelings toward each other."

"There is a lot of tension here now. Is anyone thinking of
_paying something and wondering what would happen if they said it?"



POSTTEST ANSWER KEY

1. 4 points: naming and describing in detail an appropriate exercise

3 Points: naming and generally describing an appropriate exercise

1

2 points: naming and briefly discussing an appropriate exercise

I point: naming an appropriate exercise.

;

2. 5 points: 1 point for each item correctly checked or not checked

Some members have nothing to contribute and they are ignored.

Members are receptive to feedback; the climate is open and trusting.

Members pay attention to how they work with one another.

Members are not sure why the group exiSts; t:here are no- goals.

,Members think of themselves as a group.

3. 4 points: 1 point for each item

The level of participation of various members during the group
session.

a

C What Joan can do to meet men who are not into dope./

The 'feeling tone" during group sessions.

C. What can be done for young children who come to the clinic with
their parent.

4* 6 points: 2 points for each correct answer

Correct alswers

--Getting feedback
- -Exprelising feelings
--Peeling that }Pop bEi.ong
- -Seeing others lath problems like your own

support
- -Giving snpport
- -Giving feedback
--.-Getting advice

5. 6 points

What are the substages of the Developing Stage? (lpoint each)

1. Acquaintance
2: Groundwork 2 3 7



What are the substages of the Potency Stage? (.I point ed0Lh.)

1. Working
2. Closing

Which, substage is characterized by conflict, dealing with,issues of
power, and finding one's position in the group? C2 points)

Groundwork
S.

6. 4 pants: 1 point for each item correctly checked or not checked

.10... Uses threats to bring members into line.

Can accept and `deal wlth criticism of him/herself and of the
group.

Sees the important issues that arvoing on in the group.

-

Allows some tension in the group and is comfortable with it.

7. 4 points: 1 point each

The. 1ient's problems are proplems a lot o

The client needs to set his/her own pace',
when he/she is ready and to "sit back! when

thar clients have.

able to work
she is not.

/he client shows very flat or inappropriate

The client is very immature and,childlike.
IP'

8. 4 points: 1 point each item

emotions.

"Mona just shared some pretty important fitelings with us. I
wonder if others have similar feelings they have nver expressed."

"John, do. yo1jjink this is helping you with this problem?"

"Annette and Kitty, you two seem,to have some pretty strong feelings
toward each other."

"There Is a lot of tension here now. Is anyone thinking of saying
and wondering what would happen if they said it?"
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GFNERAL INTRODUCTION

There is increasing demand for counselors to lead groups. Groups
frequently'are an effective way.for a relatively small nuMber of
cRunselOrs to handle a large number of clients. 'Several advantagep
of group counseling over individual counseling have been indicated.
These advantages include peer support and peer pressurethe /

opportunity for the.client to practice social interaction within
the group and to learn that personal problems are not unique by
hearing of others' problems, The trend, toward group counseling
also has-been bolstered by the thisconcfption that relatively in-
effective counSelors can function in 4 group because groups seem
to take care.of themselves.

,

.For all of. these reasons, too many counselors with experinde
.

only in individual counseling are being thrust into gr6up leader- .

.ipip positions., Seoause leading a group is difficult and involves
a number of skills, many groups headed,by untrained leaders do
not fulfill their potential and actually may have'negative effects
on both the leaderA and group members. Clearlyv a need exists for
training,programs that will prepare counselors-Xo be grOup leaders.

Training programs for groUp counselors usually can be categorized
as theoretical or experiential. The traditional approach has
emphasizedthe theoiy of group dynamics.: Unfortunately, a

.thorough'understanding of grougtheory isAgiifficult to acquire
.wwithin the time limitations of in-service7r other short7ternC
training.. More importantly, thisitpproach does not prepare
potential leadersfor the experiential and often intense emotional
4pect of groups. It does, however, provide a.theoretical frame-
work around which to organize group goals and activities.

This workshop is designed to-meet the need fof a balanced approach
to training group counselors. Thec4etical material is concerned
with group norms, goals, the issues' of process and content, and
the stages of group grOwth. We have tried to limit this material
to that Which mill be midst helpful when the trainer leads groups
of hiss or her own. parts of the training are directed eXplicitly
to practical concerns such as how to select-group members and how
a'given intervention by the leader is likely to affect the groug
in specific, common situations.

Didactic material and strUctured experiences are,cOmbined to help
the Xraining groUp anticipate important issues that might arise
in a group.' In fact, one of the'soals of the workshop s to help
the trainees work togetherlOnd, aq''a group, co+ront actual group

-U7



issues.

Included are.exertises designed tb promote personal growth. Two.

criteria were fundamental iA selecting the personal growth exercises.
First, exercises were chosen that would be appropriate, to the stage
of the training group (not too threatening tOo'osn). Second,
exercises that could be used by the trainees in their.own groups
were preferred.

The emphasis in this training design is on the experiential aspect
of training. Even theoretital issues are approached through

.

experiential exertises whenever possible. Much ofthe learning .
that will tsake place in this workshc will result when the trainees
examine their own group process. .T e importance of experiencing
.the training group as a group cann t be overemphasized; and the
trainer who is Illcomfortablei with this emphasis should- lot:* else-
where for a trainipt9 design-

.

In the developuiept of this workshop, several basic assumptions
about-the training process were relied upon, the most important
of which are these:

4

/
1. Individuals retain mat rial bettr if cognitive

information is reflec ed in what they experience.

. ""Potential group leaders should have some experience
in group-growth settings to.increase their aware
ness of how theY affect and are affected by the
behaviorS bf tthers. .Without this experience; they
are likely to feelthreatened when put J.il a leader-
ship position,:and their effectivene6s, as well .as
the growth of other group members, will te impeded.

3. An understanding' of group process is essential 4f
a pro4pective group.leadtr is to facilitate the
process and growth of,groups he/she leads.

v

4. Practical experience in the use.of different inter-
ventions in -the training si:tuation has two important
functions: Ca) it provides an opO.ortunity-to Prac-
tice skills and implement theory learned earlier in

4.4

the course, and -(D) it gi

1
s the trainee confidence

in his/her ability to lev/ group.

. .c_
5. Some of the structured exercises used in theNraining

group also should be applicable to the trainees!
own groups. These,exer94ses provide concrete tech-f.

that the group leader could Use to facilitat
4'

group and individual growth.



6. Each par cipant should be xposed to some growth-
related iety in the cour e of training. This
experienc should prove 1iel ful when he/she becomes
involved i e anxiety-provoking situations occasion-
ally. .encoun fred in groups.

COURSE MATERIALS

Trainer's Manual

'The Trainer's Manual includes the following:

Goals and objectives for each unit

Time/Activity Sheets, including.the training schedule,
times, and outlined instructions for trainers

Exercise instructions, including specific notations of
materials and equipment needed, procedural details, and
processing guidelines for each unit

Detailed lecturettes

Participant's Manual

The Participant's Manuai includes:

Course content

Goals andobjecives for each unit'

'Charts and.forms used in each unit

Supplementary resource materals '

''.
-4

.

Insti-uctionS for delivering exercises that might be
useful in the trainees' own groups

GROUP'SIZE

Groups shoU4d consist ideally of ten to twelve participants with
twad trainer. Groups of over fifteen pdrticipants can be handled
for the didactic portions of the training, but should be divided
into two smaller groups fOr Most of the experiential exercises.*
If this occurs, the small groups sbould alwfys consist of the
same people so that,participants can begin ko feel that they are
a group.

-"In the sample schedule, the exeLcises that can be done in two
groups are indicated with.an asterisk.

3



DAY ONE

9:00
10:00
10:15 Exercise 1: Name Game
10:35 Exercise 3: Getting to Know You**
11:05 Break
11:15 Exercise 5: Shaxin a Childhood Fantasy
11:50 Administer Gioup Growth Scale (in preparation for Exercise 6)

Summary of Module 1
12:00 Lunch (trainers.tabulate Group GrAwth Scale)
1:00 Introduction to Mille II and Module 2
1:10 Exercise 6: Our albwing Group
1:20 Exercise 7: .Defining a Group (if subgroups draw two pictures

allow another 10 manutes)
2:05 Summary of Module 2
2:10 Introduction to Module 3
2:20 Exercise 8: Personal Goals as Group GoalW

Lecturette 1: Goals
3:00 Break
3:10 Exercise 9: Committee Meet'ing** (only one role play-was used)
4:15 Summary and Evaluation of Day

4Sample Schedule*

Repistration; pretest
Overview and Introduction to Unit I and Module 1

"'MR

DAY TWO

9:06 Warm up energizer
Introduction to Module 4

.9:15 Lecturette 2: What to Observe in a Group
Exercise 10: Process and Content Identification

9:50 Exercise 11: Task, Maintenance and Self-Orfented Behavior
\Role Play**
,(break between role-plays)
Lecturette 3: Task, Maintenance and Self-Oriented Behavi9r

11:30 Summary of Module 6
11:35 Introduction to Module .5
11:40 Lecturette 4: Curative Factdrs and Norms.Promoting Their

Development

,

*This is one Schedule use the course developers during a particular
presentation. Not all.of the exercises were used and the order of some was
changed. , Since this represents ,only a satple scRedule, trainers nay find
it desirable tio create their own, using the block schedule time frames
and suggestions for deleting exercises,an,thl trainer's suggestions for
deleting exerciin the trainer's guidelines as references. ElFercises .

llowed by ** were delivered to two subgrouns because of the size of the
t aining audrepce. '

k
,

4
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12:00

1.4-04G.

3:00
3:05

3:15
3:20

3:30
3:40

DAY THREE

9:00

9:05
10:25
10:35
10:50
11:20

11:25

11:30
11:55

411,

'Lunch

Exercise 12. Current Status*
-

SUmNary of Module 5
Break

Introduction toModule
Exercise 13: Our Growing Group
Lecturette 5: Stages of Group Growt11
Summary and Evaluation of Day

- Introduction to Module 7
Exercise 14: Group Compositiolks
Break
Lecturette 6: Interviewing Group Members
Exercise 15: Evaluating a Client for Counaeling
Summary of Module 7
Introduction to Modt1e,8
Exercise 16: Brainstorming Good and Bad Q
Exercise 17: Group Leaden Self-Disclosure

ch
1: 5 Exercise 18:
1: 5 Lecturet& 7:
1:0 Exercise 19:

3:0
3:10

3:50

DAY FOUR

9:00
9:10
9:35

10:00
10:05

10:15
10:20

12:10
1:10
1:30

1:40

Hand Mirroring
Leadership Styles
What is My Role in the Group**

Summary of Module 8
Break

IntrodUction to Module 9
Exercise 20: Intervention
Summary and Dkraluation of

Pishbowl
Day

;4arm-up energizer
Lecturette 8: Interventions
Exercise 21: A Samplejntervention
Summary of Module 9
Break

Introduction to Module 10
Exercise 22: Practicing Interventions - Developing Stage
(all incident but one were done before lunch)
Lunch
Exercise 22:
Lecturette40:
roercise 23:

nly a few of
Ireak
Exerri,se24: Practicing Facilita Skills
Summary and-Evaluation of Day

lities of a Leader

(last incident concluded)
Stages of Group Growth Revisited

Practicing Interventions - Potency Stage
the potency stage interventions were done)



DAY FIVE

9:00 Introduction to Da Five
905 Exercise 23: Practi ing Interventions - Potency Stage

(two more incidents we e done to finish,up the moduke)
9:50 Excrcise 25: Critical cidents Role Play** s
12:05 Summary of Module'10
12:10 Lunch
1:10 Post-test and Evaluation
2:10 Introduction to Module 11
2:15 Exercise 26: Completing Sentence
2:45 Exercise 28: Closing Fantasy

0 3:15 Closing Comments



AM

BLOCK SCHEDULE

PM

Day

One

Module : Getting Acquainted

m

,

.

Module .2: -Vie Copcept of a Group

,

Module : GoalS

.

,

,

.

_

DaY

Two

Module 4:

Module 5:
.

Process and Content

Curative Factors

,Mbduie :

Module 6:

.

Curative Factors'- Continued

Stages'of Group Growth
.

-..4

Day

Three

Modu e

.

F.-

Selecting M'embers For
A Group

,i.
,

Motle 8:

Module :

Leaders,ip
,

Iriterventions

Day

Four

Module 9:

Module 10:

Interventions - Cont.

Practicing Interventions

S Module 10:

_

,

Practicing Interventions
Continued

%

Day

-FiVe

Module 10: Practicing Interventions -
Continued

Module 11:
...

Closing :

_

.

..,'

.
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UNIT I/MdDULE I
GETTING ACQUAINTED

11-

rt.

This unit is primarily eXperiential: its purpose is to accelerate .

the developmept of group.feeling among participants. A group
atmosphere will confi4m the validity of tile$cohcepts-introduced
later. Getting acquainted is a' first step in, the important
development of a cohesive group43-

Ts

59

l ,
11.' To introduce t ote karticipants'to neA annther

2. To establish'a climate diapportive of growth
,

. . ... -

3 . TO help the partibipants feel liks part, of a group

-

.4. To filtroiluce participants A.o self,disClosure in a
non-threatening Situation

5: To IDtroduce structured exercises that participants
Can Use with their,own groups

OAJECTIVES:

s,

Each participant will identify, with at least 80 percent, .

accuracy, the names of the other parficip

Each participant4will say-voMething about the skills
ana,interests that'he/sbelorings to tha txaining group.-

,

The, participants will give the group a mean!ratinq of
at ledst'three on items #2 and-#3 of the Group Gralkth
Scale (YISSCA11974).

4.

. -

4 .

Eacp participant will\oe able:to execute and process at...,

least two struetured exercises thatNhave the goal of
getting members of a new group acquainted with eabh
other.

41.



EXERCISE 1: NAME GAM

AC"

1. To c9te a relaxed atmosphere early in ,training
¶

2. To get each person involved in the group.

3. TO help group meriors learn one anothers' fiist name

SETTING:

This:eNircise can helrelieve the discomfort that ofteficomes
when voup illembers do not know each.other's naMeA..

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:

Form a circle with your chairs. ThinJ5,pf a Hfee1in4 adjective-
that begins with the first letter of your (first name. .Beginning
with the group leader :(or trainer). and proceeding arouna the

state the name and feeling adjective of those who'Rreeeded
you, then state'your own adjective name, Aicter the circle
is completed', volunteers can state f the names.

For example', group leader: 'Happy Heidi
1st participabt: Happy Heidi, Bashful Bill
2nd participvant: Happy.Heidi, tashful Bill,

Jovial ',ice.

COMMN S:

6
".

Ni

A

-4 7.
1
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4

4
\ EXERCISE 2: CIRCLE OF HANDS_

'RR

PURPOSE:'

1. To raise the energy level of the group
.4

;
,

7o give eachl4participant the chance to t1l the.group
what qualities and/or skills' he/she can into
grow?

3. To give the part pltnts a chance to feel that they
aie a group-

SETTING:
:1/4 IV

-k
This exercise'is designid for the new group. After a sedentary
adtivity, energizing the participants is Useful. .1be exercise
gives elleryone a chance to know ,Something about the different
individuals in the group, their skills 'and styles of brehavi;r. .

'MATERIALS:

kNont

010CEDURE:

Stand in a tiyht7eircle with Pbur arms over each other's showlders.
You are Art of a group that is interested in_c;hoosing peopre
who can help the group in some way. Each group member vust tIke
a tarn'steng outside of the group and trying to re-enter by
persuading.the others of his/her yalue b the.group. B selective;
demand that each i;ers61, give gbod reasons.
%

After the exercise is over-rconsider questions su'ah as, "HoV,did
kt feel to have the powem to exclude or include! someone?" ,Ind

"Was it hard to think of what you could offer the group that
would convince them to let,you in?" '

.

COMMENTS:

-

Nan

I

t

"

ent.a

r

r .
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EXERCISE 3: GETTING TO KNOW YOU*

PURPOSE;

1.' To introduce group members to each other on a more than
- first-name basis

0

To help participants understand the different levels'of
conversation when talking to'some6ne knpwn superfidiailly
and to someone known well

3. To establish a-sharing and risk-ta4pg atmosphere

SETTING:

. N
' This Gxercie'Ni s useful in the early stages of training,or

counAaling When nunjeation channels have not been establisja.
In conjunction With several exercises that follow, his activity
also might be uSeful in a group where communication bcome
superficial or rigid.

,

MATERIALS:

Newskrint and marker

PROCEDURE;

. Organize 'into a pair with someone you do not know well. Arter
wou spead_about five minutes getting acquaintqd, tell thecleadel:
(or trainer) what you were discussing. These will be listed .

on newsprint for the gráup to see. A-

Then aonsider what you would talk about with someone who was
onb of your special.triends. Sharersome! of these things with
your partner.as ifilhe/she were your real friend. After about
five minutes, tell the leader (or trainqp what Ouwere
discussing this time. Compare the thplrists.

,
COMMEN /

*NaPier, R.1.7, and, M.K. Gershenfeld,
(BoSton: H

if

ughton Mifflin,Company, 1973)

1 2 .

T)teor and E erience.

,

#
2 7.
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EiERCI,SE 4: DISCUSSING A CRITICAL EVENT WITH
A PERSON UNLIKE YOURSELF*

PURPOSE:

-
1. To hdiko group members become aware of, the

N
initial

peilettions of others
7

.2. To giveliartiCipants a chance to explore similarities
-that different people.apparently share

_

... To give participants the opporturlity to explore
--N rpersonal'areas with each other

A*

.SETTING:

This sttructured'everience:can be uSe)U1 forthe early stages
of)a training or therapy group. If a pdftltive atmosphere .

. exists in which members are open and wij.ling to sharer the
exercise may help esthblish a precedent for risk taking.
Because the experienc9 involveS talking.with someone who is
considered. different from oneself, it Can encourage partici-

. pants to respond by discussing, differences of opinion when
!44*they occur.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Organize'ihtota pair 'wieh someone .younside.differentfrom
yoUrself in erne major way,(kace, socioeconomic class, personal
behavioral s 2 . Spend five to _ten minutes discussing the '

differences that led'you and,your paxtner to select each other.
THen share an experience,in your life that was critical in
making you who you are today. The experience can lie either
positive or negative, but it must be very important 'in your
development..

7

Then consider your.initial differences. .1,re they,as important'
144, as,they fIrst seemed to'be? Do you both still feel different?

lore or\l'ess So? Did the initial differences keep you from
revealing much of yourself when iharing the critical event?.

.0

COMMENTS:*

Napier,,R.W., arid, ,M.K. aershenfeld, Group§: Thery and Experienc'e
(Boston: HoUghton Mifflin Company, 1971)

13 4



PURPOSE:-

EXERCISE 5: SHARING A CHILDHOOD FANTAB)L''''

wrTH SOMEONE YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOi,li!

1? To enNigrage) group members to think about social
conventionS and personal inhibitionr that usually
keep peeple from getting to know'each Other

4

2. To demonstrate how much inforat,j.on is available
to others from one's verbal and nonverbal behavior

3. 'To begin td establish a norm.of risk-taking in the
group

SETTING:

1%
Althoughthis exercise is desiped for theearly'stages of
group developpent, it does recilkire eacb.member'to take some
risks; therefore, an established atmoiSphere of trust isbene-

The'exerciseds designed to help group membefl7become
NWare of kow .m,Udh information they onvey even when not aware
'of it. Further, it illusqates the imilarity Ofonels adult
and childhflOd behaiors.

MAl'ERIAL.;:

None

PROCEDURES:

IMP

Organize into a pair with someone you would like to get to
know better. Spend about five minutes ca king about the.kinds
of things that usually keep people ftom g tting to know each
other Ask yourself why we do not ekchange more *personal-
information with more people.

.

4

,

Then try to imagir e. your partner as_he/she was atcabout.age
'eight. How did he/she Play;:with whom did,h0Ahe Play;- who",
were his/het friends in sChoo,l? How didhe/she like school;
'what did he/she dislike abpdeit? What was-his/her family

were'tlley wealthy or poor; are there brother's andsisters;
What were the parents like? 110w-did he/she express anger?'
What waS he/she good:at doing?

4

r
*Napier/ and, M.K. Gersh.enfeld,1 Groups: Theory And Experiencd
(BostOn: Houghton Mifflin Company) 197)

V

t.7
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to

er,

ah;

Share your picture of your partne with him/her. Then let him/her.
:% .Mare his/her picture with yOt. 'Compare 'the pictures with the

way each 'of you actually was. Do not worry about being wrong.

OPTION:

This exercise can be done without breaking into pairs if several
of the msmbers ay willing to let the group fantasize about
their childheode-#. Members may pot all participate if thisY
is done, sO it may not",be.as Wpful_to the overall group
development.

i'If pairs,Arethe same as, in the "Getting to Know You" ex)cise,
th/e inforMation generated ,there can be one basis for the fan-
"tasy in this exercise. One drawback,t this is that members
cid not interact.-with as many peoPle,

..*.. .

COMMENTS:

;.

J

4 4/
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OVERVIEW UNIT II
ISSUES IN GROUP DYNAMICS

0 ,
-

(What-happens after you_get acquainted?)

A leader must Understand certain issues.in group dynamics before
he/she cah be effective. This un.4 gives a theoretical background
in.group dynamiqs to provide a basis far choOsing interventions-
when leading a group.

In this-unit, theREy_ has been presented as experientaally as
pessible. This.:training is designed to.incOrporate cognitive
materials.knto the process-of developing training groups. For
example, while-considering-the concept .of goals, the participants
can examine their own goals for the training group. 'Content and
proces.are considered in relationto issues vf importance to
potential leaders.

MODCLE
THE CONCEPT OF A aRoulo

The exercises in this module ssrve primarily to expose partici-
.

pants to problems that will be covered more intensively later in
the, section and to introduce some of the characteristics of groups.

ANL
GOALS :

1. 'To.introduce participants to same distinguishing
features of groups

V 4
2. To make participants,aware of isSues that will

4ibe covered'later

xt,OBJECTIVES:
A

1. -Each participant will rate the travning group
*.on thp Groiap.Growth Scale. ..

2. Eachfarticipant will list four characteristics':-
43t1.

of" a grdup.

- 17



PURPOSE:

EXERCISE 6:: OUR GROWING GROUP.*

To evaluate the group members' perceptions of themselves
as a group based dn insights gained,in Unit I.

2. To make group members aWare of some ,group isSues that

will be introduced later in the'workshops

3. TO lay the groundwcfrk for later exprcisés groUp grOwth

SETTING: ,

The exercises in Unit I were-designed to create an shere of'
openness and,trtist. CoMpleting the Group Growth. le qouletave
made,everyone aware of that atmosphere,. ThroNliya,discussiono;of-

t4e items, on the Scale, an awmreness of.isspts tha- 4111 be dit-

cUssed er should'ralso be felt. When the up has learned and

devei* more, the exerdise will be ,of gr ,4nterest; a full

dis ss on of all the items,on the scale is not 4011opiiate at

.th. time.

MATERIALF*,

.rn.t

Copies of the YMCA form/ Group Growth,Scale.

Newsprint and markers

e
PROCEDURE:.

rurn to the foim,, Group,Growth SCale, in your manuals CoMplete

the form; the items Should be seif-explantary. 'When you have
finished, either you or the trainer.can post your ratings on the
newspriht at the front of the room.

"0
Daring the discussion that followsA focus pn items 1, 2/ 3, and
B-Hthose,that deal with the issues Of..beionging tOthe group and
the erarity of groUp goals. If the range'in ratings of eel:Lai:1,

items is great, theae should be discussed:.

0

.

4

''*Training Volunteer Leaders (New York: National Council of the Young

*Men's Christian Association, 1474). %.

S.

18
#111.1
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GROUP GROWTH SCALE*

Circle the .number that.most accUrately describes your feell

. How clear are group goals?

1
. 3 4

no apparent goal confusion, average goals
,goals uncertainty or goal mostly

conflict clarity clear

2. How much trust and openness is there in the group?

1 2 3 4

g.

Trls
very
cleax '

distrust, a little trust,' average Considerable remarkable
closed group defensiveness trust and trust and trust and

opennessopenne:ss_i_.opennesa__________,_-
,.;

3. How well do group.members listen to each other?

1 2, .3 4

little or no most do.not average -most members all.members
listening in listen well liStening do listen yell listen intently
group to others to others tO4pach other

4. How much attention is paid to process (the way,the group is
working)?

go.Aptention
to process

2 3 4 5

4 .

little attention .some concern a fair balance very concerned
to process with group between content with process,

;process and process

*Training Volunteer Leaders (New Yiprr: National Council,of the Young Ments
Christian Association, 1974).,

is



5. How are group leadership goals met?

1

not-metf
drifting

2

leadership
concentrated in

one perso

3

some

leadership
sharing

6. How are aro= decis ns made?

1

no decisions
, could be

reached

2

made bY a
few

3

majority
vote

7. How well are group resources used?

one or two
contributed
but deviants
silent

2

several tried
to contribute

but were
discouraged .

leadership
functions

distributed

4

attempts at
integrating

minority vote

5

leadership
needs-met
creatively apd
flexibly

5

full participation
and tested
consensus

4 4 5

average use group-resources group resources,
of group well used -fully and

\resources and encouraged effectively used

- .....

8. How much lqyalty and sense of belonging to the group is there?

members have
no group

loyalty or
sense of

belonging

2 3 4

""..

5

members not about average same warm strong sense

close but some sense of sense of of belonging
friendly belonging belonging" among

relations metbers

26;



PURPOSE:

N

EXERCISE 7: DEFINING A GROUP*

1. To beg,ih,to define what distinguishes_ a group from a
collection of people

2. To provide basic 'fnformation that will be useful in
later discussions

SETTING:

In this exeecise, some of,the eharacteristicsUsed to define a
gr6up are introduced. The exercise'illustrates the complexity
of trying to define'a group.

MATER

Markers and'newsprint

PROCETJURE:
I

Think for a minute about the differences between a g.6up and a
collection of people. 'Then try to draw tixo pictures: one to
illustrate what you think a group is and one Co show a collection
of people.

,

Next, organize into a sub-group with four or five other people.
Discuss the differences you tried.to represen,t with the members
of your group. Then',"as,(1.group, brainstorm a list of characteris-
tics common to groups.

When you rejoin the large group, one member
should read your list. As a master list is
which characteriStics are'mfo-et important to
or growth group.-

OPTION 1:

from ybur sub-group
compiled, think of
your owla counseling

*Ann

Instead of making drawings as individuals,,each 'sub-grouCcan work
together to produce the drawings. These can`then be preented to
the large group, where a list of characterlp'tacs of a good group
can be brainstormed.

R. Bauman, Training of Trainers (Rosslyn: National Drug 'Abuse,
Center, 1974)
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OPTION 2 :

If the gioup is large, each .sub4oup can draw either a collecticion
of people or a group--but not b8 1. Each sub-group then can pre-
sent its drawing to the' large group and comparisons can be made.

COMMENTS:

Job.
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MODULE 3
GOALS

Goal: A general statement of what is to be accomplished.

In this module, a content area is discussed expli(pitly for tho,first
tiMe._ The topic of goals is likely to be of concern to members
of the training group, just as it is to members of many groups in
their early Stagest This module again fulfills two purposes:
to teach a contelAvarea and to help participants develop as a
group.

GOALS;

4

4. To introduce the issue, of procesS

P

1. To develop geals ..for the training Iroup
. 4.

2., To introduqe the concept of,goals and a useful goal-
settilp procedure

3. Totdemonstrate how differently gr6ups fUnction,when-

'gGaIS-TaitclAttieTT 't±My-haVtr-tr±;CtCten
r

0,BIECTINj.

1. Eich par cipant wl;)1 write two goalp, tivt he stie haS
for th training group.

2. Each,p ticipant-will rate the hidden agenda group lower
than e.shared goal group on three of thd folir.proceA:
vari les.

3. Each participant will list two aspects of:good 9rcup
.goals.'

.

4
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PU'RPOS:

PCACISE 8: PERSONAL.GOAIS AS GROUP GOALS*
e

1. To proyide group members with an opportunity to express
,their, own goals for the workshop

2. To demonstrate the goals held by.the members of
the_ grow

3 : eTo allow the training, gro p to defi:ne theie goals and,

;to help, the graup in it: ev6.4.opMent

te/

SIETTING : '

This exercise :is flesigned to allow.. group meaibers to express their

goals for the training, group. Members 'should discuss their personal
. goals seriausly. The 'exercise will prOvide practice in setting
goals and ,will 'expose members to one way of coordinating rwember
-end ,leader goa/s., 6

MATE R I AL5 :

Paper and pencil

PROCEDURE:

Organiie into pairS and talce turns acting as intefyiewer and-
interviewee. As tienterviewers, asjc these two questions and 'probe

\ for \speci fic answers

/. What do" y'io4 wane to get out of he group?

2. Why did .you come to the .group (or training)? ,

Then help the ipterviewee recvrd hisiBer goals.

*4, As intewiewee, explore the questions as thoroughly as yet: can.
Then w.rite your goals. 1.)o not record those that you are not
willin to share with the group, but remember that the decision

, not itu share a goal has serious implicationi for the funCtioning
of the ,group. *

Reverse roles after the first member recoraed his/126r goals.
Then rejoin the group ana dISOusS yotir ga4ls with the other
members. Du4-ing the discup.sion, consider hosc group goals are

* Training Volunteer Le'adeis; op. Cit.

2 4
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determined. Think ta,bout the difference in goal setting tor the
training group and for counseling or growth groups. J, -

In a training group, maNy of the goals adopted for a group are
individual gbals that are shared by participants. 'In.growth,or
counseling groups, individualS are often motivated by a desire
for self-improVement. If group members are motivated only by
personal goals,' they may be very defensive and may be reluctant
to take risks.

In growth ox therapy groups, it is diffictIlt to determine exactly
what the balance lqetween personal and group goals should be? As
the group matures, members may be able to $ee themselves as' part
of a group serving an importantjunctioll in their lives. If they
value the other members of the grpup, goals. banp-fiting all of them
are likely to be valued, too.) On the other hand, because the main
goal of thdte groups is .to improve each mother's ability to cope
with and enjoy living, a group May want,to consikr any personal
difficultiesthat interfere with'that ability- Perhaps the best
climate in groups exists when the clambers value the group suf-
ficiently to take risks, opening themselves to.the other members;
in this way they may be able o achieVe,the long-term benpfit of
anlincreased ability to deal with their personal problems.

.Both personal and group goals are igportant. AA effective group
...will recognize this and find a balance between persona; and,group
goals. Many goals.can be both.

COMMENTS;

4

7
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LECTURETTE 1.1/ GQALS

4

We pave already talked about hy gdels should be-explicit rather
than implicit and shared ra er than' not. If goals are not

explicit; members may be c used about their pUrpose,in the

group, and indiyiddal§ may pursue disparate courses. If they.

are not shared,,the grou has little chance 'of even growing d:n ta.
a way that benefits'all f the menbers. Members whose goals do
not.conform to/those of the group are excluded from the growth
proess. A qttegtiori t at now seems approprlate'is, "What_are the
other effedts of exp; 6it and shared,goals?" 4

There,are at least t ee other functions of goals that are impor-

tant enough to ment on. A goal that is shared by a group can
help to .keep the gr up on course. If the members agree on a set
of goals, then dis ussion unrelated to thOse goals can be mini- ;

miied. For examp consider a.qroup that has decided to focus
on the behavio'r t at,occuTs in thZ present. A member launches

into a digessio about his/her past/drug history. Because the
goal of focusing on the present i;s.ekablished, it is easier to"
redirect,discuss on back on the topic. Perhaps a mAjor function

.of goals'isto klep the group.on an appropriate topic.

'/
The goals of the leader must -tilso be considered. In mast of this

unit, we have, talked abOut goals as long-range expectatiOnIsi The

group leader often establishes subgoals that he/she believes

will help the- group achieve thpse long.-range goals. ,These sub- -

goals can be for a singie meeting (e.g., to get the quiet mellbers
to participatemore actively) or for several meetings"(e.g., to
help geouP members develOp a sense of belonging to the group).
Both of these might be stepg tOward_ the long-range goal of
increasing the impact of Ithe group as a curative agent:" The
leader can choose a Particular interventioh based on a short-
term goal 'that will help the group achieve the final goal. If

a leader knows where he/she wants to go, he/she can then decide

haw to get there.: Tperefore short-term goals ihogld be set

by the le?tder before,the grouwmeeting. ,But'some flexibility
should be allawed because many significant e'vents canabe unplani7led;
however--the leader should not.stop a !q-lappening" jus7 because

it faft't exactly what he/she planned.

Finally, a point related to both of the.above should be mentioned.
Explicit arid shar'ed goals can be evaluated leriodically to examine

, prwTess. And'realistic goals,kan be reached and

new goalS 6an be set. :The group, (and leadmx) can thus evaluate
its progress and als'o. will have incentive for further progress,

4

4
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ISE 9: COMMITTEE MEETING: DEMONSTRATING HIDDEN AGENDAS*

Hidden Agendas?' Personal goals that are not shared.
Group Process: The actutil behavior in a group. Concerned with

how things happen.(who talks to whom, how deci-
sions are made, how the group handles conflict)
rther than with what is talked about (NDAC, 1977).

.PURPoSE:,

1. To illustrate the effects. of different personal goals on
task accomplishment in a work group

.

2. To demonstrate differences in the ways group members'
work when they have different goals and when they have
similarThTals

To illtroduce, the concept of group process

,SETTING:

The importance.of shared and'explicit goals has been emphasized.
This exercise provides an illustration of the way that a group
functions when these criteria are not met.

MATERIALS:
.19

Copie6 of the Committee Meeting Prek;lem Sheet and
'instructions for playing a role'

One copy of Committee Meeting Role Sheet A and one
copy of version B, cut into strips to,separate the
..role descriptions (handed out only to those playing
the parts)

A copy of the Process Observatio
observer

Penc±ls for all observers

Sheet for each

,*Reprinted from: J. William Pfeiffer and Ihn E. Jones (Eds.)
,A Handbook of Structured Experiences for H an Relationg Training,
.Volume 1 (Revised), La CAa University Associates, 1974.
Used'withLpermission



PROCEDURE:

Five members are.selected top/ay the members of the Fact
Finding Committee of the WSO Advisory Board., These.five are

given copies of the role-playi4 instructions and the Committee

Meeting Problem Sheet. They are separated from the group and

given five minutes tp study. They should tell no one about

their hidden agendaq. fr

, .L-.

If you are'not one of these five, form a fishbowl with your chairs

tr
around the five chairs to be occupied by,the committee member..
Use the Problem Sheet and Process Observation Sheet as you ob erve
/

the behavior in the "committee meeting."

The, role players introduce themselves to eac4 other and Marvin
Turiler, as chairman, begins the committee meeting.

Ao,

After ten minutes the role plays end. As process.observers, re-
port what you saw happening in the group. After some discussion,
the role players will reveal their roles, with Jac* Simon reporting
last.

Five other members are selected from acting the obserrrs. The

procedure iS the same, but their roles are different. ;titer ten

minutes, this role play also ends. Observers make reports as

before; role players,reveal their roles.

Consider ehese questions:

( ,

How do hidden agendasveffebt.group problem solvin0.%

2. How do they affect pa4rticipation of gioup members?
4

3. How can an observer tell if a member is Working on a hidden
agienday

4. When is it appropriate for group members to disclose their
hidden agendas?

Also consider whA a group leader should do if he/she suspects
that group.members have hidden agendas. Remembef that hidden
agendas are quite normal, although sometiWes thry may Interfere
with the growth of a group.

et

OPTiON:

. Although thiS exercise is most effective when both iole plays
'are used, the second role play can be omitted if time is short.

COMMENT S

28
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0 COMMITTEE MEETING.PI.OBLEM SHEET'

PARTICIPANTS:

1. Marvin Turner, shoe store owner and operator

2. Roberta Stevens, mothdr of five, on.welfare

3. Louis Haler, dentist

1

4. 'Jack Simon, Chamber of Commerce vice president

5i Carol Stone, Social worW; WSO

PROBLEASIo

You are at a meeting of a special fact-finding cOmmittee of the
West Side Organization (WSO) AdVisory'Board. YoUr committee was
.established to study the suggestion that the*W$0 revise its
tprocedure for electing representatives to the Advisory Board from

(-among welfare ,redipients. At present, representatives are selected
1 air three years through a generali area-wide election. Your

group has been authorized to come .up 4th s ecific recommendations
on which the Board should act at its next m eting. The Board
has advised your committee to consider two ints:

.J

, 1. Wildi,would be the best.procedure for selecting welfare
represebtatives?

a. The present system (general, area-wide selecti4
should be maintained

b. District elections should be held. There are
?bur districts-/in the'Oneral area tiFt WSO
serves. District elections would mean that one
welfare representative would come fromveach
'district.

2. How long should tha term of office.be?

a. The present term (3 years) should be maintained.

b. The representatives should serve\for one year.'
0

The chairman of the committee is'Marvin Turner, who will report
recommendations to ttie Board.

29
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAYING A ROLE

1. Do.not disclosb your role description.

2. Read your description carefully and play the role
conscientiously.

5. Pu
OV

yourself into the role that yovare given, but do not
ract.

4. Be natural, but emphasize behavior aime'd at fylfilling your
role. -

s ,

30
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,PROCESS OBSERVATION SHEET

*
eNote any comments'about the bOavior of the person you are
observing pn.the back of this sheet)

GOALS

1. To what extent ecid the members Act as if they shared the
same goals?

1

did.not
appear to
share any
,goals

ATMOSPHERE

a few
members had
shared gOals

2. What was the overal

1

hostile and
competitive,
signs of
anger

*a,

PARTICIPATION

2

3

average
shared
goals

goals were
shared by
most

members

5

excellent
sharingi
evetyone
shared goals

tone of feeling in7the meeting?
.

defensive
an0

inhibitive,
meniberSere
afraid to
tdkerisks

3.. What, was the level
1',

1

-extremely low,,
most Idembers
didn't

paxticip te,
one p4:rs

ymono&lize

3

ayerage
cooperation,
limited amount
of sharing

or feeling

4

above average
cooperation,
most membars
4ppeared' fairiy
relaxed

p rticipation in -'ne group?
,

4

low,

several
meabers
dominated
Aiseussion

4

3 .4

av age. above average,
particippitn most

most had , contributed
a little thd"

. -to s* disousSion

31
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5

very coopera-
tive and open,

members
appeared to

value others'
ctontrihittinns

a

all

participated
actively ir.1,

the

discussion
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TASK

4. How relevant wew the contributions to the task?

1 2. 3 4 5

- low, a little, average, above average, high, almost
contributions most contri- there was most-comTents all comments
were off the a mixture were were
track and self- were off of relevant relevant relevant
serving, topic the work and irrele- to task

r

discu*sedk
not what

goal indicated

32
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MODULE'4
PROCESS AND CONTENT

Th,i,s module is important because the concept of process is intr6=
.duced, a topic that will-be considered often in.the sections to
come. Actually,
Process Observati Sheets a,re first used. This has been*set
up as a rating le to minii9ize the,amount of orientation that
.is necessary.

introduction,tco process occurs when ti0e-

GOALS:

I. To introduce the differenceeetween process and.donteht_

2. To provide pra6tice in makinvprocess observations

- 4

e

3. To illustrate how groups function when the members are
maintenance-orientedsor when they are self-oriented

4. To introduce different roles often.tfilled by members of
a."'roup

5... To introduce the ideA Of curative factors

OBJECTIVES:

,

_t.ach par:ticipant will define process and content

2. Each participant will

3. ach participant will
intenance behavior,

name three different process issues.

rol:e play a selforiented or a

33
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LECTURETTE 2:WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A GROUP*

All human interactions have two major ingredients--content and
process. The first deals with'-the subject.matter or the task with

-which the group is working.-- I-In. mo-et interactions, the main focus
is on the content. The second'ingredient? process, is concerned
with what is' happening between and to, group members while the group
is working. The group progesS encompasses tone, atmospAre, in-
fluence, participapn, styles of influence, leadership struggles,
conflict, competition, and cooperation. In most interactions,
very little attention is paid to process, even when it is the major
cause of ineffective group action. Sensitivity, to group process
will help'leaders to diagnose group probleMs early, to deal with
them more effectively, and will enable group members to be more
effective participants.

The content of a discussion often focuses on the "there and then"--Th
past or futdre actions in other surroundingS. But a discussion
involving something that.happened outside Of the group also may
reflect some issue of group process that.concetns the group's
functionIng. For ekample, if a group member discusses prdblems
in auth-Grity at home, be/she reallY may be-referring to a leady-
ship struggle within the group.

The issue of hoy) a group' is iunctioning is quite complex. An'
observer interested in a grbup:s process is likely to examine a
number of specific topics related to the group's pattern of func-
tioning. We will discuss briefly some of these topics: (part,ici-

.

pation, influence, detision-mdking procedures, 'membershipit
feelings, and group atmosphere. -

ATAOSPHERE*

Atmosphere refers to the g?neral tone of feeling of the group meet-
ing. This tone cah range from warm and accepting to hostile/and.
rejecting, and can be any co*mbinetion between these two extemes.-,
-As a general rule, personal growth occurs when:Ibe atmospher.is
open and accepting. When'the atmosphere is hostile and rejecting,'
participants are notliikely to take the risks leading to growth.

Establishing an open and accepting atmosphere can be a lpng and
difficult task, requiring a certain wmount of modeling and .

direction from the leader as well as norms that legitimize risk- ,

taking behavior. Very often, a supportive atmosphere is generated
only after Le group has resolveSconflicts over leadeeship and

*Reprinted from: J. Willi= Pfeiffer an John E. Jones (gds.)
Thv 1972 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, La Jolla, CA:
Opiversity Associate, 1972. Used with vrmission.

3 4
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4.10
members have defed their positions in the group. The atmosphere
is always subj,ectto change. Actually, one important reason for
the leader to consider the atmosphere is that changes in the

fratmosphe& often signal the occurren4p of critical choice points
.in the growth of a group.

Who seems to prefer a friendly congenial atmosphere? is

there any attempt_to suppress .cnonflict or unpleasant feel-
ings2

44,

WhO seems to prefertan atmoSphere of cOnflict and disagree-
ment? Do any members provoke or annoy,others?

VA

Do people seem involved and interested? What is the
atmosphere like2

.em Are certain topics avoided in,the group sex, imemedi-
ate. feelings in the-gioup, leader's behavioitc.)?

W -seems to reinforce this avoidance? 'How?

Are/grouptimembers overly nice or polite to each other?
.Are only pleasurable feelings expressed? Do members agree
With eaci; other too readily? What happens when members
disagl:ee?

, Do tou see norms operating about perticipation or the kinds
of questIons that are allowed (e.g., "If I t41k, yoU must
talk,"or "If I tell my problems, you have to tell youret)?
Do Members'feel free to.ask each other ab6A their feelings?
Do questions tend to'be restricted to intellectual topics
or events outside of the group?

PARTICIFIATION

Level of participation is,a concept'th4t'is used to refer to the
nuMber of participants who 4re actively involved in the g?oup and
toi.ndicate the intsensity of the involvement. A high, level of

ihill

partio4ation occurwhen most of the 9roup embers,are involved
at an intense level.

The level of participation is ione.of the easy process observations 2
that the leader makes. He/she cah look 4-t such petterns pf
iummunication as whO talks to whip, 'how long.hey talk, whether
or not they' are interrupted. Alikof these observatiOns are aspects'
of the of participation. Considering-the level of partici-
pation can help the leader get'some idea of roles group medbers
play; the most vocal memblez are often the most influential,

4
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Who participates more thanothers?,,

',Whr.: 'participates less? ,

1,__Ihr..10-

,

, .... *.s.. ___,i .,

DO you seq'any.shift, in participat4on, ei.g., ?requent \
,

partic4ators becomin4. quiet, infrequent participatqrs
suddenly becoming talkatIveR Do gou`see Any 'possible
.reason for this in the gromp's intractiOn?-

-. . 1
. . -

ficitv are those who remain:s 4-4ent e Obwated? .F their;
. f

. ....

si.pence _interpretedconsent, disagreement,-di?intrest,
,

fear, etc.?
I

Who talks to whom? Do you see,any thason for this in
thAroup's'interactions? Alie the-interactions malelmale,
Male/female or female/female?'

Who keeps the ball rolling? Why? ,Do you see any reason
-for this in the group's interactions?

(

DECISION-MAKING PROCEDURES

All grobps make decisions, -sometimes explicitly and consaiously
(Nith,#, shall we di) about members who are absent a lot?"), some-

.. -times withput.awareness that decisions-are-made at all (as when
a group ignores mothers who falk about sexual problems).' Because
a group decision is hard to undo, the effective group leader
should be aware of when and how decisions.aie made:

.

-

One example 'of decision in4Xing in a thprapy group occurs early in'
the group's life when. leader(s) and membersoet goals. Once
the goals are set; they can be powerful guidelines for group dis -
oussions and even for deciding-which topic areas'arefappiopriate.
Clearly, decisions of such importance should be made carefully and.

. in a manner that involves as much of the group as poslible.

There are several methods of grOup decision making of whijch the
leader should be aware. We'will present four of the most frequent-
ly used me s. 'They are.arranged in order, vith.the least pre-.
ferred meth. , first and the. most preferred method last.

411.111

Decision by one: One person ptoposes and then begins to initiate
his/her decision. Fo4example, "1 think we should introdUce
ourselves. My name is John-Harris..."

Decision by a anority: Several members of a group (often the most
outspbken) are'in agreement kr.,1d try to make the decision for every-

'
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ane. Often'these.decisionsAre followed by,'''DoeS.aniyone objeyt?"
or "Wp,arl,' agree." "e groui) leader should be very oare'ful tha.
he/she doesn't, lose leadet1p;t6t.his'minority.

,Decision bx
/
Maority:. The group makes-this decision byecounting

°V6tes ilor" and !a.iNinht." In thiS'oase the lafger portion "of
..!.the group :Bight agree, but if the minority holds a strong opinion,

they' that,Sleten JAL hot'gilren adeqiate dttentiozi. -

. . . ,

.C4hsenius testing: This)proc.ed e does-not necessarily require
unklimit*, bAt.it does require that each mgmber of the group be
.gi,Vem, -the:oh:ince-to express, hisiher feelings. ,If the feelings
are-Very strong, thenvore discussion may be needed. Whdh a
4ecision is "ea.ched by consensus, all members of the group are
in essential agreement.

(
.

-
. -

Does anyone make a decigl'on and carry it,out.witilo.i:at',
. -

a . cecking. with Other group members? For example, does -'.4

. anyone dec4de on the t9pic to be discusSed and izwneiatelTz
begin t9 talk about it? What.eftect does this have on
othex?

;

1 Does the group drift ,from topic to topic? Who topic-
jumps? no you see any, reason for:this in the group's
1.1eractions?

Who slpports ',other members' suggestions or decisions?
DQQS this sUpport result in the.two members cladding the
topic or activity for the groupi tiow doeS this affect
others?

Is there any evigIce.of a majority pushing a decision
through over other members' objections? Do they call 0
fbr a vote (majority support)?

-Is there any attempt to get all Members participating
in a decision (consensus)? Whet,effect,ddes this seem

r
'to have on,the group?

Dots anyone maie contributions that receive no response
- or-recognition? What effect 4oes this have on the.
member?

INFLUEix

Influence and participatipn are not the same. Some people may
. speak very little yet - elipture the attention, of the whole

group. Others may taik 1. but generally are not'listened to
by the other members, /

art Which membefs are high in influence? That is, when -they
". talk, do others seem to lipten? -Are they women,or men?

Z.I
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Which members are loa in infquenCe?
in influence? Who shifts,. womenor

?

Is there any shifting.
men?

,

Do you.see any rivalry in the group ?
for leadership? What effect does it

rmembers?

Styles pf Influence

Is theree stiuggle
have on other group

Influence can take many forms. It can be positive or n6gative; it
can enlist the support or cooperation of others or alienate them.'
How a person attempts to influence another may .be the determining
flptor in the other's receptivity. There are at least,four
styles of influence that frequently emerge in.groups.

11, Autocratic--Does anyone attempt to impoSe his/her will
or values on others or try to push them to suppbrt his/her
decisions? Who evaluates or passes judgement on other
group members? Do any members block action when it is
not moving in the direction they desire? Who pushes ,to,

"get the group organized?"

yeacemakerWho eagerly supports other's decisions? Does
anyone consistently try tb avoid.conflict or keep unpleas-

: tnt feelings from being expressed by pouring oil on the'
troubled,waters? Is any member typica24 deferential
toward other group members (thus giving others power)_?
Do any members appear to avoid giving negative feedi-oack,
i.e., will they level only when they have positive feed-
back to give?

Laissez-faireAre an*group members gettingoittent,ton,
because of their apparent lack ofinvolvement in,the group?
Does any group member gp along with the group decisions with-
out seeming to commit him/herself one way or the-other?
Who seems to be withdrawn and uninvolved? Who does not
initiateactivity, or participates mechanically and only
in-response to another member's question? .

,

DemocraticDoes anyone try to include everyone in a group
discussion or decision? Who expiesses his/hem feelings
and opinions openly and directly without evaluating or
judging others? When feeling8 run high and tensions
mount,,which members attempt to deal with .the conflict

in a problem-solving wayR

3.8



MEMBERSHIP

A major coricern for group.members is the degree to which they are
accepted by the group. Different patterns of interaction may de7
velop'in the.(aroup giVe clues to thesdegree and kind of
almbership.

Are there any subgrou.ps? (Two or three members may band
together for a period of time during which theY consist
tenly agree:and support each other." Or several members
May consistëntlI disagree and oppose o'ne another.):L

O , Do some people seem to e "outside" the group? Are some
.7.1.12"7 How are those " side" tiedted?

FEiLINGS

buringlany grbui3 aiscussion, feelings are frequently generated by
the interactions between meMbers. Although these feelings are
rarely discussed, the tone of voices, facial e*pressionS, gestures,
and many other forms of nonverbal cues Can help observer* under-
stand what participants are feeling.

What signs of feelings do you observe in group members
(anger,: Irritation, frustration, warmth, affection,
excitemerit, boredom, defensiveness, competitiveness)?

Do you see any,attempts.by,group members to block the

expression offeelings, particularly painful feelings?,
How is this Vonek.....yès anyoise lo this consistently?



EXERCISE 10: PRQESS AND CONTENT IDENTIFICATION

1

PURPOSE:,
,

.
1

To practice di ferentiating_process and content.stfitaments
4

SETTIN6:.

The distinction between,prOcess and content will be used fre-
Cluently throughout the remainder of the training week. This

--exercise proVides practice in distinguishing process statements
and content staXements. '

MATERIALS:

Pencils

(D_ Prpcess/Content Identification Sheet

PROCEDUE:.

On the ProcesS/Oontent Identification Sheet, mark whether each
statement is a content or a proces statenent.

C:6MMENTS:

ga

a



PROCgSS/C0i1TENT IDENTIFICATIQN SHEET

1.1

Indic.pee whether each at the.'follawl,ng statements (which ere nzadç .

..k% in a'groupittis a process)or content statement.

4

1. "-I feel angry with Al/On for
tingt to the goup"

never contribu-
, ,

2. "I Used to,live in New York. I stafted to
use dope only after I moved to Chicago.",e

. "I think TQM and Nancy would bdth be better,
off if they stopped seeing each other."

4. "I have a lot of trouble getting along
with my boisr I don't think he has any
idea of_what he is doing."

5. "People in the group seemed prety tense
when Steve shouted at Ellen."

6. 4When we started talking about our goals,
I noticed that people were quick to agree
with everything I suggested."

I.

41
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4ERCISE 11: TXSK, MAINTENANCE, AND SELP-ORIENTED BEHAVIOR ROLE PLAY

F

PURPOSE: >
a

1. To demonstrate the diffrent.effects of task, maintemanc4,
and selfOriented behaviors in a grZup problep-sjiving .

task

1

2. To 'provide the trainees with pkactice in paking process'
observations

3. To introduce the curative factors in groups and give the
trainees the opportunity to consider their relative
importance

4.

\To brainstorm various norms that facilitate the develop-
of curative factors

SETTING:

ekercise ip designed to give additional practice in observing .

process variables and to clarify the distinctions among task, main-
tenance, and self-oriented behaviors. The content of the exercise
'is a discussion of the curative factois in groups, a topic that
should prove relevant and interesting.

MATERIALS:

4
Pencils

ISrocess Observation Sheets

Copies of Group Role Sheets cut into strips for role players

Copies of Group Role Sheets for Observers

Curative Factors in Groups Sheet.

PROCEDURE:
41I

Seven members ate chosen for role plays in a fishbowl. These
participants are given their roles and take time to study. If
you are not one of the seven, you will act as an observer.

On the Curative Factors in Groups Sheet, mark the items in order
oli importance without conferring with anyone,

41.

3 }

4 3
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11.

tOro

,..
Next, participants work as a group to rank these factors. Con-

.

sensus must be reached in toh minutes.
fr-

As observers, watch-the participants in the inndr group. Ratb
them an ,the Process Observation Sheet after they have reachad a
consensus. Then, usin4 a copy of Group RoLe Sheet A, identify
which memJoer played each role.

Next, switch places: those in the fishbowl are now,9bsprvers:
those who were obsekvers are now participants. .The hew partici-

.-pcints tri,II'be given a and tini,to studyzcit and the new ob-
servers will use their rocess Observation Sheets. The task is to
'think-6 ground rules for a group that would promolje the develop-
ment of curl.ive factors. 4That is, what nqps should a geoup
have*sto help9Its members grow?

After ten minutes, the participents.should have a completed 2ist
and the observers can mark their'ratIngs in the Process Observa-
tion Sheet. Then, using Group Role Sheet B, observers guess which
members played,which roles and with what effect.

COMMENTS:

44
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PROCESS OBSERVATION SHEET

(Note any comments about the behavior
obSeiving on the,back of this sheet).

GOALS

of the person you are

1. To what extend.did the members act as if they shared' the same
goals?

2

did-not a few average goals were excellent
appear to members had shared shared by sharing,'
share any shared goals goals most everyone
goals members 'shared goals

ATMOSPIIHERE

l
2. What k s the overill tone of feeling'in the meeting?

1

hostile and
competitive,
signs of
anger

PARTICIPATION

defensive
and

inhibitive,
members were

afraid to
take risks

3

average above average
cooperation, 'cooperation,
limited amount most Metbers

of sharing = appeared

or,feeIing fairly re-
, laxed

.3. What was the level of participation in the group?

extremely low,
most meMbers

didn't
participate,
one person

monopolized

2

low,

several
members

doiminated

disCussion

3

average above average,
participation, of most

most had contributed
a little to the
to say discussion

4

eS ;

5

very coopeia-
'tive and open,

membds
appeared to

value others'
contributions

high, all
participated
actively in

the

discussion



fi

4

TA.5"k

4. How relevant were the contributions to the,task

low,

contributions
were off'th,
.,track and skg,7
serViugi 'topic

-disussed
47 not what
goal indicated

' 2. 3

a little, average,

most contri- tliere,was;

butions. a mixtuNe
were off of relevant
the m&-k and irrele-

vant comments

TASK VS. MAINTENANCE

5. Were the *comments mainly factual (task-oriented).or were they, ,

aimed mostly at how the group was functioning (process)?

e average-,

t comments

rell:tant

5'

high,'almost
all cOMMents

were-

relewant
to task

1

all
.task

2 3

mainly task, 'about eqUal
some process task and

process
."

DECISION MAKING*

6. How were decisions made?

- 1

by one
person

by two,
one person
suiarting
and the
'other

supporting,

majority,
with

minority
vigps not
expre.tsed

46

4

mainly
process,

some task

4

majority,
with

mihority.
opinion

integrated

all process

5

consensus,
agreement
by all
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CURATIVE FACtORS GROOC'S

most people agree that participation in a group canhelp a person'
grow and learn aabout him/herself. The elements in a group that
facilitate growth have been callapd cueative factors. Belbw is
a. list of sow, possible curativd'fotors in groupe. Your task is
to rank these factors in the order & their importance. Put
a ".1.* beside the factor that you think is'the most important
in helping a person grOw as a result of hislher group experience.
Put a '12" beside the second avast important 4nd so on,-mhtil you have
put "8," beside the factor that you think is-least important.

.

Getting feedback from others

Receiving advice or ideas ADM others

Finding out others have problems like yours

Feeling that you belong t6 the group

4
Getting support'from otheys

Having permission to express strong feelings

Giving feedback to others

Giving support to others

47
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LECTURETTE 12: TASKS.

SELF -ORTTED

I.
MAINTENANcE, AND
BEHAVIORS*

(Notez___Tbe presentation of the following material is prObably
best accomplisbea during.the.processing of Eiercise 11.)

Some behaviors frequently are ass ciated with content--with
trying to get the'job done--and ther behavielts concern the pro-

cess in the group and function o help maintkinhAmony in
group. Because group members tend to fill th4 same roles ov

a se.pes of meetings, the group leader might,51inoil it helpful to

identify the roles that members typically fill.

TASKORIENTED BEHAVIORS

Task-oriented behaviors ocq in trying to get a job done. piere

are several tehavicirs that are useful when a group is fulfillirl

. .a task:

A

Initiating: proposing tasks or.goals; defining a group
problem; suggesting a procedure for solving a problem

/

Seeking information or opinions: requesting facts;
soliciting*expressions of value; seeking suggestions

.N and ideas

Giving information or opinion: offering facts; providing.
relevant information; giving puggestions and ideas;
expressing an opinion about Amatter before the group

Clarifying and elaborating: interpreting ideas or sug-
gestions; ilearing up confusions; defining terms; indica
ting alternatives and issues before,the group

Summarizing: pulling together related ideas; restating
suggestions afterkhe,group has discussed them; offering
A conclusion for the group to accept or reject

*Reproduded gpecial permission from Handbook of Staff velopment

and Hdman Relations Training: 'Materials Developed for Use in Africa, .

Donald Nylen, 3: Robert Mitchell, and Anthony Stout, pp. 67-70, Copyright
1967 by the European Institute for Trans-Nation Studies in Group and '

Organizational Development, and National Training,Laboratory, NEA, USA.
#Credit for the classification system is giyen to Morton Deutsch, "The
Effects of Cooperation and Competition Upon Group Process." In D.

_Cartwright and A. Zander: Group Dynamics--Research and Theory (2nd

Edition). Evanston, Ill".: Row Peterson,& Co., 1960:-.

...
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IATENANCE BEHAV,IORS

Maintenan'ue behaviors, on the other hand, oCcux when the group ,

(or an individual in a.group) is focusing on tHe way that the
'group is relating 4,provess); We have discussed severil different
issues that are considered process (atmosphere, level of par- '

ticipation., typical decision-making procedures, etc.). Here
are some of.the behaviors that' are used requently to help
Maintain a good working. relationshiOamong group members: 4

4

Hirmonizing: Attempting to reconcile disagreements; .

reducing tension; getting people to explore differenceS

Gatekeeping: helping to keep communication channels open;
facilitatirxig the participation of others; suggesting
procedures that permit sharing remArks

Enoouraging: being friendly, warm, aO accepting of
others; reSponding to others' contributions (verbally
arna nonverbally)

415.

Compromising: offering a compromise when one's own idea
is in conflict w4h another's; admitting error; being
willing to sacrifice one's own status in favor of group
cohesiveness

4

SELF-ORIENTED BEHAVIORS

Finally, there are those people whose own interests are dominant
over any others that may exist. These people are so selft-priented
that iheir behavior doesn't address either task or maintenance
issues--it,serves to fIll their own emotional needs and to hinder
die group's progress. Some examples of this self-oriented
'behavior are:

Dominaing: trying to make all dedisionsrnot listening
to others; trying to monopolize the group

,

WithdraWing: trying to withilraw frpm all Activities;
making no contributions; appearing.afraid to make a state-
ment or express an opinion

Agressive blocking: attacking others' remarks; being
first to criticize; tryingrtai put otherd down; being
hostile and negative

Help seeking: trying to belittle his/her own contri-
butions; playing down own abilities; frequently asking
opinion and advice from others

50
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t . (
.Recognition seeking: trying to becleme cehter of atteion;
engaging in-eyd4catChing behaviorv trying to get attention
frowthers; not staying on the topic

-

SUMMARY

In most-droups, any or all'of these behaviors are likely to occur
at some point. A grOup must attepd to its,maintenance functions
df it is to succeed at task or growth activities. Of coUrse,.the
amountof time a group SPends on process and.maAntenance activi-
ties is 'a fundtion of its gurposè and its composition... In so-
called therapy groups, where self-oriented behaviors are' common,
Virtually all of the groupts time otn be devoted to process and
trying to impriove the way the members of,61e group function. In
problem-solving g ups less time will be devoted to maintellance
and much more to sk activities. :Let us emphasize, however, that
in aby successfuL group the maintenance functionS.must be con-
sidered for progress and growth to occur.'

'80a
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tiODULE 5'

,CURATIVE FAQTORS

r^

The material for this modple.wa dduced earlier and is sum-
marized in the discussion here. The cussi;n'focuses,on the'
curative factors identified in the exercis'e,Aealing explicitly
with the norms that foster their development.

GQALS:

1. To assist the participants in understandag the kinds
of curative factors in groups 0

wwab

2. To identify norms that f6ster.the growthrof curative
factors

QBJEC'TIVESi

1. Each participant will list four curative factors 341
groups.

2. Each p'articipant will name two norms that contribute
to the development of.a, cUrative factor.

RIM
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LECTURE= 4: CURATIVE FNCTORS AND NORIIS
Np4011MOTINO THEIR DE1/21,0PMENT

0

GETTING FEEDAACK FROM OTHERS,:

eat benefit comes from the fact tliat groups 'generally focus

h the present and avoid recapiiulating,past incidents that

involvethe group. Bebause-of this focU%, the feedback
is .4ivenato a grodp member by others about his/hei patterns of

interaction in the grpup. Participants often inter* within

.a the group similarly to the way-they behave outside the group..

This,feedback may be the first that the member has received

abdut his/her behvior.,

-

.1

perhaps the most important norms, then, concern the feedback 4
given from one group member to another. Early in the vroup life,

the leader may want to pay direct attention/to these ndrms.

Whether he/she does this or sets,theAfeedbaCk norms more in-

directlyi 'the leader will need to keep in mind several featUres

of good feedback(NTL, 1968):
-

tFeedback should be; specific. %ben feedback is given,

er than at e personl The latter
it should be directed (and ohangeabke) be-

haviors,
is likely to reSult in defensiveness

_and unwillingnesA to change.

Feedback should be nonevaluative. Fee
'descriptive, naming the response of t e.
specific reteiver behavi6r, rather thap
telling the receiver what he/she should

,

Feedback should be offered-. This means that if a per-,

"Son-is not receikive to feedbadk,'it shoula not

forced. The receiver.of 'feedback always should.Nel
able to reject,it ifhe/she disagreesstxgngly with
it. liecause feedback is ieffective only when it is

.

acceptpd, this rule really is simple common .senT
,

. .

Feedback should be' well-timed. If the'receiver of

feedback is upset or .if the feedback concerns ak in:
cident long past; th411.-.ehe likelihood of that feed-

ck should be
giver to a
prescriptive,

do. I"
`

14

back being acCepted is greatly redtFed.

Fe back sliould be personal. Whenigiving'feedback,

the iver4hould make it .clear that the feedback con-
cerns his/hgr response to a behavior and is,not

the re4 sponse of other group members. ',

1 52
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HXVING PERYLISs'ION TO EXPRESS STRONG FEELINGS

This refers to the opportunity, to express feelingS that parti-
cipants Have in a group. Because strong social sanctions exiSt
against expressing feelingS, the group mpg be the, first place
the participants are encouraged to express rather than hide
these feelings.

Of cour el we are,products of,our soeiety; therefore, many mem-
bers e reluctant to express feelings ahd'may even condemn
others for expressing them. Establishing an atmosphere con-
dueive to expression of feelings may be ar very long task.
Several norms are essential if such an atmosphere isto develop.
Perhaps the most important norm is risk-takingmembers are

.

encouraged to experiment, to try things they are afraid to do.
The leader can model and encourage these behaviors. Norms of
opennesS and trust,are essential if risk-taking is to occur"

\
FEELING THAT-YOU BELONG' TO THE GROUP

....,Many people have few chances to feel that they belong. Many of
the people who Seek therapy consider themselves "misfits." A
sense of belonging can be a.novel and powerful experienae for them.
For this to develop, noris of acceptance 6Where each meMber iS
accepted as a person by each other'member) must'be fostered.
Also of help in promoting a sense of belonging is an explicit
rule of'confidentiality, which can encourage group members to
discuss very per nal'matters without fear that others will find
out what tkley haskç said. An explicit rule:of confidentiality
also helps fcster climate of openness and trust,'.

GIVING FEEPBACK TO OTHERS

For many people, giving feedback to others is even harder than
receiving it, partiCularly if the feedback is negatiVe. Yet,
giving feedback is probably the mostieffectiVe way to change the
way peoplcp-act around'you. -Therefore, to practice in thq group

/ giving feedback that follows the norms discussed earlier is
valuable. The skill of giving feedback can be taken from the
group and applied to sitUations outside the group. Of all the
factors to be discussed, the skill of giving effective feedback
is probably 'the one that people can use the most outside of the
group.

er,
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FINDING OUT OTEERS HAVE PROBLEMS LiKE YOURS

--

A common response when one has a pro em is to withdraw and hide it

from others.. Encouraged by norms o openness, acceptance, and
confidentialitn people.can find it easier-to express their
problems within the group& Not surprisingly, many yroblems
have a common base, so sharing them can help to decrease one's
sense of isolation. Further, finding out that talking about
problems is not too painful can help one dealyith them in
other situations.

GETT/NG SUPPORT PROM OTHERS-

_This curative factor translates directly into the norm of
accepting group members as people. Social reinforcement not

only builds confidence, it also makes continued interaction

and exploration much easier. For people not in positions' to
receive much social support,, support from the grOup can be

especially powerful.

GIVING SUPPORT TO OTHERS.
% \

Giving can be as rewarding as receiving support. Giving support
that the other person appreciates and values makes one feel good

about oneself. This factor also is related to the norm of
. -

acceptance and of valuing group members and their eontributions.
.-11P

RiCEIVING ADVICE-OR IDEAS FROM OTHERS

It is interesting that this factor ranks last on the list because

in many grolips it is the most common type of communication. It

assumes greater importance in relation to specific problems (e.g.,
being afraid of height4and when the group has been together for,
a long time. When the members have become a yotent group, the

'opportunity, to practice riew behaviors suggested by advice can be

helpful. Like feedback advice should be offered rather than

forced.
Art'

SUMMARY

cm:In short, the curative factors are.fo ered by a set of norms

about which the.leader should be sensitive. The leader call .

promote the norms by establishing them in a direct manner with

the me6Ders, by modeling the desired behaviors, by giving rein-

forcement to members for adhering to them, or by any combination

of these methods. Whatever the. metheds chosen, the leader
especially should pay attentiot to norms on:

_6
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1.

L. Feedback

a. Speci4'c-

b. Nonevaluative

C..- 9ffered

d. Well-timed

e.. Personal

A Risk-taking:\

3. Confidentiality

4. Openness

5. AcCeptance
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EXERCISE 12: CURRENT STATUS: A FEEDBACK ACTIVITY ON T(UST*

PURPOSE:

1. To promote an opportunity to give and receive feedback ,

2. To increase feelings of trust within the group

3. To illustrate some of the curative factors recently

discussed

4. To model good gdup leader behavior.

SETTING:-

This exercise provides an experiential focus for thee-didactic

ma1terial just reviewed. Group members can evaluate the trust they

feel toward each other and have an opportunity to give and receive

feedback.

MATERIALS:

Pencils

Current Status InventOry

PROCEDURE:

t

Fill out the Current Status Inventory. When everyone has finished,

you may share your comments with others in the group: If you

share your answers about.likes and dislikes, explain what behaviors

led you to make these choices.
_

)'1*.

/

In preparation f .r the discussion, consider the level of trust fl

that has developed in the group and hoW it affects the amount of

risk-taking that occurs. Also consider how you felt When you we4e
,

giving or receiving feedback.

COMMENTS:

*Reprinted from% Joitm E. Jones and J. WiZliam Pgiff r 0Eds.),

The41977 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitqabrs, La J la, CA:

University Associates, 1977. Used with permission.

3
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CURRENT STATUS INVENTORY

Name
Date

1

Complete all the,following questions, ouranswers are confidential,.
but you nay share any of yqur answers after completing this history.

1. How did you feel as the group began?

2. How do you feel right n9w?

3. Which person in this group do you feel moSt positively about
right now?

4. Describe what 'makes you feel good about that person.

5. Toward whool in this group do you react most negatively
right now?

6. Describe what that person does,that produces this negative
feeling.

7. What irevents you from being more open 4nd honest in this
group?

Si Which person in this group do you thi:nk feels most positivel
toward you right now?

9. Why do you feel that this person feels positively about you?

10. Which person in this group do,you think feels most negatively
about you right now?

11. Why do you feel that this person experiences negative feel-
ings toward you?
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MODULE 6
STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH

This is the final module that deals with the theoretical issues in
group dynamics. It is designed to introduce thi idea that 'a group
grows in a-predictable way and to illustrate that idea by closing
with an exercise simdlar to the one with which the section began.

GOALS:

1. To introduce the stages of group growth

2. To identify the behaviors characteristic of each stage

. To help the participants identify the stage of growth
.of the training group

IVES :

. Each participant will .1.ist.AA

stages of grooth,used in this

.2. Each participant will produce
of each substage.

Ity
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EXERCISE 13: OUR GROWING GROCP IX*

PURPOSE:

1. To gauge the changes that have occurred in the group

from the acquaintanceship period to the present

2. To introduce the concept of group growth
e

3. To givIkthe group an opportunity to evaluate the stage

of development in which it is now working

SETTING.:

Since the.last time the Group Growth Scale was chedked, much has

happened. Checking the Scale now gives group members a chande to

examine any changes in the group. It.ilso helps tO introduce the'

concept of group growth.

MATERtALS:.

to Group Growth Scale

Newsprint and Markers

PRCCEDURE:

Use the Group.Growth'Sdale in your manuals to'rate the trainihg-

group. These will be compared to the rating of the first form.

With the group, discuss the itages 'of group growth. ,

The differences in'the two forms will be outlined on newsprint by

the leader (trainer). Discuss these differences and, with the group,

evaluate the present stage of the group's growth.

GOMMENTS

*Training Volunteer Leaders, op. cit.

.1
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GROUP GROWTH suae

Circle the number that most accurately describes your fee ing.

1.. How clear ,are group goals?-

1 3 4 5

no apparent goal confusion, average goals goals
goals uncertainty or goal mostly' very

conflict clarity clear clear

2. How muCh trust and openness iS there in the group?

1 2 3 4 5

,distrust, a little trust, average considerable remarkable
closed'group defensiveness trust and trust and trust and

, openness openness -openness

3. How well do group members listen to each other?

3

little'or no most do not average most members all =embers
listening in, listen'well listening do listen well listen intently

group * to others to others to each other

4. How much attention is paid to process (the way the group is
working?)

3 4 5

no attention little some .concern a fair balance very concerned
to process attention with group between with process

to process process -content and
process

*Trainins Volunteer Leaders, op. cit.
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4

5. How are group leadership goals met?

not met,
drifting

2

\
leadership

concentrated
in one person

3
."
4

same leaders

leadership functi

sharing distributed

6. How are group decisions made?

2

no decisions made by a
could be few

reached

3 4

5

leadership
needs met
creatively and
flexibly

5

majority attempts at full participation

vote. integrating and tested
_minority vote consenSua

7. How Well are group resources used?

one or two
contributed
but deviants

silent

2

several tried
to contribute

but were
discouraged

3

average usl
of group

resources

5

group resources group resolurdes
well used fully and

and encouraged effectively 5ped

How much loyalty-and sense of belonging to the group is there?

1

membersohave
no group
loyalty or
sense of

belonging

2 3

members not about average

close but sone
friendly

relatiOns '

,sense tt
belonging

'era

4 5

some warm strong sense
sense of, of belonging
belonging among

members
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LECTURETTE 5 : STAGES, OF GROUP GROWTH

There are several reasons why familiarity with the different
stages of group growth is important. First, because groups go
through a-fairly established set of stages, this familiarity

,

can aid in understanding what a group is. Second:, because
certain topic areas are associated with each stage, awareness
of the stages can help the leader anticipate potential prbbems.
Third, by anticipating the problems, and keeping in mind the stage
of the groupethe leader can intervene where it will be most
beneficial tothe group. Finally, by being aware of the stage
of growth, the leader can put many of the difficulties invelved
in group therapy in their proper perspective.

There re several different models of group growth. We will use
a t stage model, with each stage divided into two substages.
Although stages are associated with the development of both
task and maintenance behaviors, we will- focus 'on the growth of
personal relations.

STAGE t: DEVELOPING
t

In the Developing Stage, riorms and relative positions among the
various grOup members are established. 'The leader's general
gdals during this period axe to facilitate the development of
cohesiveness and to allow the group members to interact without
too much direction. Often, considerable conflict will exist
aMong%the members. At issue in most of these conflicts are
questions of authority. In the following substagesAcquaintance
and Groundwork--we examine in more detail what occurs in the
Developing Stage of the'group.

Acquaintance

In the beginnin(g of the,group, the grouptmembers are in the
uncomfortable position of being introduced to relative strangers
with whom they will share some yery personal moments. -This is a
threatening atmosphere that often brings out some rather predict,
able behaviors. For instance, people will try to be nice to each
other and to avoid expressing hostility. They will try to Iget to
know each other superficially to get an idea of how each fits in
the group. Some members may try to put on a show; others 141l
be very open. The group often depends heavily on the leader.
Accor4ngly, the leader may be asked to set the norms, Atablish
tbe goals, and lead the members through the confusion they feel.
They are concerned about. why they are in the groupl'what they
are supposed to do, how they are going to do it.

.



Groundwork

The second phas ,9. generally is characterized by conflict. There
are several reasons for conflict to emerge. One is simply the
intensity of small group interaction; many unresq.ved problems
seem to emerge at this point. F'requently, these include conflicts
concerning authority,and the tensions encountered when people
try to get to know cane another on a very personal level. Author-
ity problems place great stress On the leader, often threatening
to develop into competitive situations that can have no winner. -kJ
Many groups break up at this point, because the same conflicts
cat arise tipe and tine again. The tensions arising among mem-
bers often center around issues of sharing, and considerable time
is required for the members to establish roles with which they
feel comfortable.

STAGE II: POTENCY

In thd Potency Stage of the group, the authority issues largely
have been resolved. The group members no longer rely solely on
the leader for direction and they have become aware of their

litive positions in the group. The members are aware of the
ss issues that underlie interactions and generally are

capable of identifying these issues with6ut the hdlp of the'
leader. The different.issues-involved are examined more closely
in the substages, Working and Closing.

Working,

Eventually, group members realize that conflict is counterproductive
and move to resolve it. The resolution of the conflict period
is marked by the'development of cohesion among the group members.
Because the group has worked through interpersonal conflict, a
sense of accomplishment also seems to be involved. And because
the group members "feel good° aBlout the group, the most work can
be done during this stage. Members can 'begin sharing ideas and

feeling giving feedback to others, and requesting feedback about
themselves. At this point the atmosphere can become open and
trusting, with increased risk-taking. Occasionally;participants,
will want to celebrate and to stop working at this point, so the
leader must be sensitive to developments that will lead the group
away from its task.

3.7
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Closing

Groups typically do, not reach this stage-. At closing, group
----.<Fembers do not feel as bound to the group as they did, but each

is capable of taking risks and.giving feedback in a productive
manner. In therapy group's, members may start to experiment
with new behaviors in the group. Members may offer behavior
"prescriptions" or advice 'and expect-it to be well received.
During this stage, group'members also may experiment -with new
bebaviors outside'the groulo; ahd lessons learned in the group are
tran ferred to tbe outside world.

In this stage, the growp members will decide that continuation
of the group is not really necessary. When this occurs, the
group may regain some ofthe attraction and cohesiveness,of
the third substage, creating-the final problem of how to say
good-bye. The group that has survived up to this point also
will survive the good-byes.

SUMMARY

Each of these stages appears regularly in the growing group.
Certain problems, howevercwill continue to emerge even when

. the stage that they characterize has passed. In particular,
the problemS of leadership and of challenges to the leader'4
authority can occur mazy times. If the leader understands the
differences among the various stages df growth, he/she can
respond ,to the same issue in different ways. During the
Groundwork Substage, the leader mai not,want to make a self-
disclosure in reeponse to a demand froM one of the members,
but may decide to do so during the Workinglipubstage. Knowledge
of the stages bf a growing group'can help Ihe leader promote
growth for his/her group.

11.
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OVERVIEW UNIT III:
THE ROLE OF THE GROUP FACILITAVOR

In this section& skills-and knowledge are presented that help the -,""
leader facilitate the growth of the group and the grciup members.
By this time, participants shduld be familiar enough with the
issues in group dynamics and with each other to be able to-take,
risks andtgive.and recdive feedbaCk, conditions necessary for
the exercises to be. effectivd. 1

Tice concept of leadership,and the issues involved in leadership
styles as well as.the basic leadership,functions are &amine&
Through a structured leadership ac-ti?Vity and though feedback

. from others, participants are enciowagedto examine their,own
and others' leadership qualities. Aiso included is a discussion t

on different leadershiP stylesan important topic fOr any leader.

MODULE SELECTING MEMBERS FOR A.GROUP

,
.

.In this moduIce, we turn to the initial task of a group leader:
selectim members for a group..

,

G OALS : 4
a

04.

Cleroduce the issue of homogeneity'and hetero-,-
geneity'in selecting group members

To introduce pkoblems that can be treated best by
groups or by-one-to-one 6ounseling

3. TR provide participants with Sow informaerion about
to find out in interviewing clients for group/e-

membership,

_

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each participant will classify sight hypothetical
. clients into two homogeneous groups.

Each participant will list at least two oonditions
which group cognSeling is preferred ofer indi-

vi al counseling.

v
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EXERCISE'l

c-

RQUP COMPCSITION1. A SRTP&ION ACTIVITY*

To introduce the topic of selecting group members

2. To !assist facilitators in identllying
group conIttsitiop

their biases about

3 To introduce the homogen .ty/heterogeneity issue in
- group compoSition

SETTING:

, This is the first exercise in the section on selecting group
members. /It ka designed ta help partiapants-identify their
values and pAferences in the selection of group mgmbers. And
it is a useful introduction to the basic issue of homogeneity
and heterogeneitr8.f. therapy 'group members.,

MATERIALS:

Group Composition Candidate Profile Sheet
,1 4

Newsprin and Markers

)Paper an Pencil

PROCEDURE:'

Injf.his exercise, yop will
erapy groups. ,You have

sition Candidate Profile,

-04

After ten mdnutes, org re into groups ofrthree to 51x nenbers.
Woriing with your smaLt group, divile.the candidates into two
groups. Sylectlon is to be by-consensus.

0

elect imaginary candidates for two
en minutes to study the Groap Campo-
eet in your manual.

After your group has leached a decision, rejoin the large group.
'Compare your seklection of menbers with those,of other small
'groups. During the discuSsion, consider:what values led you to
select the candidates folr each group, especially whenryou selected
'candidates for the sane Froup who have 24ttle in common:

*Repeinted !rams J. Wt11iam Pfeiffer and John E. Anes.(Eds.),
A Handbook of Structured Experiences for Human RelatiOns Training,
Volume V, LA:Jo114,CA: University Assoeiatei, 1975. Used with permission.



I.

COMMENTS:
4

1.- Similarity and differences among cndidates

2.

A.

a .

A e

eity and heterogeneity
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Consider IlcAv t1è gffioup you formed Might fare.

a. What combinations of members would make groups:not
likely to work?

b. What members would make,up the most homogeneous group?

4

4

'o. What members would make up a very heterogeneous gioup?

.

d. Would it be a good idea to have all TrOup membe;s of the
same sex? Of the same age?

, 70
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GROUP COMPOSITION CANDIDATE PROFILE SHEET

STAN

White, male, age twenty-four, plays on the taxi squad for a pro-
fessional football team and works as a part-time bartender; no
religion.

"As far as politics go, I think we need samebody in oux colitry-
to stop the march of communism."

?I dig sex. Sex is ,what women think about when I'm around. I

never stayed with a woman after she didn't Satisfy me any more.
There isn't a woman I couldn't satisfy. Don't ask me about
homosexual stuff--those dudes really bug pe."

"I'm going to make the team one of these days. If I don't make
it this season, maybe I'll jump to Canada. I never finished my
degree at Southern. I must have gone to seven different schools7-
those egghead types don't know about real life. So I'll need to
make money kIlaying pro ball to open a bar." -

Physical Description

Stan is six feet, four inches tall wesigh 244 pounds. He lo ks
like the lineman that he isi.

Personal Concern

Stan expresses uneasiness about the way people respond to him.
He thinks he is losing his friends. He is bothered about his
'legal difficulties--six arrests in the past two years for-the
'minor" 'offenses of passing bad checks and possession of mari-
juana. He is not interested in his relationships with women
because he sees them only as sexual objects, but-he is concerned
that his male friends regard him as "an amimal" and are not
aware of how sensitive he really is. He was in counseling
several years ago, but says,'"It didn rk out. 4'm smarter
than most of those guys."

WILL

'White, male, age thirty; B.S. and M.S. in biochemistry; employed
as director of,an experimental lab by a research -and develop-
ment firm; married, no children; wife employed.



,"I'm not sure abput'religion. I don't think about it much. I
have'never been interested in~pOliticS. I'pilay classical guitar
and I hunt and fish. I like to be alone."

"My wife has recently been complaining about Out marriage. I
am not too interested in sex I may have some hodosexual tenden-
ciesItut I don't see that as a problem--it's a choice I can make.
1-don't want any kids. My wife complains that we have few friends.
I don't think we*need more than two or three close friends."

Pllysical Description

Will is five feet, ten inches tall, weighs about 174 pouhdi. He
,haS a neatly trimmed beard and moustache, dresses conservatively
(somber suit, necktie), and projects a very neat and precise
image.

Personal Concern

Will is ,concerned about his "poor relations with others.". He
displays irriiability in his dealings with women. His wife has
complained,about hei inability to talk with him without incur-
ring his anger. He says that he can dissociate from himself
and watch himself behave, but when he "re-enters" himself, he
becomes %Tory angry with the people who happen to be around. He
would like to learn the reasonS behind his anger and same ways
to control it. Right now he prefers to be with his superiors

, in the company, because their position prevents him from getting
arigry with them.

EUEN

White, female, age nineteen; liberal arts major .at-State Univer-
,

sity; has a B avegage.

"I've been in a lot of demonstrations for people's rights. I
enjoy the excitement and the feeling that I am doing somethiqg
that matters."

"I easily become sexua14 excited and orten find new and ,exciting
partners. I've-been on the pill since I was fifteen, but I don't
think there is any evil in making love."

,
"1 want to get a helping job where I can be of use to people
in trouble and also have time to writi'poetry that describes my
view of the world. I want to be free tO be me and to love."
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Physical Description

Ellen is short, blonde, and somewhat heavy. She wears loose
'clothing and rarely wears shoes. Her clothing is usually covered
with slogan-bearing buttons. Her hair is long and unkempt.

Per sonalConcern ,

Friends have reported that Ealen has been excessively frank with
them, revealing the most intimate details of her life in.an
unsolicited way. She tries to elicit the same information from
others. She began to-display these high-disclosure tendencies
six Months ago, after aa encounter weekend sponsored by a
local church. A roommate wham she respects has.urged her to
get into,a group, but Ellen does not think she has a problem.

IVAN

White, male, age twenty-six; maXried, one child (olo
owns and operates a farm hear a large city.

six months);

"I believe in the fellowship of the church and the sacred nattire
of the land. The farm is not doingstoo well, but as-I get it
changed over to truck.-gardan crops, it will do better. ply wife

cooks and cans a lot, and we are living an old-fashioned life.
I think I would like to expand the farm so I can raisepeef
cattle in addition to the garden crops." 0744

"A year. ago, I had a brief affair and I feel pretty guilty about
it. It,happened only once, with a girl I didn't even know, and
it has left me depressed and unhappy. Sometimes I get real
suspicibus, like someone is going to tell my wife about the
affair. It would really break her heart if she knew."

W

Physical_Descriztion

Ivan is over six feet tall and is well-proportioned. He wears
short hair and tresses in open-collar shirts and well-laundered
jeans.

Personal Concern

Ivan is-worried about hid daydreaming and sexual fantasies, and
he feels that this is interfering with his relationship with his
wife,. He has become impotent since his affair a year ago. Ivan
reports that he was always awkward with women and that his wife

A
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was the only woman he hadfever dated. Ivan says that he feels
he has missed out on a lot by not dating other women, and he is
beginning to feel uneasy about his role life style.

CHARLEEN

White, female, age twenty-nine; B.A. (philscaphy); employed as
newsletter editor in A manuqctuing company; reports no hobbies
or activities.

"I like the changes in the'Catholic Church. I only wish I could
take part in what is happening, but I seem to be'mostly a spec-
tator, not alarticipant. I tend to be liberal in Politics but
I'm really apathetic when it comes to action."

"I don't understand my own sax drives. 'A few years ago I had
both lesbian and straight experiences. Now I don.'t have experi-
ences at all, not even temptatiOns. I haye often wanted to try
drugs, pot especially, but I don't seem to be ,able to muster the
courage. my highly moral superego tdlls me ii is not worth it.!"

'There is nothing distinguishing about me. I read a lot, spend,
a lot of time just thinking--alone. I wish I could teach in a
.junior college somewhefe. I wanted to, but I felt I wouldn't
be any good in the classroom."

Physical Description

,Chkrleen is tall and thin. She has short red hair. She dresses
neatly but in very bright colors and clashing combinations.

Personal Concern

Charleen complains that she cannot'talk well with others, She
reports that her mind wanders and that she cannot conceitrate.
She complains of loneliness And boredom' and has no motivation
to take an.active part in anything., She was hospitalized briefly
five years ago due to depression and a halfhearted suicide attempt.

LEN

Black, male, age forty-five; high school social studies teacher;
married, no children; member of the Protestant Epsicopal Church.

"I still go to church, but it doesn't mean as much to me as it
once did. I appreciate what some of the politicians have been
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trying to do for us, black and white alike, but'some of them
are opportunists. I try to teach my students to look at the man,
as I. do."

"I think my relationship with my wife is good. We have 4 good
sexual relationship. She works'hard to keep oUr home looking
nice. I don't want her to work. I want to be the man in mY
house. I hope some day to go back to school to get a principal's
credential. I surely don't want to teach in an inner-City school,
though."

Physical Descqption
-

1,en,is six feet tall, weighs about 200 pounds. He has a light
brown complexion. His hair is closely cropped; he has a,thin
moustache and wears'gltsses. He dresses conservatively.

Personal Concern-

Len complains that he is lonely. He feels that his refusal to
become involved in black political causes has cost hip a lot of
black friends. - Most of his male friends have not married, and he
feels that his marriAge has also been an alienating force. He
does not associate mith with his colleagaes because he is fearful
that they see him only as a "token" black. He feels that his
wife may be becoming bored with him, and, he wants to l4arn haw
to cultivate relationships. 14n says,he is convinced that his
"black exPerience" is as valid as those of blacks with-a ghetto
backgroUnd. He reports that he feels "pretty satisfied--caybe
too much so.

KAREV

White, female, age twenty-three; works part time as a clerk in
aq adult bookstore near a college'campus; takes classes occasionally.

"So I was born a Jew, but I could care less. My parents think
I'm dirt, but I think they are part'of the establishment that is
wrecking this country, so we don't see each othdi muchA They
are all for me aS long as I am a good, husband-hunting little
cutie, but when I. want to go my own way, they jump all over me."

"I dig sax a lot. I make it with my man_and with lots of other
guys too. So what? I've been using drugs for quite a while.
Maybe if we all tripped together we could get the establishment
going right. I really don't know what to do with my life. I.
may not live to be thirty-five."
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Ph;Isical Description

'Karen is "ordinary" looking. She dresses with studied sloven-
liness. She is a bit heavy and big-busted; her hair is relative-
ly unkempt. She 'Nrarely smiles. She typically wears tight jeans
and loose tops.

Personal Concern

f.

Karen feels-that other females resent her. She has no female
friends. -She reports that %he sleeps with her boss and the other
clerks, as well aewith the man she is living with and his friends.4
Karen says she wants someone to help her become more persuasive
becipse she feels a "call" to sell the world on tripping to find
"perfect peace."

LOIS

%late, female, age thirty-seven; married (to a stockbroker), two
children; unemployed; graduate degree in social work.

"I enjoyed working after graduation, but I began to worry about
some of the parts of town I was working in and I couldn't handle
some of the reraarks--you know what I mean. I met my husband
after I had been working one year and I loved him, so I just
figured* was time to settle down.'"

"1 am in a lot of activities. I am involved in the Junior League
and I. also work for a local day-care center. -We live in a subbOA___
I go to twist of the council.ieetings.I am running for Democratic
committeewoman this year."

"My husband and I socialize a lot, mostly with]people from his
work or from the club. Most of them are older than we are 12ut
they are ill potential customers. And we see our families a lot.
They live close by."

Physical Description'

Lois is short and/chunky. She has thick,
looks more like a college freshman than a
moves with considerable bounce; her voice
sometimes whiny.
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Personal Concern

Lois has been complaining of boredom. She has been reading a
lot of women's lib literature and has been wondering lately if
she was wise to give up her job in social work. She is most
concerned about developing relationships with women her own age.
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EXERCISE 15: EVALUATING A CLIENT FOR COUNSELING

PURPOSE:

1.
v
To introduce problems that indicate a client's potential
to benefit more from.individual than from group :counseling

2. To introduce probleMs more appropriate to group counseling

j. To indicate problems handled equally well by individual
and group counseling

SETTING:

The focus of this exercise is on diagnosing the problems that
are and are not appropriate to group counseling--a further aid
in selecting members effectively.

MATERIALS:

Newsprint and martrs

PROCEDURE:

When choosing members for a group, you need to consider whether
or not the person's problem was appropriate to group work.
Now take a list of some of the problems that would not be
appropriate to group work.

After you have completed this list, make tne of problems that
would be dealt,with effectively in group Counseling.

Finally, make a list of problems that can be treated equally well
in belth group ang individual counseling.

COMMENTS:

1. Some indicators that individual counseling would be more
appropriate:

a.

b.

C.
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a.

2. Indicators that group counseling would be modire appropriate

a.

b..

C.

r-.

3. Problems that call be dealt with effectively by either group
or individual therapy

79
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LECTURE= 6: INTERVIEWING GROUP MEMBERS

L-
To 4crease the chances to have a successful group, the leader
may want to schedule an interview with each candidate for the
group. A pregroup interview can provide several valuable func-
tions. First, the interview can help the leader decide whether
or not a candidate is appropriate for the group. Second,
pregroup interview can be used to educate potential members
about.what to expect from the group experience and how to benefit
most from it.

In screening Rotential members for a group; the first part of
the interview can be directed at determining the nature of the
candidate's.problem using the problem sheet generated in Exercise
15. In general, if the cLient's problems are largely interper-
sonal and he/she could beuefit from the feedback other
group\members, then hisiher chahces of success,in a group can
be considered fairly good. This kind of infQzmation can be un-
covered better in an intw1ew than by reviewi a client's casg
record.

Often, the leader can make his/her d cision, during the interview.
Odcasionally, he/she may want to thi ut a client's suit-

ability'for a group for several days. n either case, the
client who is accepted should be prepared 'for entering the group
eittker later in the first interview or in a second.interview.
Such,preparation has been shown to increase the chances for a
successful group.

Preparation of a client for membership in a group should focus on
four related areas'. First and most important, the leader
want to help the candidate form realistic expectations for the
group experience. That is,-candidates shouldbe aware that they
will experience gratification from some group interaction's and
discomfort from others. Persistent effo ts directed resolving
conflicts, however, probably will lead t benefits.

Second, the prospective client should be told about the behaviors
that the leader has found to be especially constrdCtive in
resolving conflicts and in discussing issues. ,yhese behaviors
include self-disclosure, giving interpersonal feedback, and con-
fronting other group members about their behaviors 41 the group.
In general, the leader will want to communicate clearly that the .

main focus of the group will be on how members interact wdthin the
group setting.

The leader also should Pay explicit attention to the norm# that
>, he/she would like to have operating in the group.. If the

8 0
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,group is to function well, helpful norms must be established,
and helping potentik members understand such norms is an effec-
tive way to ensure that they aevelop. EspeCially,impor,tant norms
include those for good; feedkackfor risk-taking behaviors,

,

for-confidentiality concerning topids discussed during the group,
for openness, and for-acceptance (see Lecturette.4, pp. 52
for further discussion of these norms).

The final point to be discussed concerns the responsibility for
the clieht's improVement dilring the group. Many client begin:
a group thinking, X1q4 the leader will "fix" them and make them
better. It shotild bd!--made clear, however# that the responsibility
for change and improvement lies with the client and not the leader.

, If a,candidate is chosen to take a place ip an ongoing group,
he/she should-be prepared for thi;s. GrOupe may_be reluctan
to abcept a newcomer who will not have been.a part of the prob-
lems and tension that typically occur' in the early stages of a
gro ; The client should be prepared fdt the possibility that
at pts to define his/her role may.be*met wlth hostility in
the group. Further, the newcomer shoUld be made aware of the
,norms the goals,'and eventhe jrgon the group has developed.
Finally, the group leader may want t9,schedule a feif one-to-one
intervieWs with the 4ewcomer in order_to ease h.is/her entry intd-.
the group.

41.
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MODULE 8: LEADER8HIP'

This module provides a general introduction to the issue Gf
leadership. Because the rest of the workshop is directed
toward specific prol?lems that leaders face,.-the material here
providees an oVerview of the topie and provides'group members
with specific feedback on their styles of -Ateracting within
the group.

GO4LS

s

1. To .provide participants' WithAn.introductioho the .

conzept of leadership"
, , t

2. To help participantsunderstand the functions of gt.Oup
leadership

To give the participants a cbAnce to give each other
.personal feedback on the roles t,hey have assumed...in,
the group

4. TO distinguish the qualities of i!lood and bad leadership

5. To explore .the conditions in groups that favor different
tyles of leadership

111\

To introduce and discuss the values of different-leader
'self-disclosures within a group.setting.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each
effe

articipant will rate himself or herself on his/her ,

iveness as a facilitator of Personal growth.

2., Each participag will receive feedback from.othérs on
tcrl/her effectikness as a facilitator.of personal
growth.

3. Each participant will, note at least One area in which
he/she can, improve his/her leadership-related behavior.

4. .Participants will produce a list of at least four be-
haviors asSociated with good leadership.,

5. Participants will produce a list of.at least three
behaviors associated with bad leadership.

6.. Participants willirate the helpfulness of a variety
of,self-disclosures.
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EXERCISE-16: 4RAINATORMING GOOD AND BAD
WALITIEVOF A LEADER

PURPOSE:

,l. To clarify lea4ership qualities

2. To identify the characteristics associated with.gocd
and bad leadership

'A

SETTrG:

/This exercise provides a
ties and giveS the group
personal involvement of

MATER-IA1Z:

Newsprint

Markers

PROCEDURE.:

description of specific leadership quali-
members,a chance to .step back from the

the previous eldercise.

4

'fril\th the other group members, list.sameApthe characteristics of
a good group leader and discias these. ,Next, list the qualities
of a bad leader and discuss them.

1., Qualities of a good group leader:

2. Qualities of a bad group leader:

84
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EXERCISE 17: GROUP LEADER 'SFJP-DISCLOSURE*

PURPOSE:

1. To introduce the conpept of self-disclosure
4

2. To provoke discussion of different self-disclosures
that,may or may.not be appropriate

SETTING:

In this exercise, anoth

MATERIALS:

way in which leaders vary is examined.

Self-Disclosure Scale

Pencils

PROCEDURE:

Respond to the 10-item'SelfDisclOsureScale in your m4nual.
Then pa;ticipate in a discussion about' the approxiateness of'
self-diSclosure inrdiffe.Fent situations.-

COMM:EMS :

-*Reprinted from: John.E. Jones and J. William Pfeiffer (Eds.), The
1977 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, La Jolla, CA: University
Associate, 1977. Used with permission.
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SELF-DISCLOSURE SCALE

Indicate how 14.4oful_or harmful you think it would be for you to
are each st;di'ement below within the context of youx* group

sessions- Before egch item, write the number on the contilluum
(2 to 7) that best represents your thoughts about the appropri-
ateness Of'that self-disclosure. Respond according to your own
beliefs rather than to the way you think others might respond.
Also,.respond as if each disclosure were true for you.

Vary
Helpful'

t

Helpful

3 4 5 6

Not Helpful
or Harmful

Topics I might share with the group:

armful

Feelings of anxiety or uncertainty about what's happening
inthe grow,

2. Doubts abouf my competence in leading groups
/

3. Anger toward a-group,member:

4. Feeling happy about the, progress that the group or its
members.are making

5. Special feelings "of affection tciward-a specific group

member r.

. Questions about my emotional stability

7;. The admission that I have conflicts that are similar
to those of my group members

6. My boredom with the group

9. Things in the present or past about which I feel
ashamed 6r gul'Ity-

10. Difficulty in expressing myself when I get angry

86
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EXERCISE 18: HANDMIRRORING*

PURPOSE:

. To preseht more information on the topic of leadership

2.r:To illustrate that leadership requires cooperation

3. To energize the group

-

SETTING:-

This exercise is
in a Nery-simple
enjoyable, it is
topic.

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:

designed to illustrate how leadership operates
situatrion. Because the exercise is short and
a good way to introduce a rather difficult

You will work in pairs standing and.facing each other abou-t three
feet apaft. Put you.r hands up in front of you. Each of you is to
move yoUr hands so.that, they form a'mirror-image of the otheix
person's. DO NOT TALK DUKTNG THE EKERCISE.

After thc exercise, -discuss how yoy felt as leader and follower.

COMMENTS:,

*Schmuck, ILA.; Runkel, P.J.; Zatuern, V.L.; Mantell, R.T.; dnd DerL,
C.B. Second Handbook of Organization Development in Schools, Palo Alto:.
Mayfield Pukolishing Company, 1977.
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LECTUETTE 7: LEADERSHIPOTYLES

We have spoken of'leadership as if it were a single phenomenon.
In one exercise, We discusSed good,and bad qualitieS.of
Now we must.note that a.leader's good qualities can be exempli-
fied in a wide.yariety of Ways, using.various leadershiP styles-.

Styles of leadership can varSr.from autocratic to'Plaissez-faire,
from a style in which decisions are made-only by:the leader to
ope in which deciSionS are made Only by the group. If we rep-
resent.these styles graphically,' they Idok.something.like thip
(Napier.and Gershenfeld, 1973):

Leader-centered

GroUp-centered

. Leader decides,
announceS" decision
(autocratic)

Leader presents ten-
tative idea, subject
to change
(democratic)

Group defines
boundaries and
decides
(laissez-faire)

In the extreme leader-oriented (autocratic) style, the, leader
determines the problems and makes the final decision. lie/she

is 0*ten concerned that the grouk) functions efficiently and
accomplishes the ta4ks set before it. The process of the group,
or how the members work together, 'is of little interest to the
autocrat.' This leader focuses Almost exclusively on content.

In the extr4me group-oriented (laissez-faire) Ipproach, the
group is .allowed to determine the probl;ems and to make the
decisions. This leader keepS a very low profile and is content
to let the group set its own course. To the laissez-faire leader,
the end result is much less important than the question of how
the group gets there.

In between the two extremes are an numberS.ofecoimbinations of

group and leader orientation. Most often,1 t5e style-04 a group
leader4is somewhere in the.middle--such a leader might determine

tf'
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the area pn which the group should focue, and then will help the
group work through the issue.

AlthOugh everyone has a style of leading with w*ich,he/she is
moat comfortable, conditions often exist that gkeate preissures
to adopt a more ,leader-centered br gro4p-centered approach.
factors that generally favor greater leader involvement are the
following:

1. The urgency of the problem: When a decision must be
reached quickly, the leader may need to make the deci-
sion. Cecisions made by the leader are usually reached
more quickly than are decisions made by the group.

2. Lack of group skills: When a grow hal:4),ot developed
a system for processing issues or is unclear about its
goals, the leader is likely to assume a larger role.

Expectations of' the leader: In many groupt, members
have unrealistic expectations of what the leader can
do-for them. Soemtimes the group will pressure the
leader (as the *exkereT to make decisions for them.

4. Leader discomfort: The novice leader, especially, may
feel uncomfortable when he/she perceives that nothing
is happening in the group. A COMM= response to this
is to try to initiate some activity by taking charge.

Parallel conditions exist that promote greater itvolvement by
the group.

.

No time pressure: If a groudrhas no time limits, the
leader can afford to sit and wilt until the tension
level of the group rises and tO5. group initiates its
own activity.'

Group skills: When a group is established and ihe
memberktrust each other and arp comfortable.in their qk
roles, the leader often can stay in the background and
let the group lead itself. 'But even this mature group
may'require-dieection from the Nleader if it becomes
counterproductive.

Group potency: When the group has developed' a cohesive-
ness, the members often will not rely on the leader,
.but will look for leadership from Within the group.

3 0
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4. Leader comfort: The leader who has been through uncom-
fortable situations before is likely to be less threatened
when they recur. He/she may choose 24 sit back and
allow tensions to build to the point 4here the group
must examine the problem.

The question of appropriate leadership'styles arises in every
'group. Of course, many factors are specific to each group_ (for
example, the composition of the Zip) and these affect the4",4----\

style of leadership. But man groups also progress through
stages where ifferent func ens nay be required of the leader.
For instanc in the ear stages of a group, the leader may
have to be dire l setting norms and goals and helping
the member acquainted. The leader must be careful, though,
not to establish a precedent whake the members rely on him/her
to resolve group.issues. Then,at a later stage, the leader may
want to become more nondirective and let the group resoive its
problems through proceduies established since the group's inception.

No leadership style can be considered foolproof. A directive
leader probably will be oonfronted with aggressive 44d blocking
behavior and challenges to his/her authority. The nondixec-
tive leader will encounter demands for more structure-by group
members The effective group leader must be aware of the differ-
ent leadership strategies appropriate to the Stage of group growth
and toithe problems the group is facing. Finally, he/she must
realize thatl'even with appropriate leaderehip, tensions are
bound to.arise occasionally. Although these tensions can make
the ,ieader uncomfortable, they often are helpful in promoting

group growth.

WO,
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EXERCISE 19: WHAT IS MY ROLE IN THE GRACP7*

PURPOSE:

1. To provide an opportunity for group members to give
.and receiVe feedback about their perceived roles in
the group

2. To develop data on the qualities usually associated
with leadership

To mode; good leadei behavior

SETTING:

This is the second of three feedback ses4Aons involving a process-
oriented group. Becausegroup members ha06'worked together for
"several days, they may be more willing to exchange honest and
critical feedback. This exercise is also designed to elicit

,information on what qualities, usually are associated'with leader-
-ship.

MATERIALS:.

Behavioral Description Questionnaire

Pencils

Newsprint

Marker

PROCEDURE:

Fill inethe namesof the group members in the questionnaire in
your*anval. Remember that members of a group fulfill many dif-
feient roles and that knowing what others,s4e as your strengths
and weaknesses can be useful feedback. Complete the questionnaire,
rating all group members, including yourself. Then give feedback
to one or more of the other members and receive feedback from them.

After a discussion based on the data gleaned from this exercise
about the characteristics of a leader, consider the discrepanciel

*Napier and Gershenfeld, op. Cit.
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in the way you see yourself and the way others see you.

COMMENTS :

7

t

;4.
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BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE*

St

Por each description, place check marks in the columns corres-
ponding to members who have displayed the behavior most often
-in the group. Be sure tp include yourself. Try to check only
one or two people for each item.

Members Names

1. S/he was an "idea man" in the
group, suggesting new ways of
handling the group's problems

,

2. S/he was concerned frequently
with his/her own ideas and
viewpoint.

,

.
.

3. S/he interrupted others when
they wei'e speaking.

4. S/he listened well to others'
contributions.

1111111
1. 'S/he was an aloof sort of

person.

111111

all
6. S/he wai the real leader of

e gra.up.
,

7. S/h- worked well withothers
in the group. III

.

8. S/he-kept the group from
straying too far from the
topic.

9. S/he was sometimes disruptive
to the group.

*C.G. Morris and J.R. Hackman, "Behavioral Correlates of Perceived
LeAderehl,p, *k)"Out_',2Lc:)fpersc_;_)_yr._gxnanalitandSocialPsholo, Washington:
American Psychological

Association, 1969, 13, 350-361
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Members' Names

1G. S/he seemed to be a tense,
nervous person.

\

.
.

.

11. S/he was-willing to take
risks giving feedback to
others.

-

12. S/he attended to the atmos-
phere in the group and the
way the group was working

.--\

,
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MODULE 9: INTERVENTIONS

One of the most important funCtions of the leader is to inter-'
vene in the group when he/she recognizeS that a change in
focus would help the group grow. Knowing wnen and how to inter-
vene can be difficult in the complex environment Of the group.
The remaining sections are concerned with the development of
that skill.

Ne-

GOALS:

1. To-intr uce the concept of intervention

2. To provide a model that the participant can use'
when choosing what intervention to make

3. To provide practice in naking an interventio:L

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each.participant will identify three process issues
that are often the fRcus of interventions.

2. Each participant will produce an intervention in
response to a simulated group incident.

s,

z
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PURPOSE:

.1. To intrOduce:the concept of intervention

2 - To provide practice in observing behavior that'
may require'-an intervepon.

EXERCISE 20: 'INTERVEN!IION FiSHBOWL
.

gETTINQ.:

f
4,

;n 4odules 7 and 8, ttie concept of 'leadership, and the pfocess of
group selection were-considered. Of Course, 9:le most important
function of the leader is to facilitate ;he growth of the group.
In this ;lioduief the behaviors used by leaders to tacilitate
growth--interventionsT-are introduced.

MATERIALS:

Process observation gheets

;

TROCEDURE:
4 ,

This exercise is in two parts. The first parA is designed to
demo9straten the process-variables that often signal the need
tforan intervention. -The second part provides 'practice in.)
making the intervention.,

PART QATS.

In the first half o4the exercise, fouz to eight partiq4pants
volunteer to participate in the fishbowl. If-you aro hot a
valunteart you will 'use the Process Observation Sheet while
observillig the'process variables occurrivin,the grOup.
you are a volunteer iniidé the fishbowll.you will,be given
a task to work pp and five to ten minutes _to camplete,it.

After thilk fishbowli,discuss with the group the prakesS that
occurred.- .

3 3,
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FART DWO

In this second fishbowl, exchange roles: if you were an observer
in Part One, you will now be'in the fishbowl ang vice versa. Those
inr the fishbowl work on a new task. An empty chair is left in the
,oirOle so that an 'observer can intervene if helshe sees that the.'
inner groi2p is not functioning effectively. ;ou will have ten
to.fifteen minutes to complete this fishbOwl.

Finally, discups any interventions that occurred.

COMENTS :
4

A
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PROCESS OBSERVATION 'Si-IFFT

(Note any comments,about the behavior-of the person gbu are
observing on the back of this sheet.)

GOALS

1. To what extent did the members act as if they -shared the
same goals?' ilk

did not-.
appear to
share any

goals

A.ATMOSPREgE

2

a few
members'had
shared goal

2.. What wasple overalg. tone

1

hostile and
competitive,
signs pf
anger

PARTICIPATION

2

defensive
and

inhibitive,
members were
afraid to

take.risks

3

average
'shared.

49

of feeling

3

. ;
goals were
shared by sharing,,

("N most everyone
.\ &embers shdred goals

in thi.14eeting

average',

cooperati4n,
limited amount

of sharing
of feeling.

above,average
cooperation
most members

appeAred
fairly relaxed

3. What was the level of partic,ipation in the group? -

-,.

very coopera
tive and open,

members
,appeared to
value others'
con-tx,iputions

2 3 4

extremely low, low, average above aveiage, high, all
most members several participOion, most participated
didn't members most had' contributed, actively in

participate, domin$ped a little to the the ,

one person discussion to say dis'cussion discussion
monopolized

s
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TASK

4. How relevant Were the contributions to the task?

1 2

low, a little,
contributions most-contri-
were off the bUtionS ir
track and self- were
serving,.topic off the
discussed mark
not what,

goal indiekted

TASK VS. MAINTpiANCE

3

average,
there was

- a mixture

of relevant
and irrele-
vant comments

4

above average,
most comments

were
relevant

5

almost
all cogments

were
relevant
to task

5. Were the compents mainlf factual (task-oriented) or were they
aimed mostly at how the group was functioning (prociess)?

1 2

all

task
mainly0task,
some process

OECISON-MAIING

How were decisions made?
0-

1

by one
person

about equal
task and
process

2 3

by two,

one person
,suggesting
and the
other

supporting

majority,
with

minokity
views not
expressed

100
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majority,
with

minority
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integrated

consensus,
agreement
by all



LECTURETTE 8: INTERVENTIONS

INTROODCTION AND DEFINITION

An intervention is any behavior that is intended to help the
group focus its activity along more productive channels. Tbe
group may reject the intervention, but the behavior is still an
intervention as long as change was intended; From the leader!s
point of view, an intervention requires three steps: (1) decid-
ing what is happening in the group, (2) deciding what the leader
would like to have happen, and (3) doing something to encourge
the change.

PerhAps a few examples of interventions will clarify what we mean.
One common format for an intervention is: "I hear John saying...
I wonder what the other members think of this?" Using this
intervention, the leader can focus on a member's statement, try
to interpret it for the group, and involve the.other members in
a discussion of it. Another intervention used frequently is
questioningbringing out a hidden issue and asking members to
comment: A final examplAbit the leader self-disclosure, in

. which he/she reveals some of his/her feelings about a situ-
ation in order to change the discussion from content to feelings.'
This maneuver often effectively averts a conflict between the
leider and a member; for example, the group leader may respond
to, an attack by a mentikar for lack of direction: "I feel uncom-,
'fortable when you ask me to tell the group what to do. It
sounds like you're not sure where.we're going. I think it would
be better if the members.decided for themselves what direction
the group should. take."

Interventions occur at critical or "choice" points in grov
activity. At these points, effective interventions by the
leader can have a significant .imPact on group development.
The leader must have a framework for making intervention de-
cisions. In the next section we examine'some'of the factors
that affect these deciAionsd

WHAT TO OBSERVE
4

4

An unlimited number of events in the life of a group can prompt
an intervention by the leader. This section is not intended to
list the different events, but to indicate process issues that
often require some attention. ,

. Several variables noted on the Process Observation Sheet can be
signals of the need for an intervention. Atmosphere is one
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important issue. Although some hostility or discomfort can be
productive, a hostile atmosphere that exists for a Icing period
can interfere with group.growth. An intervention that provokes
discussion about this atmosphere can help group members work
through reasons for the discomfort.

Another process variable that can be a key to interventions is the
level of participation in group activity. A 'situation in which
several people continue to dominate or withdraw might require inter-
vention by the leader. On the other hand, variations from an
established pattern of behavior also might require an intervention.

.The leader also should be aware that a discussion about an outside
topic may be relevant to the group.- For instande, a member
might exprets hostility toward a group leader by talking about
his/her boss at work. But the leader 4hould note that persis- .

tent small talk can be a way for members to avoid talking about
groUp-related matters.

WHEN TO INTERVENE

Because interventions are a powerful technique, the group leader
must know not only what to look for but also4When to intervene.
A few,guidelines can helPtmake the interlientionb effective and
lkell-timed.

When'tlie leaaer observes some difficulties in the group's function-
ingt he/she may want to focus the group members' attention on
theie, difficulties by thalsifig a process intervention. Because
process-related problems affect every aspect of a grbup's func-
tioning, attention to such i'ssues is essential and can have
multiple effects. Failure to consider ongoing process issues
can inhibit group interaction and blofk'the development of oPen
comthunication.

One of the most difficult tasks of a group leader is to focus
the attention of a groupon Proceas issues when the meMbers
would like to avoid them. Members often avoid these,iseues by
talking about safe topics, by.not responding to an intervention,
or by ttrying to'change the topic before a discussion of the
currAnt issue,has beeri concluded. Consequently, a very important
function of the group Leader is managerial: 'to focus the group's
attention on a relevant process issue unti* the leader is satis-
fied that the group has finished with it. The group, leader also
should pay attention to whether or not the discussion is, becoming
unonstruotive or repetitive and should be prepared to sAggest
thit the group move on t3 other topics. Although leader inter-
ventions that redirect the group's focus can provoke hostility
from group members, attention must be paid to'process difficulties
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before the group can move constructively to other areas. Hence,
the leader shoula intervene hen such issues are actively avoided.

Immediate goals,the leader has for the,group also can guide him/he;
in.deciding when to 4;entervene. Where these goals are not being
met, an intervention nay be required. For example, if the leader's,
goal in the early stiges is to increase cipation and only a
few members are talking, interventions.dzigned to bring silent
members into the discussion may be appr,.riate. Setting goals 1
before the group meets can help the leader to choose interventions.

The leader should be preparea for unsuocessful.itterVentions even
when he/she thinks they are well-timed and appropriate. The
lack of response by the group often will-indicate that the grouP
isn't. at the stage the leader thinkeit is. ,This'oan be important
information. The leader also should remember that groups are
resilient - -that an interventionthat fails will not stop the
group's growth and,that the,issue, if iMportantrds likelyto
arise again.

I" Interventions should not be used too frequently, The-leader
.should recognize that -some tension and discomfort are necessary
if the group is to grow. A group in which the leader intervenes
often may become too dependent and never grow beyond the early
stages.

The leader should remember-that interventions made by a group
menber-areore potent.than those made by the leader. Such
interventions inyolve risk-taking by the member and can promote
risk-taking by other members and growthiiin the igroup.

The decision by the leader to rtain silent during *critical
'point can be very productive. Silence can raise theetension
level of the group and can prompt behaviore that would not
occur in a grot$%-ia which the leader tries to avoid tension.
The leader should recognize, however, that remaining silent can
be very difficult when group pressure increases.

TYPES OF INTERVENTIONS

The leader who has decided to intervene must choose the inter-
vention that he/she thinks is most-likely to accomplish his/her
goal. An intervention can be consideied in terms Of three things:
the focus of the intervention, the immediacy of the intervention,
and the degree of responsibility for growth'put on the group
itself.

.1.
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The Focus of the Intervention

The first dimensibn is the focus of the intervention: whether
the leader's respolise,ii directed at the whole group, at inter- `

personal behavior, or at individual behavior. By focusing on
these different levels,the leader can elicit very different
resunses. For'instance, a group-focused intervention is likely
toidkaw the attention of all the members of the group to the
'question of how the group is functioning; There is raatively
little pressure on .any single group member to respond. Qn the
other end of the spectrum is the intervention focused on the
individual. This approach often provokes some defensiveness 1

from the individual and a decrease in grow participation..
.Inter-personally oriented interventions are focused wthe relatio
ship of two or more group members and tend to elicit responses

_somewhere in between those discussed above.

The kind of focus,chosen should reflect both the leader's 'opinion
of whatIthe group catktoleratetpd his/her immediate goals. For
instance, the, early stages bt group life, many leaders con-
centrate qw group-oriented issues!to help establish norms and
develop a atmosphere conducive to growth. Because members often
are very defensive at this. sta(4e, individual interventions probably
should be used infrequently. As the grouP develops, of course,
the goals change and the Aefensiveness decreases. The leader
continually must feevalUate the appropriateness of his/her
interventions.

1thmediacy

Interventions may vary in other aipects. A,second dimension is No
really a composite of several dimensions: whether the interven-
tion focuses on content or processf.whether the intervention .

deals with the uhere-and-now" or with things that have occurred
outside of the group or in the'Apast, and whether the interven-
tion is concerned more with faCts or feelings. ,inese dimensions
are not identical, but they are so similar'that,we will think of
them as one dimension,-called immediacy.

Generally things are pretty dull when the group.focuses on topics
from the past (w trip last year, a movie 1 saw). Emphasizing
here-and-now topics will help the group be productive and exCit
-Nhat I'm feeling, what ju t happened in the group, what Will w

.,\ ii,do next) The advantages focusing on'the present are man

1. The grotlp membeip don't just talk about problems, they
act them out. Members become "entangled:* With each ,
other and can Cork things out as they occur.
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2. The learing that takes place is experiential.

3. -IMembers i4rn to pay attenion to what is going on at
that =omen They become aware of their feelings as
they occur.

4. Process c flicts and issues affect the functidning of
the group. Failure to consider these conflicts and is-
sues may block the group's progress and inhibit open
interactions. Keeping the focus on immediate iaterial
helps the group members work through issues together
amd increases the cohesiveness of the group in t.he

The Group'S Responsibility

41 Another important way in,which interventions vary is the degree
of responsibility for growth put on the group itself. If the
'group leader keepS the focus on him/herself and takes responsibility
for the group, the group members will be denied a lot of opportunities
for growth. At one end are groups where most of the interactions
take place with the leader, like this:

it the other end are groups in which most of the, transactions:
ate Amdng iiroup members, the leader interVening when needed:

1

This format is more exciting for the members and offerS a better
opportunitYi for them to learn about 'themselves and the way they
interact with others. It 'also reduces their dependence on the
leader and opens the way for A greater variety of interactions.'

4
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Thus, we have three

. Focusl

dimensions on which to look at interventions:

Individual - interpersonal - group

2. Immediacy:

[

Content ,

There.-and-then

Facts'

3. Responsibility:

[-Leader takeS responsibility

EnCourages leader-member
interactions

Process

ere-and-now

Feelings

[I

Group members are
resrinsible for the
group

Encourages member-.
Mpmber interactions

These dimensions can be examined frequently during the training.
The traialer should encdtrage the trainees. to. look at their own
interventioqs in.terms of these dimensions throughout the remain-
-der of.the training. (Putting the dimensions on a flipchart
or chalic board is a good idea.),
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EX:INCISE 21: A. SAMPLE INTERVENTION'

PURPOSE:

To provide practice in using the model to make interventions

SETTING:

This is a straightforward example of a situatimi that requires 'an
intervention.' 'It is designed to provide practioe before one_,
encounters a real sit tion.

MATERIALS:

None

RE:

. 0
'Imagiine that gou are a leader in a small group that has met
five times. The-group has been Strulgling with prbblems of
intimacy and risk.! Several ssuzbers _have exprels dissatis-

-faction with the way you have been leading the group.

Today the group began with ten minutesof silence. Then'some
small talk started. You intervened by;pointing out the' behavior.
After a short, awkward sil,ence, Dan tuins to you andssays, .

,"Damn it, there you go again, stopping us and criticizing us.
If we donit talk, we're pun4shed. 1f-we do talk, you stop us
and tell us that we#re saying and doing the wrong things."

Then you answer, saying, "I appreciate your-taking the ri0 o
tell me how you' thre feeling. Row do oers react to Dan's fe eld-

.back to me?"

Decide what the focus of this intervention is and how it ranks
on immediacy and responsibility. Discuss,this in the group.,

, Next, write an ihtervention for the situation that has'an indi- c

vidual focus and is high on immediacy.

COMMENTS:
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M9DULE 10: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS

A general introduction to an intervention model has been presented.
This module is designedto provide useful information and practice
in making,interventions 4n simulated group settings.*

GOALS:

1. To reintroduce a model of the stages of group growth

2. To provide practice in.producing interventions and in
giving feedback on them

3. -fio expose participants. to situations that they might
encounter when leading groups

OBJECTIVES:

1. Each participant will name the four substages presented
in this model of group development and describe at least
one behavior typical of each substage.

2. Each participant wip produce at least/three inter-
ventions that the tiainex:thinks would facilitate
the growth of'a group inlitesponse to incidents
presented during the module,.

.

3." Each participant will produce an intervention while
acting as a temporary group facilitator.

toi
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EXERCI,SE 22: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS:
DEVELOPING STA9E*

PURPOSE:

1. To provide practice in producing and identifying the
focus, immediacy, and placement of responsibility of
interventions

2. To.expose group members to situations that they may
encounter in a group

3. To give group meinbers, confidence in their ability

to produce- effective interventions

SETTINGt.

The interven ion mbdel and a Model
have been oduced. This series
opportunity for the integration of
dents presented.here were selected
encountered in a beginning group.

MATERIALS:-

for the stages of group growth
of rale plays provides the
these two models. The inci-
because they are often

9(---An Optional set of videotape plui]ment**

o The group incident role play.transcript or
optional videotape

Group Incident Role Play Transcripts

o Paper and pencil

VA

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The Critical
Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:

University Associates, 1976. Used with permission.

**The videotape is not.included with this Package. It can be ordered_

from the Office of Applied Psychological Services, Department of Psychology,
University of Ilnois at Chicago Circle, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, Ill. 60680



PROCEDURE:
0

Several procedural options exist for th9se role plays. If the
optional videotape is.usedf you will be asked to give your
interventions at appropriate places. Very probably, some of you
will be asked to role play the situations. Whatever the proce-
dure, you will discuss your interventions in the group. During
the,discussion, consider the focus, immediacY, responsibility,
and the likely outcd6e'of each intervention.

COMMENTS :
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.11irgReprillted from: 1Arithur.M1.:

Ilirnoident inGrowth Grouips:

University AssocixteS -11;06

Elerson

ROLE PLAY. TRANSCRIPT 1,-

GOING.AkiiND*;

Five members.of 'a new group are sitting arquind waiting

to-begin. There ii some small talk'and someOne,say,t,3:

"Does an*ody know when, we're supposed .to start?"

Sodeone .gse gtiAagests%'

: Well,. how a4pu*if ive introduce ourselves to one

another. We, could go around the circle and tell a

little bit 'about ourselves, maybe."

Person "Okay. Sounds good. 'Why .dpn't you,stArt."-

Perisbn g: "Uhr well, I'm Ii(*marii,. and I had just gotten a job

-as a:purchasing igent for WOolworth's, and uh, this

a big change:for-We.. Vm, I'm hooping'that this

group will help me."

RerPop-3: "Myclame'is MrS. BOwmat, and my husban4 is a computer'
. .

p;.ogrammer.,Iie just thought that this_would be good

for me." '

Person "My name is Dave."
.

Person 1: .0."I'm Barbara. IIm 'recently divorced and I'm sorta
.

.

-. trying tO get life togtter again."

y

Pdrson'5: "I'm Ray and, rm A psYchiatiic Aide (lAugh): and I, I

dont know, I'm beginning tb feq. a little.mcire'tike

my patients than an aide, so I kinda thought th4t1

'uh, I could get a little help her too."

All thé gtoup members turn ndlook at the leader.
0

Cohen and R. Douglas Smith, The
A manual for droup Leaders.- La

. Used with permission.

Ike
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Person

Person 2:

Person .3 :

Persoa 1:

4°Person 41

Person' :

Person 3:

r
ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 2

PESSIMISTIC GLOOM*

4 e problems just seem still to be going on between
my wife and me. I .was.hOping that we,could get some
advice, you know, from somebody in the sCroup."

"There doesn't seem to be much adVice from this group."
.

"You take this too seriously. You're.not the only one
with problema."

"Yea,rbut look, we've ,been in this thing iOr over a"
month, over a month, and I don't fSellike I've gotten
anything,put 6f itm.,01,r9.0.1iy, you know."ever
is just as bad....it id worSe than it was,before.

"Yea, ya know, you're right. Um,'I,use4po enjiw
'coming to this, and now/ I feel like I'm wasting My
'time. We're not doing anything constructive..."

"We're all,picky. We all 'pick on each other 1

6

"Yes! We noticed., Actually, irf I had some excuse-not
to come--I just wouldn't."

Perdon 2: "I think the problem is we should start trusting each
other."

. -Person-
. .

"TrUsts Trust: I doh't think we *could ever learn to
trust dile, an6ther.in this grOup."

.Silence followt._

A

*Reprintsvefro044 Arthur M. Cohan and-L. Douglas Smfth, The,Critical
Incident 4n Grbwth Groups: A Manual for Group Leaders.
University Associates, 1976.. Used with perMission.

Ad' Ak
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ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 3
FALSE START*

'

PerSon 1: "I feel terrible latelyit's failing apart.
don't know what to, do. Things I touch--things-I

touch--I brAak. It's--I don't knbw, my life is just
falling apart."

Person 2: ."Um. Well, look at it this way--life is like a river.
'Sometimes it is straight and it is pretty easy. But

soiletimes it goes round A curve and it gets pretty
rough. SoMetimes it gets dry when it doesn't rain.
But, uh, you know, eventually it does rain and things
straighten'out. Maybe you'll feel better."

Person 3: "Well let's talk aivout oux feelings here. Don't you.,

thihk pu have to.talk, about feelings in order to get
at anything? Imean, we never seem to talk very much,
about ourfeelingS.6

Person '4: "Well, I hays something to tell the group. Uh,

never mind, you.wouldn't be interASted."

r-,

Persor0:

ri
Person 2f

"I just wish we had some goals in here. Um, it seems
like we spend so much time and we don't do anything.
I just wiih we.had.eomething concrete we could do here
when we came together."

"I think that *Ian people gAt'together, thev,don't
talk aboUt tbings. I think people age holding back."

'Silence follows.

*Riprinted ficrt: Arthur M.
Incident in Gkowth drOuPs:
UniArsity Associates, 1976

Cohen apd R. bouglas-Smith, The Critical
A Mailual for droup Leaders. La Jolla, CA:

. Used with permission. . I
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ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 4
LOUD *SILENCE*

There's an awkward silence; the group memi;ars are
fidgeting and shuffling around when someone says:

Person w"Well, why don't we talk about something?"

Verson 2:

sek

Person

)

There is more silence.

"I think we need a little more structure.- rthink we
need omething to talk about."4

\ -

More silence and shuffling.

(TO the leader) "Well! Why don't'you do something
it?"

*Reprinted from: Arthur M. Cohen and R. Douglas 9ith, The Critical
Incident in Growth Group.s:. A Manual foLGroup Leaders. ,I4_JoUa,_ cA:

,irrilversity Associates., 1976« Used with permission. v

A
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Person 1:

All:

'Person

Person

Person.

ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 5
, LEADER OR MEMBER&

"The group-has really
thesedehings. I feel

1.
"Thank you."

helped me get in touch with
really good about it."

1: "Um, really. It is greats"

2: III feel I'knoW'something about
except the leader."

everyone here. .All

3: (To the leader) "%Cat about'yoti? I'd like to know

. something about yOu."

Person (To the leader) "Yeahl.I'd 116 to get to know you

better, personally. Like, what kind of things do yop

like, car what bugs you?"

Persbn

Person 3:
-

*Well, maybe the leader s not supposed to talk."
, 4

"Maybe. Still! (To the leader) You,sh9uld be able
to say something."

' *Reprinted from: *Arthur M.
t Incident in'Growth Groups:
Un ersity Associates, 1976

4.

Cohen and R. PouglaSsile
A Manual for 86up Le

. used with, permission.
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ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 6*
FLARE-UP

Person 14 just having *a terrible time with my h
(female). I have three children, to bring up and he is absolute

. no help at all. He stays out nights, and on weekends--,
.he_gOle; out and gets drunk evert weekend. It's just

Person 2;
(female)

Person 3:

Pecson 2:

Person 3:

hell-,-tust 'hell."

"Well,.I'm sorry to hear-about that, Dorothy. But heari:ng
about it makes-me feel good because my Albert is Just

-A*ionderful man.. He's always at home on time and he:'
helps around the house and he's-..."

(Interrupting) "He's henpeckedl"

Person 2:

Person 3:

Person 2:

Person 3:

Person 2:

"Henpecked? What do you mean he'6 henpeck-0p"

(Rit.h anger) "What dp I mean by henpecked! Nagged,
nagged, nagged. You probably nag him just like you
do 'everyone in this grotip"i

_ a

(For the rest of this se e there is a lot of anger,
and yelling between 'Persoti 2 and Person 3.)

.

"Yesjust look.at youl You re 'an4ry--you'rejelling."

,"I am not!"

"You're,angry; Of coUrSe, you're,anoft-y."

air

'Co.you always- have 'an opinion abOut everything?"

PerSon 3: "%I'm up to heie with yourklber

e--..-Person 2: "Dooh; I don't give a damn about your dpinions and I
.donit want to,hear'any more of them."

Silence.

*Reprinted fromt Arthur M.
Incident in Growth Groups:
University Associates, 1976

v

Cohen and R. Douglas Smilh, The Critical
A Manual for Group Leaders. La Jolla, CA:

4
. Used with permission.
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ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPT 7
QUIET *EMBER*

Person li "You 'know, my family is reacting entirely different than
they used to. I hope it is something I'm doing. Maybe
I'm reacting differently because of"this group.
thinkthe group has preen so helpful. I've changed my

-way pf doing things

Person 2: "Yes, ;he grOupvs helped me, too. A ,lot of things here

have helped my life."

, AL

Person 3i "I have to,agree that things are going a lot better
for me, too. / am kind of iglad at taking same risks
*abd.doing'some things I mas scared of doing;"

Person - "it really nice hearing from eVertne. (To Person

4 )Aqhs.,hven't you had something.tosay to us abioKlt
yourself?

(No response from Person 4.)

'Person 3: (T0 Person 4) "Certainly you must have something to
say."

Person 4: "I don't really have'aything 'to sap."

Person 1: ! (To person 4) "You ought.to make a real'effOrt. That's

Person

-what.it,is all aboutP1

(To Person 4) "We all gi abbut things in our
:Per5.rips you're not feady to talk yet."

41

own way',

,

Person : "Well, it mikes me feel threatened. IWe all take risks
, and express ourselves.. I never know'iThat st,'s thinking

zNabout." Alk
,

on 5: "That's true, but it is her right. I f she pesn!t
want to talk, she doesn't have-toe"

aek

c.

,

rinte4 from: ,ArtPur M. Cohen And R. DouglaS Smith, The Critical
Inci zit in Growth Grou s: A Manual for Grou Leaders. la Jolla, CA:
Univer ity'Associates,"1976. * Used with permission.
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LECTURETTh 9: STAGES OF GROUP
GROWTH REVISITED

S'

We have looked at the varying dimensions of interventions and
iridicated that the leader must continVally reevaluate the appro-

.

priateness of his/her interventions in relation to the maturity
of the group. An insightful interventd.on A. of no use if the
group has not developed sufficiently and ele members are not
ready to respond constructiVely. This letturette introduces-a
model o'f .group growth to help the leader choose appropriate
interventions.

Several mOdels of group development that include from two to
eight or more stages are desoribed in the literature on 'groups.
Although it is true that groups develop systematically, many
of the stages can occur at any time in the life of the group;
the<efore, the leader must remain flexible when appliTing a par-
-ticuihr model.

In the Model presented here, two main stages of group growth--
-developtrig-and potenCyr---aYe Tëti Each-nf-these7maln-
Stages.isdivided into two subsages. The developing stage is
coMposed of an initial acquaintance period followed by a ground-

. work phase. Two substages, Oorking and closing, are *associated
with the potency stage. In the sectionsithat follow, we will
discuss th6 behaviors that distinguish the different stages.

xl`

/

DEVELOPING 44,41L

oping Stage of group grOwth includes the Acquaintance
and Groundwork Substages. During this S.tagei m6Mbers go rough
the processes of getting acquainted and trying to establis their
relative positions in the group, Positioning must be resol ed
before the group members canglake risks, assume responsibili

J4
'y for theix aiiionsi and benefit from *he group. This stage ca

be a lOng-and often stormy ped beyOnd which many groups never g

grow.

Acquaintance
I' I

.

.

.. . _
Durin4'

-

the.acquaintance period, group memllers geiskrally expdriente.
'the Anxiety associatefA with finding themselves il,a new situation.
TWo needs tend to7emergt,in this period: to *seek.glaidelinep for

. Li.ure actiOn and*to establish at least, minimal Cohesiveness -\ ._

among members. Consequently, ditscussAns center around,establish-
ipg goals,and norms and ground the frustations involve$Ain. .

.. -

,
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starting a difficult task.- As these discussions continue, the
group members also engage in:superficial attempts to "size each
other up'' and to define their status in the group relative to
the dther members..

Although pressures,are exerted on ,eabh member of the group, the
leader is under a gtegter pressure to provide directioq to'the
group. A common response,to a lack of direction is to turb to

'authority, and group. the presumed authority is the leader.
The leader should remember, however, that too,much direction can
inhibit the members' opportunity to get to know each other and
to experiOent withnqw behaviors..

:=
During,the acquaintance period, interventions by ,the_leade'leee-
rally should facilitate the development of coheqygness. C9hesiVe-
nese is important if the grPuit) is to reduce substantpairidthe,0
level of tension and to allow normaA pattern4 behavior
emerge. Interventions that encourage unix. are-Qsually, focused
on the total group. -

..,Grougdwork '

After superficial acquaintances are,made, the)members begin to
establish their positions in the group. -Dur* thp groundwor_."-
period, the members generally do not,fAl s icidntly comfaq:
able with ond another to ellress hostilitys d.eachfother,-
'and, consequehtly, vent thgir ffustrations' the leader;
blaming the leader for their discomfort, tte group membeis avom
'taking the responsibility for resolving the problem theinselves.

This is the most difficult 'stage of group growth. The central...I;
focus is ,on growth-producing activities; authority', sharirig, 71.*

And responsibility. 'Groups frequently return to,the same conflict
again and' again,*always attempting"to manipulate the leader'
into,resolving the issue.' If the leader should fall into this
trap,"the membefs will never take resgonsibility for problem-
solvinq that leads to growth-producing activities.

r
It is,difficult to presaribe intervehtions that apply throughout
the Groundwor Stagelthe leader cbntinually must reevaluate the.:
group Situation throughout this period; He/ehe musf;avoid

.dononproductive argumehts with the groUp members and at the same
time,".must lead them to recognize that only they arel-espbnsible
for resdlving group probleMs; Group-focuied interventions are
recommended and.mayemove attention"back.tothe members,'but they
mali.akOti be viewed by the'grdup as'a,"cop-out." Individual and
interpersonal interventions may belhedessary to discourage in-
appropriate behavior _or:to_help the meMpers recognize how they
are relating to one another. These interventions also may meet
with repe,istance and prove to be:ineffective. Choosing an

r s



or,

appropriate intervention depends on the judgment of the leader
and on his/her perceptionsof the issues involved.

POTENCY

Potency is the seond major stage. During,thiS stagt, group
behavior is generally constructive and usually focuses responsibly
on problems as they arise. Hole positions are fairly stable and
interactions less defensive than in .he earlier periods. As
the Potency Stage progresses from the working to the closing
periods, the group may be able to relate external situations to,
internal group behavior. The individual group members should
now: begin to realize that the group is no Ionger:necessarphto
help theth cope with their experiences.

Working

The Working Stage begins when the members have established theit
positions in the group, vis-a-vis both the leader and each other.
Interactions-generally are characterized by less defensiveness
and by helpfulanteresein one another. Due to their previouS
experiences with process kssues, the gioup members often can
recognize and monitor the process'leadirig to their interactions.
Consequently, the Working Stage is.typified by increased personal

. 1

feedback-among the members.

Interventions by the leader also tend to be more individually
focused. High-immediacy interventions that may have been rejected
or resisted in the Developing Stage can work well in the Potency
Stage. The leader can besmore interpretivewithout fear that his/her
interventions will be, rejected inappropriately; however, inter-
pietations that are judged by ihe members as "off the mark"
probably will be identified land rejected. The leader'should be
aware that a false sense of accomplishment may bepresent ilk this
point and should be prepared to intervene if this-occurs.Als.a
general rule, fewer.interventions will allow the participe.nts to
learn from their own experiences and will enhance successful
group growth.

Closing

In the, Closing Stage, group members have identified etch other's
-

behavior patterns and are capable of monitoring their own actions
without feedba4; As a resu4, group involvement during this
sta4e is limited to specific problems and to egternal generaliza-
tions.

if
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Gradually, the members, should ualize that the group is no longer
eisential, that-they can cope JR their OWN the effective life
of the group is over. With this realization often comes a sense
of lOss. Sometimes group members will behave immaturely in
response'to this sense of loss, attempting to recreate a need
for the group.

The leader Can faciliyate the closiw of the group by helping
Members to recognize that: a sense of los4 is natural and by
encouraging members o consider themselves capable of indepen-
dence. The leader ma want to encourage warm expiessions of
feeling among the memrs and to prOvide a sense of closure on
the experience. Some structured exercises that are well-suited
for this purpose are pr sented later.

COMMEET:
4

The need to lim4t interve't,p has been emphasized at each
stage; although silence in a group can arouse anxiety, the
anxiety often facilitates group growth. A leader should encour-
age group members to become responsible for the progress of the

4. group. Tooiint intervention can deprive the group members
of the growth necessary to reach-the closing Stage and to become
responsible foe their own actions.

It 2 2
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EXERCISE 23: PRACTICING INTERVENTIONS:.
POTENCY STAGE*

To provide practice in producing and identifying the
inienSity and focus of interven,tions

To expoe group members to situations they-might
encounter in a group

To give group members confidence in their ability-to
rodupe effective,interventions

SETTING:

s exercise fordos furthertprac,tice in intimacy, but this
in.situatio s likely to occur in the Potency Stage of group

de elopment. Ima ination' techniques are used instead of' role
plays.

MATERIALS:,

Critical Incidents heets

Paper and pencils

PROCEDURE;._

-,

For each,situation, you will be told the contex of events ,pre-k
ceding the incident. Then relax and close you eyes and try tog-
imagine the scene that the leader (trainer) describ's.

Next, write the intervention, if any, that you woul make. .Each
intervention will be discussed in the group.

s.

OPTION:

114

This exercise can also be done in small groups. Each group would
decide on an intervention that would be discussed'in the large

. ,

group.

*Critical incidents were adapted from Arthur M. Cohen and R.1 Douglas
Smith, The Critlical Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual for Group
feaders._ia Jolla, CA: University Associates,*1916. Used witli
permNsion.

10,
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PURPOSE:

7

EXERCISE 24: PRACTICING FACILITATION SKILLS

4.

1. To provide practice in intervening in small groups

2. To provide .an opportunity for feedback on intervention
styles

te,

3. To provide a forum for,discussionsof iipuel of.inclutsion,
control, and affection in the grodp.

SETTING: /

This.exercise follows the intervention practice exercises where
intervention w4s directed to role-played group.situatiohs. It
should provide a chance owr mWobers to put some -of the inter-
vention Oncepts into practice within an Ongoing group discussion.

:t
4 ---4

MATERIALS:
IP,

,

dontroL and Aih'ctioLNorm Sheet

Paper and Pencils:-

PROCEDURE: . a

,

A volunteer acts as "facilitator for the momenta". The reSt of.y
should farm a circle with an empty.chair for the l,eader (trainer).
The leader'sits outsi e the group and the faailitator fcir the
Momant leads the grceu in a feedback session.using the ICA'Norm
Sheet. After thp te4oray fac,ilitator makes alInv'ihirventigns
(after about,fige or antainutesf, the leader (traine moves' to

the empty chair End helps thejgroup-give feedback to the facilitator
about his/her interventions. Consider your r6actions to the
interventioms and syggest possible alternatives.

After this, the leader (trainer) moves outside the circle and
Sncther facilitator for thq moment volunteers to continue the%

,

,eedbit'ck alercise. Repeat this, procedure until time runs out.
i

fa

COMMENTS:

a.

1%(,,
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EXERCISE 25:' CRITICAL INCIDENTS ROLE PLAY

PURPOSE:

1. To allow group members to practice intervening in an
ongoing, role7played situation 4

0 ,

TO give group members an opportunity to generate and
discuss incidents similar to those encountered in their.
own grpups at home

SETTING:

In, this role play eIercise, group members can 'Create incidents that
are, relevant to ' those they have encountered In 'their own, groups.

This should be energizing and should allow members to discuss
proplems that frequently occur.

MATE

4

None

4

PROdtDURE:

you w wor in .§ubgroups of four to five members each. In the .

subgr d about 15 wintAes creating and rehearsing a .criti:ca/
inCi ent tha 'ght'ocouein a process ,group. Pen each Subgroup
presents its o/e play in front of the lazge group. One membei 3
will be des naied to lead the group that is' role glayingneP 0 de
the- other ers will act as process observers. This process can
be repeated until each member has had a chance to lead a griep.

During the discussion of each role play, give feedback to the member
who acted.as grOup le4der.

COMMENTS:

A
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1JNIT IVAIORULE 13r.

C'CLSING

4 -

,*This unit is #esignethtas provide SOM4 closure to the training

expefienbe. Because much of the training has been experiial
fairly intense feelis'are likely .to-,have developed. An op-

portunity to shareftbese feelings is a satisfying way to pravide

'closure 'to the training.

a.

GOALS:

1. To provide,eome clo's

1 3.

. To give feedback
expezice.

To give feedback
see them

OBJECTIVES:

to
,

ure)an the trair,ling,experience

the'tc:ners about the training

o the participants about hoW others

1. Each participant should mention flat least one Positive

and one negative aspect of the trainiqg experience.

24 Each participant should give same feedhapk to each

other participant.

3. Each participant should rieceive.some feedback from

each other participant.

11,
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EXERCISE 26: 404PLETING SENTENCE STEMS

TURPOSE:

1. To ;Ism group members a chance.to express some thoughil
rand feelbags that they have about the training program

2. To give the trainers feedback on the training worksfiop

.0SErlITTNG:

'This is a good exercise with wilich to begin the closing phase of
the group: It is designgd to elicit both feedback on the training
program and same general feelingsabout.the workshbp. It is

jdesigned to be nonthreatening and, therefore, should stimulate
discussion.

MATERIALSt.'

Newsprint with sentence stems.,written,oniit

,

PROCEDURE:

21c:) begin.this exerciSe, give sone feedback about.what.you think of
the course. You can use .the sehtence stems printed on the news-
print, although, of course, any feedback is we,lcdme,

COMMENTS:

128
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EXERCISE 27: CHOOSING A LEADER

.s
PURPOSE:

le To give group mLmbes a chancE to reflect on the different
skill's they have learned during the training sessions. '

e

2. To give:group members.positive feedback as training ends

/
SETTING:

This tr4ning has involved a considerable amount of experientic

learning that wat designed to help group meMberg develop a sena.

of coheSivness, of belonging to a group. This is the,first of

seyeral exercises designed to Kovida an opportunity to express
feeligs,that May have developedrover the-course'of training.

/

NOne

/ PROCEDURE:

Think about the skills that have been covered in the training."

Select -thegroup member whom you wpuld prefer to have e a leader

if you were in It group. Thick about why you would select that,

.person. Then discuss the gue4lities that.you have,noted with the

rest of the group. If,you wish, you can name the individual you

chose. 1

COMMENTS:

367
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"Age,

ft

PURPOSE:

EXERCISE.28: CLOSING FANTASY

To
)

provide a chance for group members to share their feelings with
One another

SETTING:

This exercise is also designed to allaw group members to express some
of the.feelingS they have developed for each other during the
tnaining.

MATERIALS:

4

isione

PROCIDURI:

Find,a quiet place where you can relax and be comfortable. Close
your eyes and imagine the scene that the leader (trainer) relates
to you.

After youhave imagined the scene and thought about what you mdght
have said, open ,your eyes and begin to tell those around you about
your thoughts and, feelings.

COMMENTS:-

130
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EXERCISE 29:

PURPOSE:

T WRESSION*

1. To give group mebei a hance'to express feelings before
they leave

2. TO provide a sense of dlosu& to training

SETTING:

This exercise is a useful way of closing a'group. Babb group
member receives and gives feedback to the others.

MATERIALS:

None

714.,

PROCEDURE:

Each of you can have the opportunity to give evqry other person

illil

some positive feedback on the events of the' ast week. You can

tell each person some of-the thoughts, feell s, and memories
of him/her that you will carry with you when you'leave.

COMEENTS:

SChutz, Joy: Expanding Human Awareness. New Yorkt Grove Press

rnc. 1967.
('
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AFpENATX A

OPTIONAL SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL EXERCISE

GIVIN.FEEDEACX

1.. Tofomplete. this exercise, begin to read in
-tM top frame on the first kage and move to
the top frame on the secondzuge, then on to
the third page and so fci,rth. .When you come

to frame 10 on the top of tlw last pag re-
turn to p4ge 1 and read the mdddle fr
eaCh page. Then return to fxlime 21 .the.

-bottam of page 2 and read all the.bottam
frames.

lh most of the frames you will find a question
in the,fOrm of fill-in-the-blanis. Same-

, tizes they will be multiple choice, and
you will have to choose from two or more
answers. Write your answer in each ftame
and then turn the page to check it and to
begin the gyestion in the next frame. A.1/

answers will'appeax to the left of*the next
frame. As you work, you may look back in
the booklet to reread sections you did hot
anderStand or to look for answers to ques-
tions in this booklet.

Move'to top frame page 2

Feddbaa

4
11.. The first rule of describing your feelings

is to use statements that contain "I,N

or "my." Sentences that do not contain these
personal words are not descriptions of your
feelimgs. Which of these statements is a
description of the speaker's feelings?

a) "I am annoyed by What you said."
b) "You are obnoxious."

Move to middle frame, page 2

am mad, that you

are late.

Try to .be on time

liext week.

21. It 's tempting to'tell your clients what to
do or to demand that they behave in a certain
way. In the long run, however, it is usually
better for the counselor to make suggestions
and to let the, client decide whether or not
to adopt the suggestions This helps the
client learn to be responsible for hislher
own life. The counsefor can share ideas
and information but the final decisions
should be made by the

Move to bottom frame, page 12

.133
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Page 2

2. .Giving feedback as a,counselor means letting
the client know how you respond to his/her
behavior. If the client is to continue dis-
cussing important personal ideas and dec4sions
with you, it ia important that qou give'feed-
back in a Way 'that is not threatening and does
not pet the client on the defen15ive. A client
who feels threateped (will/will not) be likely
to return and talk openly.

Move td top frame, Page 3

e)

V
12. Anoer rule for describing your.feelings is

aMe the specificfeeling., Mally,people. are
good at expressing their feelings bUt not at
describing the specific feeling. That
Many things people say or-do express a feeling
without naming the specific feeling. "Shut up!'
and 'No one cares about me" are statements that
expresa feelings, but the specific feeling.is
not,.

Move to middle frame, page 3

client

22. Skillf01 requests are one way, for the counselor
to Aare information with the client. Of course,

skillful requests do not alWays work. Sdmei
times you have to take a hard line and demand
that a client change his/herlbehavior, ekpecially
when he/she is violating clinic rules. But

ski.ilful requests are a useful tool for .the

counselor to have. (The two parts to a skiTul
request are: ?l)

(2)

Move to bottom frame, page 3
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Page 3

not

3, This booklet discasSes sCae Skills that will
help the ccanselor give feedbaak in a con-
structiVe way. One 4111 'that can help a
counse.4or 'give feedback tcia'client in a
nonthreatening way is to use behavior des-
criptions. Using behavior descrip.tions
means describing the client's specific,
observable behavior.

°You missed thro appointment0 last month"
(is/is not) a beitivior description.

Move to tOp frame, page 4

named,

( described,
iderkified

13. There 'are many ways of expressing feelings,
both verbal and nonverbal. You cal blush,
fidget in the chair, look away, clench your
fist, cleAch your teeth, smile, or frown.
A careful observer CAW see these behaviors

I r.

but will.be unable to tell for certain what
they mean. Assumption's abbut what feeliAzs
such behavior expresses are.often the start
of misunde6rstandings. These misunderstandinge
can be avoided if the speaker names,and
identifies his/her specific feelings.'
ExPressions of feeling are (more/less)
difficUlt to interpret than descrip,ions'

'of feeling.

Move to middle frame, page 4

c'1) statang what
the requester feels
or experiences.

2) suggesting
change.

23. What are three skills for giving feedback that
we have discussed so far?

2)

Movebto bottom frame, page 4
I
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Tt is a
behavior
description
because.it.
describes
specific, lab-

Servablp be-
havior.

e 4

4 "You are not very responsible" (is/isinot)

a behavior description.

c414,

Move to top frame, page 5

More 14. Which of these statements a a description.of
feeling?'

a) "I am bored with this workshop."

b) "This is a terrible workshop."

Move to middle frame, page 5

T

L) 'behavior

descriptions

'2) de:Scribe

your own
feelfngs

3) skillful
reuests

24. A fourth Skl11 for giving feedback is to avoy2
absoulte statements. Absolute statements usu-
ally,include words like "should,", "must,"
"always,"'"never." 'Which'of these.statemen1
is an absolute statement?

a) "You must not marry an older woman."

b) "What are your thoughts about mirriage?"

aa

\\

I e,ri
e
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Mbve to bottom frame, page 5
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Page 5

It is not a
behavior
desdription
because it.
does ,not

describe
specific, ob-

.

servable
behavior.

5. When you say to a person, "You are not very
responsible" you are talking about your
opinion of-the other person's behavior, not
about the behavior itsgplf. You are 'making a

judgment about the person's behavior. One
of thd rules of a good behavior description
N4s) that it doei. not convey a
Of the person's bahavi-r.

Neve to top.frame, page6

a)

in le), the

specific
feeling is not,

named or
identified.

'15. Statements like, "This is a terrible workshop,'
express a value judgment. People might azgue
with,your value judgments, but no one can argue
with your feelings. "I ambored with this,work-
shop" is a description of feelings and (does/
does not) make a value judgment.

move to middle frame, page'6

25. The counselor. who usek absolute statements is
often pretending that he/she "knows best"
and is full of answers. The greatest benefits
of counseling, howyver, cone in exploring'the
Troblems and looking for answers' and solutions.
Your willingness A, discuss an issue with
clientland to keep the issue open can-of
lead to deeper, more meaningful interactico.
Wkich.counselor statement is acre likely to
2,ead the client irlto a discussion of the

problem?
f

e) "'Maybe it's time to consider..changi-vi jobs."

b) "YOU sh6uld change jobs as sodn as pctssible."

move to bottom frame.
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Page 6

judgment

4

6. In our daily lives we zttalray things like.
"that is a lousy idea,* "you are a.great.guy,"
or "that was cavood commit.' Are any of these

...oniarks examples o( behavior descriptions?

Yes or No

Move-to top. frame,. Pagc 7

does not

16. The two rules for describing your awn fee/di:2 s

are:

2)

1. Move to 'middle frtzr, pay're 7

A. 26. What are some words that characterize
absolute statements?

Move to bottom frame, page 2

.
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No, all of the
Oothments make
a judgment
rather than
describing
what the
person did.

Pa5a 7

The client should feel free to express his/her
thoughts and problems withalt worrying that
the counselor is sitting in judgnWnt. You may
want to,descripe your reaCticuis to a client's
beh4viOr, but you should try not Ap be evalua-
tive. Using behavior descriptions helps the
counselor avoid labeling things as good or
.15ad, right or wrong, smart or stupid.1 rovmding
On behavior is especially important when the
feedback yoU are giving is negative. Which
of the following stitamants,focuses on be-
haviar and is the least judgmental?

a) "You are d disagreeable bastard."

h) "You have disagreed with the.lagt'e,hree
comments I havevasade."

Nave to top fraae, page 8

1) Use wl,A
"me," Or 'my" \

'2) Name the
specific

17. ,Which of thase'Statements are diescr.ivtions
of feelings? .

k
a) Everyone likes you."

.b) "I am a;Inoyed hi/ what you said."

c) "I think be is crazy."

d)- °Stop bothering me!"

e) "Your remark hurt me."

-. Move to middle frame, page 8

should.

shouldn't
must, always,
never, ought to,
(and many.others)

27. What are the,four skills for giving feedback
that we discussed?

1)

2)

3)

139

Move to bottom frame, page 8
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Focusing on describing behavior helps prevent

. you from slaking' udgmsnts _It eiko kr-went*

you e-TaggeNt einr or gerieriair,ing' encither
Srittfe behatrior.

"You, are never on . time (imVii not) e Ilphav.i01%
(description. ,

Move to ttn;.erame paie 9
(.:

b) and 0m)

In a) there is no
mme,' or 'my,"

and in C) and (V, no
feeling is named:

0

18. So Iver we hive prese)ted 1two kills, that are .,

,belpful In glvir3g 4acid fi1dack. , What are4ay?

I)

2)

I.

Move to mdddle frame, page 9

I) use behavior
' descriptions.

2) describe
your' own _

feelings.
0.1

3) use skill-,
ful requests..

4) avoid ab-
solyte state-

.ments.

This is
back.

and of ti26 Program on giving' feed:-

to^
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a.

a.

1,

4is.;not--t2e5e is

nok sIee'4aC,
obSexy4e be- 1r-

rou.
, :are never oih

'Is an eKample Of
generalizing ut

another persbn#S
behavior'. .

"You have'been late
to our last three
meetings,' is a
behavior deAcript-
iokll

,

Page J. ,

9., Whickof the following-are true of belavi4r

desdiptions?

0)' ,They shozad be used only when they make
people feel (bette.K1

I

>b). _Th,py.deFdri e observable behavior.

c) ;They help bile akold being judgmental.

d). .Thby help one avoid aiaggexating or
making generalizations'.

Mpve to top frame, page 10

7-

1) use behav-.

lox descriptions.

2) describe your
own feelings.

.

. 29.. We have seen.that'behivior descriptions and
deictibing your own,feelings are useful skills
itsfilving feedbaak. A third skill'is to use
skillful requests. A skillful request has
two paztS: (1) a statemeht of what tlie re-

quester is ?Ceding; and (2).a suggestion
for change.

Which of the following is a skillful reg4est?

a)

b)

.

"I am mad that you axe late. Try,to.

cm, on time next we6k."

wyous,re late:

When you come
n t ever be late again
see-me."

Move to middle frame, page 10°

p.
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4

b, a, axid d

10. We have seen that.u.sing bihaviox.aescriptions

Is useful in giving cattructive feedback. 11.,

second Akin 'useful in giving cpnStruaive ated-

back is to describe your own feelings.', Like

behavior descriptions, describing yodr eWn

Aelings is an inlgoitant skill far givir4

Move to siiddle frame, page,1

a) -b) does not

state what
thie Speaker is
feeling. b) is
also,a comaand,
n6t,a sugges-
tion.for change.

4 .

20. In the skillful request below4 circle the part

that states what the requester feels and Under-

line the suggestion for change. 4

"I am mad that you are late. Try to be on time

next Week."

move to bottom frame, page 1

A

4.
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TEE PROCESS'OF COMMUNICATION

, V 1

'INTRODUCTION

4 4

This.paper discus'Ses three perspectives on the process of interpersonal

communication. The first section consists of selections from-W. Warmei
Burke's article, "InterperpOnal Comainication;" in which he,Aotes SOPM8
of the problems that people.have in trying to communicate and also
discusses a few ways-to 'improve our papabilities as coMmunicators. The,

. . , .

second section describes the two levls inherent in anycommunication, .

. that of,coAent and 'that, of process, and focuses ori three aspects of
process skills that trainers can use tq encobsage open, spontaneous
behavior. .The third section discqsses the concept of "feedbackNv
eight feedbaq rules that can be usFd t4o facilitatd intertpersonal
communication, steps to 'follow/in giving feedback, and some Common
probi,ems thai. can 11.4.nder eff/pOtive feedback. .

'EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Interpersonal, Communication--The Sender

Communicationi, by definition, involves at least two
individuals, the sender and the receiver. Consider
yourself, first of all,'as the sender o,f some message.
There are certain filterS'or barriers (internal) which
det,ermine whether or not the message is actually trans-I

:flitted. These barries may be categorized as: follows:
.(1) 'Assumptioins about yourself--Do I really have some-

thing to offer? Do I really'want_to 'Share the infor-

mation? Will pthers really understand? 4ow will the
communication affect my self-esteen? (2) Attitudes

about the meg4age itselfIs the information valuable?
Do I see the information correctly, or understand it
Well enough to describe it"toothers? (3)Sensing the

_receiver's reaction--Do I becOme al4re of whether or not
the receiver is actually understanding? ,Or in other

words, can I "sense" from-cert,ain cues or reactions by,
the receiver Whether or not we are 'communicating?

a

vio

Now -consider ydurself as the receiver. As a receiver you
may filter,or not hear aspects (or any aspect for that
matter) of a message. Why? Because the message may seeM
unimportant or too,difficult. Moreover, you may be selective
in your attention. For example, you may feel that the sender
'is being redundant, so you quit listening after the first
1pw words. You may be preoCcupied with something else.
Or your filtering or lack'of attention may be due to your
.past experiende with the q.ender. You may feel that "this
guy has never made a point_in this life and never win!"

*Reprinted from Training of Trainers, revised edition; Ann R. Bauman,
course deyeloper; Normandie Kamar, editor; National Drug Abuse Center, 1977.
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Many times the receiver never makes use, of his "third ear."
That iS, trying to be sensitive to Aonvetbal communication.
The sender's eyes, gestures, and sometiies his over*1 posture
CommuniCafe me4ages thaethe insensitive listener never
.receiveS.

1

There may be b$rr*ers that exist-between.the sender and the
receiver, e.g., cultural differences. grivAronmental ccnd5.-

tions may, also caude barriers, e.g.', poor acoustics. More
common, however, ire °the differences in frames of reference.
For.exaMple, there may not be a common uAderstanding of pur-
pose in a certain communication, You nay asktme how I'm
feeling today. To you the phrase', "How,ya doing?" is nothing
-more than a greeting. However, I may think that you really
want to know and I. may tell you--possibly at length...

There is a fairly small percentage of people who speak arti6u-
lately and clearly enough to be understooemost'of the time. N

iMost of us have to work at it, especial/1y whent.we are attemptikg
to communicate a mebsage which is fairly abstract or when we
want to tell something which is quite personal or highly emiStional.

In sending the messalle effectively; we must do ,two things.simul-
taneously, (1) work at finding the appropriate words and emotion
to express what'we want to say, and (2) continually look fer
cues fraM the listener to get some feedback even if'we must ask

our listener for some.

I .

The Listerter

In consilering interpersonal communication, we might, at first
thoughti think that liStening is the easiet of the two functions
in the process. If we assume, however, that the listener really

. ,

Wants to understand what the speaker,is saying, then the process.
is not all that easy. The basic problem that.the listener faces
is,that he is capable of thinking faster than the speaker can
talk. In their Rdrvard Btisiness ReUieW article, Nichols and
Stevens state that the average rate of speech flior most Americans
is aboUt 125 words per minute. Most of our 'thinking processes
involve wordS,,and our brains can handle many more words.per
minute than 125. As Nichols and StevenS point out, what this
.mearis is that, whFn we listen, our brains receive wordS at a
very slow rate compared with the brain's capabilities...

Thus, a fundamental problem the 'listener must consider in the,
compunicative procesS:is.the fact that his brain is cawbie of
responding to a speaker at several different levels sinlataneously.

Naturally, this cahlbe an asset to the listener rather than a
problem., For example, the listener can attend to nonv'erbal cues
thep speaker gives, e.q., facial'expression, gesture, or tone of
voice, as well zs listen to the words themselves.

144
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.

B sides a highlylictive brainr-an effective listener has another'
ctor, to consider in the communicative process. This factbr

.,. volves 0.1eproceds\-Of trying to perceive wtat t4e speaker. is_
1

. .

yinTfrom his poi..nt of view. ---
i

Tthe Tendency tOtraluate

4.Acc6ceing tbitarl Roiagrs, a leading psychotherapist and researcheF,
.

,

.theiWor birrier 4to effective comm9unication is the tendency .to.'
.

.evaluate...to approve or-disapprove the statement or*opinion of
the otherHperson or grOup. 'Suppose someone says to you; "I didn't
like what tkie ledtureehad, to say." Your ,typical res.ppnselwill be

either agreeme4t or disagreement. In,other worrls, your primary
reaction is to evaluate the statement from your Own point of view, .

.

from your o,- wn frame of referenbe.

,
ithough the inclinaXion to make evaluatiofis is Common, it iso
ually heightened in those situations ;there feelings and emotions

are deeply involved. Thus, the stronger,our feelings, the more
4kely it is that there will be nomutual:element in tte communica-
ftion There will be only two ideas, two feelings, two judgments,
Ipaissing each, other the heat of the psychological battle.

0-

If having a tendency to evaluate is 'the major barrier to cammunica-
tion, then the logical,gateway to communication is to become an)
active listener, to listen with understanding. Don't let this
simple statement fool you. listening with understanding means to
see the 'expressed, idea and attitude from the other person's pOint
.of view, to see how it feels to him, to achieve his frame Of
reference concerning his subject. One word that summarizes this .

process of listening is "empathy."

In psychotilerapir, for example, Carl Rogers and his associates
have found from research that empathic understanding--understand ng
With la person not 'abo.4t him*--is such an ,effective approach that
it cArn br,ing about'major changgs

Toward More Effective Listening

Some steps the listener can take to improve iTnterpersonal communica-
tion have been stated. To summarize and be more explicit, let us
cbnsider these stePs.

1,
(

Effective listening must be an active process: To make certain
that you are understanding what thespeaker,is saying, you,
as the 'listener, must interact with him. One way to do this
is to paraphrase or summarize for the speaker what you 'think
he has said.

2. Attending to nonverbal behavior that'the speaker is cammunica-
tirig along with his verbal expression usilally helps to understand

*Editor's italics
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the oral message more clearly. Often a facial expression'or

g9sture will "teliq you that the speaker feels5dre strongly
aboUt his subject than his woTe'S would communicate4

3. The-effective listehezNeloes not try to memerize every word or
-fact_the speaker communicates, but rather, he listens for'the
main thought or idea. Since four.brain is such a h4,ghly efféc-

tive processor of info ;0-tion, spending your listening'time
in more than just hearin the words of tbe,splaker gran lead

tormpre,effective listening. That is, while .listening to. the

yordk, you can also be seardhing for the main idea 'of the
message. Furthermore, you can attempt to.find thel.frame of
reference fir the speaker's message as well as look at what
he is sayifg from his perspective. This empatAetic process

.also Imellides your attempting to'experience the same feeling .

about the' subject as the speaker.

These three steps,toward more effective listening seem fairly
1

simple and obvious. But the'fact remains tliat We don't practice

these steps very of n. Why don't we?

Accordingito Carl s, it takes courage. If y u really under-

stand another person in this way, if you.are will ng to enter his

private world and see the way life appears t himwithout any ,.

a..ttemkt,.;o make evaluative judgments, you run the.risk ok'bejIng'

changed ourself. This rfsk ef being changed is one of the most
frightening prospects many.of us face.

. -

Moreover, when we need to utiLize these steps the most, we Are
. .

:likely to use them the least, that is, when the situation involves
a considerable amount of emotion. For example; when we' listen to

a message that contradicts our most deeply held prejudices, opinions,

or donvictiops, our brain becomes stimulated by many factors other

than what'the speaker is telling us. Wben We are arguing with

someone, especially about something that is "near and dear" to us,

what are we tyPically doing when the7other'person is making hip point?
It's certainly nat llistening empathetically! We're probably plan-

ning a rebuttal to what he is sayirp...-,1 or we're formulating a question

lfwhicwill embarrass the speaker. We may, of course, simply be '

"tuning him out." Bow often have you been argUing with someona,for
30 minutes or so,.and you make what you consider to be a major point,
and your "opponent" responds by saying,."But that's what I said 30

minutes ago!"

When'bmotions are strongest,-then, it is most difficult to achieve

the fraMe of reference of the other person'or group. Yet it

then that empathy is most needed if communication is.to be established

A third party, for example, who is able to lay aside his own feelings

and evaluation, can assist greatly by listening with understanding

to each person'or group and clarifying the views 'and attitudes each

. holds.
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-Whee.thelpartis to a dispute realze that they-are being,under- ,

stood, that someone sees how the situation seems to them, the state-

ments grose less exaggerated and fess defensive, and it is no

longer necessary to maintain'the attitude, "I am 100% right and
,

kou are.100% wreng". .

%

annmary
4

Effe4ive communication, at least 'among haftanleeingS, s not a one-

wey street. It involves%en interaction between the speaker'andethe

listenee The respons 'lity for this interaction is assumed by

bebth partiete Yeu as the eaker ean Solicit feedbadk and adjust

your messege accordingly. a listener, you cae sumeerize for the ,

speaker wiia you think he has said And continuellypracpice the

empathetie pr cess. )t

One of the joys of life, at least to me, is to know that I have been

heard and undeAtood correctly and to know that someone-cares enough

to try to understand what I have said. I also. get, a great deal of

satisfaction gram seeing this same enjoyment on the face of a speaker

when he knows I have understood hipL(Burke, 1969).

-

THREE ASPECTS OF PROCESS SKILLS

Within 'every communication there are two levels: (1) content, the topic

under discussion, and (2) process, feelings about one s.self and others during

the pommunicatien.

The procese levei is often more hidden and more-subtle

ehan the content level. People generally have great

difficulty in communicating feelings (especially) in

a group setting...problems...arise between people on

the feelfng level...and...influence the quality of

learning an1a teaching...(Gorman, 1974.)

Gorman concluded that

...improvement of teachin4 is directly related to improVe-

merit of COmmunidation on both...(the content and, the peocess)

levels. Because one level is interrelated with the other, the

bypassing or ignoring of the process level creates a more

serious impediment to learnin than has'been realized until

recent years.

From the late 50's through thetearly 70's many books were wrieten and traiNeg

prograns developed that focused on the process aspect of commurgcation and

human interaction. As with aril) novel and exciting concept, thie emphasison

process led,at times to an oveeemphasis. "How do you feel ebout it?"

"What I hearyou saying is..." sometimes became overUsed,'hackneyed phrases

in the field of human relations.
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. "What is new...is the focus on process,dtmmqpication in addition to and.comblned

Lt

with coritent focus"

equally emphasiz as.caMponents of effective communication in the teaching

p4ocess.

(Gorman, 2974). In the mlid70'sl'content and process are :-

In his book Teachers and LearnerA The Intera ctive Process of Educ4tion;

Alfrea Gorman (1974) highlights Lree'aspects of process skills in communica-

tion?

The needs of the receiver of feedback
\

. The clarity of tlie message

3. The personal responsibility of the (potential) sender

For example, during a training program, if a parUcipant,tells the trainer.that

hd is "bored to death,40he it elpressing his feolings but not very skillfully.

If he had well-developed process skills, he would have taken into account the
needs of the raceiverin'this case the trainer-- and the clarity of the mesgale
plus his own personal responsibility for the bbring situation. As we know, few

people have good process skills. The trainer needs to build the type of learning

climate that encouragesitrainees to develop their verbal communication skills.

Receiver Needs

Receivers may need our mesSages very much. To deal with the problem, ib this

case, the trainer needs to.Abyw that the trainee is bored. The trainee has the

alternative of (1) saying =Ming verbally (though the message will still come
through nonVerbally), (2) saying, in a clumsy manner, that he is bored, or (3)

communicating his problem to the trainer in a way\that the trainer can accept

without losing face, in a way that invites them to work together to*solve the

problem, because the trainer also needs support and respect. Failing to recdive

these, he may block out the boredom Akssage or he may feel hurt and counterattack

the trainee. This causes all sorts oI bruised feelings and does not touch the

boreligm prcblemat all.

What can the trainer do to ensure that the trainee attempts to employ the third /
(

alternative? As a potential receiver, he ean reques at trainees tell him how

he is coming across.

41Pri 114-,

11P''X

447.01, OP'

acceptable

message

Trainer
148

ta_

I'm bored. How can I say it without
offending the trainer?

PartIcipant



Clarity of Messae
7

The. need.for trainin4 in proceds communication becomes evident whenever
m bored to
e could react
n that the
essing problems
do the work and

ainpr knows more

.4

.people:attempt to tell others bow they feel. the statement,-,n

deatlet" is a case,in:pointe Even if the receiver of ,this messa

to it unemetienplly, yhat does boredom really mean? Does,it m

trainee alreadi knows thE cdpept being discussed, has other

on his mind, feels left quevflphe group, does not know hOw

is,frnstrat4r, ordoes it mean something else? tntir the

than the bare word bdredom, he is not in any position to h lp. If a trainee

says, "'I'm bored to deati,'"the trainer needs/ to help tlje rtrainee clarify wh'at

he means.

What's.going on?

Trainer

Being bored is vague. What am I '

really feeling? I already know

most of this information.

clear and acceptable

message

'clear and aCceptable

reply,

Participant

Personal Responsibility

Good trainers do not evade their responsibility ,for the success of the

e ,

cone:Se--

the course. However, trainer often allow participants to evade their respon-ror, mOr precisely for the p ticipant's successful learting experience in

sibility for making the course a success. Too often trainers'fall into the

trap of either being experts who tell trainees how to act, or they expect

trainees to become responsible for their own learning only after a period of

days. The trainee who came to be taught, to receive the l'answers," doesn't

view leapling as a joint responsibility. He doesn't realize that same of

is res'Ponsibilety is his. If the trainer makes it clear from the outset

t at learning isia joint reponsibility and demonstrates this approach through-

out the conrse, then both the trainees and the trainer will be free to explore

areas for mutual benefit.-

4
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We seem tp be getting
somewhere.1 '

I'm-glad he said it that

waY. It helped me that
he told me he knew this
information. Now^I can
use him as a resource.

m .

A .

. 4.

Trainer

I'm glad now that I.told him' what
I was feeling. I must have dame it
with some skill..

Maybe I should do something,about
my boredom. Whg blame it all on
him? It might :be more interesting
if I participated'more.'

cleat and acceptable

Oessage

clear and acceptable

e

The Process Role of the Trainer
1 T

WLiel/Th e trainer understandsthat he is not engaging in\ cal psychology.
Deep-seated emotional P'roblems ae,not resolvable through the training
program. The process:ro'lelh:he trainer is directed at enabling particl-
pants to verbalize feelingS t are-leing expressed unclearly and nonver-
bally. These 'feelings (on the part of poth trainer and trainee) affect what
.goes on in the sessipn, often,in'negative ways. The process role of the
trainer focuses on 'exploring .and clarifying feelings; on building supportive
norms for open, spontaneous behavior; and on developing verbal communication
skillS. In such seseions, your best f4ieAd will tell you,. and he will tell
you in a clear, supportive, helpful way.

reply

Participant

FEEDBACK

The National Training Laboratories (NTL) Reading Book (2969) describes
"feedback" as:

a

...a way of helping another person. to consider changing
his,behavior. It is communication to a person (or group)
which gives that person information about how he affects...
(you).
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Chartier (1976) illustratei, the concept of fe4bar.k in fc4,15NttL4___(

dialogue:

Joe: Feedback is a process oAcorrecting
inaccuracy in coAcitunicatian.

Sally. Do yoU mean thatAkeedback is simply
a process of correcting errors?

)
Joe: ---Not exactiy although that is a part

of what I mean. feedback is a way 9f
being sure that what I say to you is
adequately perceived by you.

Sally: Now ou're: really getting complicated.
What Abep "adequatel perceived"

Joe: Well, I think adequately perceived"
means that you .understand the idea as'
I would like for yoU to anderstand it.

Sally: Oh, then you mean that feedback is a
.edevice for checking hether or not
got the idea you w ed me to get.

Joe: Exactly.

Sally: Do you think .T used feedback effectively?...

Criteria for Useful Feedback

According to the4968 NTL Reading Book, some criteria for effective.feedback

are; ,

1. IT IS DESCRIPTIVE RATHER THAN EVALUATIVE. Because you describe your mon

reaction, the receiver is free to use your feedback or not to use it as

he sees fit. By avoiding evaluative language, the receiver's need to

react defenalively is reduced.

For example:

You have interrupted me three tipes in the last half hour is probably not

something that a person really Ants to hear, but it is more helpful than,

you are a rude, selfish s.o.b. 4 4

2. IT ZS SPECIFIC RATHER THAN GENERAL. To be told.that one is "dominating"

is probably not as useful as to be told that "just now when, we were
deciding the issue, you continued to :argue yolur point of view without

responding to what others said, and I felt forced to accept your argu-
.

nents or fact attack from you.
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3. IT TAKES IgTO ACWUNT THE NEEDS OF BOTH THE RECEIVER AND GIVER OF
FEEDBACK. Feed-Sack can be destructive when it serves only the giver s
needs and fails to consider the needs of the person on the receiving
end.

4. IT IS DIRECTED TOWARD BEHAVIOR THAT ZHE RECEIVER CAN DO SOMETHING ABbUT.
When some shortcoming (oveK wIlich he has no-control) is pointed out,
,theteceiver's fruStration isoften increased.

5.' IT IS SOLICITED, RATHER THAN 'MPO.tED. Feedback is most useful,when, the

receiver himself has asked. others to tell him how his behavior affected -

them.

6. IT IS WELL-TIMED. In ieneral, feedback is most useful-when provided at,
the earliest opportunity after the given behavior (depending, of course,
on the person's readiness to hear it, support available from others, etc.).

IT IS CHECKED" TO INSURE CLEAR COMMUNICAION. By rephrasing the feedback
\ he has received to see if-it corresponds to what the sender had in mind,
\the receiver ascertains that he understands what was said to him.

When feedback is given in a training group, both giver and receiver
have the OPPORTUNITY Tb CHECK WITH OTHERS IN THE GROUP THE ACCURACY OF
THE FEEDBACK. Is one person's.perception shared by others?

Feedback, then is a way of giving help; it is also useful for 'the individual
who wants to learn how well hit behavior matches his intensions.

Steps in Giving Feedback

Observing and Reporting

.Most of us listen routinely, neither-seeing nor hearing all the data we
need to give useful'feedback. Moreover, we are acduStoMed to msi4na
subjective judgments, as we do in conver4ation. Careful, objectiVe watching
and listenin/--goed observation--is tile key to the whole feedback process:

As in the case with Observation, few.people can consistently and atcurately
report on their feelings or other people's behavior.

,

The most common reporting error is jumping from an.obserVation to'a cemclusion
(Or interpretation) without checking the accuracy of the observation. The

first task in giving feedback is too.accurately describe obderved data.

Leveling ,

After reporting the data accurately, tell the person hcrig las behavior affected,
you. Attempt to be.open honest, specific, and descriptive. Try, however,

not to overwhelm,the person with Your feedback. Check often to see if 'your

message is as clear as you ink it it.
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.Pitfalls in Giv rig Feedback

\c
4

' Making Assumptio (Interpretations)

In'the'absence of camplete-data, we make-assumons or inferehces to fill in

the blanks. . (Far exaMpld, if you are reading this article, I assume you're .

.interested in communicatloa prrciples though I hive no visible data to support

this. Likewise,/I could infer that-you arefinterested in trailUng.)..Wd-pak16.

assumptions andfinferences daily and, in faqt, must\do so becAuse,,there simply

isn't enough -time or energy for 'each'of'us to ariplain everythingrbvery dal/.

lkssumptions and inferences, however, must be used wittl\ discretion. They must

be made clear, and,che ked out. Unless assumptions:are clarified and,check4a,

your feedback may be inb.çrate, 't.eading you to an'inaccurate cOnclusion.

Confronting

,The confronting stateme t is somet.ng to avoid in giving feedback. Feedback

should not be given primarily to ump" or "unload" on another. If you feel you

'have to say something hegative to the other person, then ask yourself who it is

you-are tryini to "help." Feedback should not be 'given to acc}:se someone .

of being responsible for another person's behavior. Feedback (should be a

direct response from me to you about how your behavior 'affected me.

Conclusion

Giving effective feedack in part depends on an individual's values asic

philosophy about himself, his relationships-with others, and other people's
n

perceptions. Certain,guidelines, however,, can be learned and are valuable in

helping people give and receive useful feedback.

In summary, the object of feedback it the transmission 'of reliiple information

so that the person receiving it has sufficient information to change his

.behavior, if he elects to do so.

Four questions to ask yourself before giving any feedback are:

1. Can the receiver's behavior be changed or modified? (If the answer is "no"

then don't go on.)

2. Are my observations both accurate and objective?

3. Can I clearly and accurately describe mg observations?

4. How can, I check with the receiver to insure clearjcammunication?

For a more in-depth i6cusslon of interpersonal communication, the following

topics are covered in ther resource papers in your manual:

a. Visualizing the helping situation; thihgs that make it difficult for us

to give help; and things that make it difficult for us to receive help:

Feedback and the Helping Relationship.
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be Faternal vs group-shared Eeedback; who is responsible far the feed-
back;0pressUre to change vs freedom to change; motivation to hurt vs
motivation t7o help; and coping with,anfier: Giving Feedback: Anr-
Inerperonal SA113.

c. Characteristics of'the feedback,process: Aids for Giv.ing and Receiving

Feedback.

Burke,. W.,Warner. "Interpersonal
Richard R. Fernandez, 4Eds.),
geif.: Fernandez Universit'y
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STRUCTURED .XPERIENCJE,: FEEDBACK*

4

To give participants practice in.using the eight feedback rulesl

60 minutes

SPACE REQ5IR4MENTS'

One large 4room

SEATING ARRAFFYIENTS
-

Paics may sit' anywhere they wish

I.

.MATtRIALS

Feedback Rating,Scaies

t.-

TIZAWER INStRUCTipNS

gko

L.

4

Introduce the strUctured exp ience.
,

Explairi the goal of the struCtured experience.

ciVle the'following instructions:

ago

A

This learning activity is divided into three part.i. In tt..2e first part,

participants are divided into pairs to play'a game.qailvd "I've got it,

ybu want it." In th:e Secondpatt, each member of the pair gives feed-

back to the other abo4t what happened in the game. In the third parti

pairs share their experiences with the'toial gr6up.

In Part One, one member of the pair has "it",and he doesn't want to

..give ".it" Thd other jersqii wants "it", his job to talk the

firstperson into.giving"it"up.

(Note: _rt is important for this"game that the.pers4whc has- "it"

doesn't think of ".2.#51as a specific object'*)

You will be given five minutes to got ."A" away frovrpour partner.

At the end of this-time.period, we will begin the feedback portion.

\k.
0

*Reprinted .from Training of Trainers, revised edition; Ann R. Bauman,

course developer; Normandie Kamar, editor;'National/Drug Abuse Center, 1977.

6
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A

Call time after five minutes.

In Part TO,p, Feedback-i4ummary-Repeato we wilive .f.:edback Oheck
4

our understanding of'the feedback and rate it an the Feedback Ratj.ng'
Scales.

First', the partner who wanted "it" will give feedback to the person
who had

The person who had nit" will theli summarize and repeat the feedback he
received from his partner. (This ensures accurate communication.)

The Prdcess is:then reversed; the person who had wit" gives feedback
to his par. er. His partner then summarizes and repeats the feedback
he receive

After the feedback rounds are completed, the pair rates each round on
the Feedback Rating Scales. You will have twenty minutes to complete
Part Two.

In Part Three pairs discuss with the total group their experiences in
and what they learned from "Feedback".

No to Trainer: This.exercise sounds 'bore complicateg,than it .7s. Instead
of giving the instructions all at once and then repeating thlm before eaOh
part, f the structured experience, you may wish to give only those instrue-
tions at relate to Part One, Two, or.Three. If, the group is not familiar
with ving and receiving feedback, the trainers might decide to demonstrate
exp ted trainee behavior for Part Two. Before conducting this structured
periencel decide (with your co-trainers) how the instryctiops are to be

given.

Ask if therefore any questions. Clarify the task if necessary.

Part One (9 minutes)

Divide trainees into pairs.

Identify which member of the pair has "it".

Begin Part One: "I'vegot it; you want it."

Observe trainees' participation'in Part One. '(This may provide you
with useful data for-Part Three.)

Part Two (21. minutes)

Explain Part Two of the structured experience.

Explain that trainees should spend no more than seven minutes on each
phase of Part Two. Watcb the time and tell thepairs when each seven-
minute segment Has elapsed.
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Observe trainees' participation in Part Two. (rhi,A data may also

be useful in Part Three.)

Call time after 21 minUtes.'

Part Three (20 minutes)

Ask trainees to reassemble into a large group.'

Ask the pairs to discuss their experiences and what they learned
from "Feedback." Each pair should be allowed no more than four
minutes in which to disCuss their experiendes, so that at least four
pairs can report. After each pair reports, ask for volunteerswhose
dx0riences differed from tliose previously reported.

Summarize the struoturedexperience and discuss its releVance to.lithe
next.section of this module: ,group process.

a
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.APPENDIX C

SUGGESTED ENERGIZERS

Sometimes group members need activity that will erase their lethargy

and-will prepare them far the task 'ahead% Such an activity is called

an energizer. It should be fun and nonthreatening; it should in:-

volve physical movement, stimulate breathing, and provide a share&

-ezperience. The following suggested energizers are from Pfeiffer

arva alines (1974) and National Drug Abuse Center, 1974.

BACK-LIFT. Group members form dyads, and partners sit back toi .

back on the floor. They lock their arms together and attempt to

stand. Vaikation: They stand back to back, locking arms, and

one member lifts the other off the floor.

e"

BACK RUB. Group members.form a large4ircle, each perspn facing

the back of the person in front of him/her. At a given signal, they

start rubbing each other's shoulders and backs.

BIG AND SMALL CIRCLES. Participants join hands in a circre. The

facilitator instructs them ta' stretch the circles as large as possi-

ble and then to make the circle as small as possible.

'ELEPHANT AND GIRAFFE. Group members stand in a circle, one per-

son volunteers to be "it." The volunteer stands in the center

of the circle, points to one member, and says eiiter "Elephant"

or "Giraffe." The indicated person and the participant on each

side of him/her must pantomime same pert Of the designated anim#1

(nose, ears, neck, eyes) before the voluneteer count,* to three.

If a Person`fails to respond in time, he/she becomes "it:"

NERF. Group members stand in a circle and bounce a Nerf Ball (a

soft, sp9ngy ball distributed by Parker Brothers) or a 11101kloon in

the air as long as possible. Ground rules are (1) no one may hit

the-ball twice in a row; (2) the ball must not touch the floor;

(3) before the ball can be hit randomly, it mustbe bounced at .

least once by each person arowid the circle; (4) the person who

makes a bad pass must tell the others something about him/herself;

and (5) the group decides what are "bad passes."

PARTNER PUSH. Group members work in pairs, standing'and facing

their partners with legs far apart. They stretch their hands

above their heads and press their palms against those of their

partners. They then try to push each other over, (Impossible

if they are doing it correctly.)
4

La'
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ONGS. Grolw members walk about an their tiptoes while they iiing
together "Tiptoe,Through the Tulips:." The movement and sollg. -

are en changeetto "Walking Through the Tulips," "Running Through
the lips," 4ndfinally4 to "Stomping Through the,Tulips." '(Other
act.t4rity songs.can be used, such as "Itsy Bitsy Spider," "Bunny Hop,"
and ."Head and Shoulders, Knees an4 Toet.")

THE SCREAM. dioup mem0.ers stand and'close their eyes. They breathe
slowly and deeply. Then they breathe in unison. continuing. Lc,

breathe togetherl.they reach up and then higher'and higher. They
are instructed to jump-up and down together.and.then toscream as
loudly as they cin.

TUG-OF-WAR: Participants divide themselves into two teams and,
using an iMaginary rope, pull as hard as they can in opposite
directions.,

0,

UNDER THE BRIDGES. Participants form#a circle, hold' g handb.
One member frees one hand and leads-the others "unde .the bridges"
of hands. The group .ties itself into a knot:

WHOOSH. Group members stand., reach up, and breathe deeply in

unison. Then they bend forward qUickly at the waist, dropping
,their aft!le as if they were going to touch their toes, while
ekhaling all the air in their lungs. This is repeated several

'times*

YOGA BREATH Of FIRE. Individuals stand at ease. Following the
leader's movements, they move through the following steps:'

1. Legs should be shoulder-length apart, with'knees
somewhat bent'

2. Make fists with hands and place on chest, elbows
horizontal to floor

3. Inhalearms go straight out to side
4. Exhale--arms pulled back to chest position
5. Beg& rapid (breath-of-fire) breathing

ZoOK. Participants sit in a circle, facing straight ahead. The
leader turns his/her head tO person on .right and "sendg" that
person the word, "Zoom." The receiver then turns to the person
on his/her right and does the same thing. After "Zoom" has been
sent around the circle, the leader can suggest. that it go faster
or in different ways. For example: "Do it angrier"; ;Iire it

sexily"; °Whisper it." When it comes back to him the leader can,

say "Zilch."



.- 'APPENDIX D

GROUP FACILITATOR ASSESSMENT

i'RETEST

Instructions: You have approximately 30 minutes ..tc complete this test,
Pleas'e read all questions carefully. In order .41...At learn-

ing gain beméasured from the beginning of the course to
the end, please put your name (or some other i4entifying

: mark) on baqh the pre and posttest.. 0

t

Suppose you are starting a group today. bescribe an exercise you might
use to help the ;members get to know one another.

2. Place a checkmark beside items that describe characteristics of a good

group:

Attention is paid to what is being said but no attention is paid to
hOw it is said or to how members work together.-

members think of themselves as a group.

Members are carekul about what they say and are afraid of being rejected
by the group.

The group has goals that are explicit and shared.

Each member's contributions are valued.



3. Read each of the following issues that might be discussed in a group.

Place a "P" beside those issues that are proc'ess and a "C" beside the

content issues.

The atmosphere during group sessions.

Whether or not-the clinic should be opened at lewst one evening
a week.

*HOW the group gdes aI3out making dteisiOns.

The reasons why one of the group metbers shoots dope.

4. Name three elements in a group experience that can help a person grow
and learn about him/herself (curative factors).

N
5.

1.

2.

3.,

In our model of the stages of group growth there are two main stages,
eaph of which has two substages.

What are the substages Of the Developing Stage?

1.

2.

.NN

What are the substages of the Potency Stage?

t
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It

Which substage is characterized by the development of c4esion,
increased risk...taking, and increased openness and trust?

t.

6. Place a checkmark beside items that describe a good grotto leader:

Does not allow any tension to develop in the group.

Ilas respell, for eabk of the group.members and values their contribu-
.tions.

Is patient with the group even when it is moving slowly.
0

Offers a\ lot of advice to group Members.

7. Sometimes a counselor must decide whether or not a client should partici-
pate ,in grow or indivipal counseling. Put a "G" by the client descrip-
tions thatindicate group counseling and an "I" by the descriptions that
suggest individual counselingd

The client is not in touch with or aware of his/her feelings.

The client needs to practice social skills and become more effective '

in interpersonal reilations.

Thetclient is,Undergoing a seriouS crisis that demands immediate
attention and resolution.

0

The client is unaware of hew he/she affects others and needs to receive
-feedback.

,
/

-

8. This question relates to concept of the focus of an intervent4on. Place

a letter beside each,of the following iltervention to indica what the

focus is: - ,

= Group

S = Subgroup (interpersonal)

I = Individual
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APP*DIX E

GROUP FAcILITATOR ASSESSMENT

POSTTiST

Instructions: You have approximately 30 minutes,to complete this test,
Please read all questions carefully. In order that learn-'

ing gain b6 measured from the beginning of the course to tle
end, please put your name (or some other Sdentifying loyfik.k)
dn both the pre and posttest.

1. Suppose you are starting a group today. Describe an exercise you might
use to help the membeks get to know Tkanother.

4.0

.1g

44

2. Place a cheokmark beside items that describe characteristics Qi a good
group:

Some members have nothing to contribute and they are ignored.

.. ,

Members are receptive to leedback; thertlialate 's open and

1
.trusting.

Members pay attention to how they Work with .one another.

Members are not sure why the group. exists: there are no goals.

Members think of themselves as a group.

4 c
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3. Read each. of the following issues that pigh,t,be discussed in a group.

Place a "P" beside thcal issues that axe process .and a "C" beside the

content issues.

11
2

The level of participation of various members during tha group

session.
-41

What Joan can do to meet men who are not into dope.

,The "feeling tone" auring group sessions.

What can done for young children who come to the clinic with
thetr'parent.,

4. Name three elements in a group experience that can help a person grow
And learn about him/herself (curative factors).

.1.

2.

a

;')

5. In our model of the stages of group growth there are two main stages;
each of which has two substages.

411)v
What are the substages of the Developing Stage?.-

4
1.

11

2.

What are the sUbstages of,the Potency Stage?

2.

Which substage is characterized by conflict, dealing with issues of
power, 'ahd finding one's position in the group?

4
n



6. Place a checkmark.ieside items thaedeScribe a'good group leader.

Uses threats to bring members into line.

Can accept and deal with criticism of him/herself and of the
group,.

Sees the important issues that are going on in thegroup.

Allows same tension in the group and is comfortable with it.

7

7. Sometimes a counselor must decide whether or not a client should partici-
pate in group or individual counseling. Put a "G" by the client descrip-
tiohs that indicate group counseling and an "I" by the descriptions that
suggest individual counseling.

The client's probleqs are problems a lot of other clients have.

The client .nyeds to qeZ his/her own page, to be able to'work
when he/she is ready and to "sit backl(whep he/she is not.

The client shows very flat or inappropriate emotions.

The client is very immature,and childlike.

This question relates to the concept of the focus of an-intervention.
Place a letter beside each of the following interventions to indicate
what the focus is:

44444.44=1.4.44.444444

4

GroUp

S Subgrup (interpersonal)

.-- Individual

"Mona just shared some pretty *portant feelings with us.
wonder if others have similar feelings they have never expressed."

"John, do you think this is helping you with this problem?"

"Annette and Kitty, you two earn to' have some pretty strong
feelings toward each other.

"There is a lot of tension here now. Is anyone thinking of
saying something and wondering what would happen if they said it?"

'.44
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